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ABSTRACT 
In recent years, much work has been done to recover the presence of early modern 
women as authors of a range of texts. Nonetheless, the canon of works inherited from 
this period remains overwhelmingly male-dominated. My thesis, therefore, traces the 
ways in which women's engagement with the changing modes of literary production 
affected both the form and content of the male-authored texts of the period. 
Examining the multiple roles played by women in the production, preservation, and 
dissemination of a vast array of writings, my thesis argues that the evidence of the 
physical text allows us to trace the contours of women's involvement in the economic 
and material processes of book production. Conversely, the insistent physicality of 
women is shown to alter the textual and material shape of the printed book, as the real 
interventions of women collide with their rhetorical and ideological representations. 
The diverse nature of women's participation in the mechanisms of textual production 
means that my thesis engages with many different forms and genres of text, and 
explores the widely varying histories of women at different levels of the social scale 
who published texts, sheltered secret presses and seditious authors, or were addressed as 
readers and patrons in prefaces and dedications. 
Through the writings of authors as diverse as Ben Jonson, Edmund Spenser, John Lyly, 
and Nathan Field, religious writers from Campion and Persons to local ministers, and 
translators and nationalists like Edward Hoby, my thesis charts the tensions between the 
textual interpellation of women and their intransigent reality. Above all, I insist that the 
monolithic male tradition decried by some feminist critics has been, from its inception, 
shot through with the textual and material presence of women: a presence that 
transforms our understanding of male authorial subjectivity, and of the gendered nature 
of our literary inheritance. 
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NOTE ON TEXT AND ABBREVIATIONS 
In all direct quotations from early modem sources I have silently expanded contractions 
and suspensions and incorporated interlinear insertions. I have endeavoured throughout 
not to modernise 'u/v' and 'i/j' in direct quotations, although I have silently replaced the 
long T. In giving publication details of primary texts, I have included full details from 
the colophon or fi7om the STC, as these are some of the few sites at which women 
working in the British book trades during this period become visible. 
Due to concerns of size the font size and style within tables included in the appendices 
is not consistent with that in the body of the thesis. 
The following abbreviations have been used: 
DNB Dictiona7y ofNational Biography 
ELH English Literary History 
ELR English Literwy Renaissance 
MLR Modern Lanpage Review 
PMLA Proceedings of the Modem Language Association 
STC A. W. Pollard and G. R. Redgrave (eds. ), A Short-Title Catalogue of Books 
Printed in England, Scotland, & Ireland and of English Books Printed Abroad 1475- 
1640,2d ed., rev. W. H. Jackson, F. S. Ferguson, and Katherine F. Pantzer, 3 vols. 
(London: Bibliographical Society, 1976-91). 
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RURODUCTION 
TEARING THE WEB 
What were the conditions in which women lived, I asked myself, for fiction, 
imaginative work that it is, is not dropped like a pebble upon the ground, as 
science may be; fiction is like a spider's web, attached ever so lightly 
perhaps, but still attached to life at all four comers. Often, the attachment is 
scarcely perceptible; Shakespeare's plays, for instance, seem to hang there 
complete by themselves. But when the web is pulled askew, hooked up at the 
edge, tom in the middle, one remembers that these webs are not spun in mid- 
air by incorporeal creatures, but are the work of suffering human beings, and 
are attached to grossly material things, like health and money and the houses 
we live in. 
Virginia Woolf, A Room ofOne's Own 
In 1928, Virginia Woolf invited a lecture theatre full of eager female students to 
imagine the fate of Shakespeare's gifted sister, driven to write by a burning talent, yet 
denied any opportunity for education or literary self-expression. Woolirs evocation of 
the fictional Judith Shakespeare has long served as both an inspiration and a 
provocation to feminist literary critics: on the one hand stimulating Elaine Showalter's 
search for A Literature of their Own, a tradition that will allow feminist scholars to, as 
Woolf puts it, 'think back through our mothers, and on the other motivating the 
insistence of critics like Margaret Ezell that women could and did write in the early 
modem period, that it is not true, as Woolf insisted, that 'any woman bom with a great 
gift in the sixteenth century would certainly have gone crazed, shot herself, or ended her 
days in some lonely cottage outside the village, half witch, half wizard, feared and 
mocked at'. I 
This thesis, however, argues for an alternative response to Woolf s founding feminist 
fiction. Drawing on the theoretical and practical work of the rapidly-growing discipline 
of book history, I argue that a quantitative response, racking up the body-count of 
women authors in books, journals, on-line publishing projects, and innovations in 
Virginia Woolf, A Room ofOne's Own (Hamondsworth: Pcnguin, 1928, rpt 1993), pp. 76; 5 1. 
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pedagogy, whilst undeniably important does not meet the fundamental challenges of 
Woolf s rallying cry. 2 After all, as Paul Salzman points out, although 'a bibliography of 
published and unpublished writing from Whitney to Belm would ... run to thousands of 
items', it remains the case that 'far fewer women wrote than men'. 3 This thesis 
therefore turns away from the hunt for the female author, and, drawing on models of 
collaborative and social authorship offered by recent studies in book history, suggests 
that we should think again about our assumption that the literary canon against which 
feminist scholarship asserts its increasingly weighty lists and bibliographies is gendered 
male. in studying women's material and ideological interventions in the great variety of 
processes involved in early modem textual production, I argue that the male literary 
canon is revealed to be nothing of the sort, but is, and has always been, informed, 
influenced and profoundly shaped by the material and rhetorical presence of a multitude 
of women's hands and minds in a way that must transform our understanding both of 
the nature of authorship and of the early modem book. 
2 For detailed bibliographies of work by. as well as about, early modem women writers, including those 
concerned with teaching early modem women in the University classroom, see Elizabeth IL Hageman, 
'Recent Studies in Women Writers of Tudor England. Part 1: 1485 - 1603, excluding Mary Sidney 
Countess of Pembroke', ELR, 14 (1994), pp. 409-425; Josephine k Roberts, 'Recent Studies in Women 
Writers of Tudor EnglandL Part H: Mary Sidney, Countess of Pembroke', ELR, 14 (1984), pp. 426-439; 
Georgianna M. Ziegler, 'Recent Studies in Women Writers of Tudor England, 1485-1603 (1990 to mid- 
1993)', EL% 24 (1994), pp. 229-242; Sara Jayne Steen, 'Recent Studies in Women Writers of the 
Seventeenth Century, 1604-1674 (1990-mid-1993)', ELR, 24 (1994), pp. 243-274; Elizabeth H. 
Hageman, 'Recent Studies in Women Writers of the EngJish Seventeenth Century (1604-1674)1, ELR, 18 
(1998), pp. 138-167; Micheline White, 'Recent Studies in Women Writers of Tudor England, 1485-1603 
(mid-1993 to mid-1999)', ELR, 30 (2000), pp. 457-93. Two major publication series are currently 
publishing texts by early modem women writers in English: The Early Modem Englishwoman, a 
facsimile series produced by the Scolar Press, and Women Writers in English, 1350-1850, which is being 
published by Oxford University Press in co-operation with the Brown Women Writers Project, also 
making texts available on-line. For a useful survey of the current state of the field of book history see 
Cyndia Susan Clegg, 'History of the Book: An Undisciplined Discipline? ', Renaissance Quarterly, 54 
(2001), pp. 22145. 
3 Paul Salzman (e&)"Eýý ModeM Women's Writing. - An Anthology, 1560-1700 (Oxford: OUP, 2000), 
P. ix. 
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L Books Are Not Written At All 
In her call for a closer study of women's manuscript writings, Margaret Ezell suggests 
that recent scholarship on early modem women has devoted a disproportionate amount 
of energy to exploring why women did not publish their texts, as opposed to what and 
how women were writing at alternative sites. In her view, critics have placed undue 
emphasis on the 'means of repression, rather than on 'the modes of production'. This 
is an issue that her work, and the work of other scholars, particularly of women's 
manuscript writings, attempts to address through an attention to the material and social 
factors which informed and allowed such activity. 4 
Nonetheless, following the tradition established by Marxist critics such as Pierre 
Macherey and Terry Eagleton, students of women's experiences in and with literature, 
including Ezell, inevitably collapse textual production into the concerns of authorship, 
ignoring the more profound challenges laid down by recent work which stresses the 
importance of material processes to the production and transmission of literary 
meaning. 5 Thus, Katie King, while calling for new research into 'a Feminist Apparatus 
of Literary Production' insists on the importance of leaming 'about texts in a world of 
technology and commerce, about historical specificity and commodity formation from 
the studies, histories, editions, and commentaries produced in bibliographic practice', 
but uses these categories to interrogate the sites of writing, reducing the "'making" of 
literature' to the authorial activity that has until now 'been reserved for specific, 
4 Ezell, W? Ifing Women's Literary History, 45. See, for example, Elaine Hobby, Virtue of Necessity. - 
English Women's Writing, 1649-88 (London: Virago Press, 1988), and those scholars whose work is 
included in English Manuscript &udies. 1100-1700,9 (20M), a sNcial issue devoted to women writers. 
5 See particularly Terry EagIcton, Marxism ond Literary Criticism, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge, 2002) and 
Pierre h1acherey, A Aeory ofLiterapy Production, tr. Geoffrey Wall (London: Roudedgc, 1978). 
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authorized groups of literary practitioners', at the same time as she expands the bounds 
of that group. 6 
'It is ironic", as W. Speed Hill points out, 'that just as much of the profession professes 
skepticism about the ideology (or ideologies) of scholarly or critical editing - at least in 
its copy-text guise - feminist scholars are actively engaged in recovering texts by and 
about women, scaling the very intentionalist mountain the other side of which their 
male confr6res are descending' .7 In the single-minded hunt for a multitude of Judith 
Shakespeares, feminist scholars insist on reproducing exactly the intentionalist and 
essentialist fallacies they would find deeply naive in the study of any dead white male. 
In Writing Women's Literary History, Ezell deliberately sets herself against those 
critics, such as Elaine Showalter or Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, who have sought 
to establish a literary history, or rather 'herstory', that piles fore-mother upon fore- 
mother. insisting that their teleological narratives of an evolving feminist 
consciousness continue to be informed by inherited male notions of tradition, authorship 
and the canon, Ezell suggests that such an approach ends by excluding much of 
women's writing from even the most fervently feminist account of the literary past. As 
she puts it: 
By unconsciously permitting our perceptions of the past to be shaped by 
unexamined ideologies, perhaps unwittingly carried over from certain privileged 
texts or theories, we may have infused the values and standards of those texts 
and theories in our constructions of the past. Ile result could be that we have 
unintentionally marginalized or devalued a significant portion of female literary 
experience. " 
6 Katie King, 'Bibliography and a Feminist Apparatus of Literary Production'. TEY7; 5 (199 1), pp. 92; 
97). 
1 W. Speed Hill, 'Editing Nondramatic Texts of the English Renaissnace: A Field Guide with 
Illustrations', in Hill (ed. ). New Ways ofLooking at Old Texts (Binghampton, N. Y.: Renaissance English 
Text Society, 1993), p. 23. Parenthetically, I would take issue with Hill's apparent gender divide between 
mens and feminists, whilst still agreeing with the thrust of his argument " Margaret EzcU, Writing Women's Litermy History (Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins UP, 1996), 
p. 7. 
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For Ezell, the key intervention that must now be made by feminist scholars is a 
challenge to the generic conventions which insist that novels, plays and printed poetry 
may be canonical, but that many of the forms inhabited by early modem women, such 
as letters, spiritual autobiography, religious prophecy and pamphlet literature, are 
occasional, ephemeral and resolutely not a part of literary history. Although scholars of 
the early modem period have revealed women to be the writers of a remarkable range of 
texts, from plays and poetry to petitions and polemic, the most recent edition of Yhe 
Norton AntholoSy of Literature by Women: the Traditions in English nonetheless 
includes the writings of only eight women authors to represent the three centuries 
labelled 'the Middle Ages and the Renaissance'. 9 
Ezell argues urgently both for the recovery of more women writers, and for their 
admission to the ranks of authorship, forcing us to reformulate our ideas of what 
constitutes 'literature', and who can be an author. In the end, however, Ezell's 
manifesto seems eerily similar to the earlier revolutionary cries of Showalter or Gilbert 
and Gubar against which she tilts. All three seem to agree with Lilian S. Robinson that 
there are only two possibilities open to a feminist literary history that seeks to take on 
the challenges of historical canon formation. 'It can emphasize alternative readings of 
the tradition, readings that reinterpret women's character, motivations, and actions and 
that identify and challenge sexist ideology. Or it can concentrate on gaining admission 
to the canon for literature by women writers. '10 
in the end, Ezell's plea for a revaluation of 'the nature of authorship' is a call only to 
extend its franchise, not to question the ideological work that is, and has been, 
performed by the construction of the author as a controlling genius, whose intentions 
' Sandra Ni Gilbert and Susan Gubar, 7he Norton Antholqý7 of Literature by Women: The Traditions in 
English, 2nd cd. (New York and London: W. W. Norton, 1996). 
" Lillian S. Robinson, 'Treason our Text Feminist Challenges to the Literary Canon', in Elaine 
Showalter (ed. ), 7he New Feminist Oificism: E&Ws on Women, Literature, and Theory (Lonclon: 
Virago, 1986), p. 107. 
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and experience can in some way be accessed through the medium of the literary text. " 
She is, as she explains in Social Authorship and the Advent ofPrint, committed to: 
a history of authorship that is concerned with the author's, not the printer's or 
bookseller's, experience of writing in the material conditions of the times. 
Furthermore, we still need histories of authors and readers - often women - who 
resided away from the centers of publishing and the technology of "modem" 
authors. In short, we still need studies that are not focused on the "advanced" or 
modem concept of authorship during this period of transition but instead on all the 
varied aspects of the material culture of literature, especially as they are affected by 
geographic location and by the gender of the writer or the reader. 12 
Yet according to Roland Barthes, as well as to book historians following in the footsteps 
of D. F. McKenzie, it is this transcendent author that has been dead for the past thirty- 
five years, a revelation that would seem to reduce feminist scholars' ongoing projects of 
resuscitation to the systematic disinterment of a grizzly parade of literary corpses. 13 
Ezell's demand is for the rethinking of canonical constraints, rather than a call to 
grapple with the notion of authorship as, as Foucault puts it, 'a function of discourse', a 
construction of an impossible and implausible transparent subjectivity used to create 
legal culpability, guarantee authenticity, and fix certain texts within the bounds of the 
literary. 14 This, however, is a challenge that has proved fundamental to book history as 
it approaches authorship through the careful evaluation of physical and material traces, 
and it is a challenge to which I believe students of women's literary history need to 
respond. 
As Roger Stoddard states: 'Whatever they may do, authors do not write books. Books 
are not written at all. They are manufactured by scribes and other artisans, by 
11 EzCll, Wrifing Women's Literapy History, p. 3. 
12 Njargaret Fzell, Social A uthorship and the A dvent ofPrint (Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins Up, 
1999), p. 12. 
13 Roland Barthcs, 'Ile Death of the Author' in Image, Music, Text, tr. Stephen Heath (London: Fontana, 
1977), pp. 142-48. 
14 Mchel Foucault, 'Vftt is an Author? ', tr. Josud V. Harari in Paul Rabinow (cd. ), 7he Foucault Reader 
(Harmondsworth. Penguin, 1984), pp. 10 1 -20. 
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mechanics and other engineers, and by printing presses and other machines'. 15 Against 
the traditions of the New Criticism, accused of isolating 'textuality from the 
circumstances, the events, the physical sense that made it possible and render it 
intelligible as the result of human work', bibliographic critics from D. F. McKenzie 
onwards have argued that 'there is no text apart from the physical support that offers it 
for reading (or hearing), hence there is no comprehension of any written piece that does 
not at least in part depend upon the forms in which it reaches its reader'. 16 While 
McKenzie, throughout his famous essay dissecting the interpretive history of four short 
lines from Congreve's Yhe Way of the World argues in support of the 'intentionalist 
fallacy' that an attention to material form can recover something of the author's 
intentions, he ends by recognising the multiple agents who have influenced and altered 
the form that determines reading, and the way in which two particular readers, Wimsatt 
and Beardsley, provided Congreve's text with a new form, another moment in its 
material history. 'Bibliography, simply by its own comprehensive logic, its 
indiscriminate inclusiveness, testifies to the fact that new readers of course make new 
texts, and that their new meanings are a function of their new forms. The claim then is 
no longer for their truth as one might seek to define that by an authorial intention, but 
for their testimony as defined by their historical use. ' 17 
The impetus of book history is to reveal textual creation as fundamentally collaborative, 
and the book as the product of multiple hands, minds, pens, and presses, in what Robert 
Darnton has influentially described as a 'communications circuit': 
1-5 Roger E. Stoddard, 'Morphology and the Book Form: An American Perspective% Printing History, 17 
(1990), p. 4. 
"' Edward W. Said, 7he World, the Text and the 01fic (London: Faber and Faber, 1984), p. 4, cited in D. 
F. McKenzie, 'Me Book as Expressive Form', The Panizzi Lectures, 1985: Bibliography and the Society 
of Texts (London: British Library, 1986; rpt. in David Finkelstein and Alistair McClecry (eds), The Book 
History Reader (London: Routledge, 2002)), p. 37; Roger Charticr, 7he Order of Books: Readers, 
Authors; and Libraries in Europe between the Fourteenth and Eighteenth Centuries, tr. Lydia G. 
Cochrane (Stanford: Stanford U P, 1994), p. 9. 
17 McKenzie, Ile Book as Expressive Form'. p. 37. 
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that runs from the author to the publisher (if the bookseller does not assume that 
role), the printer, the shipper, the bookseller, and the reader. The reader 
completes the circuit because he influences the author both before and after the 
act of composition. ... A writer may respond in writing to criticisms of his 
previous work or anticipate reactions that his text will elicit. He addresses 
implicit readers, and hears from explicit reviewers. So the circuit runs full 
cycle. 18 
Printing, bookselling, providing finance, buying a book, binding it, even lining a baking 
tin with a sheet of precious manuscript: these are some of Woolf's 'grossly material 
things', cited in the epigraph to this introduction, and they do, as she says they must, 
attach fiction, however tenuously, 'to life at all four comers'. 19 Hidden from view by an 
insistence on textual production as the work only of the author, transmitting the 
uninediated flow of his or her genius direct from mind to bookshelf, these material 
interventions in fact play an essential part in producing both work and author. it is 
women's roles in these economic and material processes, revealed in their gross 
materiality when the web of authorship is ripped and tom, with which this thesis is 
concerned. 
Rather than concentrating on the reasons for women's literary silence, or on the 
alternative sites of their writerly activities, if we take our lead from Damton's 
communications circuit and pay attention to the contingencies and complexities of 
literary production, a third alternative is revealed. In order to make a real difference to 
the massively unequal balance of the scales that weigh women's literature against that 
of men, we must instead question the strategies that have transformed the trim figure of 
the writer, one crucial cog in the wheels of. textual production, into the' bloated 
behemoth that is the author. In breaking open the monolithic weight of the male 
tradition we will reveal that the mass that appeared to be solid iron, fixed and 
18 Robert Damton, 7he JUss of Lamourette. Reflections in Cultural History (Undon and Boston: Faber 
and Faber, 1990), p. I 11. 
19 WooM Room, p. 43. 
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immovable, is in fact a complex alloy, an inextricable combination of interventions and 
contributions by both men and women. 
As Maureen Bell proclaims in the new Cambridge History of the Book in Britain, 'The 
history of the book offers feminist literary historians a model which allows us to test our 
assumptions by investigating the specifics of women's agency: as writers, scribes, 
patrons, dedicatees, translators, editors; as printers, booksellers, bookbinders, 
publishers, hawkers, mercuries and peddlers; and as owners, listeners, readers and 
20 collectors of books. Such a strategy has recently been adopted in Susan Broomhall's 
richly detailed study of Women and the Book Trade in SiXteenth CenjUly FranCe. 21 
Nonetheless, both of these writers ignore the substantial challenges posed to the notion 
of a male-gendered and exclusive literary tradition that are opened up by an attention to 
the history of the material text. Instead they return inevitably to the ways in which the 
physicalities of production shaped the literary experiences of the woman writer, adding 
an awareness of the presence of her printing and bookselling sisters, but refusing to 
fully recognise the productive capacities and potential inherent in women's involvement 
in the material and technological details of the literary process. 
In Broomhall's words, 'Up until now, what women have said in their writings has been 
given priority over the contexts and conditions under which they entered the particular 
cultural phenomenon of publication at a moment of profound transition. By focusing on 
the latter issues here, I hope to demonstrate how these factors impinge upon what 
women could actually say within published texts'. 22 Both Bell and Broomhall return 
implicitly to a structure of female experience and interaction that, by focusing on 
20 Maureen Bell, 'Women Writing and Women Written'. in John Barnard and D. F. McKenzie (eds), and 
Maureen Bell (assistant ed. ), 7he Cambridge History of the Book in Britah; Volume IV, 1557-1695 
(Cambridge: CUP, 2002), p. 451. 
21 Susan Broomhall, Women and the Book Trade in Sirfeenth-Century France (HampslAre: Ashgate, 
2002). 
22 Broomhall, Women and the Book Trade, P. 11. 
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women's relationships only with other women, continues to exclude them from 
mainstream literary experience despite their participation in every aspect of the 
production process. 
In contrast, Wendy Wall has very influentially adopted a subtly different approach to 
the materialities of the printing press, seeking not to discover the details of women's 
engagement with this technology, but to establish the gendered. mentalitj that, she 
suggests, mediated men's class-based anxieties about entry into the world of print. 23 
Still, however, she turns, at the end of her enormously influential study, to the different 
ways in which women writers might have negotiated this gendered mode of production, 
leaving the divide between the male and the female literary tradition as firmly in place 
as ever. 
If we really desire to discover the extent and variety of women's involvement in and 
with literature, a concentration on female authorship, even on female authorship within 
a newly expanded range of genres, tied in to an awareness of the possible presence of a 
woman in the printing house, continues to obscure the real diversity of that experience. 
Attempting to load the scales with the assembled writings of more and more early 
modem women in a frantic struggle to 'counterbalance the canon', as Haselkom and 
Travitsky put it, will never reveal the full scope of women's involvement in the opaque 
and many-layered processes of textual production. 24 
When Elaine Showalter calls for a 'radical rethinking of the conceptual grounds of 
literary study, a revision of the accepted theoretical assumptions about reading and 
writing that have been based entirely on male literary experiences', she reveals the 
23 Wendy Wall, Me Imprint of Gender. Authorship and Publication in the English Renaissance (Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press, 1993). 
24 See Anne U Haselkom and Betty S. Travitsky, Yhe Renaissance Englishwoman in Print. 
Counterbalancing the Canon (Amherst University of Massachusetts Press, 1990). 
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extent to which feminist criticism has internalised the notion that the canon is both 
monolithic and male . 
25 1 argue, however, that the 'male literary experience' of the 
Renaissance is shot through with the material interventions of every woman who 
printed, patronised, published, edited, or simply read, a book. This thesis does not, and 
cannot, aim to discredit the hunt for a multitude of Judith Sidneys, or even Judith 
Spensers, Jonsons or Lylys. It does, however, insist that an anachronistic concentration 
upon the author as the privileged site of meaning obscures far more early modem 
women than it will ever discover. In conclusion, I argue that the deconstruction of the 
transparent author-subject, the tearing of Woolf s authorial web, reveals both the 
monolithic male tradition of English literature, and the compensatory women writers 
heaped upon the scales of literary history, to be, in Judith Butler's sense of the term, 
bisexual, neither male nor female, man nor woman, but discursive, performative, 
contingent, and provisional. 26 
H. Grossly Material Thines 
The 'Grossly Material Things' of my title are thus the concrete foundations of textual 
production in its broadest sense: money and markets, paper and the printing press, 
binding and bookselling. I trace the different ways in which women's engagements 
with these structures shaped the male texts with which they came into contact, 
recognising, in D. F. McKenzie's foundational formulation, that 'forms affect meaning', 
that the material processes that shape the text change the conditions of reading and 
reception, and thus inevitably alter the text itself 
27 This fascination with the material 
extends beyond the technologies of production, however, to the social and physical 
realities of women's involvement with them, and the enormous range of socio- 
21 Elaine Showalter, 'Introduction' to Elaine Showalter (edL), The New Feminist Crificism, p. 8. 
1 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminis7n and the Subversion ofIdentity (London: Routledge, 1990). 
27 D. F. McKenzie, 'The Book as an Expressive Form', p. 29. 
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economic factors that affected and influenced the various women studied in this thesis. 28 
As recent scholarship has reminded us, it is all too easy to collapse women's historical 
activities into a single, totalising experience of oppression that enacts the very strategies 
of categorisation and control it claims to expose. 29 
While seeking to discover the detailed realities of early modem women's embodied 
experience, however, this thesis time and again runs up against a very different 
corporeality: that imagined and constructed by the male authors of the English 
Renaissance. On the one hand, I refer here to the ways in which some of the women in 
this study, particularly the patrons and readers of Chapters One and Five, were 
interpellated by writers into the very body of the material text; flattened on to the 
physical page, and tightly bound in and by the book as it entered into circulation. On 
the other, 'woman' as an ontological category, fantasised by male authors, is also 
revealed to be insistently and grossly material. Patricia Parker has carefully unpacked 
the dense and punning etymological links between woman as the matter of rhetoric, 
subject for and to interpretation, and 'that visually dilated mater whom Lisa Jardine has 
linked, in her massiveness of body or "grossesse, " not just with copious fertility but 
with a threatening female sexuality as wells. 30 In this thesis, women appear both as the 
material grounds upon which male authors work out their relation to a range of national, 
economic and textual concerns, as the issue-bearing, pregnant figures upon whom 
chains of inheritance and transmission, both of property and of the text, are revealed to 
28 in thi, % I align myself with the school of historical or cultural materialism, described by Jonathan 
Dollimorc in 'Shakespeare, Cultural Materialism, and the New Historicism', in Jonathan Dollimorc and 
Alm Sinfield (eds), Political Shakespeare: Essays in Cultural Materialism, 2d ed., (Manchester MUP, 
1996), pp. 2-17. As Dollimore describes it, one import= inipetus for this movement was the 
determination of certain feminist scholars to recover 'the actual conditions of women and the altered 
understanding of their literary representations which this generates' (p. 3). See, for example, Lisa 
Jardine, Still Harping on Daughters: Women and Drama in the Age ofShakespeare (Brighton: Harvester, 
1983). 
1 See, for example, Joan Wallach Scott, 'Gender A Usdid Category of Historical Analysis', American 
Historical Review, 91 (1986), pp. 1053-75, and 'Introduction' to Scott (ed. ), Feminism and History 
(oxford: OUP, 1996), pp. 1-13. 
' Patricia Parker, Literary Fat Ladies: Rhetoric, Gender, Property (London: Methuen, 1987), p. 18, 
citing Lisa Jardine. Still Harping on Daughters, p. 13 1. 
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rely, and as the real women who participated in a range of social and economic 
activities. 
Throughout, this thesis probes the tensions between women's lived experience and their 
fictional representation, struggling to understand the distances between the woman 
patron who secured a valued court position for a favoured writer, and her fictionalised 
counterpart on display in dedicatory materials; between the woman printer, trusted and 
accepted by her male colleagues, and the printing process imagined as female, gross, 
and threatening; between the careful conservers of husbands' posthumous texts, and the 
domestic harridans burning and baking manuscript and print material in the paranoid 
fantasies of some early modem men. In so doing, it describes two related circles, 
following Damton's communication circuit from author to editor to printer to distributor 
to reader, and round again, and tracing too the wheel of socio-economic status as it 
moves from the aristocratic patron or dedicatee, down through the social ranks of 
writers' wives and female relations into the murky realms of the printing house, then 
back up through the privileged women who could afford the commitment and mobility 
to take risks in the service of a religious or political cause, and at last opening out into 
the variety of print readers addressed and imagined by early modem authors. 
M. Miscellaneous Women 
In 1962, Franklin B. Williams published his monumental Index of Dedications and 
Commendatory Verses in English Books Before 1641, and, as a result, was able to draw 
the attention of the world, or at least of that part of it which was in the habit of 
consulting Notes and Queries, to the existence of 'The Literary Patronesses of 
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31 Renaissance England'. In this brief article, Williams insisted that the realisation 'that 
patronage was more widespread among women than might be suggested' formed 
'perhaps the most significant finding' of his Index. 32 Williams describes the 
hierarchised breakdown of the 733 woman patrons he identifies in the following terms. 
'By social status, then, the patronesses, fall into these groups: Queens and princesses, 
25; peerage and baronetage, 265; wives of knights, 215; gentry, 125; citizen, burgher, 
merchant or trading class, 33; nuns, 29; wives of the clergy, 25; miscellaneous, 13; 
v 33 unidentified, 43 . This Index has provided some of the most intriguing clues to the 
presence of women in the realms of early modem textual production, revealing not only 
patrons, but women printers, wives, mothers, daughters, religious and irreligous women, 
and readers in a variety of forms. Provisionally noting little more than the presence of 
these women, Williams threw open the field for further research, with a barrage of 
questions. 
In addition to the obvious study of individuals, coteries, or the London citizenry, 
several prospects open. What fresh insights can be gleaned on the intellectual 
positions and interest of women? Do women writers favour women as patrons? 
Was the reign of a queen reflected in any general increase in feminine 
patronage? What kind of books, apart fi-om the Countess of Lincoln's little tract 
on breastfeeding, were addressed to women? ' 
Forty years on, however, the scholarly ground so painstakingly broken by Williams 
remains bare. With no one to cultivate the field of female patronage, the meticulous 
seeds of his bibliographical toils have failed to germinate and lie dormant on the library 
shelves. It is with Williams' 'literary patronesses, therefore that my first chapter is 
concerned. 
31 Franklin B. Williams, Index of Dedications and Commendatory Verses in English Books Before 1641 
(London: Bibliographical Society, 1962), and Me Literary Patronesses of Renaissance England', Notes 
and Queries, 9 (1962), pp. 364-66. ' 
32 WijULanS, 'Literary Patroncsses', p. 365. 
33 lbi(L 
34 lbid., p. 366. 
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Some few furrows have of course been ploughed in this particular field, scratching 
lightly across swathes of parched soil, or digging deeply in one or two narrow comers, 
particularly around the shady roots of the Arcadian tree that is Mary Sidney. David 
Bergeron, for example, has briefly surveyed the activities of 'Women as Patrons of 
English Renaissance Drama', 35 while David Roberts has turned his gaze to a slightly 
later period for an unreconstructed survey of Yhe Ladies: Female Patrons of 
Restoration Drama. 36 Some work has been done on the role of Margaret Beaufort, 
Countess of Richmond and Derby, as a patron not only of individual authors, but of 
early printing and of the universities of Oxford and Cambridge, 37 and indeed on the 
similar activities of Margaret of York, Duchess of Burgundy. 39 Margaret Hannay's 
monumental study has effectively cornered the market on Mary (Sidney) Herbert, 
Countess of Pembroke, albeit leaving a little breathing space for the prior efforts of 
Michael Brennan and Gary Waller '39 and Lucy Russell, Countess of Bedford, has been 
35 David Bergeron, 'Women as Patrons of English Renaissance Drama', in Guy Fitch Lytle and Stephen 
Orgel (eds), Patronage in the Renaissance (Princeton, N. J.: PUP, 198 1), pp. 274-92. 
36 David Roberts, 7he Ladies. Female Patronage ofRestorafion Drama, 1660-1700 (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1989). Deliberately eschewing any attempt to tease out the complexities of women's theatrical 
patronage or to read accounts of their shricks and disapprobation with a critical and suspicious eye, 
Roberts instead rc-enacts the exclusive and defensive strategies of the playwrights he studies, spiking the 
guns of potential critics with the disingenuous request, 'May no ladies shriek and call for a banging if I 
make the following statement of policy- because the particular subject of this book - the female audience 
of Restoration plays - predates by many years the current interest in feminist criticism, and because the 
want of a proper study of it charges students of the period with neglect rather than prejudice, my purpose 
is not to attempt the overthrow of any patristic theory of scholarshiA but to investigate the variety of 
interesting facts which lies behind the disappointingly thin collection of recent guesses at what women 
expected of the Restoration playhouses and how they behaved when they went to them' (p. I). 
37 See William E. A. Axton, 'Me Lady Margaret as a Lover of Literature', 7he Library, Second Series, 8 
(1907), pp. 34-41; Pearl Hogrek Women of Action in Tudor England: Nine Biographical Stetches 
(Ames, Iowa: Iowa UP, 1975); Michael K Jones and Malcolm G. Underwood, The King's Mother. Lady 
Margaret Beaufor4 Countess of Richmond and Derby (Cambridge: CUP, 1991) and 'Lady Margaret 
Beaufort', History Today, 35 (1985), pp. 23-30; Jennifer Summit, 'William Caxton, Margaret Beaufort 
and the Romance of Female Patronage', in Lesley Smith and Jane H. M. Taylor (eds), Wome? 4 the Book 
and the Worldly, vol. 11 (Cambridge: Brewer, 1995), pp. 151-65. For an alternative view that stresses the 
limits of Beaufort's support of William Caxton see Russell Rutter, 'William Caxton and Literary 
Patronage', Studies in Philolo*ý 84 (1987), pp. 440470. 
See Muriel Hughes, 'Margaret of York, Duchess of Burgundy, Diplomat Patroness, Bibliophile, and 
Bcncfactress', Private Library, Yd ser., 7 (19841 pp. 3-17, and Joel T. Rosenthal, 'Aristocratic Cultural 
Patronage and Book Bequests, 1350-1500', Bulletin of the John Rylands University Librwy of 
Manchester, 64 (1982X pp. 54144. 
39 See Margaret p. Hannay, Philip's Phoeniv Mary &dney, Countess of Pembroke (Oxford: OUP, 1990). 
Brennan explores the Countess's activities as a patron in the fourth chapter of his Literary Patronage in 
the English Renaissance: 7he Pembroke Family (London: Routledgc, 1988), pp. 55-82, as does Waller in 
Ma? y Sj&iey., Countess of Pembroke: A Critical Study of her Writings and Literary Afifieu (Salzburg: 
Institut fur Anglistik und Arnerikanistik, 1979). T. S. Eliot inspired a concentration on the patronage 
circle and critical and literary Wqcs of the Countess in his 'Apology for the Countess of Pembroke', in 
7he Use of Poefty and the Use of Criticism, London: Faber and Faber, 1933), pp. 37-52, and she also 
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the subject of a number of studies, many as a result of her association with John 
Donne. 40 Lady Alice Stanley's patronage has been briefly examined alongside that of 
her second husband Sir Thomas Egerton, 41 while Aemilia Lanyer's unusual position as 
a female author addressing female patrons has led to discussion of her dedicatory 
strategies, though critics remain baffled and disappointed by the failure of her 
addressees to respond with a sufficient level of sisterly solidarity. 42 Finally, the status 
of Jonson and Spenser among the greats of Elizabethan and Jacobean literature has 
combined with the high visibility of their female patrons, particularly Lucy Russell, and, 
41 of course, Elizabeth 1, to attract a more substantial degree of attention. 
figures as heir to her brother Philip Sidney's patronal responsibilities in John Buxton's Sir Philip Sidney 
and the English Renaissance (London: MacMillan, 1954), esp. pp. 173-204. In her book on Samuel 
Daniel. A C? Ifical and Biographical Study, Joan Rees examines the Countess's relationship with Samuel 
Daniel (Liverpool: Liverpool UP, 1964). Harmay describes Herbert's own exploitation of the conventions 
of the dedicatory epistle in her essay, '"Doo What Men May Sing": Mary Sidney and the Tradition of 
Admonitory Dedication in Hannay (ed. ), Ment But For the Word. Tudor Women as Patrons, Translators 
and Writers ofReligious works (Kent, Ohio: Kent State UP, 1985), pp. 149-165, which also contains an 
essay by John N. King, 'Patronage and Piety- The Muence of Catherine Parr' (pp. 43-60). 40 Russell's patronage activities are traced in Chapter Four of Barbara Lewalski's Writing Women in 
Jacobean England (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard UP, 1993), pp. 95-123, which also contains a chapter on 
the patronage activities of Queen Anne. Russell and Anne are also discussed, along with the Countess of 
Denbigh, as part of Linda Levy Peck's analysis of the language of early modem patronage in Court 
Patronage and Corruption in early Stuart England (London: Unwin-Hyman, 1990). Margaret Maurer 
explores Russell's relationship with two poets in her articles, 'The Real Presence of Lucy Russell, 
Countess of Bedford, and the Terms of John Donne's "Honour is so Sublime Perfection", ELM 47 
(1980), pp. 205-234 and 'Samuel Daniel's Poctical Epistles, Especially Those to Sir Thomas Egerton and 
Lucy, Countess of Bedford', Studies in Philology, 74 (1977), pp. 418-44. Russell's association with 
Donne is the subject of Patricia Thomson's article on 'John Donne and the Countess of Bedford, ' MLR, 
44 (1949), pp. 329-38, and Mary Hull Mohr's 'Lucy Harington and John Donne: Reinterpreting a 
Relationship', in Dennis M. Jones (ed. ), A Humanist's Legacy. Essays in Honour ofJohn Christian Bale 
(Decorah: Luther Coll., 19901 pp. 49-62. 
41 French R. Fogle and Louis A- Knafla, Patronage in Late Renaissance England (Los Angeles: William 
Andrews Clark Memorial Library, University of C"bmia, 1983). 
42 In her oppositional Voices.. Women aS WfiterS and Translators of Literature in the English 
Renaissance (London: Routledge, 1992), Tina Krontiris presents Lanyer as a proto-feminist heroine, 
risking such radical statements in her support of women's rights that her snobbish addressees dared not 
condone her writing. 'Apparently, the women to whom the book was addressed objected to its bold 
statements. ... Lanyer miscalculated the extent to which she could employ feminist sentiment to her 
advantage. In her culture, feminism and respectability were not compatible' (p. 120). See also Pamela 
Joseph Benson, 'To Play the Man: Aemilia Lanyer and the Acquisition of Patronage'. in Peter C Herman 
(ed. ), Opening the Borders. - Indusivity in Fzvly Modern Studies; Fssays in Honor ofJwnes V Mfrollo 
(Newark: University of Delaware Press, 19991243-64; Mary Ellen Lamb, 'Patronage and Class in Emilia 
Lanyces Salve Deus Res Judaeorum', in Mary E. Burke, Jane Donawerth, Linda L. Dove, and Karen 
Nelson (eds), Women, Writing and the Reproduction of Culture in Tudor and Stuart Britain (Syracuse: 
Syracuse UP. 2000), pp. 38-57, Lewahid, Wylling Women, Chapter Eight; and Susanne Woods, 'Aemilia 
Lanycr and Ben Jonson: Patronage, Authority, and Gender, ' The Ben Jonson Journal: Literayy Contexts 
in the Age of0izabeih. James and (Yiarles, I (1994), pp. 15-3 0. 43 On Jonson's women patrons see Robert Evans, Ben Jonson and the Poetics ofPatronage (Lewisburg: 
Bucknell University Press, 1989); LesJcy Mickel, 'A Lcamed and Manly Soul': Jonson and I-Us Female 
Patrons', The Ben Jonson Journal. 7he Ben donson Journal. Literary Contexts in the Age of Elizabeth, 
James and Charles, 6 (19991 pp. 69-89; Susanne Woods, 'Acmilia Lanycr and Ben Jonson'. For Spenser 
see Judith M. C. Owcnsý Enabling Engagements. Spenser. His Patrons, and the Poetics of Patronage 
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A handful of articles then, on each of a handful of figures. Yet at least 1115 women, in 
one incarnation or another, were addressed in the dedications of printed books between 
1475 and 1641.44 Clearly, a discrepancy exists between the renaissance invocations of a 
multitude of powerful patronesses, painstakingly listed in Williams' Index, and the scant 
attention they have received as participants in the processes of early modem literary 
production. This chapter uncovers a deep discrepancy between the multitude of early 
modem dedications and commendatory verses, and the few identifiable instances of 
literary patronage transactions entered into by women. The lack of writing on female 
patronage can in part be attributed to the scanty and frustrating nature of the evidence of 
patronage relationships, whether understood as the extension of hospitality, an act of 
political intervention, the procurement of offices, or the giving of financial reward in 
exchange for a boolc 
One reason cited by several critics to explain the gap between extravagant early modern 
invocations of women as patrons and maecenases and the handful of examples of 
patronage transactions, is that concrete records of patronage are frustratingly hard to 
find. A significant factor behind this discrepancy may of course be that, as Mary Ellen 
Lamb points out: 
(Montreal and Ithaca: McGill-Queen's UP, 2002), and Jon A. Quitslund, 'Spenser and the Patroncsses of 
the Fowre Hymnes. - "Ornaments of All True Love and Beautie', in Hannay (ed. ), Silent But For the 
Word, pp. 184-202. Spenser's relationship with his most visible female patron, Elizabeth I, has of course 
been examined in numerous places, though more often in terms of his status as courtier rather than client. 
See particularly Catherine Bates, 7he Rhetoric of Courtship in Mizabethan Language and Literature 
(Cambridge: CUP, 1992); Philippa Berry, Of Chastity and Power. Elizabethan Literature and the 
UnmarTied Queen (London: Routledge, 1989); Jonathan Goldberg Endlesse Worke: Spenser and the 
Structures of Discourse (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP, 1981), esp. Chapter Four, Lin Kelsey and 
Richard Peterson, 'Rereading Colin's Broken Pipe: Spenser and the Problem of Patronage, ' Spenser 
Studies. - A Renaissance Poetry Annual, 14 (2000), pp. 233-72; Willy Wcy, Salvaging Spenser. 
Colonialism Culture and Identity (London: AbcMllan Press, 1997); hbrion Wynne-Davies, '"If We 
Shadows Have Offen&xr: Edmund Spenser and the Elizabethan World of Patronage, ' in William Zunder 
and Suzanne Trill (eds), Wfifing and the English Renaissance (London: Longman, 1996), pp. 1-32. 44 This figure substantially exceeds the 733 women identified by Williams, partly due to a number of 
additions to the information given in his Index but primarily because I count both dedications to husband 
and wife which Williams includes only under the husband's name, and dedications to 'woman' or 
dwomcn' as a range of groups, abstractions, personifications, etc. For individual category totals, and 
details of the number of dedications received by any girn D Appendix 1.2. 
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Patronage was inevitably a discreet arrangement in the late sixteenth century as at 
other times. A writer's description of obligations attendant on his patron's gift would 
reveal rank ingratitude, a patron's description of his own generosity would betray an 
unthinkable lack of propriety. ... 17hus, important questions, such as 'AVhat did 
authors actually receive? " "What determined which authors were patronized? " "How 
free were authors to write as they wished, and how much did they have to cater to 
what their patrons wanted? " are met with silence. "5 
This general problem is compounded when we turn specifically to records of women's 
patronage. Letters and documents relating to women's activities are not only less likely 
to be preserved than those of men, they are less likely to be produced in the first place. 46 
Taking into account the formal and rhetorical gestures of the Renaissance dedication, 
however, I argue that there is a more profound reason for the gaping discrepancy 
between the fulsome dedicatory rhetoric of Renaissance patronage and the narrow 
evidence for its material incarnations. 
Female patronage, I argue, was at once less important than has been assumed as a series 
of material exchanges, and more important as a series of imagined engagements which 
allowed for the establishment of an English literary tradition. Discussing first the 
variety of ways in which noble women were interpellated in printed dedications, this 
chapter interrogates how and why authors addressed noble women as patrons, readers, 
and supporters of their work. Paying close attention to the material sites of women's 
textualisation as dedicatees, I suggest that they prove to be tightly bound by the physical 
margins of the dedicatory space, locked into subject-positions provided by the author in 
a fantasy of control over the vagaries of the patriarchal inheritance system. 
In this analysis, patronage is revealed as. a system of protection, the construction of an 
ideal readership, a prophylactic dampener on inflammatory texts, a means to advertise 
45 Mary Ellen Lamb, 'Tbc Countess of Pembroke's Patronage', ELJ?, 12 (1962), p. 162. 
' For a summary of these difficulties see Sara Mendelson and Patricia Crawford, Women in Early 
Modem England, 1550-1720 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998), pp. 6-11. For an exhaustive compilation 
of possible sources of evidence see Georgianna Ziegler, 'Lost in the Archives: Searching for Records of 
Early Modern Women. ' in Susanne Woods and Margaret P. Hannay (eds), Teaching Tudor and Stuart 
Women Writers, (New York: MLA, 2000), pp. 315-47. 
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or establish an author's particular social, economic or political position, a product of 
exile, even an entrance in 'the international competition in learned women. 47 In all its 
complexity, a declaration of patronage is revealed to be very rarely reducible to 'a 
human relationship based on exchange, a relationship between a person with money and 
a person with a book'. 48 
Above all, I suggest, female patronage is best understood as a series of enabling 
fictions, where a complex array of concerns around class, gender, language and the 
marketplace intersect, a theme to which I return in my final chapter. I argue here, 
however, that these intersecting strands become most clearly visible when authors 
attempt to negotiate the particularly intimate relationship of women dedicatees to the 
development of a vernacular literature. These women, whose educational and 
intellectual deficiencies could be, and were, argued to make necessary a range of 
translated texts, straightforward and easy to read religious instruction, and even the first 
monolingual English dictionaries, were established as the archetypal English readers, 
and it was on the printed pages of their textualised alter egos that authors struggled to 
establish English as both a national language and a national literature. Such a 
conclusion returns us, however, to the vexed question of agency: the ways in which 
women's active participation influenced the concerns of authors and changed the shape 
of texts, rather than providing the passive ground upon which a range of writerly fears, 
ambitions, and projects could be projected and explored. The dedicatory women 
forcibly inserted into stylised dedicatory postures at the front of books, altered, I argue, 
both the material form of the book and the ways in which it was read and experienced. 
" Harriet Guest &nall Change: Women; Learning. Patriotis7n, 1750-1810 (Mcago: University of 
Chicago Press, 20W), p. 15. 
48 Peter J. Lucas, The Growth and Development of English Literaty Patronage in the Later Mddle Ages 
and Early Renaissance', 7he Libra? y, Sixth Series, 4 (1982), p. 223. 
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My second chapter turns to the women responsible for the publication of male texts, as 
opposed to their printing. Taking in to account the many women who ensured that a 
husband or family member's posthumous text found its way into print, this chapter 
raises the possibility that women may have been responsible for substantial editorial 
revisions in a wide range of texts, revisions now rendered invisible through the 
subsequent fetish of the author and, correspondingly, of the invisible editor, the scarcely 
corporeal conduit through which the text passes to the printed page. This chapter also, 
however, follows the printed text into circulation, exploring the way in which 
aristocratic women readers were situated as 'publishers' by the authors who addressed 
them, ensuring their reception and circulation within the confines of a friendship group, 
a religious network, or a wider, and potentially hostile, readership. The idea that books 
were on the move, as were the texts they contained, locked on to the printed page, is 
central to the concerns of this thesis. As 'value-bearing, circulating currency', books 
help to create and define social networks and interactions. 49 In exploring the giving of 
books by women, this chapter identifies the distinction between the material movement 
of a gifted book, and the fictionalised movement of a dedication that presents a text in a 
performative gesture lacking any material coffelative, another moment of tension 
between material reality and authorial fantasy. 
Chapter Three moves on to the women involved in the print trades of early modern 
England, and stresses the involvement of stationers' widows as printers, booksellers, 
publishers, and patentees. The chapter reflects on the troubled distinction between 
women and gender, the 'real' women of the book trade, and the strategic gendering of 
the publication process by the male author, as identified by Wendy Wall. 50 Turning to 
the figure of Perdita in Yhe Winter's Tale, described by Paulina as 'the whole matter/ 
49 Janice Radway, 'A Feeling for Books: Ile Book-of-the-Month Club, literary taste and middle-class 
desire', in Finkelstein and McCleery (eds), Ae Book History Reader, p. 360. 
'0 Wall, Imprint of Gender. 
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And copy of the Father, 51 this chapter probes the cultural weight with which the word 
gcopy' is freighted - not only as the rights in texts transmitted through an invisible 
female genealogy, but also as a figure for reproductive accuracy, an eternal concern in 
the ill-regulated world of the early modem book trade. 52 Finally, 'copy' is revealed to 
stand also as a description of the stylistic excess symptomatic of the attempt to forge an 
English language capable of literary expression, bringing us back to the roles of women 
and gender in the development of English vernacular literacy already broached in 
Chapters One and Two. 
While my third chapter reveals the economic basis of most women stationers' 
commitment to publishing, my fourth turns to women who worked to disseminate texts 
in the service of a politico-religious agenda, allowing for the printing and distribution of 
banned, illicit, and seditious printed writings. Central to this shift is a recognition of the 
widely varied privileges and concerns of women at different levels of the social and 
economic scale, with the 'witty, offending great ones' of this chapter revealed to 
possess a degree of freedom from financial concerns and from legal culpability that 
allowed a greater commitment to a partisan cause. Important to this chapter, as to 
Chapter Two, is the distinction between printing and publication, and I explore in detail 
the paradox of the privacy required for illicit printing, and the necessary publicity of its 
broader dissemination. 
Yet it was not just texts that were made public in the service of a religious cause. 
Women, once again textualised. in dedicatory spaces, and the subject of a vigorous range 
of textual representations in a religious debate that saw women's child-bearing bodies 
-" William Shakespeare, The Winter's Tale, in 7he Complete Works, edited by Stanley Wells, Gary 
Taylor, John Jowett, and William Montgomery (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), 2.3,97-99. 
-" For an influential account arguing that the fixity and credibility we now associate with the printed 
medium was by no means inherent in its early incarnations, and had to be constructed and policed by 
those involved in print production see Adrian Johns, Yhe Nature ofthe Book- PýInt and Knowledge in the 
Making (Chicago and London: U of Chicago P. 1998). 
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as crucial to the propagation of 'right' religion, whether Catholic or Protestant, were 
published in vast numbers for the edification of both male and female readers. As 
Frances Dolan has argued, it was the susceptibility of women to ideological and 
physical penetration within the domestic context of the most private spaces that formed 
the stimulus for their repeated publication. As she points out 'Their straddling of 
spheres was so persistently demonized because, by the mid- and late seventeenth 
century, the domestic and the political were beginning to be constructed as separate; yet 
the border between the two was also perceived as unstable and at risk'. 53 
The question of borders turns out to be central to my thesis, as women are time and 
again revealed to occupy not marginal but liminal spaces, borders between states not the 
boundaries that define them. As the transitional space between a series of dualities - 
publiclprivate, malelfemale, Catholic/Protestant, French/English, - father/son, 
writer/reader - women find themselves, as Roger Kuin puts it, 'living on what we might 
call an edge of two edges', so much part of the dividing Slash that they become 
correspondent with it. 54 These dualities, however, continually emerge as the sites 
through which books must travel, consubstantial with the geographical, linguistic, and 
formal boundaries across which books are revealed to move. As part of the answer to 
his self-imposed question, 'What is the History of BooksT, Robert Darnton points out 
that once we begin to consider the material conditions in which books are produced and 
used, we realise that they are seldom confined within the kind of geo-political limits that 
map neatly onto the traditional concerns of literary and historical studies. 
Darnton insists that a concentration on the materiality of books forces us to rethink the 
boundaries within which we work: to turn ftom literatures and histories understood as 
'53 Frances Dolan, "ores of Babylon: Catholicism, Gender and Seventeenth-Century Print Culture 
(Ithaca: Cornell. UP, 1999), p. 10. 
54 Roger Kuin, 'Life on the Edge: A Response to Helen Smith, Jane Couchman and Guy Poiricr, 
unpublished paper delivered at the Sixteenth-Century Studies Conference, San Antonio, Texas, October 
2002.1 thank Roger Kuin for permission to include his response. 
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being circumscribed by national and linguistic boundaries, and strive instead to emulate 
the texts themselves in a ceaseless movement across the barriers not only of geography 
and of politics, but of the mind. As he puts it: 
Books themselves do not respect limits either linguistic or national. They have 
often been written by authors who belonged to an international republic of letters, 
composed by printers who did not work in their native tongue, sold by booksellers 
who operated across national boundaries, and read in one language by readers who 
spoke another. 5' 
Part of the purpose of this thesis, however, is to test Damton's understanding of the 
footloose and fancy-free character of his personified book against some of the political, 
religious and geographical specificities surrounding the movement of knowledge in 
early modem England. I argue that while books did indeed pass across, or through, all 
sorts of barriers and boundaries, they did not always leap merrily across national 
borders and linguistic divides in the service of international scholarship, nor did they 
emerge unscathed or unaltered by their travels. They were, instead, transformed by 
their physical passage from one country to another, their intellectual journey from one 
language to another, their perilous movement from one religious context to its 
antithesis; and, crucially, their transgression of gendered divides. 
The movement discussed in my final chapter is that from author to reader. Turning to 
the women who purchased, or otherwise acquired, and read a wide range of early 
modem printed texts, I return to the rhetorical play of the copious prefatory matter that 
stands at the front of so many printed books. Discussing both the real and imagined 
presence of women as members of a growing reading public, I trace the instabilities of 
tone in the rhetorical performances that claim to address a female readership, and the 
strategies through which authors attempt both to imagine and control the women into 
whose hands their books may pass. As Harriet Guest has done for the latter half of the 
55 Damion,, Dss ofLamourette, p. 135. 
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eighteenth century, I discuss 'the relation between the consumption of intellectual and 
material goods - learning and shopping' and the ways in which women were both 
courted as members of a print economy, and, at the same time, displayed as marketing 
tools and as an embedded part of the pleasure of the text. 56 
TV. From Judith To Perdita 
Throughout this thesis run two parallel strands, which inform, and are in tension with, 
each other. On one level it examines the material ways in which women altered and 
shaped the male-authored texts of early modern England, whether as editors, publishers 
and protectors, by preserving texts, paying for them, or by creating the material 
conditions for their production. In this context, women's experience is understood as a 
series of diverse and divergent experiences, rather than a gender-specific totality that 
can include every woman from the wealthy and privileged Countess of Bedford to the 
indigent printer Margaret Trundle, who died in poverty. Nonetheless, it does not forget 
that these women were also insistently textualised - trumpeted on title-pages, displayed 
in dedications, revealed (or reviled) as readers, fixed in the very fabric of early modern 
texts, tokens in an economy in which they were also players. Women are exposed as 
participants in, and providers ot 'grossly material things"; they are also shown to he 
'grossly material things', the necessarily lumpen and earth-bound other against which 
the figure of the author can emerge. in exploring the continuities and disruptions of 
these two levels of involvement, my thesis pays close attention to the ways in which 
material and economic conditions acted as a forcing-ground for the rhetorical play of 
the renaissance text. 
m Guest, 'Small aange, p. 17. 
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Conversely, uncovering the multiple levels of women's material engagement with 
textual production also allows us to disrupt Darnton's circuit of communication, the 
processes of which have been the inspiration for so much of this research. From 
printers who had no contact at all with the authors they published, to patrons whose 
intervention was a pure fiction on the part of the author, Darnton's circuit, like the path 
of true love, is revealed to rarely run smooth. The presence of women, not as unitary 
subject-authors, but as the multitude of material events and processes that shape and 
create the early modern text, reveal how far that text is a product of contingency, 
dislocation, gaps, and accidents. The real meaning of women's interventions it seems 
may be found, in Frances Dolan's words, in 'ignoring the outcome to focus on the 
process', or, to borrow Adam Phillips' formulation of Freud, in 'privileging the obstacle 
over the way forward, what can't be done over what is to be done, by seeing the drama 
in the interruption'. 57 
Those interruptions reveal women reading, printing, publishing, receiving, selling, 
giving, writing and rewriting, the male literary canon, and in doing so reveal the extent 
to which early modem male-authored texts were transformed by their physical and 
fictional travels through the hands, minds, and bodies of women. No matter how hard 
we search, we have yet to find a Judith Shakespeare to prove Virginia Woolf wrong. If, 
however, we are prepared to look away from authorship as the prescriptive guarantor 
not only of a text's meaning and status but as the rigid descriptor of the essential gender 
of any given text, we find that the English literary tradition has always been mediated 
through a host, not of Shakespeare's sisters, but of Shakespeare's daughters, crucial and 
dynamic sites for the transmission of literary property and of textual signification. 
57 Dolan, "OreS OfBt2bylon. p. 11. AdaM phiUiM 'Bored with Sex? ', London Review ofBooks, 25 (61h 
NIamh 2003), p. 6. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
PATRONISING WOMEN 
The literature of Renaissance England has long been described as dependent upon, and 
defined by, the institution of patronage, a vital and complex system of sponsorship, 
exchange and promotion. While the flaws and virtues, and the precise effects and 
nature of this system have been represented in a variety of ways, its existence is often 
cited as a universal fact, 'a significant condition of publication in Elizabethan and Stuart 
times'. ' This chapter therefore begins with an examination of the nature of early 
modem patronage and its relationship to the printed dedications that seem at first glance 
to be its most concrete incarnation and lasting memorial, before moving on to the 
particular experiences of women patrons and dedicatees. Several writers have already 
stressed the activity of women within systems of literary commission and exchange. As 
Tina Krontiris puts it, 'Patronage, especially self-interested patronage like that of Mary 
Herbert, was sometimes an indirect strategy of self-expression and challenging of 
creative energy.... Aristocratic patronesses were an exploitable group for male authors, 
but what apparently made them exploitable was the fact that patronage addressed 
particular female needs and sensitivities'. 2 
Less charitable about their subjects' anti-feminist submissiveness, Gilbert and Gubar 
nonetheless accept that 'the most learned ladies often assumed secondary positions in 
relation to literary tradition: talented though they might have been, many became 
translators (of male texts) and patronesses (of male artists)9.3 Even Linda Levy Peck, 
who draws a usually careful and detailed picture of the vagaries of Court Patronage and 
Corruption in Early Stuart England, is happy to simply assert that 'women gave literary 
commissions to writers and painters for whom they might be both subjects and patrons. 
Leading aristocrats such as the Countess of Bedford, the Countess of Pembroke and the 
' Graharn Parry, 'Patronage and the printing of learned works for the author', in John Barnard and D. F. 
McKenzie (eds), and Maureen Bell (assistant ed. ), 7he Cambridge History ofthe Book in Britain, vol. IV, 
1557-1695 (Cambridge: CUP, 2002), p. 174. 
2 KrontiriS, Oppositional Voices, p. 22. 
3 Gilbert and Gubar, 'Introduction', p. 12. 
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Dowager Countess of Derby created literary and political salons at their houses in 
Twickenham, Wilton, and Harefield' .4 
This chapter argues that such a coherent Picture of' women's liteimy patronage is an 
illusion, created in the prefatory fictions of' Renaissance writers and embraced and 
sustained by subsequent generations of authors and critics. Most ofthe evidence cited 
for women's enthusiastic patronage activity derives from the slowly-w1demng volume 
of secondary literature identified in my introduction, creating a self-perpetuating 
virtuous circle of patromsing Renaissance women, and is bolstered by citation of' the 
masses of dedications, 2281 in total, addressed to women in the early modern period, 
and first brought to our attention by Franklin 13. Williams in his monumental Index of 
Dedicalioti. v atid Commetidalory Ver. ves. 5 
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See Appendix 1.1 for a list of dedications. and Appendix 1.2 for details of flus figure. 
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Figure One shows the volume of books containing dedications to women, remaining 
low and erratic in the early part of this period, beginning to rise during the period of' 
Marian and Elizabethan rule, dropping off for a brief'period in the mid- to late 1590s, 
and again during the last years of Elizabeth's reign, but not reaching a peak until 1620 
(43 books), at the high point of the vigorous print controversy about women's unruly 
publicity stimulated by Joseph Swetnam's Ihe arai . gnemeni (? f lewd, ulle, firom tirtl tind 
utwotislatil wometi (1615 ). 6 As a proportion of' total book production, however, the 
high point (excluding the anomalous early years) came in 1596 (10.44%), during a 
decade when the production of dramatic and fictional works also increased 
substantially. Overall, during this period a bare minimum of' 4.7% ofbooks addressed 
themselves to one or more female dedicatees. 7 
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Figure Two: Books containing one or more dedications to women as a proportion of'. 1111111.11 (ot; 1I 
book t)roduction. 1475-164 1. 
In most analyses, however, these multitudes of 'literary patronesses' boil down to a 
handful of candidates, especially to Lucy Russell, Countess of Bedford, and, above all, 
' Joseph Swetnain. The araignment of lewde, idle, froward, and unconslant women (London: E. Allde 1'. 
T. Archer, 1615. STC 23533). 
For details of these figures see Appendix 1.3. 
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to Mary Herbert, Countess of Pembroke, whose links with, and patronage of, a range of 
authors have been consistently overstated by admirers from the Renaissance to the 
present day, in large part because of the volume of dedications (twenty-five, plus 
reprints in later editions) that address her as their subject. Yet as Elizabeth Eisenstein 
makes clear, 'All too often, titles and prefaces are taken as evidence of actual readership 
although they are nothing of the kind'. 8 
Too many non-sequiturs occur in the arguments of those who claim Mary Herbert as the 
leader of a coherent programme of literary reform for them to be convincing. Simply 
because 'both her son William and her niece (and goddaughter) Mary Sidney Wroth 
were poets' it does not follow that 'the countess ... encouraged the next generation of 
Sidneys and Herberts to write' even if 'all these family writings were in the Elizabethan 
modes of sonnet and romance popularized by Sir Philips's works'. 9 Similarly, as we 
have no record of the Countess's response to Abraham Fraunce's several dedications, 
his publication in 1592 of Yhe 7hird Part of the Counlesse of Pembrokes Ivychurch 
cannot be taken as firm evidence that the second part 'must have been acceptable to 
Mary Sidney'. 10 So too, the regular invocation of Sir Philip Sidney in dedications to the 
countess seems an obvious strategy and does not necessarily mean that she 
'encouraged' such a predictable choice of subject matter. As Mary Ellen Lamb 
forcefully points out 'Decades of literary historians have gathered writers into her 
group on the slimmest of pretexts: a dedication to her of one work also dedicated to 
thirty-four other people; a writer's friendship with another writer she may have 
patronized; patronage of a writer by her son William after the period of her own 
residence at Wilton'. " 
Elizabeth Eiscnstcin, 7he Printing Revolution in B2rlyModem Europe (Cambridge: CUP, 1983), p. 33. 
Hannay, Philip's Phoenix, p. I 10. 
10 lbid. p. I 11. 
11 Lamb, Gender and Authorship, 68. See also her article, 'llie Countess of Pembroke's Patronage', 
ELP, 12 (1962), pp. 162-79 for an important counter to the cclcbratory attitude often struck when writing 
of the Countess's Patronage activity. 
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Few critics would consent to read any other literary or historical text so naively as a 
document of social and economic record as Suzanne Hull does, despite her carefully 
qualified prose, when she insists'that 'This number of female dedicatees would seem to 
indicate broad acceptance of women as patronesses of literature. It also suggests that 
women who were designated in this way took some action on behalf of the authors, or 
they would not have been sought out so frequently'. 12 This chapter argues that there are 
numerous reasons for women to be addressed as patrons, which oflen have little to do 
with the hope of active advocacy or financial reciprocation on the part of the dedicatee. 
Some evidence of women's patronage certainly does exist. We know, of course, that 
Spenser received a pension of 150 a year from Queen Elizabeth, yet still succeeded in 
feeling hard done by, 13 that John Lyly was eventually allowed the privilege of calling 
himself 'Esq. of the body to Q. Eliz. ', an unpaid sinecure, 14 and that Samuel Daniel was 
tutor to Mary Sidney's son, William Herbert, possibly to Anne Herbert, and to Elizabeth 
Lady Russell's daughter Anne Clifford. 15 We are told by Stephen May that Lady 
Kildare commissioned an epigram from Sir John Harington on the subject of her new 
straw hat, in return for which she spoke kindly of him to Elizabeth. 
16 We are confident 
too that Ben Jonson appealed to an unnamed noblewoman to engineer his release from 
prison when he was arrested for his part in the scandalous comedy Eastward Ho 
(1605), 17 that Lucy Russell's promise to him of the gift of a buck elicited a witty 
12 SuZanne HUE4 Chaste, Silent and Obedient., English Books for Women, 1475-1640 (San Marino: 
Huntington Library, 1988), p. 2 1. 
13 For details of Spenser's pension see Willy Maley, A Spenser Chronology (London: MacMillan, 1994), 
20. 
See Steven W. May, 7he Elizabethan Courtier Poets. - The Poems and their Contexts (Columbia: 
University of Missouri Press, 199 1), pp. 17,35. 
1-5 For details of his appointment as Herbert's tutor see Hannay, Philip's Phoenix, pp. 162-3. For his work 
as Clifford's tutor see, for example, Lcwalsld, Writing Women, p. 137. 
16 May, Elizabethan Courtier poets, p. 154. 
17 Jonson wrote a vigorous letter to an unnamed lady, protesting his innocence and stating 'I wolde 
intreate some little of your Ayde, to the defence of my Innocence ... The cause we understand to be the 
Kinges indignation, for which we are hartelye sorie, and the more, by how much the less we have 
deserv'd it' (cited Lewalsld, Writing Women, n. 60, p. 107). LewalsId believes that it was Lucy Russell, 
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reminder of the necessity of transforming promise into reality, 18 and that the same 
Countess may have been responsible for the appointments of John Florio and Samuel 
Daniel as grooms of Queen Anne's Privy Chamber. '9 We certainly know that she 
offered to pay off Donne's debts as a result of his elegy upon her brother, but was 
ultimately, due to her financially precarious position, able to give him only 130.20 A 
handful of additional examples are adduced in the later pages of this thesis, particularly 
in Chapter Four where I discuss the role of patron as protector and defender. Still more 
will undoubtedly come to light in the course of future studies. Yet this already skimpy 
list of examples is shown up in all its paucity if contrasted with the lengthy lists of 
dedications and commendations to women that make up Appendix 1; a list that 
nonetheless excludes the manuscript materials which surface briefly in their various 
incarnations throughout this thesis. 
It has often been assumed, particularly in the older literature on the subject, that every 
dedication was an indication that a writer produced their work at a patron's request, or 
at least signified that the patron had been offered, and had accepted, perhaps even 
rewarded, the dedication prior to publication. Thus in his contribution to the 
monumental Cwnbridge History of the Book in Britain, Graham Parry asserts that 'The 
usual procedure involved the author seeking permission from a patron to offer the 
dedication of a particular work; acceptance implied approval of the subject of the book, 
Countess of Bedford to whom Jonson addressed this appeal, as does David Bergeron ('Women as 
Patrons' in Lytle and Orgel (eds), p. 284). 
18 Ben Jonson, Tpigramme 84. To Lucy Countesse of Bedford, ' in The Complete Poetry ofBen Jonson, 
edited by William B. Hunter (New York: Norton), p. 35. For a fuller discussion of the dynamics of this 
Pcirn, see P. 199 below. 9 
rth 
9 9 ur F. MarottL 'John Donne and the Rewards of Patronage' in Lytle and Orgcl (eds), Patronage in 
the Renaissance, p. 223. 
20 In a letter to his friend, Henry Goodcre, Donne complained, 'I am almost sorry, that an Elegy 
['Obsequies to the Lord Harrington, brother to the Lady Lucy, Countessc of Bedford] should have been 
able to move her to so much compassion heretofore, as to offer to pay my debts; and my greater wants 
now, and for so good a purpose, as to come disingaged into that profession, being plainly laid open to 
her, should work no farther but that she sent me 301. which in good faith she excused with that which is 
in both parts true, that her present debts were burdensome, and that I could not doubt of her inclination, 
upon all future emergent occasions, to assist me'. Published in Letters to severall persons of honour. 
written byJohn Donne sometime Deane ofSt Pauls London (London: L FIcsher, for Richard Marriot, and 
are to be sold at his shop in St Dunstans Church-yard under the Dyall, 165 1; Wing D 1864), Sig. Ff2r. 
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and usually meant that the patron was willing to reward the author in some way, usually 
financial, as an acknowledgement for the honour implied by the dedication'. 21 At least 
on occasion, this was indeed the case. In a gossipy, news-filled letter to Sir Walter 
Ralegh, the explorer Richard Hakluyt reminds him that: 
I heare nothing from yo' of the acceptation of my dedication of that noble historic 
of the eight decades of Peter Martyr, wh wilbe aboute the beginninge of march. 
Yf her majestic have of late advanced y". I wold be gladde to be acquaynted with 
yd title, and if there be any thinge else that yo' wold have mentioned in the 
epistle dedicatorie, yow shal doe wel to let mee understand of it bctymcs. 22 
Peter Martyr was duly published with Ralegh's name and carefully delineated title 
standing proud at the head of the dedicatory epistle. There is, however, little evidence 
of such direct negotiations around women's dedicatory inclusion in early modem 
English texts, and some evidence that they were far from universal. We do know that 
Theodore de B&ze dedicated his Chrestiennes Miditations to Lady Anne Bacon, and 
followed the printed dedication with a gift copy sent via her son Anthony. 23 Richard 
Brathwait's Arl Asleepe Husband? A houlster lecture is dedicated only to 'Dainty 
Doxes', yet fol. A2 bears the strange verse: 
To you, this Booke may well addressed bee 
Since none from Bolster Lectures is more free: 
Be you then patronesse without offence, 
And with a smile return me recompence. 24 
The Huntington copy of this book, however, contains an additional dedication to Mrs. 
Catherine Fletcher, who is asked to bless the book with her approval. The omission of 
21 Parry, 'Patronage and the printing of learned works for the author', p. 174. 
22 'Letter from Richard Hakluyt to Sir W. Ralegh, 1586' in E. G. R. Taylor (ed. ), 7he Original Writings 
and Correspondence of the Two Richard HaklWs (London: Hakluyt Society, 1935), 11, p. 355.1 thank 
Matthew Day for drawing this letter to my attention. 
23 See Lynne Magnusson, 'Widowhood and Linguistic Capital: 'Me Rhetoric and Reception of Anne 
Bacon's Epistolary Advice', ELR, 31 (2001), p. 32. The English translation of this text was also 
dedicated to Anne Bacon, and proclaims itself to have been 'Imprinted in Bacon house by C[hristophcr] 
Barker', suggesting a continuing relationship with, and interest iný B&x's writings (Theodore de B6zc, 
Christian meditations ypon eight psalmes, tr. J. S[tubbs] (London: Imprinted in Bacon house by C. 
Barker, 1582; STC 2004). 
24 Richard Brathwait, Arlt asleepe husband? A boulster lecture (London: Printed by R. Bishop, for 
R[ichard] B[est] or his assignes, 1640; STC 3555), Sig. A2r. 
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this request from all other issues leaves us to wonder whether Fletcher recompensed 
Brathwait not with the hoped-for smile, but with a rebuke, demanding that he revoke his 
dedication, and leaving his free-standing verse as an unsolicited and vaguely puzzling 
address to any female reader. Anne Clifford is believed to have undertaken a similar 
course of action, demanding that Anthony Stafford remove the dedication to her that 
fronted part two of the second edition of his Stafford's Mobe, or his age of Teares . 
25 As 
Eve Rachele Sanders describes it: 
In a dedication apparently meant to flatter her, Antonie Stafford, a devotional 
writer, clumsily chose to use the opportunity to voice concerns about her 
transgressive assertiveness. "I am afraide, " he acknowledged, "that (ere long) 
you will disable my sex, falsifie the Scriptures and make Woman the stronger 
vessel. " The evidence suggests that Clifford had the dedication containing that 
line destroyed. Out of all the extant copies of Stafford's book ... only one includes the entire text of his unauthorized epistle to Clifford; the offending pages 
were ripped out of some nine other surviving copies. 26 
Tactlessness, however, was far from uncommon in the Renaissance dedication 
(exemplified most blatantly in a dedication to Alice, Countess Dudley, praising her 
husband, Sir Robert Dudley, who had just run off to Italy-with another woman, his 
cousin-german Elizabeth Southwell, disguised as a page-boy) and it seems likely that it 
was not Clifford's sensitivity to possible veiled criticism but the blasphemous 
extravagance of Stafford's praise that attracted her censure. 
However, a patron's disapproval might instead prove entirely ineffective, with the 
dedicatee revealed as the hapless victim of her divorce from the matter of the printed 
text. In the dedicatory letter to his Fowre Hymnes, addressed to 'the Ladie Margaret 
Countesse of Cumberland, and the Ladie Marie Countesse of Warwicke' Edmund 
25 Anthony Stafford, Staffords Niobe: or His age of leares, 2nd ed. (London: Humfrcy Lowncs [for 
Mathew Lowncs), 1611; STC 23130), Sig. A3r-A6r. The dedication, extant in full only in the Folgcr 
copy (STC), though part also remains in the Bodleian copy, is reproduced in the appendix to George C. 
M nd CCL Williamson's Lady Anne Clifford Countess of Dorset, Pembroke & ontgomery. 1590-1676,2 
(London: S. R Publishers, 1967), where it is discussed on pp. 329-33. 
26 Eve Rachele Sanders, Gender and Literacy on Stage in Early Modern England (Cambridge: CUP, 
1998), p. 194. 
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Spenser explains that he is painfully conscious that one of these patrons did not approve 
of the provocative subject matter of the first two hymns when they initially began to 
circulate in manuscript. 
Hauing in the greener times of my youth, composed these former two Hymncs in the 
praise of Loue and beautie, and finding that the same too much pleased those of like 
age and disposition, which being too vehemently carried with that kind of affection, 
do rather sucke out poyson to their strong passion, then honey to their honest dclight, 
I wa's moued by the one of you two most excellent Ladies, to call in the same. 27 
Unfortunately (and perhaps unconvincingly), according to Spenser, there were already 
too 'many copies ... scattered abroad' 
for him to even attempt to follow his patron's 
urging and call in his verse, and so he instead 'resolued at least to amend, and by way of 
retraction to reforme them, making in stead of those two Hymnes of earthly or naturall 
loue and beautie, two others of heauenly and celestiall'. It is difficult to see, however, 
how any reader could accept the printed publication of the two 'earthly' Hymns, even 
with the addition of the new 'heauenly' poems, as in any way equivalent to their 
retraction fi7om circulation, particularly as before 1596 they had appeared only in 
manuscript. 28 
In effect, Spenser asks the two women to 'vouchsafe the patronage' of two published 
poems that one of them had already expressed the wish to see suppressed. Insisting on 
the value of his earlier works, and his own best judgement of what may be 'hony' rather 
than 'poyson' to the 'honest' reader, Spenser belies his stated respect for these women's 
judgement and critical abilities, effectively eluding the limits that one of them has tried 
to impose upon his verse. Indeed, Spenser goes so far as to insist upon his patrons' 
27 j. C. Smith and E. dc Sclincourt (eds), Spenser. Complete Poetical Works (Oxford: OUP, 1970), p. 587. 
The dedication of this text is also discussed in Jon A. Quitslund, Spenser and the Patroncsscs; of the 
Fowrc Hymncs', in Hannay (ed. ), Silent butfor the Word, pp. 43-60. 
' Such a justification would presumably not have seemed quite so sclf-cvidcntly inadequate to an early 
modem reader since one essential component of a convincing argument was held to be the adequate 
demonstration of an opposing view. Thus William Fulke's refutation of the Rheims Bible, discussed 
further in Chapter Tluw, conversely became the primary means of its dissemination in English, thanks to 
his strategy of printing the banned Rhemish testament and his own refutation in parallel columns. 
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implication in the earthly sphere of love and beauty, as well as their suitability as 
dedicatees for the two 'Heavenly' hymns. Describing them as 'the most excellent and 
rare ornaments of all true loue and beautie, both in the one and in the other kinde', he 
insists that these women can and do participate in the earthly pleasures which one of 
them has so ineffectually tried to suppress. Since, through their positioning at the front 
of his newly printed volume, both Warwick and Cumberland are claimed to have 
accepted the 'earthly' hymns along with the 'heavenly', Spenser's strategy in insisting 
upon the continuing value and circulation of the earlier poems is legitimated, disarming 
not only his proclaimed patron, but the possible attack of any ignorant reader of the 
printed book who might be tempted to join the critical countess in objecting to the first 
two poems. 
The question of commission and acceptance is thus a vexed one, though this is not to 
say that no clear links can ever be found between patron and writer. In 1564, for 
example, Henry Myddelmore produced 7he tranqation of a Jetter written by a Frenche 
genti1woman upon the death of Elenor of Roye, princess of Conde. While the text 
contains no dedication its title informs us that it was 'Doone by H. Myddelmore at the 
request of the ladye Anne Throkmorton', and the copy held by the Bodleian library 
bears the manuscript signature 'Throckmorton' on its title-page, suggesting that this 
book at least was owned and valued by the woman at whose request it was produced. 29 
What is particularly intriguing is the lack of performativity on Middleton's part: no 
justification, no lengthy foundational narrative of Throckmorton's command, in other 
words none of the trappings that are to be found so plentifully in texts where the link 
between writer or writing and dedicatee seems to be tenuous or non-existent. In the 
light of the evidence of other texts where women paid for publication, or provided 
29 Henry Myddelmore, The translation of a letter [signed LD. Vj written by a Frenchegentilwoman ypon 
the death of Elenor of Ro^ princess of Conde. Doone by H. Myddelmore at the request of the ladye 
Anne Throlanorton (Undon: L Daye L 17L Toye, 1564; STC 24565). The signed Bodleian copy is . at 
BOD Bookstack 80 E 26 (3) AMBS. 
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protection for printers and authors alike, discussed in Chapters Three and Four, it seems 
that 'real' sponsorship or defence is conversely less likely to be advertised or even 
mentioned than a fictionalised or overplayed connection. Perhaps the excessive 
verbosity of certain Renaissance dedicators should be our best guide to their lack of 
actual substance. 
As part of his strategy for dealing with the uncomfortable level of dedicatory excess, 
and the scantiness of most of the evidence of patronage, Arthur Marotti suggests that: 
Ile term "literature of patronage" should not be limited to complimentary works 
or to works provided with complimentary dedications designed to get financial 
and social favours, for almost all English Renaissance Literature is a literature of 
patronage. 'Me poetry of Daniel, Drayton, and Shakespeare, the courtier verse of 
Oxford, Dyer, and Ralegh, elaborate productions* like Harington's Ariosto 
translation and Spenser's The Faetie Queene, the numerous historical, scientific, 
and devotional books of the period - works in all forms and genres, whether 
intended for print or manuscript circulation, are related to the structure of 
patronage in the society. " 
Such an assertion, however, is as meaningless as it would be to state that all twentieth- 
century English literature is a literature of capitalism, and works only to suppress and 
deny the diversity of Renaissance texts, their authorising strategies, and even of the 
systems of patronage within which they can be contextualised. Patronage should not be 
understood as a monolithic entity, but as a series of overlapping structures, informing 
different texts in different ways. Certainly, 'literary' patronage did not yet have a 
coherent form, 'a local habitation and a name'. For one of the first things that must 
strike anyone casting their eye over the range of works that hailed women as their 
patrons is how few of these texts are likely to be described as 'literature' at all. 
" Marot(L 'John Donne and the Rewards of Patronage', in Lytle and Orgel (eds), Patronage in the 
Renaissance, pp. 207-8. 
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The majority of books dedicated to women were religious texts, as indeed were most of 
the books published during this period. 31 Many of these texts are indeed concerned with 
patronage, since the patron in this context is understood to be one 'that hath the right to 
gyve a benifyce', a clerical living. 32 Yet many other texts, religious and otherwise, had 
the forms of patronage, particularly the dedication to a woman, imposed upon them in 
the service of national, political and religious ideals. The structures and discourses of 
patronage provided the space in which other contests could be played out, but while this 
formal inheritance is necessarily a comment on the currency and force of these various 
systems, it does not mean that all the writings that tricked themselves in the clothing of 
patronage were necessarily their products. Rather, in its unremarkable appearance, 
patronage became the sheep within whose ill-fitting fleece the wolves of social, 
political, and ideological argument merrily disported themselves on the printed page. 
Where patronage relationships and networks can be traced in the dedications that 
address themselves to Renaissance women, they prove to be almost universally 
religious, political, or careerist; anything, in fact, other than literary. As J. W. Saunders 
puts it 'most of the writers whom we have regarded as pioneers of professional belles- 
lettres made use of their literary gifts as a means to an end rather than as an end in 
themselves, and were much more interested in social promotion at court, the carriJre 
33 ouverte aur talents, than in, literary independence' . 
Conversely, however, where 
literary concerns can be traced they are to be found in the careful fashioning and textual 
31 R S. Bennett, English Books and Readers, 1475-1557 (Cambridge: CUP, 1952), p. 65; English Books 
and Readers. 1558-1603 (Cambridge: CUP, 1965), p. 112; English Books and Readers, 1603-1640 
(Cambridge: CUP, 1970), p. 87. 
32 John Palsgrave, Lesclarcissement de la languefrancoyse (Undon, [R. Pynson, c. 1524] Qynysshed by 
J. Haukyns, )1530; STC 19166). It is patronage in this sense which is the subject of enquiry in the only 
English Renaissance treatise to discuss the topic of patronage, Zachary Cawdrcy's A Discourse of 
Patronage (London: John Leigh and Thomas Cockerell, 1675; Wing C1646). Laying out a basic history 
of Church patronage, and the contemporary abuses attached to it, Cawdrey adds 'a Proposal of some 
expedients for the regulating it, most agreeable to the Primitive Pattern: whcrin at once the just Rights of 
Patrons are secured. and the Peoples liberty of Election of their own Mnistcr, in a great measure 
indulged' (tp. ). 
33 L W. Saunders, 'Preface' to Phoebe Sheavyn, 7he Literary Profession in the Elizabethan Age, Vd cd-, 
revised by J. W. Saunders (NUnchester MUP, 1967), p. viii. 
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positioning of the silenced bodies of Renaissance women imposed on or enshrined 
within the vocal bodies of Renaissance books, where patronage became not an 
economic reality, but a fiction, a way of conceptualising and justifying writerly activity 
within the models and structures visible and thus available for rhetorical colonisation 
elsewhere in the society. In the most extreme example, that of Spenser's Faerie 
Queene, the text functions as a lyrical invocation of an ideal patronage relationship that 
struggles to create what it describes, and which, in its attempts to wrench a My-fledged 
system of literary patronage out of the fictional and into the real, inevitably stumbles, 
buckles, and disintegrates. In the texts of Renaissance England, these two strands, of 
the fictional and the representational, are difficult to separate, and, under close scrutiny, 
often prove themselves to be so tightly woven that the individual threads cannot be 
unpicked. 
To say that most patronage is a fiction is neither to deny its links to real networks of 
social, economic and political negotiation, nor to deny that women were important to its 
workings. In part as interpellated subjects, in part as active participants, women were 
central to the construction of the myth of literary patronage. Although the material 
interventions of women acting as patrons within a range of household, familial, 
political, or professional reticulations surface time and again throughout this thesis, this 
chapter focuses primarily on the ways in which noble woman patrons were imagined 
and made text by the authors who addressed them. I will thus explore the strange 
double occupancy of women in the space of the Renaissance dedication and the 
Renaissance text; their schizophrenic textualisation both as 'real' historical individuals 
and as authorial fictions. 
Even the most 'real' of these women, those who can clearly be identified and were 
closely associated with the writers who addressed them are shown to be peculiarly 
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slippery and immaterial once captured within the bounds of the paratextual apparatus. 
Though spread across the title-pages and frontispieces of the early modem book, 
women dedicatees are remarkably insubstantial; fictions of the real that nonetheless 
empty their real subjects of all content. First, however, and in line with Richard 
Percyvall's early modem definition of a patron as 'the owner of a ship', we must turn to 
the question of why so many Renaissance texts launched themselves into the realms of 
print publication with an appeal to a woman standing proud at their helms. 34 
'It is seated bv customel 
When Michael Drayton addressed part of the 1599 edition of his Englands heroicall 
epistles 'to his worthy and dearly esteemed fiiend, Master James Huish, he used the 
opportunity to take a swipe at the value, and indeed the validity, of dedicatory epistles 
that claimed 'great men' as their addressees and patrons: 
It is seated by custome (from which wee are now bold to assume authority) to 
beare the names of our friendes vpon the fronts of our bookes, as Gentlemen vsc 
to sette theyr Armes ouer theyr gates. Some say this vse beganne by the Herocs 
and braue spirits of the old world, which were desirous to bee thought to 
patronize learning; and men in requitall honour the names of those brauc Princes. 
But I thinke some after, put the names of great men in theyr bookcs, for that men 
should say there was some thing good; onely because indecdc theyr names 
stoode there; But for mine owne part (not to dissemble) I finde no such vertue in 
any of their great titles to doe so much for any thing of mine, and so Ict them 
passe. 35 
Slipping across the linguistic and temporal divide between 'friend' in the first (though 
historically later) instance as an intimate acquaintance ('personal friends, as John 
Barrell puts it, 'the kind who help you through a bad patch by listening to your troubles 
34 Richard PercyvalL Bibliotheca Hispanica (London: John Jackson, 159 1; STC 19169). 
35 Mchael Drayton, Eý7glands heroicall epistles. Newly enlarged With Idea, P ed. (London: J. 
R[obcrts] L N. L[ingj 1599; STIC 7195), Sig. Mr. 
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(lots of black coffee) 06) , and in the second as an ally in high places (according to John 
Bullokar's 1616 English Erposilor, a 'patrone' was properly defined as 'A defender, a 
great friend that supporteth one'3), Drayton sets his personal and intimate dedication 
against the habitual and empty displays of other writers. 38 
According to Drayton, most authors were happy to select noble names almost at 
random, tacking them haphazardly on to the front of any number of texts in blind 
submission to tradition and habit. Uniform only in their meaninglessness, such 
formulaic and deeply formal dedications could be no guide to relations of patronage or 
exchange, but only to the outmoded reliance of English writers on ancient models: 
examples of classical learning and erudition which early modem authors slavishly 
mimicked in their wearying reproduction of formal habits and tired paratextual routines. 
Forcibly imposed on the English literary landscape these dedicatory structures could 
only imitate, never create, the patronage economy of encouragement and exchange in 
which the Augustuses and Maecenases of a long-lost golden age had once 
participated. 39 
If Drayton's accusations are true, and this chapter argues that, at least in part, they are, 
then it is easy to understand why so little evidence is available to link female dedicatees 
to the writers who addressed them in print. So too, if dedications are simply customary, 
inserted as an afterthought to the creative process, it is not surprising that the women in 
36 John Barrell, Poeh)4 Language and Politics (Manchester MUP, 1988), pp. 35-6. 
37 John Bullokar, An English Expositor (London, Printed by lohn Lcgatt, 1616; STC 4083); rpt. Menston: 
The Scolar Press, 1967. 
38 This linguistic tension between patron and intimate associate maps neatly on to Alan Bray's narrative 
of the changing nature of male friendship in early modem England, from a patron-client relationship to an 
affective and intima e (and thus more threatening) bon& See his 'Homosexuality and the Signs of Male 
Friendship in Elizabethan England'. History Workshop, 29 (1990), pp. 1-19. As John Barrell points out, 
many of the key terms of the Renaissance 'discourse of patronage', including 'friend', are 'now primarily 
incorporated within what are now liberal discourses on personal relationships (Ticnds', 'love'), on the 
creative artist ('art', 'scope'), and on individual subjectivity ('state' as 'state of mind')' (Poehy, 
Language and Politics, p. 39). 
"' For an exploration of the antique licritage of the renaissance prcface see Kevin Dunn, Pretexts of 
Authority. * Yhe Rhetoric ofAuthorship in the Renaissance Preface (Stanford, Ca.: Stanford U P. 1994), 
especially Chapter One. 
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them should seem so insubstantial, the focus of none of the tremendous energy that 
writers like Donne or Spenser expended in investigating and stripping apart the women 
whose grossly material bodies are so central to the bodies of their texts. 40 Drayton was 
certainly not alone in acknowledging the empty formality of renaissance dedications, 
with Thomas Nashe launching a customarily blistering attack on Gabriel Harvey who, 
he claimed, 'hauing found by much shipwrackt experience, that no worke of his 
absolute vnder his owne name would passe, he vsed heretofore to drawe Sir Philip 
SiaWey, Master Spencer, and other men of highest credit into euerie pild pamphlet he set 
foorth'. 41 
The pseudonymous Lerimos, author of the Fasciculus florum, called on every 
dedicatory trope in the book, tropes which will re-surface time and again in the pages of 
this thesis, to make precisely Drayton's point, agreeing that it is 'Cvstome (one of the 
greatest Tyrants of the Earth)', that 1hath made it as common, as Writing of Bookes; for 
all Paper-Parents, (at the first sending forth the Infants of their Brain into the open Ayr) 
to commend them to the Protection of some good Patron or other, as to their carefull 
PaiMerg. 42 
Similarly, Thomas Heywood ruefully admitted that he would not have dedicated Me 
Golden Age to anyone if it wasn't for the fact that he was loath 'to see it thrust naked 
into the world, to abide the fury of all weathers without either Title for 
40 Throughout The Faerie Queene Spenser slices open his women characters to reveal men, beasts, 
sprites, and demons, and dissects one ostensible man (Britomart) to reveal a mauiarch who must 
eventually abdicate her power and accept her place in a patrilincar succession (a sensitive topic in the 
Elizabcthan court). Donne too appears to have struggled with concepts of women's authority. Achsah 
Guibbory argues that Donne's vigorous dismembering and exploration of women both in the corrupted 
blazon of 'Elegy VHI' and in the colonial fantasies of 'Elegy 39', mark a direct response to the powerful 
women with whom he had dealings, and particularly to Elizabeth. As she puts it 'Repeatedly, the attack 
on female rule in amatory relations spill over into an attack on female rule in the public wDrId. Private 
love and public politics become subtly intertwined as Donne's amatory elegies arc inscribed in politically 
resonant language' ('Oh, let mee not serve so': Ile politics of love in Donne's Elegies'. EUI, 57 (1990), 
p. 814. 
4' Thomas Nashc, Have with you to Saffiron-walden. Or. Gabriell Harueys hunt is vp (London: John 
Danter, 1596; STC 18369), Sig. Mr. 
42 Lerimos Uthalmus, Fasciculusflorum: or, a nosegay offlowers, Ir, out of the gardens ofseverall poets 
(London: AL Mathewes, 1636), Sig Mr. 
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acknowledgement or the formality of an Epistle for ornament. Therefore rather to keepe 
custome, then any necessity, I haue fixt these few lines in the front of my Booke'. 43 In a 
period when books were generally sent out in to the marketplace 'naked' or unbound, 
Heywood's comment transforms the patron into a glorified dust jacket, indubitably 
decorative, and perhaps even able to protect the delicate sheets from wind or rain, but 
scarcely an intimate of the author, or his superior partner in a complex system of 
exchange and reward. 
To accept unquestioningly these tales of absolute divorce between author and a merely 
nominal addressee is, however, to swallow the self-Promoting fictions of authors who 
elsewhere were more than happy to pin 'great names' to the fronts of their books. 
Drayton's determined assertion of independence rings both hollow and absurd in the 
light of his numerous dedications of other texts, and indeed of other parts of the same 
book to 'the vertuous Lady, the Ladie, 4nne Harrington', 'the Right Honourable and my 
very good Lord, EMvard Earle of Bedford', 'my honourd Mstres, Mistres Elizabeth 
Yanfelde', 'the Right Worshipfull Sir Momas Mounson, Knight', 'The Right 
Worshipfull Henry Goodere, of Powlesworth, Esquire', 'my most deere friend Maister 
Henry Lucas, sonne to Edward Lucas Esquire, 'the modest & vertuous Gentlewoman, 
Mistres Frauncis Goodere', and finally to 'the excellent Lady Lucie, Countesse of 
Bedford', who also receives a dedicatory sonnet, as do Anne Harington and Sir Anthony 
Cooke. 44 Perhaps his rejection of 'great titles' is more an indication of Drayton's failure 
to gain consistent support from any of these women, than of his proud and independent 
spirit, particularly when we bear in mind his unerring ability to offend those in high 
placeS. 45 
43 Ilomas Heywood, ne golden age. Or The hues of Iupiter and Saturne, with the dei . 
Mng of the 
heathen god. & (London: Nicholas Okcs for William Barrenger, 1611; STC 13325), Sig. Mr. 
" Drayton, England's heroicall epistles, Sigs. Dr, Fr, 14v-, K6v, L7r, Mr, 02v-, unpaginated end-pagc; 
498r, 
QW. 
Jean P- Brink discusses the political foolishness of his continued choice of deposed kings and rebels as 
literary subjects inAfichaelDrayon Revisited (Boston, M[ass.: Twayne's Publisher, 1990). 
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Nonetheless, Drayton's analysis is perceptive, particularly when he accuses his 
contemporaries of including habitual rather than significant dedications. In the years 
following the advent of English printing, dedications, along with title-pages, became a 
well-nigh ubiquitous part of any printed book with pretensions to seriousness, and 
indeed many without. 46 For the nervous author dedications ranked alongside 
commendatory verses from friends and fellow writers, illustrated frontispieces, and, 
increasingly, indices and tables of contents, as the material signs that transformed the 
printed product from text to book; from private writings to an object ready to enter into 
circulation through sale . 
47 To a market-savvy author, or a publisher with a keen nose for 
the value added by the appropriate paratextual trappings, a book was incomplete without 
its dedication. As the Puritan divine and botanist William Turner admitted as he 
prepared his 1568 Herbal for the press: 
The printer hath geven me warninge there wanted nothinge to the scttingc oute of 
my hole Herbal saving only a Preface, wherein I might require some both mighty 
and learned Patron to defend my labourcs against spitefull and envious enemies to 
all mennis doyingcs saving their owne, and declare my good mindc to him that I 
am bound unto by dedicating and gevcng these poor labours unto him. 48 
The fulsome dedication which follows, in which Dr. Turner expends many words in 
praise of the 'great man' Queen Elizabeth's linguistic ability and 'princely liberalitie', is 
I As Franklin B. Williams puts it, 'T'he classes of publications quite immune to dedications are mostly 
ephemeral or austere. Tlicy include news pampl-dets, corantos, chap-books, and broadside ballads. Of 
broadsides other than ballads, only a tiny fraction arc dedicated ... and dedications arc scarce in almanacs (the exceptional epistles always appearing in the prognostication hali). Also without dedication are 
official publications, whether political or ecclesiastical, such as proclamations, documents, propaganda 
pamphlets, service books (from missals and printers to Common Praycr), general and diocesan visitation 
articles, &c. Many law books of quasi-official character are undedicated, as well as the serial statutes and 
year-books. In Stuart times nearly all other varieties of books were, if not regularly at least frequently, 
dedicated' (Index, p. A). For a recent exploration of the early importance of the tidc-pagc see Margaret 
Nt Smith, The Title-Page: Its Early Development, 1460-1510 (London: British Library, 2000). 'Me most 
substantial of older works on the subject is A. W. Pollard's Last Words on the History of the Title-page 
(London: J. C. Nimmo, 189 1). 
47 For a discussion of the intricacies of these paratcxtual practices see Paul J. Voss, 'Books for Sale: 
Advertising and Patronage in Late Elizabethan England', &xteenth Cenhoy Journal, 29 (1998), pp. 733- 
56. 
48 William Turner, The first and seconde partes of the herbal of William Turner Doctor in Phisick lately 
ouersene, corrected and enlarged with the thirde parte... God saue the Quene (Cologne: Hcirs of Arnold 
Birckman, 1568; STC 24367), Sig. fir. 
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thus undermined at its very beginning by the author's disingenuous admission that it is a 
last-minute addition, included only at the insistence of a street-wise publisher. At once 
flattering his patron, and at the same time highlighting the secondary and market- 
contingent nature of his encomium, Turner both exposes and exploits a tradition, the 
continuing relevance of which was ensured, though transformed, by the demands of the 
market. As Kevin Dunn puts it, when speaking more generally of the Renaissance 
preface: 
[Ilt is "preposterous, " composed last yet placed first, at once the open, inviting, 
unprepossessing and undetermined gesture to the public and at the same time the 
secretly prepossessing, overdetcrmined authoritative gesture of the writer who, 
having finished his work, commences to interpret it for the reader, disguising that 
inteEprctation as an inauggral momen .' 
In this instance the weight and length of Turner's subsequent praise draws much of the 
sting from its revelation of secondariness, but less earnest authors were happy to self- 
consciously exploit the almost-parodic nature of the standard dedication. 
Indeed, the complaint at the custom-driven dedication quickly became an established 
trope, with George Wither, who specialised in the parodic dedication, closing his 1635 
A collection ofemblemes, ancient and moderne, which included dedications to Henrietta 
Maria, Mary Sackville, and Frances Stuartý with an address to those 'who importune 
Authors to give unto them their bookes', attempting a delicate balancing act between the 
legitimate demands of his other dedicatees and thd importunate demands of the less- 
favoured . 
50 Even these comic reflections on dedicatory practice, however, reinforce the 
tradition they mock, with each book that sported a dedicatory address prompting the 
next writer to indicate his own familiarity with convention, with the great, or, 
preferably, as for Wither, with both. 
49 Dunn, Pretexts ofA uthority, p. 3 3. 
50 George Wither, A collection ofemblemes, ancient and moderne (London, 1635; STC 25900a, b, c and 
d), Sig. Oo2v. The particular dynarnics involved in those dedications which rejected a patron in favour 
of a reading public are discussed in Chapter Five. 
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Significantly, this custom-driven tradition included dedications to women, for their 
sheer presence seldom appears as subject for comment within the dedication. Only two 
authors specifically discuss the propriety or otherwise of dedicating their texts to a 
group of women: Edward Hoby in his translation of Lancelot Voisin's Yhe historie of 
France: thefourefirst bookes and the London minister Edmund Layfielde in his Yhe 
soules solace. 51 From where, though, does this habit of dedication derive? Though the 
misty realms of antiquity provided both a suitably learned and a safely distant 
justificatory narrative for writers like Layfielde who informed Susan Ferrers and her 
three daughters, along with Jane Gouldman and Anne Bromfielde that 'to silence a 
million of modern's; venerable antiquilie affords a cloud of learned Divines, whose 
pens have thorow womens gentle-hands, happily convey'd their incomparable labours 
unto the Church of God. and thereby have raised a liberall contribution, unto the felicity 
of this present age, and of succeeding generations' (*3r-*3v), a number of more 
immediate models were to be found much closer to home, in terms of both geography 
and chronology. 
The first book printed in English, Caxton's translation of Raoul le F6vre's ne recuyell 
of the hisforyes of Troye, drew upon existing manuscript traditions in including a 
dedication to a woman, Margaret of York, Duchess of Burgundy, sister to Edward V1.52 
Accompanied by an elaborate illustrated frontispiece showing Caxton kneeling to 
present the Duchess with his finished work [Figure 3], this dedication establishes 
51 The historie of France: thefourfirst hookes, tr. Sir E. Hoby (London: J. Windct, 1595; STC 11276); 
Layficlde, Edmund, The soules solace. A sermon at thefunerall of W. Fawcit (London: M Fgcshcr] f. G. 
Gibbs, 1632; STC 15334). Given that by the time of Layfieldc's dedication some 1524 books, including 
one of his own, already bore the names of women on their titic-pages or in their dedicatory matter 
(Appendix 1.3), it seems strange that he should feel the need to insist that 'seeing Apollos that great 
textuarie, blusht not to receive Instruction from the hand of a woman: it doth not lessen the greatest 
darke, to light and carry a lampe of truth, before the weakest-she that truly and wholly devotes her selfc 
unto God' (Sig. *4r). 
52 The recu cyt LA 
. 
wil of the historyes of Tro. K. tr. William Caxton merccr of ye C of )ndon, at the 
comau[nldemc[nlt of the tight hye myghty and vcrtuouse prynccssc hys redoubtyd lady. Margarcte by the 
grace of god. Duchesse of Bourgoyne of Lotryk of Braband [etlc., (Bruges: William Cadon and, 
probably, Colard. Mansion, c. 1475; STC 15375). 
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Margaret of Burgundy as his employer and patron, both the knowledgeable mentor who 
commissioned and corrected his 'symple and pour' work, and the generous empk)\ci 
who provided him 'with a yerly Fee and other many goode and grete henctlefc, 
Figure 3: Caxion prewnting Ihe recuvell ofthe historves (? f Trove lo Marprel. Duchess of Burgundv. 
Both the dedication to a woman and the illustration of' the act of' giving appeared 
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frequently in the works of medieval scribes in F. ngland and on the continent. The 
women thus addressed were usually either royal or religious: 'anchoresses, abbesses, 
" Camon. Me recu. wll, Unpiginaled. 
54 For the tradition of illustrated frontispieces and books dedicated to women in the medieval period, in 
excellent starting point is June Hall McCash (cd. ), Me ( 'utfural Palron(We "I*Afetheval Women, (Athens, 
Ga.: Univcrsitý of Georgia Press, 1996). This continuity Nkith manuscript traditions links with the work 
of those critics who insist that print and manuscript cultures cannot be understood to have existed in 
monolithic opposition to each other, with printing technology creating the kind of epistemological 
transformation identified by Eli/abeth Ei%cnIsIcm in Me 1rinting Irexv as (in Agent (? /' ( hange 
(Cambridge: CUP, 1979) and Marshall McLuhan. The Oulenherg (; a1a. vV. The Making )Vývpographw 
Alan (Toronto: UniversitY of Toronto Press. 1962). Two writers who have done a great deal to establish 
the continuing relevance of manuscript traditions in the early modern period are Margaret Fzell. 
particularly in SocialAulhorship and theA(Awni q1*11rint. and Harold Love in hisScriha/ l'uhlicalion in 
Sevenleenlh-Cenfuýv 1,, ngland (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1993). rpl. as The Culture and Commerce 1? f 
Texts. - Scribal l'ublicalion inSeventeenth-( , enturv England (Ainherst: University ofMassachuselts Press, 
1998). 
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and queens' to use Madeline H. Caviness's formulation. 55 Addresses to women thus 
drew upon a long tradition of pietistic female patronage; a line which had, however, 
been forcibly disrupted by Henry VIII's dissolution of the monasteries. The continuing 
force of this tradition, despite its sometimes violent suppression, can be seen in the 
ongoing practice of dedicating religious texts to women (discussed further in Chapter 
Four), and of the flurry of dedications to the abbesses of the new English convents 
established in the contested territories of the Spanish Netherlands from the 1590s 
onwards. 
Adopting the dedicatory traditions of medieval scribes, texts like Caxton's provide a 
powerful visual reminder of the liminal status of the early printed book; poised on the 
threshold of manuscript and print, but always gazing back towards the authorising 
strategies of manuscript production. As Evelyn B. Tribble points out 'The obvious and 
profound importance of print culture has tended to obscure the seamlessness of the early 
printed book and its manuscript counterpart. At first, printers tended to reproduce 
books exactly as they were received from the manuscript tradition and generally were 
slow to introduce typographical innovations'. 56 Caxton's text is a prime example, 
printed in a batarde type face, a black letter form that mimics the handwriting of 
medieval scribes, and is described by John Lewis as 'a free letter with dagger-shaped 
descenders, based on the style of handwriting used in Bruges, where he lived for many 
years'. 57 Dedications were, as Marotti points out, used to facilitate 'the transition from 
manuscript culture to print culture', but they aided that transition by placing themselves 
firmly within the bounds of manuscript practice, signalling themselves as participants in 
'55 'Anchorcss, Abbess, and Queen: Donors and Patrons or Intercessors and Matrons? ', in McCash (ed. )., 
Cultural Patronage, pp. 105-54. Caviness's lavishly illustrated essay provides numerous examples of the 
Octorial representation of women donors and patrons. 
Evelyn B. Tribble, Margins and Marginality The Printed Page in Early Modern England 
(Charlottesville and London: University Press of Virginia, 1993), p. 59. 
John Lewis, PiInted Ephemera (Unclon: Faber and Faber, 1969), p. 17. 
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long-established traditions of translation and copying in the service of noble, religious, 
and royal commissioners. 58 
It. 'Now Naturalized Bv Mee' 
Crucially for any discussion of women patrons, however, Caxton's text is a translation: 
an activity with strong links to the female in the early modern period. These links to the 
female were established in part because of the proclaimed need to provide English 
language texts for women, whose education and faculties did not and could not extend 
to reading foreign language originals. As Retha M. Warnicke points out most 
Renaissance women who received any education acquired 'an essentially vernacular 
education in the home', and, as the Counter-Reformation progressed, foreign language 
learning by women, particularly Latin, increasingly became increasing grounds for 
suspicion, as this was the language that facilitated Catholic meditations and faith. 59 
While, as Warnicke points out, Mary, Countess of Pembroke, has often been cited as an 
able classicist thanks to her translations of the Psalms, she probably knew only 
vernacular languages, and took Theodore de Bdze's French translation as the source text 
for her accomplished versification. 60 So too, when Elizabeth Russell undertook the 
activity of translation in a religious cause, she translated a French version of a German 
text, dedicating A Way of Reconciliation Touching the True Nature and Substance of the 
Body and Blood of Christ in the Sacrament (1605), to her daughter, Anne Herbert. Her 
' Marotti, 'Patronage, Poetry, and Print', in Andrew Gurr (cd. ), The Yearbook of English Studies. 
Politics, Patronage and Literature in England 1558-1658. Special Number, 21 (199 1), p. 26. 
59 Rctha Nt Warnickc, 'Women and Humanism in England', in Albert Rabil (cd. ), Renaissance 
yo ja Humanism: Foundation, Forms, and Legacy. Volume 11. Humanism Be nd Italy (Philadclph :U of 
Pennsylvania P, 1988), p. 51. At the same time, as Frances, Dolan points out 'Latin was, however, 
troublesome as a marker of inferiority and backwardness, since it also continued to be the language of 
English universities and professions, a lingua franca w-dting people by class and education across national 
boundaries' ("ores of Babylon: Catholicism, Gender, and Seventeenth-Century Print Culture (Ithaca 
and London: Cornell. University Press, 1999), p. 25). 
60 Warnickc, 'Women and Humanism', p. 49. 
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description of the translation process is illuminating in what it tells us of the tensions 
between an intellectual continental heritage and an instinctive English nationalism. 
Encouraged in her translation activity by the multiple mirrors of French and English 
religious women writers and translators, she is nonetheless distrustful of the foreign, 
Catholic nature of the French language itself. The text was, she says, 'Made aboue fiftie 
yeeres since in Germanie, After by traueile a French creature, Now naturalized by mee 
into English like to his learned Author'. 61 In part; Russell is calling attention to the 
English birthright of the anonymous author, yet at the same time the text's French 
incarnation comes about only through painful 'traueile' which leaves it tainted with the 
bestial and the foreign, 'a French creature'. In contrast, its further translation into 
English functions as a return to its native and proper form, free from the taint of suspect 
continental fashions and mores. 
That hint of Catholic impurity also illuminates the ways in which women were central 
to the understanding of national boundaries. Like the Jesuit priests who were 
sometimes their authors, Catholic printed books were known to insinuate themselves 
into the most vulnerable places of the English social body - the mysterious holes and 
comers of women's private closets, even their 'beds and bosomes'. 62 The cross- 
Channel movement of religious knowledge, facilitated as it was by women, could never 
quite be separated, in England, from the threat of corruption and pollution: the dual 
dangers of women opening the boundaries of the state, and opening their own weak and 
feeble minds. 
61 A way of reconciliation of a good and learned man touching the trueth, nature, and substance of the 
body and blood ofChrist in the sacrament, tr. Elizabeth Russell (U)ndon: R. Blarkcr], 1605; STC 21456), 
Sig. A2v. 
62 Letter from an unknown priest to Father Agazzart Rector of the English College at Rome, cited in IL 
S. Bennett, English Books and Readers, 1558 to 1603, p. 76. The link between women and Catholicism 
is explored further in Chapter Four. 
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Thus, where women's education and study were deemed acceptable, a heavy stress was 
often laid on their achievements in English, rather than in dangerous and seductive 
classical and foreign languages. Printed English language texts were associated with 
women from the very beginning, with Caxton's dedication of his Recuyell to Margaret 
of York. The original source of Caxton's text, however, Le Rvre's Recueil, is 
dedicated to Margaret's husband, Philip, Duke of Burgundy, and explicitly eschews the 
practice of translation in favour of commissioned creation. In Caxton's version of Le 
Rvre's prologue, his author explains that he was loath to add to the volume of works 
available about the Trojan histories, all translations, and was at first tempted simply to 
engage with existing translations. 'But whan y consydere poyse & weye the dredfull 
comandement of the forsayde redoubtyd prynce whyche is cause of thys werke not for 
to correcte the Bookys late solemynly translated. But only for to augmente'. 63 
it is not uncommon thus to find an original or foreign language text addressed to a man, 
while its translation, by another author, is dedicated to his wife. The protestant divine, 
Theodore de B6ze, for example, dedicated his Latin version of the Psalms of David to 
the Earl of Huntingdon in 1580, while in the same year his fellow in religion, Anthony 
Gilby, dedicated his English translation to the Countess, Katherine Hastings, who is 
represented as having a greater need for an English edition than would the Latin- 
speaking Earl. In his dedication, Gilby informs the Countess, 'Having gathered some 
profite my selfe, by a booke of that excellent man Theodore Beza written in latine, and 
dedicate to my most honorable Lord: so am I bold to put foorth some part of the same 
into englishe, which I thought most expedient for you, and to present it to your honour 
with this short preface'. 64 Similarly, J. W. Saunders calls our attention to what he 
163 Caxion, Recuyell, Unpaginated. 
" Theodorc de B6zc, The Psalmes ofDauid truely opened and explaned by paraphrasis, according to the 
right sense ofeuery Psalme. With large and ample arguments before euery psalme. declaring the true vse 
therof Tr. Anthony GiIby (London: John Harrison and Hcnry MiddIcton, 1580; STC 2033), Sig. iiir. 
This is a translation of B6ze's Psalmorum Davidis et aliarum prophetarum, fibri quinque (London: 
lbornas Vautroffier, 1580; STC 2032). 
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describes as 'the condescensions of Watson, who printed side by side a Latin poem 
65 Meliboeus, dedicated to a man, and its English equivalent, dedicated to a woman'. 
This division between Latinate men and vernacular women is reinscribed in the twin 
frontispieces to Richard Brathwait's two conduct guides, Me English Gentleman 
dedicated to Thomas Wentworth, and 7he English Gentlewoman dedicated to his wife, 
Arabella Wentworth, in which the eight miniature tableaux of the perfect gentleman are 
captioned in Latin, while the companionate miniatures of the ideal gentlewoman feature 
glosses in English. 66 
In his essay on 'Latin Language Study as a Renaissance Puberty Rite', Walter J. Ong 
argues that Latin study was understood as a rite of passage that marked the adolescent's 
entry into the adult world, taking him away from the 'mother tongue' of female family 
members. 67 Such an argument is supported both by the practice of translation which 
claims to be 'for' a woman, and by those dedicatory addresses which stress the ability in 
Latin of a handful of early modem women, since this ability is usually described as a 
masculine, and masculinising, achievement. This is very obvious in William Turner's 
dedication of his Herbal, cited on pages 52-3 above, as he seeks for 'some both mighty 
and learned Patron ... that I am 
bound unto by dedicating and geveng these labours unto 
him'. The great man he chose, marked and admired for his 'knowledge of the Latin 
69 
tonge', was, of course, not a man at all, but that manly spirit, Queen Elizabeth. 
Thomas Nashe, as keen an exposer of other people's dedicatory faults as he was a 
committer of his own, identified exactly this strategy, taken to its logical extreme, in the 
65 1 W. Saunders, 'The Stigma of Print: A Note on the Social Basis of Tudor Poetry'. Essays in Criticis7n, 
1 (195 1), p. 162. 
' Richard Brathwait, Yhe English gentleman: containing sun&y excellent rules how to accommodate 
himse#'e in the manage ofpublike or private affaires (London: J. Haviland, sold by R. Bostock, 1630; 
STC 3563); Brathwait, The English gentlewoman, drawne out to the full booy. ý expressing, what 
habilliments doe best attire her (London: B. Alsop a. T. Fawcct E M. Sparkc, 163 1; STC 3565). This 
Latin / English divide is noted parenthetically by Eve Rachcle Sanders in Gender and Literacy on Stage 
in early modern England (Cambridge: CUP, 1998), p. 6. 
67 Walter J. Ong, 'Latin Language Study as a Renaissance Puberty Rite', Studies in Philology, 56 (1959), 
V). 103-24. 
Turner, Herbal, Sig. iivr. 
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work of his rival Gabriel Harvey who had dedicated his Piers his supererogation to an 
anonymous gentlewoman. 'Doth he when his owne wits faile, crie Da Venus 
consilium? Holy Saint Venus inspire mee? ... I beleeue 
it is but a meere coppy of his 
countenaunce' declares his Grand Consiliadore. 69 In Harvey's praise, according to 
Nashe's fictionalised respondent, the anonymous woman who is so 'well seene in all 
languages' 'stands upon masculine and not feminine terms'. 70 
France's geographical proximity meant that much religious knowledge travelled 
through France to reach England, as part of the route travelled not only by wealthy 
tourists, zealous Jesuits or weighty and learned Protestant thinkers, but by the books 
they produced, some of which reappear in Chapter Four. This identification of France 
as a place of transition was not, however, confined to physical geography, but was also 
a feature of the linguistic journey many texts had to make. French was the most 
available, and well-known, second language for native English speakers, and 
particularly for women, to whom many of the early French-English dictionaries are 
dedicated. This meant that in an age where accuracy was not necessarily the principal 
concern of translation, many works were translated into English from a French version 
of the Latin, Greek, Dutch or German original. Indeed, when Thomas North translated 
Plutarch's Lives of the Noble Grecians and Romans (1579), he dedicated it to Queen 
Elizabeth, adding the caveat that he was well aware she could just as easily understand 
it in the original Greek. What he didn't highlight in his dedication was that she could 
probably do so better than he could since his text was in fact a translation of James 
Amyot's prior translation into French. 71 
`9 Nashe, Haue with you, Sig Mr. 
70 Ibid., Sigs. 113r, R3v. 
71 Plutarch, 71e hues ofthe noble Grecians andRomanes, tr. T. North (London: T. Vautrollicr, 1579; 
STC 20065). 
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Women other than Elizabeth, however, still required assistance in properly grasping 
their own increasingly complex language, at least according to the compilers of the 
earliest monolingual English dictionaries. As Juliet Fleming has pointed out, these were 
intimately associated with addresses to, and the patronage of, women. A substantial 
number of dictionaries, foreign language teaching materials, orthographic and 
grammatical guides, and rules for letter writing were dedicated to women. 72 The f irst 
monolingual English dictionary, Robert Cawdrey's Table Alphabetical/ of Hard Usual 
English Words (1604) is dedicated to five sisters, Ladies Hastings, Dudley, Montague, 
Wingfield and Leigh, and states explicitly on the title-page that the words are listed 
With the interpretation thereof by plainc English words, gathered for the benefit & 
helpe of Ladies, Gentlewomen, or any other vnskilfal persons. Whereby they 
may the more easilic and better vnderstand many hard English wordes, which they 
shall heare or read in Scriptures, Scrmons, or clswhcrc, and also be made able to 
vse the same aptly themselves. 7' 
Quite how Cawdrey's patrons would have felt at seeing themselves thus included in the 
category of 'any other vnskilful persons' must be left to the imagination, but it was 
possibly much the same as the female readers of Thomas Blount's Glossographia felt 
on learning that that volume was 'chiefly intended for the more-knowing Women, and 
less-knowing Men'. 74 Henry Cockeram was more flattering (or at least less offensive) 
when he described his English Dictionary as 'enabling as well Ladies and 
Gentlewomen, young Schollers, Clarkes, Merchants, as also Strangers of any Nation, to 
72 Juliet Fleming, 'Dictionary English and the Fcmalc Tongue', in R. Burt and J. M Archer (eds. ), 
Enclosure Acts. Sexuality, Property and Culture in Early Modern England (Ithaca: Comcll Up, 1994). 
See Appendix 1.1 for details. 
73 Robert Cawdrey, A Table Alphabeficall of Hard Usual English Words (London: IR for Edmund 
Weaver, 1604; rpt. Gainesville, Florida. Scholar's Facsimiles & Reprints, 1966; STC 4884.5). 
74 T'homas Blount, Glossographia (London: 11omas Newcomb, 1656; rpt. Menston: Ilic Scolar Press, 
1969; Wing B3334). 
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the understanding of the more difficult Authors already printed in our Language, and 
the more speedy attaining of an elegant perfection of the English tongue'. 75 
The earliest dictionaries, like many translated works, thus established a firm connection 
between women readers and vernacular English. In opposition to Tina Krontiris, who 
claims that 'In the patriarchal establishment of the early modem period (and arguably of 
later periods), the language of women was essentially the language of men and as such 
it incorporated a misogynist bias', I argue, pace Fleming, that the language increasingly 
adopted by the learned men of England was felt to be essentially the language of 
women, and that English literature therefore had to be established as a colonial 
discourse, inhabiting and reshaping the gossipy, garrulous, common and unlearned 
forms of the mother tongue. 76 After all, as Katharine Eisaman Maus points out: 
In the English Renaissance, the creative imagination is commonly associated with 
the female body. In the first sonnet of Astrophil and Stella, Philip Sidney 
describes himself as "great with child to speak and helpless in my throes" (p. 12). 
Ben Jonson, often. described as the most aggressively "masculine' of English 
Renaissance writers, nonetheless frequently depicts his own creativity as 
maternal. ... Milton, phallic poet extraordinaire in Gilbert and Gubar's account, 
makes anti-censorship arguments in Areopagifica that rely upon analogies 
between 'Vie issue of the brain" and "the issue of the womb. "' 
Rather than straightforwardly reflecting women's increasing interest in learning, and 
growing access to learned texts, Juliet Fleming argues that vernacular English was 
rhetorically constructed as female in the prefatory performances of early modem 
lexicographers in order to establish it as a secondary and defective language which 
could then be ordered, shaped and civilised by male authors. 
" Henry Cockeram, The English Dictionarie (London: Nathaniel Butter, 1623; rpt. Mcnston: The Scolar 
Press, 1968; STC 5465). 
16 Krontiris, Oppositional Voices, pp. 19-20. 
" Katharine Eisman IýIans, 'A womb of his own: male Renaissance poets in the female body' in James 
Grantham Turner (ed. ), Sexuality and Gender in Early Modern Europe: Institutions, Texts, Images 
(Cambridge: CUP, 1993), p. 267. 
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It is my assumption that women were interpellated as users of hard word lists not 
because they cared to ascertain the correct use of English but because they could 
be used to represent its problems. The early English dictionary is a type of 
colonialist discourse, one that proceeds by the full exhibition of that which is to 
be effaced or repressed. Ilie choice of woman to represent the lexical 
extravagance that would justify regulation is facilitated in early modem England 
both by the ancient misogynist stereotype of the loquacious woman, and by the 
traditional association of maleness with form and femaleness with matter. 79 
More than this, the female patron became the prefatory pretext used to legitimate the 
extensive importation of learned works into a country which, if addressed in masculine 
terms, must have recognized itself as an isolated backwater. 79 Insisting through their 
dedicatory pretexts that vernacular English was necessary for women's ongoing 
education conversely allowed some writers to vaunt the achievements of their educated 
female patrons, and insist on the intellectual standing of a country in which even the 
women could read. 
This is the behaviour that Harriet Guest, writing of the eighteenth century, describes as 
'the international competition in learned women', in which each country sought to 
prove its cultural supremacy by flaunting the learning and abilities of its women. " 
Casting a wary eye over the achievements of Baldassore Castiglione's courtly Italian 
ladies, Nicholas Breton reflected: 
Who hath redde the Duchess of Urbina, may saie, the Italians wrote wel: but who 
knows the Countess of Pembrookc, I thinke hath cause to write better: and if she 
had many followers, have not you mo servants? and if they were so mindfull of 
their favours, shall we be forgetfull of our ductics? No, I am assured, that some 
arc not ignorant of your worth, which will not be idle in your service: that will 
make a title, but a tittle, where a line shall put down a letter: and if she have 
received her right in remembrance, you must not have wrong in being forgotten: if 
79 Juliet Fleming, 'Dictionary English', in P- Burt and J. M. Archer (eds), Enclosure Acts, p. 295. 
Fleming also cites Ong's essay on 'Latin Language Study' to support her argument that vernacular 
English was constructed as a female space in order to provide ground for its ordering and production as a 
literary language. 
79 As Warren Boutchcr puts it, 'In the new, 16'h-c. western and northern European market of ideas, 
England is the biggest net importer, open to the widest range of foreign products' ('The Renaissance', in 
Peter France (ed-), The Word Guide to Literature in English Translation, pb. (Oxford: OUP, 200 1), p. 
49. 
'30 Guest, &nall CIange, p. 15. 
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shee were the honour of witte, you are the comfort of discretion; if shee were the 
favourer of learning, you are the mainteiner of Artc; and if she had the beauty of 
nature, you beautifie nature with the blessing of the spiritc: and in summc, if she 
had Wiy true perfection to be spoken of, you have many mo truly to be written 
of... 
Breton's international contest, however, has a distinctly parochial flavour, written in 
English, and thus restrained to an English market, since few continental scholars would 
feel the need to familiarise themselves with English language texts. The movement of 
all but a handful of learned texts between England and the continent was entirely one 
way. Faced with the threat of continental learning, writers in the English vernacular on 
the one hand degraded their female readers in order to establish the mother tongue as a 
language to be polished and transformed, and on the other exalted the women patrons of 
England, creating a 'competition in learned women' of which the other contestants 
remained contentedly unaware. 
Translations were not just addressed to women, however, but were themselves gendered 
female. Within the binary divisions of patriarchal Renaissance thought, translation 
occupied the same secondary, dependent position to its original as did subject to ruler, 
child to parent wife to husband. 92 In another inaugural moment, not the first printing in 
English, but the translation of Montaigne's new form, the essay, into English, John 
Florio used his often-quoted dedication to Lucy Russell, Elizabeth Grey, Anne 
Harington, Elizabeth Manners, Mary Neville, and Penelope Rich, to make the 
translation's 'defective', female status abundantly clear. 
To my last Birth, which I held masculine (as are all mcns conccipts that are their 
owne, though but by their collecting; and this was to Montaigne like Bacchus, 
closed in, or loosed from his great 1upiters thigh) I the indulgent father invited 
81 Nicholas Breton, The pilgrimage to paradise, ioyned with the Countesse of Penbrookes Ioue (oxford 
Joseph Barnes, and are to be solde in Paules Church-yeard f, London, by Toby Cooke], at the signe of the 
Tygres head, 1592; STC 3683), Sig. 12r. 
92 However, Margaret Ezell's book on The Patriarch's Wife: Literary Evidence and the Ifistory of the 
Family (Chapel Hill and London: University of North Carolina Press, 1987) importantly questions the 
extent to which stated ideologies can be understood to accurately describe the Position of women within 
patriarchal societies. 
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two right Honorable Godfathers, with the ONE of your Noble Ladyshippes to 
witnesse. So to this defective edition (since all translations are reputed femalls, 
delivered at second hand; and I in this serve but as Vulcan, to hatchet this 
Minerva from that 1upiters bigge braine). 83 
The translation was female because it was, like Minerva (and like Eve), the product of 
an original and more perfect man. 'With this analogy', as Sherry Simon points out, 
'John Florio ... summarizes the tradition of double inferiority which has relegated both 
translators and women to the lower rungs in their respective hierarchies. Translators are 
handmaidens to authors, women inferior to men'. 84 Florio, however, does not accept 
this subservient position. Instead he uses the secondariness of his translation to assert 
his masculine credentials, refusing the female-gendered position of the textual midwife 
(a trope to which I return in Chapter Three). While the infant Minerva, Florio's text, is 
indisputably female and hence defective, Florio establishes himself as a male Vulcan, 
brandishing his hatchet for the benefit of his fictionalised female reader. Indeed, the 
latter part of the sentence, rarely, if ever, reproduced, continues, 'I yet at least a fondling 
foster-father, having transported it from France to England, put it in English clothes; 
taught it to talk our tongue (though many times with a jerke of the French largon) 
would set it forth to the best service I might; and to better I might not, then Yov that 
derserve the best'. As Wendy Wall and subsequently Juliet Fleming have argued, the 
dedication of any text to a woman provides the means for a male author, threatened by 
the class improprieties of print, and the gendered dangers of exchanging the phallic 
sword for the less substantial pen, to determinedly assert his own masculinity. 
83 Mchel de Montaigne, The essaivs or morall, politike and inilitarle discourses, tr. John Florio (London: 
V. Sims f. E Blount, 1603; STC 1804 1), Sig. A2r. 
134 Sherry Simon, 'Gender in Translation', in Peter France (a), The Oxford Guide to Literature in English 
Translation (Oxford: OUP, 2001), p. 29. Simon also points out the 'rich progeny' of Florio's 
charactcrisation of the translation as female. 'Whether affirmed or denounced, the femininity of 
translation is a historical trope which runs through centuries of Western culture. 11c authority of the 
original over the reproduction is linked with imagery of masculine and feminine; the original is 
considered the strong generative male, the translation the weaker and derivative fernale. We are not 
surprised to learn that the language used to describe translating draws liberally from the vocabulary of 
sexism, drawing on images of dominance and inferiority, fidelity and libcrtimgc. ' 
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Looking away from traditional sources of authority (the approval of other men, 
the example of "grave authors') the ladies' texts finds - or at least pretends to 
seek - its ratification in the approval of women. It thus displays, while making 
strange, the curious but commonplace logic ... whereby the company of women 
may "make" a man. 85 
The practice of translation highlights another model for the English dedicator to imitate. 
English authors were both enthralled and threatened by the cultural profligacy of their 
continental neighbours, and there can be little doubt that the dedicatory practices of 
continentýl authors exerted a profound formal influence on English texts. Thus Thomas 
Lodge closes his dedication with an acknowledgement of the foreign models for his 
dedicatory courtesy. 'I humbly kisse your most delicate hands, shutting up my English 
duety under an Italian copie of humanitie and curtesie. 46 So too in the first of Florio's 
dedications to women in the asais he refers to Montaigne's own dedication 'to the 
Lady of atissac (as if it were to you concerning your sweete heire, most motherly- 
affected Lady flarrington)', and admits, in translating Montaigne's praise of another 
woman 'I thinke hee speakes to you my praise-surmounting Countesse of Bedford, what 
hee there speakes to the Lady of Grammont Countesse of Guissen'. 87 Both form and 
content of Montaigne's dedications to women are translated into an English context to 
serve Florio's own ends. 88 
Translated texts then, were, as I pointed out in my introduction, texts that were on the 
move, crossing over not only national but linguistic and gender divides. A study of the 
movement of texts like Caxton's, from France to England (via in that particular case, 
Brabant, Flanders, Holland, and Zeeland), from masculine original to feminine copy, 
"' Juliet Fleming, 'Me Ladies' Man and the age of Elizabeth' in Turner (cd. ), Sexuality and Gender, p. 
162. 
86 Thomas Lodge, A Margarite ofAmerica (Undon : [by A- Jcffes] for John Busbie, and are to be sold in 
S. Dunstons church-yard in Fleet-street at the little shop next Cliffords lime, 1596; STC 16660), 
dedication not paginatedL 
87 Montaigne, Essaw, Sigs. A2r, A2r-v. 
88 For a similar ounsfu of praises by Sir John Harington, this time from Cardinal HiPpolyte to Queen 
Elizabeth, and from Vittoria to Lady Russell, see Tribble, Margins andAfarginality, pp. 94-5. 
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and from male to female patron, illuminates many of the purposes of early modern 
dedications to a woman. 
While the important part played by French noblewomen in the promotion and patronage 
of the Huguenot cause has been explored by several authors, particularly Nancy Lyman 
Roelker, their role in the movement of knowledge, both Protestant and Catholic, across 
the English Channel (or, from the French point of view, across La Manche), has been 
little studied. 89 From Jeanne d'Albret to R6n6 de France, E16onore du Roy to Charlotte 
de Bourbon, the women whom J. H. M. Salmon describes as the 'Calvinist femmes 
forles' of early modem France have long been recognised as important promoters of the 
protestant faith, and as the yet more important protectors of those who attempted to 
spread the reformed Word throughout France during the late-sixteenth-century Wars of 
Religion. " Their patronage, however, was not confined to providing hospitality and 
hiding places, particularly when it came to their English neighbours who, after all, no 
longer had any reason to suppress their adherence to the Protestant faith. When the 
anonymous author of A Dictionarie French and English attempted to translate the 
phrase 'le Patron de quelque chose' in 1571, he did not include any reference to the 
patron's defensive, protective, fiscal or hospitable function, but simply explained the 
phrase to mean 'a patem or example of any thing'.. 
91 
The literary and pietistic work of French Protestant noblewomen provided one such 
pattern for the aristocratic women of an England re-reformed by Elizabeth, who threw 
themselves with vigour into the task of translating the holy Word as expressed in the 
French language. Translation is again tied to the female because it was one of the few 
areas of print activity open to women, although, as Tina Krontiris points out 'the 
89 See Nancy Lyman Roelkcr, Queen offavarre: Jeanne dA lbret, 1528-1572 (Cambridge, MA,: Harvard 
UP, 1968) and I"= Role of Noblcwomcn in the French Wonnation'. Archiv ftr 
Refonnationsgeschichte, 63 (1972), pp. 168-94. 
90 1 It NL Salmon, Society in Cfisis. - France in the Sirleenth Century (London: Methuen, 1979), p. 120. 
91 A Dictionarie French andEnglish (London: Henry Bynncman f. Lucas Harrison, 1571; STC 6832). 
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permission to translate did not also carry with it a licence to cross the boundaries of 
gender and subject matter. [Margaret] Tyler's stout defence of her right to translate a 
love story is evidence of that, as is also the fact that most translations by women of that 
period are within the area of religion'. 92 In perhaps the best-known example, the 
princess Elizabeth's translation of Marguerite de Navarre's spiritual meditations, Yhe 
Glass of the Sinful Soul, Navarre's text provided not only a mirror in which the future 
queen could scrutinise her own sinful nature, but 'a patern or example' of Protestant 
learning and commitment in the person of the determined author who maintained her 
religious commitments in the face of a prosecution for heresy. 93 
The understanding of the patron as pattern, an example to be displayed and emulated, 
was widespread in English dedicatory materials. In Drayton's dedication to his 
Matilda, for example, the author, still enthusiastically dedicating to nobles and 
aristocrats, elides his heroine and his prospective patron, Lucy Harington (later Russell, 
Countess of Bedford), to create a single example of female virtue. 
Vouchsafe therefore noble Mistres LUCIE, your selfe becing in fiill measure, 
adorned with the like excellent gifts, both of bodie and minde: graciously to 
patronizc MATILDA. A miffor of so rare chastitic, as neither the fayre speeches, 
nor rich rewards of a King, nor death it selfe, could ever remove from her own 
chast thoughts: or from that due regard which shee had of her ncver-stained 
honor. 94 
The fact that his dedicatee was a bare thirteen years old may lead the reader to suspect 
that Harington's chastity was unlikely to have been vigorously tested by the time she 
received Drayton's text, but such scepticism illuminates the complex way in which' the 
literary model could be supposed to function, providing an exemplary pattern, 'the faire 
92 Krontiris, Oppositional Voices, p. 17. 
93 For details of Elizabeth's ft-xWation see Anne Lake Prescott, 'Ile Pearl of the Valois and Elizabeth 1: 
Marguerite de Navarres Miroir and Tudor England' in Hannay (ed. ), Silent But For the Word, 61-76, and 
Francis Teague, 'Princess Elizabeth's Hand in Ae Glass ofthe Sinful Soul', English Manuscript Studies, 
1100-1700,9 (2000), pp. 3348. 
94 Michael Drayton, Matilda. The faire and chaste Daughter of the Lord Rohert Fitzwater (London: J. 
Roberts f N. L[ing] and I Busby, 1594; STC 7205), Sig. A2r- 
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and chaste Daughter of the Lord Robert Fitzwater', which could be studied and 
assimilated by the recipient. The text, in other words, becomes the patron for the 
patron, who then constructs herself as another such pattern of excellence. 95 Such an 
understanding is reminiscent of Laura Mulvey's version of Lacan's concept of the 
mirror-stage in which the subject is both structured and constrained through their 
perception of a gap between their fragmented, dilatory selves and the at once similar 
and more perfect gestalt they see in the mirror. 96 
With the reflexive duality of Lucy and Matilda held up as patron-pattem before yet 
another audience, the female readership of Drayton's text is trapped in an endless hall of 
mirrors, faced with the symmetrical patterns of the subject of the dedication and the 
body of the text. In Drayton's text both patron and female reader are confined within 
the bounds established by the poet, in an endlessly reflexive construction of ideal 
womanhood. By providing a model of female perfection, as Luce Trigaray has pointed 
out, writers within the patriarchy inevitably circumscribe women, presenting them as 
and with mirrors of masculine values in a way that robs them of self-definition and 
agency. 97 In Yhe English Gentlewoman, Richard Brathwait makes this exemplary (and 
panoptical) function explicit. 'Set alwayes before your eyes, as an imitable mirror, 
some good woman or other, before whom you may live, as if she ey'd you, she view'd 
you'. 98 The search for the origins of the habit of dedication has thus led us to the 
controlling strategies of the author who asserts the primacy of the individual woman as 
95 It is this sense of patron as example that Spenser intends in his letter to Sir Walter Raleigh, when be 
tells his defender that 'In the person of Prince Arthure I sctte forth magnificence in particular, which 
vertuc for that (according to Aristotle and the rest) it is the perfection of all the rest, and conteincth in it 
them all, therefore in the whole course I mention the decdes of Arthure applyable to that vcrtue, which I 
write of in dig booke. But of the xii. other venues, I make xiL other knights the patroncs, for the more 
variety of the history' (p. 16). In fact, given that Spenser's stated aim in The Faerie Queene was 'to 
fashion a gentleman', the text as a whole is seen to function as patron to every individual reader, 
including Queen Elizabeth. 
96 Laura Mulvey, 'Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema', in 1,7sual and Other Pleasures (Bloomington: 
Indiana UP, 1989), pp. 14-26. 
97 Luce Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman, tr. Gillian C. Gill (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 
1985). 
98 Cited in Sanders, Gender and Literacy, p. 67. 
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a pattern of vernacular achievement, who recognises either the fact or the possibility of 
her assistance as a real patron, yet also exploits the encomiastic traditions of the 
dedication to create strictly delimited models of female behaviour that rhetorically 
constrain the possibilities of female activity. As the next section will show, the 
bounding strategies of the dedication were not only rhetorical but physical, and a close 
attention to material concerns illuminates how few early modern dedicatory women, 
divorced from their 'real' significance, attained even the shimmering illusion of agency 
and definition provided by a mirror. 
M. Paratextual TraDiDin2s 
The dedicatory epistles of Renaissance texts identify real woman after real woman, 
reading like entries in a no's no of the Renaissance aristocracy. Yet these 'real' 
women are often remarkably insubstantial, disappearing rapidly beneath the weight of 
description, apology, or justification that front-load so many texts. Unlike the women 
blazoned in lyric poetry or cut apart in the anatomy books that followed Vesalius, the 
women of Renaissance dedications are incorporeal, not material, displayed but not 
dissected. 99 The level of detail that might be expected about the woman to whom the 
dedication is addressed: her interests, her connection with the writer, even her 
appearance, are conspicuous by their absence in almost every case. 
99 For the dissection of women in lyric poetry see especially Nancy Vickers '-The Blazon of Sweet 
Beauty's Best": Shakespeare's Lucrece', in Patricia Parker and Geoffrey HarU= (eds). Shakespeare 
and the Question of 77ieory. New York and London, 1985, pp. 95-115, and 'Diana Described: Scattered 
Woman and Scattered Rhyme', Critical Inquiry, 8 (1981), pp. 265-79. For the medical attention paid to 
women's dissected bodies see Katharine Park, 'Dissecting the Female Body: From Women's Secrets to 
the Secrets of Nature', in Jane Donawerth and Adele Seeff (eds), Crossing Boundaries: Attending to 
Early Modern Women (London: Associated University Presses, 2000), pp. 2947, and Jonathan Sawday, 
The Body Emhlazoned (Undow. Routledge, 1995). For a less violent view of Spenser's probing of the 
distinction between women's 'warmly eloquent sufface and protected interior', see Theresa Krier, Gazing 
on Secret Sights. - Spenser, Classical Imitation, and the Decorums of Vision (Ithaca: Cornell U P, 1990), 
esp. p. 129. 
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This seems so unexpected in part because dedicatory epistles, as a genre, draw heavily 
upon the forms and traditions of the familiar letter, a form, as Lisa Jardine points out, 
that relies upon the notion of communication, exchange, and the embodiment or 
conjuring of the absent addressee. 
By definition, epistolary correspondents are known to each other, they address each 
other as individuals: that knowledge determines the tone and manner of persuasion 
of the letter. By extension, where the letter is addressed to a general recipient ('ad 
lectorem. studiosum'), or where an apparently fictional addressee is specified (as in 
a number of Erasmus's longer letters, like the De contemptu mundi), there is 
nevertheless an expectation that the reader will engage with the legible text as an 
infirnate - expecting to be instructed or entertained on a more domestic and private 
scale than in the oration. '00 
Printed Renaissance dedications, however, mimic these structures of intimacy only to 
deny them. Many attempt to imitate the 'significant space' of the familiar letter in a 
typographical reproduction of holograph norms, signing the letter with appropriate 
formality, and including both place and date of composition. 101 Conjuring forth a 
private conversation that invokes the presence of the dedicatee and excludes the reader, 
these letters suffer from a crisis of circulation, performing an intimate relationship that is 
both called into being and denied substance by its print incarnation. 
Most Renaissance epistles cast their patron in entirely formulaic terms, in a way that, as 
we have seen in the case of William Turner's 'great man', Elizabeth, can even transport 
their addressees across gender boundaries. 
102 Though displayed on and in numerous 
100 Lisa Jardine, Frasmus, Man ofLetlers. The Construction of Charisma in Print (Princeton: PUP, 1993), 
gi 15 1. 
Tbus Edmund Layfielde, dedicating his Soules solace to a group of women, signs off with the 
declaration, 'S' Leonards4 BromlqyJ From my studyj lune 20.1632' on the left-hand side of the page., 
and the words 'Your Worshipst daily Oratorj and Servant, / / Edmund Layfielde' on the right, moving 
gradually further out toward the margin (Sig. Mr). For a discussion of the importance of the layout and 
spacing of addresses, dates, and signatures in manuscript letters, see Jonathan Gibson, 'Significant Space 
in Nbnuscript Letters', The Seventeenth Century, 12 (1997), pp. 1-9. '02 See p. 53. This was not necessarily a one-way process in which a learned woman crossed over to 
become a manly soul. In 1565 71omas Stapleton dedicated his translation of the Venerable Bede's 
History of the Church ofEngland to 'The right excellent and most gratiousc princessc, Elizabeth by the 
grace of God Quenc of Englaiid, Frauncc, and Ireland, Defendour of the Faith' (71e history ofthe Church 
of Englande. Compiled by Venerable Bede, Englishman. Antwerp: John Laet, with priuilege, 1565; STC 
1778). A second issue in 1622, however, while containing the same dedication initialled by T. S., was 
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title-pages, dedications and epistles, the women of Renaissance prefatory materials were 
not subject to the impulse to blazon and dissect that informs much of the poetry of the 
period. Instead these noble and aristocratic women were framed within tight physical, 
generic, and familial boundaries that were described and further reinforced by the form 
and content of the 4edications that addressed them. The male writer at once displayed 
the aristocratic woman he addressed, incorporating her into his book as a frontispiece 
and shield, the most public of print spaces, and shut her off, clamping down on that 
unruly publicity by enclosing her tightly within a confined paratextual space. 
For one, the majority of these women were tightly encapsulated within the carefully 
separated space of the dedication. Most, though not all, dedications appear at the front 
of the book of which they are part, and even those placed within the body of the text, as 
is often the case, for example, when different parts of a larger work are dedicated to 
different recipients, are marked out by their typographic difference from the main body 
of the book, with many epistles set in italic rather than roman fonts, or in larger or 
smaller type. 103 Like today's prefaces, most of the dedications placed at the front of the 
book are numbered according to a different scheme than the body of the text, with page 
1, or folio A appearing either after, or sometimes halfway through, the dedicatory 
epistle. Printing house practice, which meant that many texts were printed on several 
presses, either within one business, or very often, distributed among several printing 
houses (particularly if the text was either a particularly substantial piece of work or in 
instead addressed to the new reigning monarch, 'the right excellent and his most gratiouse soucraigne 
Iames, by the grace of God Kinge of great Brittany, France and Ireland, Defender of the Faith (7he 
historie of the Church of Fngland S. Orners : Charles Boscard for John Heigham, 1622; STC 1779). 
The dedication, though set in a larger type, is identical in its wording, save for the occasional substitution 
of a suitably masculine noun on the few occasions when Elizabeth in addressed in distinctly gcndered 
terms. Thus, when Stapleton in the first version spoke of his boldness in attempting 'to talke with a right 
mighty Princesse and his lcmed Sotmerain', the second approaches with the same trepidation 'a right 
mighty Prince and his lcmed Soucrain'(Sigs. *2 and A2v). In 1626, however, the dedication reverted to 
Elizabeth, and to the 'mighty princesse', though type and layout remained identical with that of the 
second edition (The historie of the Church ofEngland S. Omers: Charles Boscard for John Heigham, 
1626; STC 1780). 
103 The examples arc numerous. See, for two examples already cited in this thesis, Breton's Pilgrimage to 
paradise and Thomas Lodge's Margarite ofAmerica. 
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some way dangerous or seditious), meant that dedications could even be printed in a 
different location than the text with which we suppose them to have a much more 
intimate relationship. Thus while John Wolfe printed the main text of Jean de 
Fregeville's Palma Christiana, Thomas Scarlet printed the preliminary materials 
including the dedication to Elizabeth I. 
Trapped within these paratextual bounds, these women occupy a liminal space, 'a 
threshold, or -a word Borges used apropos of his -a "vestibule" that offers the world at 
large the possibility of either stepping inside or turning back. 104 The strategic 
positioning of women both as implied readers and as marketing tools is explored further 
in my final chapter. Here, however, we -see women firmly located 'in the Slash' as 
Roger Kuin puts it, textualised as a space through which the reader must travel, an 
entrace hall in which they can pause to wipe their readerly feet, and abandon their damp 
umbrellas, before entering and admiring the architectural grandeurs of the text. 105 Like 
the bodies and minds of the women imagined by the religious writers of my fourth 
chapter, early modem dedicators fantasised their addressees as infinitely permeable, 
'shifty, leaky, mysterious, inviting or repelling various sorts of border crossing'. 106 At 
the same time they were tightly locked in the trappings of the paratext, an entrance point 
to the distant world of elite reading that is nonetheless strictly policed and subject both 
material and imaginative fantasies of control. As Peter Stallybrass puts it: 
Like the members of the male elite, the class aspirant has an interest in preserving 
social closure, since without it there would be nothing to aspire to. But at the same 
time, that closure must be sufficiently flexible to incorporate him. His 
conceptualization of woman will as a result be radically unstable: she will be 
perceived as oscillating between the enclosed body (the purity of the elite to which he 
104 Genettc, Paralexis: 7hresholds of interpretation, tr. Jane E. Lewin (Cambridge: CUP, 1997), p. 2. 
Tbc conceit of the paratcxl as vestibule was not however unique to Borges, since in 1623 Francis Bacon 
described these elements as being like 'Vestibula, Posticae, Ante-Camcrae, Re-Camerae, Transitus, &c ' 
(cited in Randall Anderson, 'The Rhetoric of Paratext in Early Printed Books', in John Barnard and D. F. 
McKenzie (eds) and Nbureen Bell (assistant ed-), The Carnbridge History ofthe Book in Britain, p. 636). 
105 Kuin, 'Response'. See p. 30 above. 
106 Anne Lake Prescott, 'Introduction', to Donawerth and Seeff (eds), Crossing Boundaries, p. 12. 
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aspircs) and the opc 
I11 )7 
body (or elsc how will hc attain hcr? ), bct%N, ecn bcing "too co,, 
and "too cornmon-'. 
Dedications, as we have already seen, could even be temporally separate from their 
dedicatees, with Elizabeth I receiving at least seven dedications, including the reinstated 
words of Thomas Stapleton, after her death. On a more personal level, Richard 
Brathwait dedicated his two Anniversaries uI)on his 1"anarele to the memory of his 
wife, Frances Brathwait, who is commemorated by a memorial black page that 
anticipates both the wildest of Sterne's paratextual games and the more recent 
'humuments' of artist Tom Phillips (Figure Four). 10" 
Figure Four: Richard Brathwait, Anniversaries upon his Panarete (1634), Sig. AN. 
I "- Peter Stall-*brass, 'Patriarchal Territories: The Body Enclosed', in Margaret W. Ferguson. Maureen 
Quilligan, and Nancy I Vickers (eds), Rewriting the Renaissance: The Discourses qfI; exual Difference in 
Ear4vAfodern Europe (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1987), p. 134. 
Richard Brathwait. Anniversaries upon his Panarete (London: F. Kvngston. sold by R. Bostock. 1634- 
STC 3553). Richard Bmthwait. Anniversaries upon his Panarete, - continued: with her contemplations. 
7he second veeres annivers (London: F. Kvngston, sold by R. Bostock, 1635, STC 3554). 
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The role of printers, publishers, and booksellers in the composition of dedications meant 
that new dedications could be produced even after the (literal) death of the author. 
Substantial numbers of Renaissance dedications to women were written by the printer, 
publisher, editor, or bookseller, and the extent to which dedications may reveal 
patronage or employment connections sought or exploited by these figures, rather than 
by the author, has still'to be explored. 109 Dedications could also be ghostwritten, 
anonymous, or plagiarised. In the eighteenth century, for example, Samuel Johnson 
regularly composed dedications on behalf of other authors including Charlotte Lennox 
and Mary Leapor. "0 
These material bounds, fwmly delimiting the space and influence available to the 
dedicatee, are further reinforced by generic constraints that enclose the addressee in a 
series of generic tropes and formulations that drain the last vestige of the personal from 
the apparently most intimate address. Some addresses, even those that appear tender 
and private, were in fact so conventional that they could be applied to more than one 
woman without any alteration. Lambeth Palace Library, for example, holds six copies 
of Abraham Darcie's Yhe honour of ladies which contain blank spaces at the head of the 
epistles, waiting for the addition of dedicatees who later included Anna Sophia Donner, 
Susan Herbert, Bridget Norris, and Elizabeth Stanley. So too, Margaret Maurer reports: 
Six years ago, readers of Samuel Daniel's verse epistles had to acknowledge an 
embarrassing discovery. Arthur Freeman published evidence in Library that the 
epistle to Margaret, Countess of Cumberland, was at one time, and with very few 
changes, intended for another noblewoman, Lady Elizabeth Hatton of Purbeck. 
What had seemed an improbable possibility was a demonstrable fact. Daniel's 
109 Where authorship can confidently be attributed to one of these figures, it is niarked in the Details 
column of Appendix 1.1. In the search for patronage or employment links we imight turn, for example, to 
John Charlewood. who styled himself 'Printer to the Rt. Hon. the Earl of Arundel, while Patrick Collinson 
identifies Francis Walsingham. as the patron and sponsor of Christopher Barker, 'lending his device of a 
tiger's head to [his] premises in St Pauls Churchyard' (7he Elizabethan Puritan Movement (LA)ndon: 
Cape, 1967), p. 165). 
Grilfin, Litermy Patronage, p. 207. 
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epistles, elevated and apparently so heartfelt, were capable of, if not designed for. 
dedication to whatever person suited the poet's needs. "' 
The physician Walter Baley's medicinal pamphlet A short discourse (? f the three kindes 
(? fpepj)er, v in common v. ve, published in 1588, contains a printed dedication with gaps 
both for the appropriate rank and title of his dedicatee and for his or her name so that it 
112 might be presented to several recipients as an individualised New Year's gift. The 
British Library copy, for example, bears a manuscript susperscription 'To the right 
honorable my very good Ladye the countesse of harforde', who is addressed in ink 
additions as 'your honor' and 'right honorable' (Figure Five). The dedication is signed 
'Your honors always to comaunde, Walter Baley'. "' 
r 
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Figure Five. Walter Balev. A short Discourse, Sig. A2r. 
... Margaret Maurer. 'Samuel Daniel's Poetical Epistles, Especially Those to Sir Thomas Egerton and 
Lucy. Countess of Bedford', '*udres in Philolqgv, 74 (1977), p. 418. The article she cites is Arthur 
Freeman. 'An Episile for Two. ' Library, Fifth Series, XXV (1970), pp. 226-36. 
"2 Baley, Walter-4 short discourse of the three kindes ofpeppers in common iýse, and certaine special 
medicines made of thesame, lending to the preseruation of health (London'. ): Eliot's Court Press'?, 1588, 
STC 1199). For details of the practice of giving books as New-Year's Gifls, along witha bibliography of 
sixteenth-ccntury examples see Edwin Haviland Miller, 'New Year's Day Gifl Books in the Sixteenth 
Centurv',. 'ýtudies in Bibliography, XV (1962), pp. 23341. 
113 Baley, A I; hort Discourse. Brit Lib. Shelf Mark 546 B. 34-, Sigs. A2r, A2v. 
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In contrast the copy held at the Huntington library, inscribed to Thomas Egerton, has 
the word 'special' scribbled out from his standard printed text in the sentence 'I haue 
been alwaies careful to shew my affection towards [your honor] by offering som 
present, appertaining to the preseruation of your health'. 114 This presumably is a 
strategy on Baley's part rather to ingratiate himself with the Lord Keeper by not 
claiming too great an intimacy, than to offend him by excluding him from the inner 
circle of his 'special' friends in a way that might today seem tactless at best. 
Other editions of the same text bear an address 'To the friendly Reader' in place of this 
lacuna-packed printed epistle, driving home the peculiar status of Baley's dedications as 
intimate, private copies of a public text, that nonetheless highlight their contingent 
nature. Once again the dedicatee is not central to the text but secondary, unquestionably 
added, in this case, after both writing and printing were complete. In opposition to the 
usual fully printed dedication, as F. P. Wilson points out, 'the fact that his name was 
written not printed would indicate to any man that the dedication was not peculiar to 
himself'. 115 However, unlike William Turner's apparently naive insistence that his 
post-printing, or at least post-writing dedication was included at the insistence of his 
market-aware printer, these dedications clearly shun the market, addressing their 
particular 'friendly reader' in markedly different terms and thus attaining an absolute 
privacy next to Turner's very public address. Yet conversely, it is Turner who makes 
specific reference to his personal and long-standing acquaintance with his royal 
mistress, and to specific traits of her position and ability that establish a detailed 
relevance, albeit a formulaic one, for her inclusion as a patron. In contrast, in their 
114 Baley, A Short Discourse, Huntington Rare Books 60323, Sig. A2r. 
11-5 F. P. Wilson, 'Some Notes on Authors and Patrons in Tudor and Stuart Times', p. 559. Wilson notes 
the manuscript dedication to the Countess as an example of what he describes as an 'honest' form of the 
multiple dedication, as opposed to an author like Thomas Jordan who used a hand-stamp to add 
dedicatecs names to pre-printed epistles, thus giving at least the surface appearance that they were the 
only dedicatee (pp. 558-9). 
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proforma invocations of the personal Baley's texts ram home their own lack of intimacy 
and the interchangeable nature of their addressees, containing nothing of the personal 
save names and titles. In contrast to the linguistically and contextually detailed 
proclamation of the addressee's personality in Turner's public praise, the personal and 
private nature of Baley's address renders his dedicatees both faceless and impersonal. 
The bounds of the Renaissance dedication were physical, formal, and generic, 
characterised by certain key tropes and concerns. One of the most important functions 
of the dedicatory epistle was its invocation of the patron as someone who could defend 
the text. It is this definition of patronage which recurs more frequently, and with more 
force, than any other in the dictionaries of the period, receiving perhaps its fullest 
exposition in Thomas Thomas' Dictionarium Linguae Latinae el Anglicanai. 
Patrocinium, nij. ng. Refuge in trouble of sute, supportation, bearing out, protection, salegard, 
defence, maintenance. 
Patrocinor, aris, depon. Quint To defend them that be poore or falselie accused: to vphold, 
supporte, beare out, or maintaine ones right & quarrell. 
Pgtrona, ac, Eg. Shee that defendeth. a patroncsse, a defendresse. 
Patronatus, us, mg. Paul. Ile acte of patronage, protection, &c. 
Patronus, ni, mg. An aduocate, one that speaketh for him that is accused: an atturricy, a 
spokes man: a patron: he that in trouble or perill defendeth. Also he that manumisseth or 
maketh free a servant or bondman. ' 16 
Time and again in early modem dictionaries we come across the idea of a patron as 
someone who acts in defence of a suitor or client. Yet in the dedicatory texts of the 
Renaissance, this, defence increasingly becomes a rhetorical turn mapped on to the 
paralysed body of the female dedicatee. 
116 Dictionary evidence cannot of course be assumed to necessarily reflect contemporary usage. Most of 
the earlier dictionaries studied were intended for a very narrow scholarly audience, and drew their content 
from a wide range of classical texts, often giving only the more esoteric or difficult definitions. Even 
though we see a shift during the period towards the inclusion of a much less learned audience, 
dictionaries were often highly derivative of older texts, and it is possible to trace certain definitions as 
they appear almost unaltered in dictionary after dictionary. Nevertheless, when examined in the context 
of other contemporary texts, they can be a very useful guide to certain important ways in which words 
were both used and understood in the early modem period. 
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Having decided, for example, that Elizabeth was the only possible candidate who, as 
well as demonstrating the necessary mastery of Latin, would be able 'to defend my 
laboures against spitefiall and envious enemies', William Turner went on to give a full 
and detailed account of the criticisms his work would face, and of how they could best 
be answered, forgetting, it seems, in the process, that it is his patron and not himself who 
he says may be required to make such an answer. 
For some of them will saye, seyinge that I graunt that I have gathered this booke of 
so manye writers, that I offer unto you an heape of other mennis travayles, and that a 
booke intreating onelye of trees, herbes, and wedes, and shrubbes, is not a mete 
present for a prince. To whom I annswere, that if the honye that the bees gather out 
of so many floures of herbes, shrubbes, and trees, that are growing in other mennis 
medowes, feildes and closes; maye iustelye be called the bees honye: and Plinies 
book de naturali histode may be called his booke, although he have gathered it oute 
of so manye good writers whom he vouchsafeth to name in the beginninge of his 
worke: so may I call it that I have learned and gathered of manye good autores not 
without great laboure and payne my booke. "' 
The invocation of a protectress became so commonplace that it was satirised by John 
Taylor in a comic appeal for 'protection' to Martha Legge, laundress of the Middle 
Temple, suggesting that such a request was as much part of the parodied conventions of 
dedicatory epistles as their distance from their ostensible dedicatee. 
I haue presumed to consecrate these vnpolish'd lines to your vnspotted 
Cleanlinesse, not doubting but the lathering suds of your lennitie, will wash away 
all such faults as are not herein committed through want of ignorance; and with the 
white Starch of your firme constancy, you will stiffen the weaknesse of my feeble 
and limber labours, that it may be able to stand like a stout Mastiffe Dogge, against 
the opposition of all detracting Nungerels. 1" 
While Turner's defence seems more the result of a charmingly disingenuous 
indignation, than of a determined authorial strategy, increasingly it became the norm for 
an author to set forth his own defence in a much less off-the-cuff fashion, a tradition 
that informed and overlapped with the alternative paratextual genre of the rejection of 
117 Tumcr, Herbal, Sig iiv. 
118 John TaYlor, 7he Praise. of cleane linnem With the cOmmendable use of the laundresse (London: E. 
Afl-de t It Gosson, 1624; STC 23787), Sig. Mv. 
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patronage discussed in Chapter Five. in Book One of his 1605 7he Advancement of 
Learning, for example, itselý in formal terms, a copious and overblown dedicatory 
epistle, breaking all bounds to overwhelm the body of the text, Francis Bacon declared 
'Neither is the moderne dedications of Bookes and Writings, as to Patrons to bee 
commended: for that Bookes (such as are worthy the name of Bookes) ought to haue no 
Patrons but Truth and Reason'. 119 
To me it seems that this is because every writer, turning to the repeated formulas of the 
dedication, felt himself to be peculiarly alienated from the structures of patronage that 
were so frequently invoked. Just as, for J. W. Saunders, 'The modesty of the typical 
Tudor poet, in print, seems to arise from his feeling that he lies outside the literary 
tradition', so too, his invocation of the intimate ideals of patronage lay in his feeling that 
he remained isolated from the structures he described; invoking a tradition of sympathy, 
response and protection that always proved a chimera. 120 It is in large part this sense of 
exile, the suggestion of a deep-rooted need to conceive of, or to write into existence, a 
concrete structure of support and legitimation that lead me to describe the dedicatory 
epistle as a genre in its own right, 'a challenge', as Claudio Guilldn puts it, 'to match an 
imaginative structure to reality. 121 The wordiness of the Renaissance dedicatee comes 
from his struggle not to exploit but simply to imagine a cultural economics reliant on 
patronage, courtesy, and control. 
For the new breed of semi-professional writer, the dedication becomes a site in. which 
the author can present their defence of the text, either in an open address to the reader, 
or still sheltered beneath the name of their talismanic patron, whose textual presence 
119 Francis Bacon, 7he OxfordFrancis Bacon, vol. IV- 77jeAdvancenwntofLearning, edited by Michael 
Kiernan (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2000), p. 20. 
120 L W. Saunders, 'The Stigma of Print A Note on the Social Bases of Tudor Poetry', Essays in 
Crificis7n, I (195 1), p. 147. 
121 Cited in Rosalie L Colie, 7he Resources of)Un& Genre-Theory in the Renaissance, edited by Barbara 
Y, Lewalski (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California P, 1973), p. 26. 
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imposes a degree of cultural authority that demands respect. It is just such a strategy of 
which Thomas Nashe accuses Gabriel Harvey in Haue with you to Saffron-walden. The 
unnamed female patron of Harvey's Piers his Supererogation is revealed to be Harvey 
himselý barely disguised in a clumsy and unconvincing attempt at drag. 
Bentiu: I haue found him, I haue the tract of him: hee thinkes in his owne person 
if bee should raile grosely it will bee a discredit to him, and therefore hereafter 
hee would thrus foorth all his writings under the name of a Gentlewoman; who 
howsocuer shee scolds and playes the vixen neuer so, wilbe borne with: and to 
preuent that he bee not descride by his alleadging of Authors (which it will hardly 
bee thought can proceed from a woman) hee casts forth this Item, that she hath 
read these and these books, and is well scene in all languages. 122 
Denied of their personality, and packed with the obsessions of their authors, the women 
of Renaissance dedications become ciphers, ways of reading that construct at once an 
author and an audience, cross-dressed authorial personae that construct at once a way of 
reading and a system of literary circulation. 
According to Walter J. Ong this is, at least in part, because in order to create an authorial 
voice every public writer must first fictionalise his real reader: 
If the writer succeeds in writing, it is generally because he can fictionalize in his 
imagination an audience he has learned to know not from daily life but from 
earlier writers who were fictionalizing in their imagination audiences they had 
learned to know in still earlier writers, and so on back to the dawn of written 
narrative. If and when he becomes truly adcptý an "original writer, " he can do 
more than project the earlier audience, he can alter it. 23 
Thus in order to find a voice with which to preface his text, the Renaissance writer must 
imagine his dedicatee as a fictionalised reader, asking the appropriate questions, 
providing the appropriate response that models the reaction of a larger readership. There 
is a distinct tension here between liberation and paralysis, women's fictionalisation as 
122 Nashe, Saffron-walden, Sigs. R2v-R3r. Nashe also accuses Harvey of already having masked himself 
under Nashe's name by the choice of a title featuring the Piers Peniksse name with whom Nashe was so 
explicitly linked in the public mind. 
Walter J. Ong, The Writer's Audience is Always a Fiction', PAILA, 90 (1975), p. II 
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active readers teaching others how to construe meaning and providing what Ong 
describes as 'unpublished directives for readers', and their publication, their flattening 
into si0fication, textbooks to read fTom, rather than readers who teach. 124 
However, the sheer presence of an aristocratic woman at the head of the text can still be 
understood to shape its readership, for, as Margaret Ezell points out (though in a very 
different context), the aristocratic woman is inextricably associated with manuscript 
culture. Ezell makes this observation while castigating historians of authorship, like 
Mark Rose, for a narrative in which 'print publication takes on the heroic role of the 
revolutionary force, usually represented by male writers eager to seize new 
opportunities, while manuscript culture has the role of the villian - the elitist, snobby 
aristocrat, very often a woman, clinging to long-outmoded forms in a futile attempt to 
retain control and power'. 125 This was not the conception of the early modem reader, 
fascinated by the cultural capital accruing to texts with a strictly delimited reading circle, 
in daily intercourse with the grand and distant ladies of the court. Instead, in addressing 
a woman dedicatee, a male writer offered his reader access to the secrets of the female 
aristocracy, to an imagined world of polite intercourse and feudal service far distant 
from the lived realities of most authors. 
The women who received dedications in the early modem period were not only 
physically restrained within the tight boundaries of the prefatory material, but had all life 
and liveliness squeezed from them by their forced insertion into the conventional 
postures of benign recipient, interested reader, and knowledgeable defender. Their 
horizons are yet more firmly trammelled by their enmeshment within familial bonds. A 
glance at the dedications addressing multiple women listed in Appendix 1.1 show how 
often dedicatory groupings reflect kinship networks. in some instances dedications 
124 lbid, p. 12. 
123 EzelL Writing Women's Literary History, p. 11. 
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stress the parentage or marital status of their dedicatee in great detail. Lucy Harington, 
for example, is addressed by Claudius Holiband as 'The Yong Gentle Woman, Mistris 
Lvce Harington: Davghter to the right worshipfull and most vertuous Gentle-man, 
Maister Ihon Harington Esquier'. 126 
In other texts, the name of the father or husband is more subtly present, not least in the 
name and title of any noblewoman, which inevitably reflects her husband's or father's 
estate. Edward Hoby's translation of Yhe historie offtance is addressed to 'the right 
excelent and vertuous Lady, the Lady Anne Countesse of Warwicke: and to the right 
Noble, and worthie La&e, my Ladie and Mistrisse, Katherine, Barones Howard of 
Effingham; and to the rest of the illustrious Ladies of her sacred Maiesties most 
Honourable priuie Chamber'. 127 At first glance, we appear to be living in a matriarchy, 
the women invoked and praised because of their positions within the court of their 
Queen, and their roles as members of the Privy chamber. Yet as the dedication 
progresses, the translator begins to justify the fitness of his violent and bloody subject 
matter for the eyes of ladies, and in doing so firmly returns the Countess of Warwick to 
her position within the patriarchal lines both of her own family and that of her husband: 
Ae subiect whereof, though loflie in managing the glorious actions of anointed 
Soueraignes, and representing the fierce exploits of vnmercifull and bloudy 
warres, can no waies jvt be strange, or dissonant to your eares, daughter to so 
great an Earle of Befford, graue Councellor, commander and gouernour, 
sometimes of that Royall towne and Garrison, which bordereth on the Scottish 
soyle: and deare wife to that redoubted Ambrose, Earle of Warwicke, expert and 
faithfull Councellor, (Sonne to so puissant andMagnanimious a Duke) his name, 
hisfame, his valor resounding inforaine Regions, while he had the honour to bee 
commaunder and Lieutenant generall ouer a Royall English armie, by your birth 
andMarriage seeming to be chosen; and consecrated to Mars himsel(e. f28 
126 Desainlicns, Claude or Sainhens, Claude dc [-- Claudius Holyband]. Campo &fior or else thej7ourie 
field offoure languages ofC Desainhnesý ahas Holiband (London: T. Vautrollicr, 1583; STC 6735), Sig. 
*iiv. 
127 Historfe, Sig. Mr. 
128 Ibid, Sigs. A3r-v. 
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This encapsulation of the woman within the bounds of the patriarchal family is 
replicated in Williams' Index of Dedications and Commendatory Epistles where the 
majority of dedications shared between husband and wife are listed only under the 
husband's name, obscuring another 201 women from his list of 733 patronesses. 11, In 
his reinscription of renaissance noblewomen's textualised submission to the patriarchy, 
Williams unwittingly highlights the importance of familial concerns to most patronage 
negotiations of the period. Of the female dedicatees listed in the Williams' Index only a 
handful were unmarried or of uncertain marital status. With the obvious exception of 
Elizabeth I, most of those who can clearly be identified as unmarried were nuns, and 
most female dedicatees, even when not usurped entirely under the name of their 
dedication-sharing husband, are immediately identified by the tell-tale genealogical 
shorthand that insists, for example, that 'Dudley [Russell], Anne = Ambrose, Earl of 
Warwick'. 
It seems that despite the findings of recent work that stresses the greater legal and social 
freedoms enjoyed by widows or unmarried women whose fathers had died, thesefemmes 
soles were of little interest to writers, who addressed themselves almost universally to 
married women in an imaginative oscillation between access to, and exclusion from, the 
aristocratic families of Renaissance England. 130 Most women's fictionalised ability to 
exercise patronal power was fundamentally tied to their position within a series of 
patriarchal structures. Both patron and patriarch, after all, return us to the same 
129 See Appendix 1.2. The flip side Of this editorial decision, which excludes so many women from 
William' own count, is his listing as dedicatees several women who actually wrote, rather than being 
addressed in, dedicatory materials, conversely depriving them of the agency which most criticism allows 
to authors rather than dedicatees. Many of these women, like Joan Broome, Hester Ogden, and Margaret 
Ascham arc discussed in future chapters. 
130 For a clear general survey of the status and sclf-pcrception of widows in the early modern period see 
Mendelson and Crawford (eds), Women in Early Modern England, pp. 174-84. A recent and detailed 
case study of the freedoms and restrictions faced by one woman in the period is available in Lynne 
Magnusson's article on 'Widowhood and Linguistic Capital', EM 31 (2001), pp. 3-33. For a detailed 
argument that we should pay attention to all single women, see Susan Whyman, 'Gentle Companions: 
Single Women and their Letters in Late Stuart England', in James Daybell (edL), Eady Modern Women's 
Letter Writing, 1450-1700 (Hampshire: Palgrave, 200 1), pp. 177-93. 
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etymological root, 'back to the father' as Hdl&ne Cixous puts it. 131 To take the most 
renowned example, Mary (Sidney) Herbert, Countess of Pembroke, has been celebrated 
by many later critics as the 'truest patron of the arts'. 132 Nonetheless, of the 30 
dedications of printed works received by the countess, 29 were issued during her 
husband's lifetime and only one after his death in 1601. Still glorying in the myth of the 
Sidneys so successfully promulgated by those who addressed the Countess, 
commentators and critics insist on naming her 'Mary Sidney' in discussions of her 
patronage and literary endeavours, ignoring the fact that for that portion of her life 
during which she occupied the enviable position of 'patroness of the muses, the 
Countess was Mary Herbert; and it was as a Herbert that her goodwill and assistance was 
so fervently sought. 
Upon the death of her husband, the Countess experienced a marked contraction of her 
influence, as her patronal mantle passed to her eldest son, William Herbert, who bore 
with him the goodwill of those authors who had once addressed his mother, along with 
the majority of the Herbert inheritance. 
The switch occurred with startling speed. Assuming the role his mother had prepared 
for him, the third Earl of Pembroke encouraged such writers as his kinsman George 
Herbert, John Donne, Ben Jonson, William Browne, William Drummond, and 
probably William Shakespeare. ... 
In the three years after Henry Herbert's death, 
there was a flurry of dedications to the new Earl of Pembroke. Writers might appeal 
to him by mention of his mother, but they rarely address her directly. 133 
Like the wives of printers, publishers, and patentees discussed in my third chapter, the 
Dowager Countess of Pembroke found that her husband's death compelled her to 
131 Hdlanc Cixous, 'Sorties', in Rice and Waugh (eds). Modern Litermy 7heory. - A Reader, Yd ed. 
(Undon: Arnold, 1996), p. 139. According to Carla Freccero 'The "pater in patronage suggests to us 
all, in this time of intense speculation about gender dif[erence, that the relation between women and this 
act or condition of fathering was and is problematic' ('Gender Ideologies, Women Writers, and the 
Problem of Patronage in Early Modern Italy and France: Issues and Frameworks', in Jonathan Hart (ed. ). 
Reading the Renaissance: Culture, Poetics, and Drma M and Undon: Ciarland Publishin& 1996), p. 
65). 
132 FCIiX Schclling. 'Sidney's Sister, Pembroke's Mother', in Shakespeare and the Demi-&ience 
(Philadelphia: Uof Pcnns)ivania Press), pp. 124-25. Cited in Lamb, Gender andAuthorship, p. 68. 
133 Ijanna phili ' phoenj p. 184. Y, PS X, 
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become closely involved in business and financial concerns. Administering her own 
jointure alongside the newly inherited estate of her son who had not yet reached his 
majority, the Countess was far from enjoying a quiet and secluded retirement. 
Conversely, however, where female stationers usually experienced an expansion of their 
public role as a result of their wage-earning activities, proclaiming their individual 
identities on title-pages, and entering into complex business negotiations and legal suits, 
the Countess of Pembroke's tangled involvements in administrative activity led to a 
reduction in her public and cultural visibility. Of the many writers who had addressed 
Mary Herbert, Countess of Pembroke, only Samuel Daniel dedicated one further work to 
the abandoned Dowager, released from the patriarchal restrictions of the family and thus 
dropped from the dedications that adomed and advertised that patrilinear lineage. 134 
In their endless and multiplying productions and reproductions, Renaissance dedications 
mimic and consequently reinscribe the patriarchal networks that structured social and 
familial life in early modem England. Occupying crucial positions at the interstices of 
those nets, as the necessary link for an unbroken male inheritance, Renaissance 
noblewomen never possessed a name of their own, their identities at all times subsumed 
within those of a father or a husband. The dedications that address them drag to the 
surface the integrity of these women to the structures that they inhabit, at the same time 
repressing the traces of individuality or the personal that might allow their addressees to 
erupt from the firm bounds of the dedication and infiltrate or pollute the text to which 
134 To say this is not to claim that the countess's influence only ever derived from her perceived access to 
the resources of her husband. During his lifetime she wrote several letters in which she sought favours, 
forgiveness, or preferment for her husband, drawing upon her familial ties and personal friendships in a 
way that Vivienne Larminie and Rosemary O'Day have identified as typical of early modem women's 
epistolary activity (Vivienne Larminie, 'Fighting for Family in a Patronage Society: the Epistolary 
Arnioury of Anne Newdigate (1574-1618), in DaybcU (cd. ), Early Modern Women's Letter Writing, pp. 
94-108, and Rosemary O'Day, 'Tudor and Stuart Women: their Lives through their Letters', ibid, 
pp. 127-142. So too, Linda Levy Peck observes that many women 'followed suits for their husbands such 
as lady Raleigh who wrote on behalf of Sir Walter to Henry Howard, Earl of Northampton, to protest her 
husband's imprisonment' (Peck, Court Patronage, p. 72). Nonetheless, most of this activity was 
undertaken on behalf of her husband, and the degree of literary discretion Pembroke was able to exercise 
is questionable, with many writers continuing to invoke the Countess's dead brother as their preferred 
tutelary spirit. 
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they were, finally, though at the first, affixed. Just as Lisa Jardine has pointed out that 
the threatening centrality of women to changing patterns of inheritance was performed 
and exorcised on the sixteenth-century stage, so too the openness and visibility of the 
powerful women incorporated and displayed in dedications was undercut by their 
encapsulation within kinship networks that return inexorably to the male. 135 
Perhaps this is the fate that befell Spenser's Faerie Queene when the recalcitrant dual- 
gendered body of Elizabeth refused to be inscribed as marriageable or as procreative, 
when the lines of patrilineal transmission came to an abrupt halt in the multiple female 
bodies that litter Spenser's literary landscape. Not for him Samuel Daniel's confident 
invocation at the beginning of his dedication of the Historie ofEngland to Queen Anne, 
of the importance of 'Queenes, the Mothers of our Kings, by whom is continued the 
blessing of succession that preserves the Kingdome. 136 'The dedicated women of the 
English Renaissance appeared as the material bodies through which the patrilinear line 
must pass (though not always, as we shall see in Chapter Two, unscathed), as well as the 
textualised spaces through which the reader must travel to reach the literary inheritance 
their dedicatory presence helped to legitimate and secure. Just as 'every relationship 
between male kin is defined by the woman between them', so too any approach to the 
early modem authors who prefaced their texts with the invocation of a woman must first 
negotiate that tightly controlled presence. 137 
IV. Conclusion: The mvth of literary patronage 
In his study of Literary Patronage in England, 1650-1800, Dustin Griff in suggests that 
'The "golden age" of literary patronage, in which all the best English poets enjoyed 
135 Q Q ,, Ce Jardine, Sfill Harping on Daughters, pp. 68-102. 13' Samuel Daniel, The collection ofthe histopie ofEngland (London: Nicholas Okcs, dwelling in Foster- 
lane for the author, 1618; STC 6248), Sig. A2r. 
137 Gayle Rubin, Ilie Traffic in Women: Notes on the "Political Economy" of Scx', in Rayna. Reiter 
(ed. ), TowardAn AnthropoloV of Women (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1975), p. 192. 
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handsome pensions from the court or from aristocrats with literary tastes, is a myth 
fostered by disappointed writers in later years who assumed that things must have been 
better in the past, and that England must have once been as enlightened in this respect as 
Louis MV's France'. 139 The myth-makers of the eighteenth century, like critics ever 
since, derived support for their claims from the copious dedications and commendations 
of previous generations of writers. Yet, as I have argued in this chapter, these 
dedications were deeply formal phenomena, adopting, and sometimes exploiting, the 
customary trappings of classical, medieval, and continental texts, and, along the way, 
forcing their addressees into a range of bizarre and stylised postures that tell us little 
about the historical figure, and everything about the dedicatory concerns of the early 
modem writer. 
The women-oriented dedications of Renaissance England tread a fine line between form 
and meaning; made customary by the practices of medieval and continental writers, a 
tradition of female piety, and the necessity of mediating the potentially servile and 
feminising practice of translation, yet nonetheless packed with bids for jobs as tutors, or 
as clerics, advertisements of socio-political affiliations and abilities, and engagements 
with a wider paying readership. These dedications are fascinating documents revealing 
a great deal about the social and textual positioning of early modem women. They give 
us an insight into England's complex relations with its continental neighbours, and with 
its medieval past. They provide clues to socio-political aspirationi and manoeuvrings. 
They even hint to us about systems and structures of patronage. But what they reveal 
most of all about literary patronage is a profound lack. English Renaissance literature 
was neither a literature of patronage, nor yet a literature. Writers borrowed the ill-fitting 
rhetoric and trappings of patronage in an attempt to establish a framework for their 
138 Gfiffin, Literary Patronage, p. 10. The ubiquity of this narrative is illustrated, for example, in F. S. 
Schwarzbach's assumption that 'Ile slow but steady collapse of patronage and the growth of the literary 
market economy left authors more and more dependent upon the sale of copyrights for income ('IA)ndOn 
and literature in the eighteenth century', Eighteenth-nentury Life, 7 (1982), p. 10 1. 
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activities. In their struggles to legitimate their fictions, the authors of early modern 
England ended by creating one of the most compelling and, most lasting fictions of the 
early modem period; the fiction of a coherent system of literary patronage, supporting 
the poet and exalting the benevolent woman. The transformations undergone by texts 
when they really did pass through the hands of women who were not always generous or 
encouraging, are the subject of the next two chapters. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
'THOROW WOMEN'S GENTLE HANDS' 
When Edmund Layfielde wished to defend his decision to dedicate his Soules Solace to 
a group of women, he insisted, as we have seen, that 'venerable antiquilie affords a 
cloud of learned Divines, whose pens have thorow womens genile-hands, happily 
convey'd their incomparable Jabours unto the Church of God. ' The women's hands in 
this instance are the hands of female readers to whom religious writings have been 
addressed, establishing an intimate and epistolary tone, although the mechanisms of 
their subsequent transmission to a wider audience remain unclear. Layfielde bolsters 
his claim, which becomes rapidly less flattering to the abilities and worth of his female 
dedicatees, with the example of St. Paul who 'stooped so low, as to recommend one of 
his Catholicke Epistles, unto an elect La* and therein for ever to Canonize her for a 
2 she-saint'. While the previous chapter explored some of the ways in which books were 
represented as moving through the hands of women patrons, at the same time as the 
reader travelled through the literary space of their textualised bodies, this chapter looks 
for other hands that left their traces on the early modem book. 
Just as those hands turn out to be rarely so gentle as Layfielde claimed them to be, 
women, it seems, were not unquestioning conduits of male-authored texts. Once again 
we see, as Damton has insisted, that early modem texts can only be understood as books 
that are on the move, 'not', as Janice Radway insists, 'eternal treasures in some literary 
museum but value-bearing, circulating currency'. 3 Nonetheless that circulation is once 
again shown to have been more painful, more contingent, more liable to disruption, than 
studies of the male literary republic have sometimes led us to believe. Those vagaries 
are nowhere more clearly enshrined than in the first and most basic question of 
transmission: the survival of the text. 
I Layfielde, Soules Solace, Sigs. *3r-*3v. 
2 IbU, Sig. *3r. 
3 janiCe RadWay, 'A Feeling for Books: The Book-of-the-Month Club, Literary Taste and Nfiddle-Class 
Desire', in Finkelstein and McCleery (eds). The Book History Reader, p. 360. 
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L Between The Roastin2-Trav And The Fire 
One crucial role undertaken by women was, as we shall see, the preservation of the text; 
the transmission of a husband or family member's work from the study to the printing 
press. Conversely, however, a common cultural fantasy which gained an almost 
pathological status for some writers of the period was the prospect of women baking, 
burning or otherwise destroying valuable manuscript papers. John Aubrey, in his 
garrulous recollections of his renaissance predecessors, returns time and again to this 
trope, telling us that Thomas Hobbes and Seth Ward, Bishop of Salisbury, among 
others, saw their precious writings used to line baking-tins, while after George Herbert's 
death a precious 'folio in Latin was ... condemned to the uses of good 
housewifery'. 4 In 
Aubrey's schema the creative imagination and its products are eternally under threat 
from the figure of the efficient housewife; putting to use every scrap of paper in a flurry 
of domestic activity, or taking malicious action against the text that monopolises an 
author's attention and disrupts the quiet functioning of the home. 
These fears were not altogether unjustified. Paper was in short supply and a valuable 
commodity, as is evidenced by the common use of flyleaves and blank pages in early 
modem books for a whole host of additional purposes, including household accounts, 
family records, and handwriting practice. Thomas Nashe, however, was unusual in 
wholeheartedly approving a text's culinary desecration, at least as long it was written by 
his arch-enemy Gabriel Harvey. He gleefully described the treatment of one of 
Harvey's works: 'manie cholericke Cookes about London in a mad rage haue 
dismembred it, and thrust it piping hot into the ouen vnder the bottomes of dowsers, and 
4 John Aubrey, Brief Lives: A selection bayed upon existing contemporary portraits, edited by Richard 
Barber (London: The Folio Society, 1975), pp. 157; 308; 144. 
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impiously prickt the tome sheetes of it for basting paper, on the outsides of Geese or 
rosting Beefe, to keepe them from buming'. 5 
Despite these fears, however, women's role in the life or afterlife of texts was not only 
that of the domestic enemy; the jealous shrew determined to destroy the threat of 
learning at all costs. Sometimes, burning books was a necessary act of defense against 
the dangerous presence of the (usually religious) text that infiltrated and threatened not 
marital harmony but the safety of the family home. In Onefoot out of the snare John 
Gee explains that one Master Middleton's texts had to be destroyed. 'Immediately after 
hee was dead, his wife burned certain books or writings, to the quantity of some two 
bushels, as is witnessed by some who stood by; and shee saith, her husband often 
charged her to burne them as soone as hee was dead: and it is verily beleeued, they were 
6 Popish books'. Not all attempts to destroy texts were successful, however. Although 
James Duckett, a Catholic bookseller, was reported to have asked his wife to 'burne all 
such books of theirs as were in his house, Father Persons later reported that 'they [the 
books] were all taken almost', by pursuivants in the employ of the Crown. 7 
In a less dangerous social context, the writings of John Hall, Shakespeare's son-in-law, 
were preserved from the destruction he himself wished upon them by the intervention of 
his wife. In his will, Hall stated that he wished his medical observations to be burned. 
Not recognising her husband's handwriting (or in Richard Wilson's more judgemental 
terms 'pretending' she did not recognise it), Susanna Hall sold his notebooks to James 
Cooke in 1644, who translated them from the Latin, and eventually had them printed by 
-' Nashe, Haue withvou, Sig, Cr. For details of the scarcity of paper in early modern England see D. C. 
Coleman, 77ie British Paper Industry, 1495-1860., A Study in Industrial Growth (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1958). 
6 John Gee, Onefoot out ofthe snare.... Aefourth edition (London: YL L(ownes) f, P, Mlbourne, 1624; 
STC 11704), p. 10. 
" Cited in Leona Rostcnbcrg, The Minority Press & the English Crown: A Study in Repression, 1558- 
1625 (Nieuwkoop: B. de Graat 197 1), p. 63. 
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John Sherley in 1657.8 While it may seem odd to the modem reader that Susanna Hall 
would not recognise her own husband's writing, we must remember that these 
notebooks were in Latin and were, according to Cooke, mixed in with other mansucript 
writings collected by Hall's husband. As Keith Thomas reminds us 'The existence of... 
different scripts meant that it was perfectly possible in the Tudor and early Stuart period 
for someone to be able to read print fluently, but to be quite incapable of deciphering a 
written document'. 9 Thus, especially if John Hall adopted a different and particular 
script for his Latin observations it is entirely possible that Susanna Hall really did not 
know they were his. In his address to the reader, Cooke is certainly clear on this point, 
though possibly not entirely truthful. 'I being acquainted with Mr. Hall's hand, told her 
that one or two of them were her Husbands, and shewed them her; she denyed, I 
affirmed, till I perceived she begun [sic] to be offended. '10 
Susanna Hall was not the only woman who played a substantial role in conveying her 
dead husband's or relative's writings to the printing presses, not always in such direct 
opposition to his dying wishes, but often with a degree of intervention that meant that 
these texts' passages 'thorow women's gentle-hands' did not leave them entirely 
unchanged. The most famous example of course is that of Mary (Sidney) Herbert, who 
substantially revised her brother's OldArcadia to produce a more conservative text than 
the cross-dressed and polymorphous pleasures of Sir Philip Sidney's first version. 11 
The extent of these changes are suggested by John Florio's bad-tempered reference, in 
the dedication of part of his Montaigne to Elizabeth, Countess of Rutland, and to 
Penelope Rich, to 'that perfect-unperfect Arcadia', and his insistence that 'this end we 
8 John Hall, Select observations on English bo&es, or, Cures both empericall and historicall performed 
upon very eminentpersons in desperate diseases, tr by James Cooke (London: John Shcrlcy, 1657; Wing 
H356). These observations arc discussed in Richard Wilson's article, 'Observations on English fkxlies: 
Licensing Maternity in Shakespeare's Late Plays', in Burt and Archer (eds), Enclosure Acts, esp. p. 122. 9 Keith Thomas, 'The Meaning of Literacy in Early Modem England', in Gerd Baumann (cd. ), 7he 
Written Word. - Literacy in Transition (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), p. 100. 
10 Hall, Select Observations, Sig. A3v. 
11 For a detailed account of Mary Herbert's editorial interventions see Mary Ellen Lamb, Gender and 
Authorship in the &&wy Circle (Wisconsin: U of Wisconsin Press, 1990), Chapter Two, pp. 72-114. 
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see of it' was by no means 'answerable to the precedents'. 12 Herbert, however, while 
perhaps the most visible, was far from being the only woman who played a crucial role 
in escorting an authorised edition of a male relative's work to the printing presses and 
into the public arena. 
111. Dead Men Don't Write 
Roger Ascham's Yhe scholemaster, for example, contains a dedication to Sir William 
Cecil written by Margaret Ascham, his widow, and reminding Cecil of his former 
acquaintance with her husband and of her new status as a 'poore widow [with] a great 
sort of orphanes'. 13 Ascham. carefully negotiates the traditions of the dedication, 
reminding Cecil of his association with her husband, and commenting little on the work 
itself, content to present herself as the faithful conduit for her husband's text. Anne 
Austin, widow of William Austin, was even more self-effacing. Although the title-page 
of his 1635 Devotionis Avgvstiniawe flamma declares itself to have been 'Set forth, 
after his Decease. by his deare Wife and Executrix, Mrs. Anne Austin, as a Surviving 
Monument of some part of the great worth of her ever-honoured husband', it bears no 
dedication or justificatory comment by her or on her behalf. 14 And although the STC, 
following Sanders, suggests that Austin's Haec Homo was also published posthumously 
by his widow, that text makes no statement at all about her role in its production, and 
contains a perhaps tactless dedication, signed 1. A., which informs Mary Griffith that 
12 Montaigne, Essqves, Si& R3r- 
13 Roger Ascham, The scholemaster or plaine and perfite way of teachm children, the Latin tong. 
Edited by Margaret Ascharn, (London: lohn Daye, 1570; STC 832), Sig. ijr. 
14 William Austin, DevotionisAugustinianaeflamm, 4 or, Certaine devout, godly, and karned meditations 
(London: [John Legat] for Ifohn) L[egat] and Ralph Mab, 1635; STC 972). 
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'The Authour of this Essay made you his Patern, which (being a Posthume) begs you 
the Patronesse', since 'the intended ayme of the Author was particular, your praise'. ' 3 
In contrast, when Dorothy Lily dedicated her husband's Two Sennons to 'The Religious 
and Noble Lady, the Lady Barbara Villiers", she made no claim of acquaintance, and 
leant heavily upon the convention of 'the modesty prologue', asserting the inadequacy 
of her gift: a usual pose for the mock-humble author, but from a wife or editor, a 
strategy that may more insistently undermine the value and status of the text. 16 
Seeing the importunities of many great and worthy Persons will not suffer the 
A uthour of these Sermons to lie hid in obscuritie; I doe heere present you with a 
mite o his Labors: jvur Vertues iustly challenging at my hands richer returnes, 
17 then a handfull of Lilies. 
The suggestion of marital discord continues as Dorothy Lily eulogises 'the admirable 
height of iudgement, and depth of learning that dwelt within the lowly minde of this 
true humble man! great in all wise-mens eies, except his owne', a hint perhaps of 
frustration at her husband's lack of sufficient ambition. 's The irony is further 
intensified by the long T used in the printing, meaning that Lily becomes great not 
only in all wise, but 'in all wife-mens eies, except his own'. 19 Seeing more clearly than 
her husband the commercial, if not the religious, value of his writings she is at last able 
15 William Austin, Haec homo, wherein the excellency ofthe creation of woman is describez4 by way ofan 
essay (London: Richard Olton for Ralph Abbb, and are to be sold by Charles Greene, 1637; STC 974), 
SigS. Mr, Mv. 
16 For the conventionality of the 'modesty prologue', along with that of 'dedicatory flattery', see Lucas, 
'The Growth and Development of English Literary Patronage'. 
17 Peter Lily, Two Sermons Edited by Dorothy Lily (London: lbomas Snodham, 1619; STC 15600), Sig. 
A2r. The execrable 'Lily' puns continue in an unattributed verse (possibly by Dorothy Lily, beginning 
"Me Lilies pure, delight in waters pure' (Sig. Mr). 
18 Ibid., Sig. A2v. 
19 A precedent for this pun-ridden reading appears in the notorious 'wise' / 'wife' crux in Shakespeare's 
7he Tempest, where Ferdinand exclaims: 'Lct me live here everl / So rare a wondered father and a wise / 
Makes this place paradise' (4.1.122-4). Following Rowe, several editors, particularly those working 
within a feminist framework, have read the long s of the line as a broken f. For a clear survey of the 
textual history of this crux see Virginia Mason Vaughan and Alden T. Vaughan (eds), 'Introduction' to 
William Shakespeare, 7he Tempest (London: The Arden Shakespeare, Ibird series, 1999), pp. 136-8. For 
a feminist reading choosing the 'wife' option see Stephen Orgel, 'Prospero's Wife', in Ferguson, 
Quilligan, and Vickers (eds), Rewriting the Renaissance, pp 50-64.1 thank Ann 17hompson for drawing 
this crux and the surrounding debate to my attention. 
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to usher them into publication with the appropriate paratextual apparatus provided by 
her dedication and by her daughter Maria's jangling commendatory verses. 
I Ioy that I haue found him whom I lost, 
Whose death so many teares mine eies bath cost; 
I lost a Father, but haue found him be, 
A Father to the Church, as well as me: 
The Church yet calls him Father, so will I, 
His Workse doe liue, and he shall neucr die. 
I Grieue that I haue lost him, whom I had, 
Life of my life, who so my soule did glad: 
But doe I grieue, or am I rather glad, 
That such a peerelesse Father once I had? 
Yet doe I grieue, and yet againe am glad, 
I'liat I shall finde in heau'n him, whom I had. 20 
Through her thumping repetitions, and strained conceits, Maria Lily highlights the 
importance of the paternal role, and, in a conventional trope, expresses the conviction 
that her father will achieve immortality through the preservation of his works. 
When she dedicated her husband's Commentary. or, Sermons vpon the second chapter 
of the first Epistle of Saint Peter to Sir Horatio and Lady Mary Vere, however, 
Elizabeth Byfield, taking on the title of 'your humble Oratrix', added a new twist to this 
metaphor of paternity. Suggesting that her dedicatees rather than his text would be the 
ones to pass on and perpetuate her husband's fame, she reminded them: 'It pleased you 
to take into your Family a childe of his body: be further pleased (I pray you) to take into 
your Patronage this childe of his soule; which, as an Orphane, yea, as a Posthumus, is 
presented vnto YOU9.21 
The employment of children in noble households was a mark of great favour in the 
early modem period, indicating a strong link of patronage and service, here reinforced 
by Elizabeth Byfield's knowledgeable references to Vere's 'late imployment in the 
20 Lily, Two Sermons, Sig. MY. 
21 Nicholas Byfield, A Commentwy. or, sennons upon the second chapter of the first epistle of Peter. 
Edited by W. Gouge, (London: Humfrey Lownes for George Latham, 1623; STC 4211), Sig. AX 
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Palatinate' and the 'tender fears' of his wife. 22 The dedication also, however, offers a 
prime example of the feminised position into which, according to Wendy Wall, the 
painful birth of a creative original forced the male author. In aligning the issue of her 
husband's brain with one of the fruits of their marital union, displacing all responsibility 
for the 'childe of his body' as well as the 'childe of his soule', Byfield places her 
husband in the awkward position of both mother and father to child and text. Whereas 
for Wall, the male exploitation of a string of generative female metaphors for textual 
production (explored further in the next chapter) allowed authors to displace class 
anxieties about the activity of print publication on to the definitional other of the early 
modem woman, Elizabeth Byfield, writing as a recent widow, leaves her husband 
prostrate on the birthing couch, literarily, if not literally, dead in childbirth. If 
producing a text and dedication to celebrate the patriarchal lineages of England's ruling 
families conversely left the male author in the uncomfortable position of the aristocratic 
wife, subservient guarantor of the family name, when the situation was reversed and the 
patriarchal family asked to perpetuate the issue of the author, the very act of creative 
conception placed him once again in the domains of the female, a mother to his infant 
text. 
Frustratingly, in most cases it is impossible to judge how far texts were shaped or 
altered by the women who ensured or enforced their publication. Like the women who 
made subtle but intriguing alterations in the texts they translated, did these women's 
hands do more than pass on the textS? 23 Unlike Sidney's Arcadia in which both the old 
and the new versions are available for comparison with several extant manuscripts, we 
have no manuscript version of Nicholas Byfield's Commentwy or of Peter Lily's Two 
22 For an intriguing account of the parallels and interconnections of this tradition and the mechanisms of 
literary circulation see Patricia Fumcrton, 'Exchanging Gifts: The Elizabethan Currency of Children and 
Romance', in Cultural Aesthetics., Renaissance Literature and the Practice ofSocial Ornament (Chicago 
and London: U of Chicago Press, 1991), pp. 29-66. 
' Women's activities as translators have been discussed by Margaret Hannay and Anne Lakc Prescott, 
among others, in Hannay (cd. ), Silent butfor the Word. See also Eve Rachcle Sanders, Gender and 
Literacy, Chapter Tbrce. 
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Sermons. The brief 'Epistle to the Christian Reader' that prefaces the latter text, 
nonetheless suggests that Dorothy Lily may have played a substantial role in its 
creation: 
Reader, this Booke was pen'd with single heart, 
But yet this Booke was pen'd with double Art; 
And therefore, reade this Booke with single eic, 
And it with double honour dignifie. 24 
Couched in the language of the ideal Protestant marriage, Lily's brief verse suggests 
that she and her husband shared a partnership in which they contributed their 'double 
art' to the book within the context of the 'single heart' of their marital union, giving 
both gentle hands an equal status. Whether that double art was synchronic or 
diachronic, that is a collaborative writing process or a posthumous editing, cannot, 
however, be determined. Indeed, the extent to which any of these women's 
interventions can be classed as editorial remains an intriguing question. 
Elaine Hobby is in no doubt that these women should be considered authors. 'The 
existence of [prefatory texts by women], and the assumption it makes about awidow's 
right to her husband's work, alerts us to the existence of what might turn out to be a 
huge number of neglected texts by women; those prefacing works by men, especially 
their husbands. '2' The activities of wives and widows, however - writing prefaces, 
arranging work transmitting manuscripts - fall more clearly into the province we would 
now describe as editorial. 
According to the OED an editor is 'one who prepares the literary work of another 
person, or number of persons for publication, by selecting, revising, and arranging the 
material; also, one who prepares an edition of any literary work'. Yet to use the term 
24 Lily, Two sermons, Sig. AX 
25 Hobby, Virtue ofNecessity, p. 204. 
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&editor' in this modem sense is, if we trust the OED's dating, anachronistic before 1712, 
when Addison announced in the Spectator that 'when a different Reading gives us ... a 
new Elegance in an Author, the Editor does very well in taking notice of itt. 26 This 
dating fits very neatly with Robert Iliffe's contention that the very idea of the editor was 
a product of what he calls the "author-mongering" of the eighteenth century. Insisting 
that 'the manifestation of the "editoe' was intimately bound up with the appearance of 
the "author, " and should be taken into account in the history of the latter', Iliffe argues 
that 'The roles and functions of those individuals designated by their contemporaries as 
"editors" were connected by virtue of their ability to make "names" for their authors and 
construct public "identities" for them' . 
27 In this way, editors participated in the 
manufacture of authorial 'credit' that Adrian Johns has identified as being so central a 
concern of early modem printing. 28 
But just as authorship did not appear with the suddenness of a genie conjured in the 
exotic steam of the London coffee houses, so too certain practices we now describe as 
'editorial' - the transcription, selection, revision, and arrangement of texts, as the OED 
puts it - clearly existed in the early modem period, and women like Mary Herbert, 
Dorothy Lily, and Margaret Ascham took on at least some of those roles. In this 
context, it is helpful to take on board Iliffe's Foucault-haunted suggestion that editorial 
practice can most helpfully be thought of as a series of 'editor functions', allowing us to 
conceive of 'editing' as a range of interventions that shape a text, and, in so doing, 
construct an author. The presence of women in the early modem text, however, forces 
26 As John Jowctt puts it, Me term 'editor' is in fact anachronistic: ... the usual modern sense 
is first 
recorded in 1712, significantly close to other developments in the emergence of the modern, formalized 
chart of textual production such as the 1709 Copyright Act' ('Henry Chettic: "Your Old Compositor-, 
forthcoming in Text. An InterdiscipfinaryAnnual of TextualStudies, 15 (forthcoming 2003). 1 thank John 
Jowett for allowing me to consult this article prior to publication. 
27 Robert Iliffe, 'Author-Mongcring: The Editor Between Producer and Consuincr', in Ann Bcrmingham 
and John Brewer (eds)., 7he Consumption of Culture 1600-1800. Image, Object Text, (London: 
Routledge, 1997), pp. 167; 168. 
Johns, The Nature ofthe Book 
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us to turn to the pre-history of the editorial functions that Iffiffe describes as current in 
the eighteenth century. 
Driving home the 'grossly material things' - wives, children, employment, even 
cooking - that underpin the Renaissance text, early modem women editors join Virginia 
Woolf in ripping the web of textuality and authorship down the middle, revealing the 
contingent corporeality both of texts and of 'suffering human beings', disrupting any 
notion of an 'incorporeal', transcendent author. While Edward Said traces all authorial 
authority back to 'paternity, or hierarchy, early modem texts, particularly those in 
which women had some editorial hand, reveal how tenuous an authority the early 
modem author exercised over his text. 29 
Just as Dorothy Lily makes an implicit claim for her own creative authority, so too, 
recognition of Mary Herbert's editorial role led Hugh Sanford to claim her as 
inspiration and author of the, 4rca&a. As Eve Rachele Sanders points out, 'The 1593 
preface unpacks the double entendre of the possessive case used in the book's title, Yhe 
Countess ofPembroke`s, 4rca&a. Foregrounding Mary Sidney's "honourable labor" in 
repairing the "ruinous house" of Philip's unfinished manuscript, the preface concludes 
that the work "is now by more than one interest 7he Countess ofPembroke ls. &cadia: 
done, as it was, for her. as it is, by her"'. 30 Similarly, as Stephen Orgel points out, 
Edmund Spenser, perhaps the prime example of the Elizabethan professional poet, 
scontinually asserts that the authority of his text derives not from his genius but from 
the poem's subject and patron, the queen'. 31 As recipient, proof-reader, ideal reader, 
29 Edward W. Said, BegInnIngs. - Inten1jon andMethod (New York: Basic Books, 1975), p. 83. 30 Eve Rachele Sanders, Gender and Literacy on &age in airly Modern FAgland (Cambridge: CUP, 
1998), p. 9 1. The same point is made by Suzanne Trill et. al., when they declare that 'the Arcadia was 
not simply writtenfor the Countess of Pembroke, it was also edited, revised and published by her, leading 
Hugh Sanford to point out in his preface that the Arva&a "is now by more than one interest 7he Countess 
OfPembroke 's Arw&a - done, as it was. for her, as it is, by her"' ('Introduction' to Suzanne Trill, Kate Chcdgzoy, and Melanie Osborne (cds), Lay By Your Needks Ladies; Take the Pen: WtIfing Women in 
En91474 1500-1700 (London: Arnold4 1997), p. 1). 31 Stephen Orgcl, 'What is a Text? ', Resear-ch Opportunities in Renaissance Drama, 24 (198 1). p. 4. 
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and posthumous editor, Mary Herbert's contribution to the Arcadia was profound and 
essential, lending her an enormous textual authority. 
Nonetheless, the degree to which even this most famous of women's editorial 
commitments has been ignored or erased by subsequent generations of critics can be 
seen in Henry Woudhuysen's insistence that: 
The editor of the 1593 volume was the learned Hugh Sanford, the Earl of 
Pembroke's secretary and tutor to his son. He included in it an address to the 
reader which severely criticized the editorial work which had gone into the 
Greville-Gwinne-Florio edition of 1590. Complaining of its 'disfigured face', 
Sanford went on to say that the Cotintess started by 'wiping away those spottes 
wherewith the beauties therof were vnworthely blemished', but found that where 
she had 'begonne in correcting the faults', she 'ended in supplying the defectes; 
by the view of what was ill done guided to the consideration of what was not 
done'. 32 
While he does not for a moment question Sanford's assertion that it was the Countess 
who 'begonne in correcting the faults' and 'ended in supplying the defectes', he 
nonetheless suggests only that Sanford 'implied' that 'the Countess herself also took 
some part in the production'. 33 From a scholar so determined to recover the presence of 
even the meanest scribe, this wholesale erasure of Herbert's editorial and creative 
authority seems all the more bizarre. 
This jostling for authorial primacy must also remind us that the line between author and 
editor was not so clearly demarcated as Iliffe suggests, even as late as the early 
eighteenth century, when, according to print history's progressivist schema the editor 
first emerged as a self-reflexive member of the literary establishment. In 1699, Lady 
Grace Gethin's commonplace-book collection of other people's writings was published 
under the title A-fisery's Vertues net-stone. Refiqium Gethinianal. Yet nowhere in the 
'2 Hcnry PL Wowffiuy=iý &P Philip &dney and the Orculation of Manuscripts, 1558-1640 (Oxford: 
Clamndon Prcss. 1996), pp. 228-9. 
13 Ibid, P. 229. 
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preliminary materials is Gethin identified as editor or compiler. Instead, the text is 
claimed to be her 'private undigested Thoughts and first Notions hastily set down, 
without Method or Order', and she is implied to be a member of the company of 
'Authors'. 34 Gethin's fame as an author was celebrated in the 1703 second edition 
when in his 'Verses Sacred To the Memory of Grace Lady Gethin Occasioned by 
reading her Book, Entituled, Reliquix Gethinim, William Congreve remembered her as 
'Th', Etherial Source fi7om whence this current flows! 9.35 The already indistinct 
boundary between author and editor is further blurred on the title-page of Gethin's book 
which initially declares that it was 'Written by Her for the most part, by way of Essay, 
and at Spare Hours', and posthumously 'Published by her nearest Relations to preserve 
her Memory, and Digested for Method's sake under proper Heads'. Yet at the foot of 
the page the text is claimed to have been 'Printed by D. Edwards, for the Author', 
knocking both Gethin's sources and herself from the supposedly exalted authorial 
position, and moving Gethin's grieving relatives, the orderers of the text, into that prime 
place (Figure Six). 
34 Gram Gcthin. Afisery's virtues whet-stone reliquiae Gethinianae, or, Some remains of the most 
ingenious and excellent lady. the Lady Grace Gethin. lately deceased (London: D. Edwards, for the 
author, 1699; Wing G625JSig. Ar. I thank Harriet Guest for drawing this text to my attention. 35 William Congreve, 'Verses To Tbe Memory of Gram Lady Gethin Occasioned by reading her Book', 
7he ffbrks of H711jam Copgreve, ed. Montague Summers, vol. 4 (London: The Nonesuch Press, 1923), p. 
60. 
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Linguistic confusion continues to abound when we remember that the word 'editor' 
dates back to at least 1649, deriving from a sense of 'edition' that can be traced to 155 1. 
This is, again according to the OED, 'the action of putting forth, or making publicl 
publication" It seems then that early modern editing must be understood as an activity 
embracing a wide range of practices embedded in the institutions of friendship, family, 
patronage, and the print trade, as well as in the realms of literary connoisseurship and 
scientific antiquarian interest. Recognising this allows us to begin to trace the outlines 
of women's place in an ongoing tradition of editorial activity that clearly pre-dates the 
17 10 Copyright Act invoked by fliffe as the key moment that pulled the editor out of the 
ether and into the literary process. From managers of printing houses, like Anne Griffin 
and Joan Broome, determined and financially needy wives like Margaret Ascham or 
Susanna liall. to generous patrons, like Dorothy Evans who sponsored the publication 
of William Bvrd's Parthema, women were consistently involved in the editorial 
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practice of bringing texts to a wider audience. 36 The dissemination of texts did not 
necessarily have an economic base, however, as one of the primary functions of the 
aristocratic reader, invoked time and again in dedicatory epistles to women, was the 
circulation and promotion, the controlled publication, of the text, and it is to this process 
that I now turn- 
111. Rare Books Ask Rare Friends 
When John Bullokar dedicated his English Expositor to the Lady Jane Viscountess 
Montague, continuing the association between women and vernacular literacy identified 
in chapter one, he expressed his hope that she would transmit his printed text to the 
members of her immediate acquaintance, making his work known within an influential 
courtly circle. 
I am embokked to present this little Pamphlet vnto your Honour, with hope 
that by your Patronage it shall not onely bee protectedfrom iniuries, but 
also findefauourable entertainment, and perhaps bee gracefully admitted 
among greatest Ladies and stu&ous Gentlewomen, to whose reachng (7 am 
re bel ill tIht 1137 nad eeue) it w no proolle, a toget er ungra efu . 
In this brief sketch of an early modem women's book club, we gain a picture of the 
patron as an active promoter of the text entrusted to her care. The Viscountess is asked 
to introduce the timid d6butante text to her circle of reading friends, and to recommend 
it as a popular and useful tool for the would-be literary lady. In befriending the text, 
however, she is also assumed to be capable of 'protecting it from injuries' upon its 
graceful admission to the company of its select readership. 
"' For a detailed discussion of women as printers and booksellers see Chapter Three. For Dorothy Evans 
See PP. 132-33 below. 
37 Bullokarý An Firglish vqnsitor. 
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That readership could take many different forms. In M. Pinkney (alias M. Car)'s 
dedication of Jean Camus's Spirituall combat to Mary Percy, he acknowledges that his 
dedicatee, the busy and well-informed Abbess of the Benedicitine convent at Gillow, 
will scarcely have time to read his book herself 'I will not dare so much to distract you 
in your more serious affaires, as to inuite you to become a spectatrix of the Battell, since 
there is in it no feate you alreadie know not. '38 He does, however, ask that she circulate 
it among other members of her religious community. 'Your Honour will vouchsafe to 
patronise this poore peece, and propose it to your pious childrens viewes. 39 
For Arthur Marotti this demand for dissemination is often merely talismanic. 
Willingly or not, members of royalty and the aristocracy found themselves 
portrayed in print as the authorizers, protectors, even owners of a wide variety of 
religious, historical, scientific, polemical, and literary texts, though, it should be 
noted at the outset, in many cases their connexion. with the authors or publishers 
was slight or non-existent and their names mainly functioned as (misleading) 
signs of celebrity-cndorsementý' 
IC however, we look at the kinship networks connecting a number of authors to the 
dedicatees they addressed, we see that at least some printed texts were being circulated 
within a specific coterie or family network at the same time as they were made more 
widely available in print. Thus when William Vaughan dedicated the fourth edition of 
his . 4pproved Directionsfor Health both Naturall and, 4rfiflciall to the Lady Lettice, 
wife to Sir Arthur Chichester, he reminded her: 
AMDAM& it hath ever beene a customaryfashion among Students, to chuse out 
some noble Personage, eminentfor vertue, vnder the glory of whose name, their 
Bookes might walk vp and downe on the worLds Yheater, secured from that 
-" Jean Pien-e Chmus, A Iýpirituall combat- a &yall ofafaithfull soule, or consolafion in templafion, tr. R 
Carý Pfric9l [i. e. Nt Pinkncy] (Douai: Widoiý of Mark Wyon, 1632; STC 4553), Sig. *4v. " lbid. See Chap(cr Four for a ftuthcr discussion of the invocation of pious women as model readers. 40 Arthur Marotti, 'Poetry, Patronage, and Print, in Andrew Gurr (ed. ), Yearbook ofEnglish &udjes, 21 
(1991X p. 2. Marotti's article, of couzse, goes into much more detail than do these bold opening 
slatcritcrits. and he concludes that 'In the case of published lyric poetry, patrons served multiple purposes: 
not Only Were they actual or %ishod-for dispensers of money, social or political support and favour, 
Offices and employment but also, as ideal readers and cclebrity-endomM they were symbolic or 
mcdia[Ory figures, fadlitating the tiansition from manuscript culture to print culture' (pp. 25-6). 
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spite, full'Spirit of Detraction whose blustering blasts of Blasphemle, I lately 
endeuoured to coniure and convict. " 
Equally as important to Vaughan's publication project as his claims for Lettice 
Chichester's 'glory' and 'eminence', are the claims of family and acquaintance. The 
dedication is addressed to Vaughan's powerful mother-in-law, and participates in the 
family and kinship networks around which authors like Marotti, Love, and Ezell have 
shown manuscript texts to circulate. 42 
This crossover between the assumed publicity of print and the coterie circulation of 
manuscript is most insistently suggested by the variety of presentation and gift copies of 
early modem books. 43 The most extreme, and most touching, example is now to be 
found in the Folger Shakespeare Library, and is believed to be a proof sheet designed to 
accompany a copy of John Norden's A Progresse qfpielie. The single printed sheet 
consists only of a letter written by one 'R. M. ', 'To his most loving wife'. 
My Sweete hearte, knowing by experience the inwarde griefcs, and grcvious 
perturbations of the mind, wherewith all the true children of God either have, arc, 
or shall bee exercised in this life, which causcth oftentimes unto them much 
heaviness and Pensiveness of hart, (wherof in great mercy you have had some 
portion) I have therefore sent you for a tokcn this Harbour of heavenly harts-casc, 
being the swcete, and sound labours of one godly disposed, and Dedicated (as you 
see) to the worthiest of your sexe in this world, and the wisest of all womcn living 
under the heavens: Use it, turne it, tcarc it with turning, to God's glory and your 
owne comfort. From London, the 21. of lanuarie. 1597.44 
"I William Vaughan, Approved directionsfor health, both naturall and artificiall, Newly corrected and 
augmented 7befourth edition (London: T. S[nodliam] f. Roger Jackson, 1611; STC 24614.5), Sig. A2v. 
42 See Ezell, Social Authorship; Love, The Culture and Commerce of Textr, Arthur F. Ntarout John 
Donne: Coterie Poet (Madison, Wis.: U of Wisconsin P, 1986), and Manuscript, Print and the English 
Renaissance Lyric (Ithaca: ComcH UP, 1995). 
43 For a provisional check-list of presentation epistles addressing both men and women see Franklin B. 
Williams, 'Special Presentation Epistles before 164 1: A Preliminary Check-list', 7he Lihrmy. Yh series, 7 
(1952), pp. 15-20. 
44 Folgcr Shakespeare Library. Shelved at STC 18863, copy 2, John Nordcn, A Progresse ofPietie. Or. 
the harbour ofheauenly harts ease (London: 1. Windet for 1. Ox-enbridge, and are to be soulde in Paulcs 
Church yarde at the signe of the Parrot, 1596). 
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Looking at this fragment, the reader feels themselves to be intruding on an extremely 
intimate moment. Discounting the possibility that R. M. was an enthusiastic bigamist in 
the best Falstaffian mode, this letter must have been printed for one reader and one 
reader only and was used to preface another man's text. Why did R. M. go to the time 
and expense of commissioning a printed sheet to have bound in with a book he was 
sending to his wife in the provinces? We assume she would not pay for it, he needed no 
defence for another's man's text, and this can scarcely be described as celebrity 
endorsement. This intimate yet opaque document leaves us questioning the boundaries 
of print and script, of public and private, of dedicatory epistle and personal letter, and 
encapsulates many of the complexities of the dedicatory epistle. Nonetheless, where 
R-M. encourages his wife to destroy her book through the repetitive intensity of her 
private reading experience, other women, whether through recommendation or 
association, could play a carefully negotiated role in the dissemination of texts to a 
range of audiences. 
This is the central point of Ben Jonson's famous 1616 verse addressing the Countess of 
Bedford, which was enclosed with a copy of Donne's Satires. Jonson tells the countess: 
Lucy, you brightness of our sphere, who are 
Life of the Muses' day, their morning starl 
If works, not thauthors their own grace should look, 
Whose poems would not wish to be your book? 
But these, desired by you, the maker's ends 
Crown with their own. Rare poems ask rare friends. 
Yet satires, since the most of mankind be 
'Mcir unavoided sub ect, fewest see: 
For none e'er took that pleasure in sin's sense, 
But, when they heard it taxed, took more offcnse. 
They then that, living where the matter is bred, 
Dare for these poems yet both ask and read 
And like them too, must needfully, though few, 
Be of the best: and 'mongst those, best are YOU. 
43 
`5 Ben Jonson, 'Epigmnime XCIV. To Lucy, Countessc of Bedford, with Mr. Donne's Sat)=' in 
Complete Poetry, p. 42. 
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As several commentators have pointed out, Jonson's praise of the countess is double- 
edged. The ostensible message may be that she is so far removed from courtly 
viciousness that no satire could implicate her, yet at the same time, in speaking of her 
'daring' in adventuring to read these poems, Jonson suggests that she risks finding 
elements of her own corruption exposed therein. The poet retains the complimentary 
edge, however, by insisting that Bedford is an astute enough reader and critic to 
appreciate the writing whatever dangers it may conceal. 46 
Pressing harder still on the meaning of the word 'dare', Jonson touches briefly upon the 
real political risks associated with satire. The poet is right to remind the countess that 
satires are dangerous, a reminder to which his own prison experience eleven years 
before must have added a more urgent edge, and his implicit suggestion is therefore that 
in 'befriending' Donne's verses Russell is prepared to countenance and protect them 
against those courtly readers who find that they hit a little too close to the mark. As 
Annabel Patterson reminds us, 'In the second satire ... Donne concludes an extended 
attack on the misuses of words, language, in his society ... with a piece of self- 
reassurance: "but my words none drawes/ Within the vast reach of th'huge statute 
lawes. " The implication is that satire is a safe mode of self-expression so long as it 
remains private and unpublished. 47 Yet, as several critics have recently reminded us, 
the line between privacy and print publication is an illusory one . 
48 Circulating in 
manuscript, Donne's poems were 'published', though never printed during his lifetime. 
It is this element of risk and protection that adds a particular point to the much-quoted 
line, 'Rare poems ask rare friends, and highlights the extent to which the countess's 
'6 See, for example, Marotti, 'John Donne and the Rewards of Patronage, in Lytle and Orgd (eds), 
Patronage in the Renaissance, esp. 226-7. For a reading wWch stresses the complimentary nature of the 
poem along with the dangers of satire see George Ernest Rowe, Distinguishing Jonson: Imitation, Rivalry 
and the Direction ofa Dramatic Career (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988), pp. 8-9. 
47 Annabel Patterson. Censorship and Interpretation: 7he Conditions of Writing and Rea&ng in Early 
Modern England (Wisconsin: U of Wisconsin P, 1984), p. 92. 
' See particularly Margaret Ezell, Social Authorship and the Advent ofPrint, Harold Love, 7he Culture 
and Commerce of Texts, and Woudhuysen, Sir Philip SV&wy. 
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patronage of Donne, so often discussed in the financial and political terms of her L30 
gift and his desire for help towards 'a graver course than that of a poet', also functioned 
as a protection and defence of this daring satirist who so seldom resisted the opportunity 
to comment upon the vices of the court . 
49 A 'rare friend', able to offer a sympathetic 
interpretation of Donne's dangerous verse might prove a real boon in the closed 
atmosphere of the Jacobean court. 
There is little doubt that a sensitive and informed reading might be understood to both 
reform and re-form a dangerous text. How else can we describe the active readings that 
some authors ascribe to early modern women? Sir John Harington told Queen Elizabeth 
that her tongue transformed his writings into gold - an obvious comment on his fiscal 
hopes, as Jason Scott-Warren has pointed out, but also an awareness of how mutable 
texts might be in a period where oral culture was an essential part of literacy. Jokingly, 
Harington suggested: 
Euer most deare, euer most dreadded Prince, 
Yow read som. verse of myne a little since, 
And so pronounc't each word, and cueric letter, 
Your gracious reading grac't my verse the better; 
Since then your Rghnesse doeth by guift exceeding 
Make what yow reader the bcttcr in the reading, 
Lett my poorc Muse your paincs thus farre importune, 50 To leaue to reade my verse, and rcade my fortune. 
William Alexander went even further in suggesting to the Lady Agnes Dowglas, 
Countess of Argyle, 'that as no darkness can abide before the Sunne, so no deformitie 
can be found in those papers, over which your eyes have once shined, suggesting that 
`9 For a detailed reading of the ways in which Donne and Bedford both understood and exploited the 
courtly business of risk, see Margaret Maurer, 'The Real Presence of Lucy Russell'. As Maurer explains 
it: 'Much in Donne's poems to the Lady Bedford that seems designed to serve his particular integrity or 
his pious regard for her virtue in the abstract becomes more crucially appropriate to them both when we 
assume that they would share a concern for one another's behavior. In cffcct, then, his poems to her sock 
to bring their interests together. Donne's purpose is to justify - account for as well as prescribe - courtly 
behaviour in the Lady. '17hey must agree on how and when to darc' (p. 222). 
50 John Harington, 'To hir Maiestic', cited in Jason Scott-Warrcil, Sir John Haringlon and the Book as 
Gift (Oxford: OUP, 200 1), p. 153. 
even a silent reading -a reading of the eyes, not of the mouth, could physically alter the 
shape of the words on the page, proofreading and correcting in one wordless process. 51 
IV. To Read and Write in Enelish 
Given the still relatively small-scale economies of much print production, one woman's 
promotional activities could conceivably make a real difference. For an instance of a 
powerful woman forcibly sharing her literary tastes with those around her, we need look 
no further than Anne (Clifford) Sackville, later Herbert, who records on a variety of 
occasions her reading with a substantial number of servants and other acquaintances. In 
September 1616 she heard 'Mr., Dumbell' read 'a great part of the History of the 
Netherlands' whilst in November 'Rivers and Marsh' read Montaigne's Essays. 
Assistants including 'Moll Neville', 'Mr. Ran', 'Kate Buchin', 'Wat Coniston', 'My 
Coz. Maria", 'my Coz. Mary' (possibly the same person), 'Sir Francis Slingsby' and 
'the Steward' read her books as diverse as 77ie Faerie Queene, the Arcadia, The Bible, 
'a book of the preparation to the Sacrament', 'The Turkish History and Chaucer', St. 
Augustine's Of the City of God, 'my Lady's Book" (Harington's manuscript In Praise of 
a Solitary Life (Hothfield MS5)), Saragol's Of the Supplication of the Saints, Ovid's 
Metamorphoses, Parson's Resolutions, 'the Sea Papers about my Father's Voyages', 
W 11h3-. 52 and 'a Book called Leicester's Common ea 
As Stephen Orgel pointed out in a recent discussion of Clifford's annotated copy of ne 
Mirror for Magistrates, the Countess was a careful and methodical reader, who 
recorded (or required others to record) the dates on which she had read certain items and 
51 William Alexander, Aurora Containing thefirstfancies of the authorsyouth (Undon: Richard Field 
for Edward Blount, 1604; SrC 337), Sig. A2v. 
52 Anne Clifford, 7he diaries ofLadyAnne Clifford, ed. by D. J. H. Clifford (Stroud: Alan Sutton, 1990) 
pp. 41; 47-8; 54; 61; 68; 70; 76; 81 and 82. 
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added explanatory notes and detailed information, particularly around any passages 
relating, however tenuously, to her family history. 53 It is hard not to feel that the job of 
Anne Clifford's reading companion must have been a wearing one at times, yet her 
diary entries insist upon the literacy not only of household and visiting clergy, but also 
of her female relatives, and of both male and female servants whose choice (or lack of 
choice) of reading material must often, of necessity, have been the same as that of their 
social superior. 
On several occasions Clifford made substantial gifts of books, receiving twenty-four 
volumes for 14 2s from William Smith of Appleby which she gave to servants at Easter 
1670 when they received the sacrament with her. 54 She also bought thirty-five books of 
divinity on 22nd June of the same year which she distributed to the servants of Lady 
Alethea Compton as well as her own, at a cost of M 4s 7d. 55 In 1675, she purchased 
'55: Bookes of Devotion of Mr John Rawlet's writeing who is now minister of Kirby 
Stephen which I buy to give away comes to Three Pounds Five Shillings & Four 
Pence'. 56 Similarly, on 101h January 1676, some two months before her death, Clifford 
recorded in her diary that 'about 5 of ye clock this evening did George Goodgion bring 
me 28 bookes of Devotion hee bought for mee at Penrith, and I then saw them paid for 
& gave them all away but six to my domestick servants'. 
57 This flurry of devotional 
book-presenting once again highlights the tension between women's dedicatory 
representations and their 'real' activities. Having refused to play the dedicatory game 
by appearing as a prophylactic talisman at the head of Stafford's Mobe (see p. 42), 
-53 Stephen Orgel, 'From the Gutters to the Margins: How to do things with books'. Unpublished paper. 
Re-Mq[r7king the Text Conference, University of St. Andrews, July 2001. For another reading of 
Clifford's literary tastes and activities see Mary Ellen Lamb, 'Tte Agency of the Split Subject: Lady 
Anne Clifford and the Uses of Reading', ELR, 22 (1992), pp. 347-68. 
'" Cited in Williamson, LadyAnne Clifford, p. 159. 
55 Ibid. 
56 IbidL, p. 510. 
57 Clifford, Diary, p. 235. 
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Clifford was deeply concerned to prornoteý even to enforce, appropriate texts, 
particularly those with local connections, like the work of John Rawlet. 
The 'book as gift' has been a popular topic among students of patronage, who have 
drawn heavily upon the anthropological and sociological work of practitioners like 
Marcel Mauss and Eisenstadt and Roniger to find a model for early modem structures 
of literary exchange. 58 According to these critics 'Essentially, patronage was a form of 
the socially coded gift-giving that is termed prestation, defined by Louis Adrian 
Montrose as "a tacitly coercive and vitally interested process predicated on a fiction that 
it is free and disinterested"'. 59 Thus when the early modem author presented a text to a 
patron they initiated a cycle of gift exchange in which their gesture of presentation 
demanded an equal or more generous return, which in turn inspired another text, and so 
on, in an almost inescapable circle. Sadly, the disruptions and dislocations of 
patronage, discussed in my first chapter, along with authors' willingness to chop and 
change their dedicatees with remarkable regularity, suggests that such a model rarely 
underlay the economics of early modem dedications. Instead, these may be understood 
as investments in an otherwise unattainable level of cultural and social capital, or in 
what Laura Hutson describes as a 'prodigal' economy, adventuring a dedication in hope 
of a reward, and moving rapidly from dedicatee to dedicatee while keeping more than 
half an eye on a paying readership. 60 
1 
m S. N. Eisenstadt and Louis Roniger, 'Patron-Clicnt Relations as a Model of Structuring Social 
Exchange', Journal for the Comparative Study of Society and History, 22 (1980), pp. 42-77; Marcel 
Mauss, The Gift. - Forms and Functions of Ewhange in Archaic Societies, tr. Ian Cunnison (London: 
Norton, 1967). For an exhaustive survey of the earlier sociological and anthropological literature see 
Hcrmani Bcfu, 'Social Exchange', Annual Review of AnthropoloV, 6 (1977), pp. 255-81. For the 
application of these models to the literary domain see, for example, Werner L. Gundcrsheimer, 
'Patronage in the Renaissance: An Exploratory Approach', in Lytle and Orgel (eds), Patronage in the 
Renaissance, pp. 1-20; Lewis Hyde, The Gift. Imagination and the Erotic Life of Property (New York: 
Random House, 1983); Louis Adrian Montrose, 'Gifts and Reasons: The Context of Pecle's Araygnement 
5tý! 
ýis% ELM, 47 (1980), pp. 433-71. o 
5 Coppdlia Kahn, '"Magic of Bounty": Timon of Athens, Jacobean Patronage, and Maternal Power', 
Shakespeare Quarterly, 38 (1987), p. 42. 
60 Loma Hutson, 7he Usurer's Daughter. - Male Friendship and Fictions of Women in &xteenth-Century 
England (London: Routledgc, 1994). 
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If we wish to understand the cultural economics of the 'book as gift', Natalie Zemon 
Davis suggests, we would do well to look beyond studies of gifts of libraries and 'the 
dedicated book in search of patronage', and turn instead to material gifts of books, like 
those presented by Anne Clifford to her servants in a performance of her manorial 
obligations, and patronal concern for their spiritual well-being. 61 By limiting ourselves 
to book dedications, Davis suggests, 'we may have been missing some significant 
elements in the intentions of authors and publishers and in the experience of readers and 
book-owners. The printed book may be able to tell us more than we have realised about 
property and possessiveness, markets and gifts'. 62 It certainly stands in significant 
tension to the 'gift' proclaimed by the early modem dedicatee, which, publicised in 
print, loses all substance. Unlike the physical books handed out as gifts by Anne 
Clifford, or the concrete manifestations of presentation copies, it is the text rather than 
the book that was gifted to most dedicatees, proclaiming their absolute ownership of an 
airy nothing that slipped through their fingers in the uncontrollable movements of its 
circulation, whether in the marketplace, or within a range of reading communities. 
Gifts of books by early modem women were not confined to their social inferiors. In 
the early seventeenth century, for example, Frances Egerton, Lady Brackley, wrote to 
Anne Fitton, thanking her for the gift of a book, while Frances (Stanley) Egerton, 
Countess of Bridgewater recorded in her library catalogue that she gave a book of 
prayers, Me Enemy to Atheisme 'to my Lady Penelopie', her daughter, and that a 1612 
Bible was 'sent to my lady Ma[? ]e beinge the 16 of No: 1628'. 63 Bridgewater did not 
61 Natalie Zemon Davis, 'Beyond the Market Books as Gifts in Sixtccnth-Ccntury France', Transactions 
o 
6fthe 
Royal Historical Society, 33 (1983), p. 70. 
6 lbid. For a more nuanced account of book-giving in early modern England, which retains a sensitivity 
to the patronage context, see Jason Scott-Warren, Sir John Harington and the Book as Gift. 
63 Vivienne Larminie, 'Fighting for Family', p. 97; Heidi Brayman Hackcl, Ilie Countess of 
Bridgewater's London Library' in Jennifer Andersen and Elizabeth Sauer (eds), Books and Readers in 
EarlyModern F-ngland (Philadelphia: U of Pennsylvania Press, 2002), p. 146. 
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just give books but also received them, recording that an English Bible had been giuen 
by Mrs Bagner', and that Yhe New Covenant was a gift from 'my Sister Huntington'. 64 
This Katherine (Dudley) Hastings, Countess of Huntingdon, sister to the Mary Dudley 
addressed by Spenser in the Fowre Hymns, was another woman renowned for her 
65 determined imposition of literacy on those around her. Childless herself, the countess 
was responsible for the education of a large number of female relatives taken into her 
husband's household, including Penelope Devereux (later Rich) and Margaret Dakins 
(later Devereux, Sidney and Hoby). Conscious of her educational role she proudly 
claimed in 1618 that 'I think there will none make question but I know how to breed 
and govern young gentlewomen'. 66 Crucially, women's involvement in the 
dissemination of books, and of knowledge, was intimately tied to an increasing concern 
for vernacular literacy. As we have already seen in chapter one, when Anthony Gilby 
dedicated his translation of B&ze's Psalmes to Katherine Hastings, he stressed the ready 
accessibility of his work: 
as a preparative to move your godly mind to the more diligent meditation of these 
arguments of the psalms, which are very profitable, and to this paraphrasis, which is a 
brief and a plain declaration of the meaning of the Holy Ghost, who did indite the 
psalms, and set them forth by his secretaries, David and others, as shall appear in 
their places. 67 
Under the talismanic banner of its dedicatee, the protestant word of God was made 
available not only to her infant charges but to the much wider market for printed texts. 
Hastings both played an active role in the domestic dissemination of knowledge, and 
was, at the same time, embodied as a passive and receptive textual figure in the attempt 
to open that knowledge to a much wider vernacular audience. On the active side of this 
64 Hackel, The Countess of Bridgewater', p. 142. 
65 From her earliest childhood, Dudley was close friends with the Cooke sisters, and like them, benefitted 
from the educational mores of Catherine Parr. 
66 Claim Cross, Ae Puritan Earl. Ae Life of Henry Hastings, 77drd Earl of Huntingdon, 1536-1595 
(London: MacNfillan, 1966), p. 57. 
67 &1 pSaIMS, SigS. iir_iiV. 
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equation, however, women's promotion of vernacular literacy was not always confined 
to members of their immediate households. On a more public level than the book- 
giving noted earlier, illuminating her concern with local patronage, and the good 
management of her estates, the elderly Anne Clifford recorded in her diary that: 
did I upon the 12'h day of this Januarie [ 16641 purchase of Reynold Cocke of Cawtley 
neere Sidbergh in Yorkshire, Landes to the value of 111 per annum for which I payed 
two hundred and twentie poundes, which Landes I gave for the maintenance of a 
parson qualified to read praiers & the Homilies of the Church of England & to teach 
the Children of the Dale to write and read English in Mallerstang Chapell for ever, 
and I did putt in, to officiate in the sayd. Chappell of Mallerstang, Rowland Wright 
who had bin at the same Chappell some 3 or 4 yeares before, to teach Scollres there. " 
Combining her right of clerical patronage with a concern for local education, Clifford 
specifically declares her intention that the 'Children of the Dale' should be taught 'to 
write and read' in English by a trusted and experienced instructor. These instructions 
demand a basic vernacular education for local children, rather than any advanced 
programme for the sons and daughters of the elite, although Clifford helped to ensure 
their continuing advantages by contributions to the upkeep of the Grammar School in 
Appleb Y. 69 
Perhaps, however, greater freedom was given to Clifford's servants, as well as to local 
schoolchildren, to take away their gifted books and read them (if they could) than 
Clifford was always able to exercise herself On 27h March, 1617, she records in her 
diary that 'My Lord found me reading with Mr Ran & told me it would hinder his 
Study, so as I must leave off reading the Old Testament till I can get somebody to read 
it with me. Did her husband's intervention indicate that he thought it inappropriate for 
his wife to read the scriptures without appropriate guidance, or gesture towards 
68 Clifford, Diary, p. 169. 
See WillLimson, LadyAnne Clifford, p. 383. 
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Clifford's inability to read both well and effectively on her own? 70 Two sentences 
finiher on she records 'This day I made an end of reading Deuteronomy'. 71 Whether 
Clifford had timp to finish her text before her husband's interruption, found another 
reading partner almost immediately (after all on April 18 th she records that Kate Buchin 
read the Bible to her), or simply continued to read despite her husband's instructions to 
the contrary, must remain an open question. 
Conclusion 
Despite the prevalent cultural fantasies of women's domestic destruction of manuscripts 
and printed books, women often played a crucial role in ensuring that texts, especially 
those that were posthumous, reached the printing presses, even if, like Susanna Hall, 
they contradicted their husband's dying wishes to do so. The possible extent of their 
interventions, their participation in the processes of creation and production, must also 
prompt us to re-think the category of editorial interventions, and suggests the need for a 
detailed study of women's varied editorial roles as printers and publishers, transcribers 
of sermon literature, commonplace collectors, participants in games of manuscript 
exchange, and agents in the publications of family members and friends. It is in 
highlighting, not stripping away, Fredson Bowers' 'veil of print' - the gaps and 
disruptions that not only cloud but transform authorial intention - that we see most 
clearly the presence of women that shapes and creates the early modem text. 
70 Nearly all of Clifford's references to reading (19 of the 22) include either direct mention of a 
companion or of being read to, while those that don't name another reader are vague about the specifics 
of her reading practice. Tbus, for example, on Niarch I Vh , 1617, Clifford 'spent my time in reading & 
worldng as I used to do' (Dimy, p. 50), whilst on the 26"' April she recorded 'I spent the evening in 
working and going down to my Lord's Closet where I sat and read much in the Turldsh History and 
Chaucer' (p. 54). 
71 Ibid., p. 52. 
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Once that book had gone through the presses, as we have seen, women also played a 
substantial part in its dissemination. Aristocratic and noble women could help to 
provide a text, especially a devotional text, with at least a potential readership, whether 
solicited from a circle of like-minded friends, or demanded from their social inferiors in 
an act of local patronage. As the next chapter will show, the widows of printers and 
booksellers also played a major role in the continuing transmission of the early modem 
book, being central to structures of inheritance that underlay and determined the textual 
afterlife of writers from Bacon to Shakespeare, along with a host of minor writers, busy 
sermonisers and anonymous balladeers. Unlike aristocratic readers and book-givers, 
however, the motivation behind these women's commitment to textual transmission are 
revealed to be overwhelmingly economic. While this chapter has hovered on the 
threshold of the early modem printing house, tracing some of the journeys undertaken 
by books either to enter its confines, or after they had issued forth in printed form, the 
next chapter plunges into its dark and odiferous rooms, investigating the activities of 
women as printers, publishers, booksellers, and patentees. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
'THE WHOLE NIATTER /AND COPY OF THE FATHER' 
In the years between 1550 and 1650, at least a hundred and thirty-three women were 
involved in the production or sale of books aimed at the British market. ' Working 
primarily in London, but also in destinations as far-flung as Oppenheim, Frankfurt and 
Ndrnberg, these women made up approximately eight percent of stationers in the British 
book trades. 2 Thus far, however, they have received relatively little attention, and are 
notable mainly for their absence from most accounts of printing and bookselling in this 
country. One reason for this may be their self-effacement from the available spaces of 
the paratext. Although many woman printers and some booksellers included their 
names on title-pages they did not visibly participate in the dedicatory writings or 
printerly self-justification so popular among male printers. 3 In his Index, Franklin B. 
Williams identifies only two prefatorial items as having been composed by women 
printers. The first brief address 'to the reader' appears at the beginning of John Lyly's 
Endimion, or Yhe Man in the Moon, advertising Joan Broome's possession of 'certaine 
Commedies ... which were presented before her Maiestie at seuerall times by the 
children of Paules'. 4 She offers to print more of these plays if this, her first production 
in the series 'may passe with thy good lyking', suggesting a degree of accessibility and 
responsiveness to the demands of her readers who could identify her from the title-page. 
Since Broome went on to publish another three of Lyly's plays we can perhaps assume 
that her advertising strategy was a successful one. 5 
The tone of the advertisement, however, is determinedly impersonal and anonymous, 
signed with a simple 'Farewell' and no name, nothing like the vigorous games and 
ploys of many male printers. The second address by a woman, which Williams 
1 See Appendix Two for a list of these women. 
2 This figure is a tentative figure extrapolated from a 10% sample of the STC Index. 
3 John Jowett explores some of the self-presentational strategies of one of the most intriguing of early 
modem publishers in his article on 'Henry Chettle: "Your Old Compositor"'. 
4 John Lyly, Fndimion, the man in the moone (London: J. Charlewood t the widdowc Broome, 159 1; 
STC 17050), Sig. A2r. 
,5 Gallathea (London: J. Charlwoode f. the widdow Broome, 1591, STC 17080); Midas. Plaied before the 
queenes maiesfie (London: T. Scarlet C J. Broome, 1592; STC 17083); Sapho and Phao. Played before 
the queenes maiestie (London: T. Orwin f W. Broome, 159 1; STC 17087). 
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identifies as by Elizabeth Purslowe, is written in similar style, informing the reader of 
the process by which a collection of memorial verses for Ben Jonson came into her 
hands, and again closing her unsigned statement with a brief, 'farewell'. 6 
This self-effacement, however, was a far cry from the determined and vocal activities of 
the handful of women patentees who fought fierce and convoluted legal battles to 
protect their rights, even when others had a more legitimate claim to the literary 
property they contested. Nonetheless, these women, with whom I open my chapter, are 
linked to their printing sisters as well as to the women of my previous chapters, through 
the crucial issues of transmission and inheritance, which prove to be enshrined in 
compact form in one single and densely-packed four-letter word: copy. Combining 
property rights in texts, accuracy of reproduction, and the threatening and inherently 
female copiousness of the uncontrollable word, the issue of copy was central, both to 
the transactions of real women in the British book trades, and to the textual concerns of 
the early modem male author. 
One valuable exception to the silence of print historians on the subject of women is to 
be found in the work of Maureen Bell, who has explored in some detail the independent 
publishing careers of women from 1557 to 1700.7 Throughout her writings, Bell 
remains primarily concerned with women whose activities could be, and were, 
described as "'scandalous and reflecting7, "low indigent", "seditious", "fantastick", 
"crackbrained", and otherwise impolite', dealing largely with those, like Hannah Allen 
and Elizabeth Calvert, whose clandestine or partisan activities in the latter half of her 
6 Jonsonus rlrbivs., or, yhe memorie of Ben: Johnson revived by the friends of the muses (London: 
Printedby E. P. for Henry Seile, and arc to be sold at his ship, at the Tygcrs Head in Fleelstreet, over- 
against Saint Dunstans Church, 1638; STC 14784), Sigs. A2r-v. 
7 Maureen Bell, 'Women in the English Book Trade 1557-1700' Depziger Jahrbuch zur Buchgeschichte, 
6 (1996), pp. 13-45; 'Hannah Allen and the Development of a Puritan Publishing Business, 1646-51% 
Publishing History, 26 (1989), pp. 5-66, 'Elizabeth Calvert and the "Confedcratcs"', Publishing History, 
32 (1992), pp. 5-49, and '"Her Usual Practices": The Later Career of Elizabeth Calvert, 1664-75', 
Publishing History, 35 (1994), pp. 5-64. 
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chosen period so frustrated and incensed the Surveyor of the Press, Sir Roger 
8 L'Estrange. These were women who were well aware of the ideological and religious 
implications of their activities as publishers of protestant and puritan materials, and who 
were, at the same time, increasingly conscious of the possibilities allowed by their 
gender in exploiting the laws of coverture. 
They endured the cat-and-mouse arrests, which very rarely resulted in prosecution, 
numerous fines, interrogations and indefinite periods of imprisonment as part of the 
process, and when they were cornered used their legal position as 'innocent, silly 
women', claiming ignorance, promising not to reoffend - and then doing just that. 
Not only did they maintain the means of opposition publishing in the earliest years 
of the Restoration, but they established ways of frustrating the authorities which had 
become more or less traditional in the trade twenty years later. " 
In contrast, this chapter explores female activity in the print trades during the first part 
of Bell's chosen period, before it became commonplace, or at least not unusual, for 
women thus to take advantage of their gender in the propagation of a religious or 
partisan'ideal. Examining the nature of women's participation in the publishing trade, 
this chapter maps out their location, not only in geographical terms, but also in terms of 
their ideological commitments and position in relation to Company and familial 
structures. Once again, however, such an investigation leads to a consideration of the 
distance between 'real' women's material interventions in the day-to-day workings of 
the book trade and an authorial discourse freighted with concerns about the processes of 
textual reproduction. The final section of this chapter explores the extent to which the 
presence of women in the printing house or behind the book-stall collided with 
I This string of adjectives is listed by Paula McDowell in The Women of Grub Street- Press, Politics; and 
Gender in the London LiteraryMarketplace, 1678-1730 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998), p. 11. 
9 Maureen Bell, 'Seditious Sisterhood: Women Publishers of Opposition Literature at the Restoration' in 
Kate Chedgzoy, Melanie Hansen and Suzanne Trill (eds), Voicing Women: Gender andSexuality in Early 
Modern Writing (Keele: Keele University Press, 1996), p. 193. For a clear summary of the laws of 
covCrture, see Amy Louise Erickson, Women and Property in Early Modem England (London: 
Routledge, 1993), pp. 24-25. A detailed account of the impact of the laws of coverturc on women's 
pnntLng activity in the late seventeenth century can be found in McDowell, 7he Women of Grub Street, 
which also raises the vital question of how far women in the print trade were likely to have been aware of 
themselves as possessing a gendercd, as well as a partisan, identity. 
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masculine anxieties about the productive process to shape and alter the texts which, in 
Anthony Scoloker's words, 'underwent a pressing' in their business. 'O 
1. 'Prime Forts and stroneest Bulwarks': Patrons and Patentees 
Before we enter the cramped and fetid rooms of the printing house, we must return to 
some of the concerns of my first two chapters, exploring the role of patentees and 
patronage in the early modem book trades. In Margaret of Burgundy's command to 
William Caxton, requiring him to complete his youthful translation of Le recueil des 
histoires de Troyes, a publishing profession was bom that was to be profoundly 
influenced by the religion and politics of two female monarchs. " In 1553, Mary Tudor 
appointed the first Queen's printer, although as early as 1508, Wynkyn de Worde had 
chosen to style himself 'Printer to the Mother of the King'. 12 This position guaranteed 
certain privileges, such as the right to print certain classes of books, and was a role 
which continued under the patronage of Elizabeth I. Mary, however, also proved herself 
to be patron to the entire collective of stationers, when, in 1557, she and King Philip 
incorporated the Stationers' Company, granting them the right to limit the number of 
printers in England, as well as search and seize provisions where the printing of illicit, 
heretical or seditious works was suspected. 
The monarch, inspired by the precedent of Henry VIII, was also active in granting a 
number of lucrative patents for the printing of certain classes of books. Through the 
10 Anthony Scolokcr, introduction to Daiphantus (1604), cited Wendy Wall, The Imprint ofGender, p. 1. 
II ne importance of Margaret's role as Caxton's patron has long been assumed to have been profound. 
However, in his 1987 article, 'William Caxton and Literary Patronage', Russell Rutter provides not only a 
valuable review of previous scholarship on the subject, but also casts doubt on the importance of any 
individual patrons for CaNion's printing career. 
12 This claim appears in the colophon to Bishop Fisher's treatise on The fii(ýIfull saynges of DaUYd the 
kynge [and] prophete in the seuen penytencyall psalmes (London: In the flctcstrctc at the sygne of ye 
sonne by wynkyn de worde, 1508; STC 10902). Ile title of 'Printer to the King' was already a familiar 
one by the time of Mary's accession, having been first adopted by William Facqucs around 1501 (see E. 
Gordon DufC A Century ofthe English Book Trade (London: Bibliographical Society, 1905), p. xiii). 
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award of such privileges, the monarch assumed the protective role of the patron, 
granting not only the talismanic influence of their name, but also, on those occasions 
when their prophylactic force was ignored or circumvented by the pirates, having the 
capacity to intervene on behalf of their chosen printer or patentee. However, these 
I 
monarchical powers and interventions were far from universally appreciated. By the late 
1570s, some stationers and booksellers had begun to pirate patented books, in an attempt 
to undermine the privilege system. Feeling the monopolies to be restrictive and unfair, 
they aimed to break the patentees' hold on potentially lucrative texts, and to subject 
them instead to the registration system of the Stationers' Company. 
In 1583, the Privy Council set up a commission to investigate the dispute between the 
patentees and the Company. In its instructions to the commission, the Council declared 
that the patent holders were to be 'drawne within the compasse of the Lawes, and 
thereby the poorer sort relieved', indicating perhaps some sympathy with the view that 
I 
the monopolies led to an unfair distribution of potentially lucrative texts. In the end, 
however, the commission upheld the rights of the patentees, although they were 
compelled to surrender some of their copyrights to the Stationers' Company, 
establishing a system of relief for its poorer members. According to Hunt: 
Ile real winner was the company itself, which, by reconciling its members, had 
succeeded in consolidating its own authority. The instrument of that authority was 
the English Stock: in effect, a company within the Stationers' Company, set up in 
1603 to manage the Company's patents and divide the proceeds among its 
shareholders. Not only did it give the senior members of the Company a vested 
interest in maintaining the status quo, but there was enough money left over to 
provide charitable relief for its oorer members, and to buy off any malcontents who 
might try to break into the club. 
F3 
Such a triumphalist viewpoint would not have been shared by many members of the 
Stationers' Company. Whatever licensing rights the fledgling company may have been 
13 Arnold Hunt, tBook Trade Patents. 1603-1640', in Arnold Hunt, Giles Mandelbrote, and Alison Shell 
(eds), The Book Trade andIts Customers, 14SO-1900. ý Historical Essaysfor Robin Myers (Winchester St. 
Paul's Bibliographies, 1997), p. 28. 
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granted, the Commission on Privileges of 1583 still declared that 'we think her maiesties 
grauntes most meete to be mainteined aboue all other'. 14 This declaration could mean 
that the rights of patentees were protected even when members of the Company seem to 
have had a considerably more compelling claim to ownership of the disputed texts. 
On January 12'h 1558/9, Richard Tottel's patent to print books of English Common 
Law, first granted by Edward VI in 1553, was renewed for life through the patronage of 
Elizabeth I. Some eighteen years later, on November 180ý 1577, the Queen granted a 
similar patent, effective upon Tottell's death, to Nicasius Yetsweirt, her Secretary for 
the French tongue and Clerk of the Signet. The profits to be made in printing books of 
common law were substantial, and a royal patent provided only limited protection 
against the pirates of the early modem publishing trade, who deeply resented this 
lucrative patent. 15 As a result, after the death of Nicasius Yetsweirt, his son Charles, the 
third holder of the patent, found that he had a hard fight on his hands to maintain his 
inherited privilege. On March 27h, 1595, the Earl of Essex wrote to Lord Keeper 
Puckering in support of Yetsweirt's grievance against the pirates, which was, he 
indicated, the substance of a case due to come before the Lord Keeper in the near 
future. 16 
Yetsweirt's case was successful, and Puckering ordered that the stationers involved 
should 'forbeare ... the impression they are nowe 
in hand with'. 17 It seems however, 
that the pirates paid little attention to Puckering's command. Before he could pursue his 
14 Cited in Hunt, 'Book Trade Patents', p. 29. 
15 In 1557, the year in which Yetsweirt received his patcrit, although not the year in which it became 
effective, certain 'printers glasse sellers and cutlcrs' appealed to Lord Burghley for assistance, 
complaining that Tottel's monopoly was damaging to their trade, and that since he began 'the printinge of 
all kindes of lawe bookes, which was common to all Printers / who [Tottel] selleth the same bookes at 
excessive prices, to the hinderance of a greate number of pore studcntcs... ' their own trade had been 
badly affected (Lansdowne Ms. 48, fl 80-8 1, cited in Edward Arbcr, A Transcript of the Registers of the 
Company of&afioners ofLondon (Gloucester, Nfass.: Peter Snuth, 1967), vol. 1, p. I 11). 
16 BL MS Harley 6997, U. 
17 This agreement is cited by Jane Yetsweirt in her later letter, BL MS Harlcy 6997, f. 10, to Robert Cecil, 
discussed below. 
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case any further, Charles Yetsweirt had followed his father to the grave, but was 
succeeded in the publishing business by his equally, if not more, determined wife, Jane. 
On May 7'ý the Earl of Essex wrote again to Puckering, this time appealing for justice 
on behalf of Jane Yetsweirt. The first of Essex's letters, written for Charles, is in the 
hand of an anonymous secretary, albeit with a scribbled postscript in Essex's own hand, 
stating 'My L. I pray of you favor this gentlemans cause for he is my very good firend 
and his cause very just'. 18 The second, however, designed to plead for Jane, is entirely 
in Essex's own hand, indicating perhaps a greater personal commitment to her cause. In 
it he informs Puckering: 
Mrs Yetsweirt the poore widow of my honest frend is to have the cause betweene 
her and the incroching printers of London herd before yr Lp. very shortly, for the 
cause your L's prerogative, (her title being derived from her ma'ties ( ... ) patents 
and the cleames of the question). ... Ilese I say for her cause do pleade 
sufficiently, for her self her poverty, sex, and widowhood do speak. " 
Clearly thougli, Jane Yetsweirt felt it would be wise to speak not only with the passive 
weapons of her widowhood and economic vulnerability, but with as many tongues as she 
could muster. On the same day that Essex wrote to Puckering, Yetsweirt composed a 
letter, written by a secretary, to the Lord Treasurer, Robert Cecil, informing him that, 
because of the activities of the pirates, her estate was running dangerously low at 'eight 
or nine hundred poundes, and claiming that she expected further losses of 'fower of 
20 fyve hundred poundes ... which my poore estate which 
I am left will hardlie beare'. 
Despite the claim of poverty, an estate of some nine hundred pounds was a substantial 
one, and even with the potential losses she describes, Jane Yetsweirt would have 
remained a far fi7om destitute widow, whatever lifestyle changes she may have been 
forced to accept. There can be no doubt, however, but that Jane Yetsweirt had a clear 
grasp of her own financial and business situation, along with a good working knowledge 
lg BL MS Harlcy 6997, f. 10. 
19 BL MS Harlcy 6997, f. 9. 
20 BL MS Harlcy 6997, C 10. 
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of the contemporary legal situation, and previous agreements and negotiations connected 
with the case. In her letter to Puckering, discussed below, she also shows herself to be 
well aware of the business activities and negotiations of those printers whom she felt to 
be 'incroching' so brazenly upon her rights. 
At around the same time as she wrote to Cecil, Yetsweirt also wrote directly to Lord 
Keeper Puckering, in a letter dated only 'from my poore house at Sunberie 1595'. It is 
perhaps in this letter that the extent of her determination and of her attempts at political 
manoeuvring are most vividly evident. In a defensive tone, she stresses her own 
absolute probity, insisting that she has always attempted to work in line with the over- 
ruling principles of 'Truth and peace', and that she has never 'lacked to give it [the 
dispute with the printers] that dilligence in following and care to bring it to an honest 
christian ende'. 21 At the same time, however, as she states, or perhaps overstates, her 
absolute dependence on the goodwill of Lord Puckering (coupled with her 
straightforward and unbending honesty), she admits to an awareness that several other 
influential figures, including the Queen herself, as well presumably as Robert Cecil and 
the Earl of Essex, have already intervened with Puckering on her behalf 
If in this my ( ... ) carefullnes your Lp have 
ben much importuned by her 
ma'tie my good ladie and Mrs. and other my honorable good Up and frcnde it 
may please you, impute it not to any diffidence that might be in me or them, of 
your honorable forewardnes and readiness to yeald unto me all possible 
faVor. 22 
The evasive tone of this communication suggests that the Lord Keeper may not have 
been impressed by Jane Yetsweirt's attempts to manipulate both the patronage system 
and his own influence in her favour, and her not unsuccessful political manoeuvrings 
21 lbiCL 
22 BL MS Harley 6997, p. 11. Ilese letters are quoted extensively (and inaccurately) by Susan Allen in 
her article 'Jane Yetsweirt (15414) Claiming her Place', in which she describes this letter as having 
preceded both Yetsweirt's letter to CeciL and Essex's communication with Puckering (Ninfing History, 9 
(1987), pp. 5-12). *Ibcre is, however, no evidence to confirm this chronology, and Yetsweirt's slightly 
embarrassed recogifition of Puckering's awareness of her other manoeuvrings may in fact suggest that 
this letter was subsequent both to that of Essex, and to her own missive to Cecil. 
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may have cast something of a shadow on her self-positioning as a poor and dependent 
widow. Certainly if she insisted to Puckering as strongly as she did to Cecil that he was 
'the sole authour of my good, and staie of living', some degree both of scepticism and of 
impatience on his part might be easily understood when pressure was applied from 
Yetsweirt's other 'frende' and 'Mistress'. 23 
The final outcome of Yetsweirt's representations is not entirely clear, but there is no 
doubt that she continued to print books of common law until shortly after her second 
marriage to Philip Bottoler, in 1597, after which time she resigned the letters patent into 
the hands of the Queen. 24 In her earlier struggles, however, Yetsweirt, as we have seen, 
utilised the same rhetoric of deprivation and poverty that Margaret Ascham exploited in 
her dedication of Yhe Scholemaster, a discourse which was elevated into a distinctly 
female epistolary tool in countless petitions of the period . 
25 As Lucio teaches Isabella 
(though with unforeseen consequences) in Measurefor Measure, 
Go to Lord Angelo, 
And let him learn to know, when maidens sue, 
Men give like gods; but when they weep and kneel, 
All their petitions are as freely theirs 26 As they themselves would owe them. 
The language of female poverty was also adopted by those who were not supplicants 
but patrons, with James I and VI issuing a patent in 1621 for Helen Mason to print the 
abridgement of the Book of Martyrs and other ecclesiastical histories compiled by her 
husband, and stating that: 
23 BL MS Harley 6997, f. 10. 
24 The subsequent history of the patent provides further evidence of the active involvement of women in 
this aspect of the printing trade. Some years after the civil war, Lady Martha Acheson, daughter and heir 
to John More who received a reversionary patent in 1629, sued Miles Fleshcr, to whom More had farmed 
out a substantial proportion of his privilege, claiming that his defection on the agreed annual payment in 
1640 (when, inevitably, the royal patent lost much of its force), meant that printing rights should return to 
her. 
25 See p. 96 above. 
21 William Shakespeare, Measure for Measure, in Wells, Taylor, Jowett, and Montgomery (eds), Vie 
Complete Works, Liv, 79-83. 
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wee are credibly informed that before the said Thomas mason could cause any 
more of the said bookes to be imprinted he departed this life leaving his wife and 
children in necessitie and want And whereas helen mason widowe late wife of the 
said Thomas mason hath thereuppon. made her humble petition unto us to be 
releved of the labours and studies of her said husband, knowe ye that wee in 
tender commiseration of the said widdowe and her children and for the 
incouragement of other our loving subiecte to imitate the said Thomas mason in 
the like godly and pious indeavoures of our especiall grace certaine knowledge 
and meere motion have giuen and graunted and by these presente for us our 
heires and Successors doo give and graunte fiill free and solo liberties licence 
power priviledge and authoritie unto the said helen mason widowe her Executors 
Administrators and Assignes. 27 
This rhetoric was also used with a level of tragic detail by Hester Ogden when in 1616 
she applied to James for a patent to print her father William Fulke's Confutation of the 
Romish Tesimnent. In a petition to the Bishop of London she explained: 
one Adams a Stacioner in London hath printed divers of the said bookes, hauing 
by sinister meanes, gotten a Copie of them from yd Supp' father in law (who 
had no right in them, they being giuen by will as aforesaid) to the preiudice of his W* for the moytie of the benefit of the said license; and to the vttcr vndoing of 
your poore Suppe, and her 8. small children; 2 ofwCh haue perished even through 
famine (as God and her neighboP can can witnesse) to the vnspeakable troble & 
torment of her heart. 28 
This pathetic and unfortunate story, however, belies both Ogden's iron will and the 
tenuous nature of her claim. While she insisted that her father had bequeathed the book 
to her, the stationers Thomas Adams, John Bill and Bonham Norton asserted that, as 
successors to Fulke's original publisher, George Bishop, the copy actually belonged to 
them. In 1618, after a protracted debate, Ogden was awarded the patent in the names of 
two assigns, although it seems that the stationers' claim was actually the more 
legitimate of the two, since they had a long established right to print translations of the 
Bible. 29 Ogden did not stop there. She next sued Bills, Adams and Norton for the 
stocks of the book which the three already possessed, and then returned to lobbying 
27 Patent Rolls C66/225811. 
ý' Folger mss. G. b. 10, L 105v. 
29 For the printers' rights to the edition, see Sir Walter GregA Companion IoArber (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1967), pp. 57-59. 
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James for a royal proclamation 'for the furnishinge of every Parish Church with one of 
the said Bookes', a tactic which would undoubtedly boost the sales and circulation of 
her new edition. 
30 
In her preface to subsequent editions of Fulke'ý text, Hester Ogden is careful to make no 
reference to her determined struggles against the Stationers' Company, or to the 
potential profitability of the volume, although the reference on the title page of the 
second edition to the fact that there are 'many grosse absurdities corrected' must be seen 
as a none-too-subtle dig at the previous edition of Adams, Bill and Norton. In appealing 
for Charles to continue the patronage and protection offered by his father, Ogden makes 
it clear that the book itself must act as a worthy defender of, and pattern for, the 
Christian faith, describing it as being 'one among others of those prime Forts and 
strongest Bulwarks your Maiesties Kingdome hath to withstand the common in-rode and 
invasion of a Troupe of Romish and Rhemish lesuites, who endeauoured by this, as the 
most subtill and plausible way that euer yet they enterprised, to build up the walls of 
Rome in England. 31 She is also, like the women editors of my second chapter, careful 
to'stress family ties, claiming in the dedicatory epistle to the Fourth edition, presented to 
Charles L that she is not only Fulke's daughter, but also 'the neerest aflyed to this 
Everliving Issue of his Mind'. 32 It is her position as Fulke's descendant within 
structures of familial inheritance that Ogden employs to buttress her claims as the only 
legitimate transmitter of his textual progeny. 
Not only do the cases of Ogden and Yetsweirt provide evidence of resourceful and 
determined widows taking on, and succeeding in, complex legal battles, they also 
highlight the tension between the complexities of the patronage system, and the 
30 Cited in Arnold Hunt, 'Book Trade PatcnK 1603-1640', p. 32. 
31 Wiffiam Fulkc, 7he text of the New Testament ofIesus Christ Translated out of the vulgar Latine by the 
Papists of the traiterous seminarie at Rhemes (London: Augustine Mathcwes on of [sic) the assigncs; of 
Hester Ogden. Cum priuilcgio, Rcgis, 1633; STC 2947). Dedication not paginated. 
32 jbi& 
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opportunities offered by the burgeoning market for printed texts. Within the printing 
trade, those stationers and others like Jane Yetsweirt who held royal patents were 
supporters and beneficiaries of a patronage system which others, led by John Wolfe, 
John Charlewood and Roger Ward felt to be outmoded and unjust within a market 
system regulated by the complex registration and honour protocols of the Stationers' 
f 33 Company itsel 
. 
This tension between structures of patronage and the market economy of print could lead 
to a blurring of the boundaries between the protective function of patronage, and the 
wider circulation of print that led to the representations of print as patron; the text as its 
own most compelling defender (see p. 81 above). On occasion the printer could usurp 
the role of patron when their good name (admittedly something of a rarity in the often 
acrimonious world of early modem printing) was used to guarantee the probity of a 
particular publication. As John Dunton said of Richard Chiswell, 'His NAME at the 
Bottom of a Title Page, does sufficiently recommend the Book'. 34 Alternatively, a 
patron might decide to use their protective influence to step, however fleetingly, into the 
role of printer or publisher. This was the step taken by Dorothy Evans when in 1613 she 
paid for the publication of a fully engraved copy of William Byrd's Parthenia or the 
maydenhead of thefirst musicke that ever was printedfor the virginalls, a text that bears 
the colophon 'Ingrauen by William Hold for Dorethie Euans. Cum Priuilegio', as well 
as an engraving of a heavy-handed young woman (possibly Evans herself), modestly 
tinkling the ivories (Figure Seven). 35 
33 In 1581 the three men joined with other members of the Company to print and distribute titles which 
fell within the most lucrative patents. When Christopher Barker, then the Queen's printer, remonstrated 
with Wolfe for his continued insistence upon printing Francis Flower's Latin Grammar as well as such 
popular books as John Day's ABC and Little Catechism, Wolfe retorted that the Queen did not have the 
right to grant privileges, and that he would reform the pnnting trade just as Luther had reformed religion 
(see P, B. McKerrow, A Dictionwy ofPrinlers and Booksellers in England, Scotland and Irelang and of 
Foreign PKnters ofEnglish Books; 1557 to 1640 (London: Bibliographical Society, 1910), p. 297). 
1 Cited in Johns, 77ie Nature ofthe Book, p. 147. 
35 William Byrd, Parthenia or the maydenhead of thefirst m usicke that ever was printedfor the virginalls 
(London: printed for Mris Dor: Evans, to be sould by G. Lowe, 1613; STC 4251.5). 
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Figure Seven: Title-page to William Byrd's Parlhema. 1613. 
The most effective means of promotion and dissemination is no longer to recommend 
the already-printed text to an intimate circle, but to sponsor its print production and entry 
into the marketplace for printed books. Conversely, success in the print trade could 
allow a woman to take on the traditional patronal roles of' hospitality and poor relief' 
herself The prolific Elizabeth Purslowe, for example, printed one issue of' Bishop 
George Downame's A 7ýeafive of. Juslificalion 'for NicholtLv Bouriie, and part of' the 
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Impression made over for the benefit of the children of Master Iohn Afinshew, 
deceased'. 36 
H. S ssex Servents and Lowestoft Ladies 
Unlike Dorothy Evans, Hester Ogden, and lane Yetsweirt, Elizabeth Purslowe was a 
recognised member of the Stationers' Company, appearing several times in the register 
and maintaining a prolific output. The contrast between her steady trade, Dorothy 
Evans' occasional visit to the world of print, and Ogden and Yetsweirt's determined 
oppositions to the mores and inheritance mechanisms of the Stationers' Company, 
highlights the diversity of women's experiences within the print trades. From a modern 
perspective it is easy to identify women in these trades as a distinct group within the 
stationers' community -a group whose members, thanks to the vagaries of the historical 
evidence, often seem to occupy a very tenuous position, surfacing only briefly, if at all, 
in the records. 37 To themselves, however, and to their contemporaries, these women 
appeared neither as a specific and separate community, nor as particularly marginal 
figures. 
Any printer's widow who was left in financial difficulties upon the death of her husband 
was certainly seen as a continuing member of the Stationers' community. As was the 
36 George Downame, A treatise ofjustification: wherein isfirst set downe the Ime doctrine according to 
the word of God (London: E. Purslow f. N. Bourne, and part of the impression made over for the benefit 
of the children of L Nfinshcu, deceawd, 1639; STC 7123). 
37 As Chandra Talpade Mohanty puts it in her essay on 'Feminist Encounters: Locating the Politics of 
Experience' (in Mch6le Barrett and Anne Philips (eds), Destabilizing Theory. Contempormy Feminist 
Debates (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1992)), 'Gender is produced as well as uncovered in feminist 
discourse, and definitions of experience, with attendant notions of unity and difference, form the very basics of this production' (p. 76). 1 wish therefore to highlight the cffect of the story I am telling, in 
creating an illusory community or category of 'fernale stationers' by maldrig them the subject or this 
chapter, at the same time as I tell iL As Katie King makes clear, 'stories about the production ofstories 
require feminists to engage in this story-making, not merely to analyze it: there are no innocent positions 
from which one can only look on' ('Bibliography and a Feminist Apparatus of Literary Production', p. 
91). 
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case in other trades, female names appear with monotonous regularity in the Company 
Poor Books. 38 More significantly, women were never officially excluded from the 
freedom of the Stationers' Company, although it was not until the 1660s that four 
women were admitted to the company by redemption and Elizabeth Latham became the 
first woman to be admitted by patrimony. In line with the ancient customs of the City, 
however, widows of stationers were automatically made free of the Company with the 
right to take apprentices and hold shares in the English Stock. " Rather than creating a 
distinct, and perhaps troubling, category of 'freewomen' it seems that widows were 
subsumed into a model of citizenship that was nonetheless constructed on the basis of a 
gendered division. 40 Thus, in 1564, both Anne Heister and Jone Marten could be 
described in* company records as 'Cytizen and stacioner of London', while in 1566, the 
recently deceased Elizabeth Toye was identified as 'Wydowe late of London stacioner 
Deceassed'. 41 It was not until 1936 that, as a result of an administrative error, women 
were admitted to the livery and thereby became entitled to hold office in the Company. 
A woman's position was potentially an ambiguous one, recognised and accepted by the 
Stationers' community, yet excluded from office-holding or any position of 
responsibility in a way that we might be tempted to assume left her free to work outside 
the regulations and restrictions of the trade. The valuable work of Paula McDowell and 
Maureen Bell may lead the reader to assume that nearly all women stationers were 
3'3 Craig W- Ferguson, 'The Stationers' Company Poor Book, 1608 - 1700', 7he Librivy, 31 (1976), pp. 
37-51. 
39 Cyprian Blagden, The Stationers'Company. A Histor), 1403 - 1959 (London: George Allen & Unwin 
Ltd., 1960), p. 162. Elizabeth Latham was made free of the Company in 1668, two years after Joanna 
Nye, the daughter of a provincial clergyman became the first female apprentice to be formally bound to a 
member of the Stationers' Company. Neither Nye, however, nor any of the thirty-four other women 
bound as Stationers' apprentices before 1700, ever appear to have been freed from their indentures (see 
Margaret Hunt, 'Hawkers, Bawlcrs, and Mercuries: Women and the London Press in the Early 
Enlightenment', Women and History, 9 (1984), pp. 41-68). 
40 Speaking of a slightly later period, Kathleen Wilson points out that 'long before the 1790s, the 
commercialized nature of English politics and culture provided middle class women with wider 
opportunities to act like political subjects and appropriate the mantel of citizenship for themselves; the 
injunctions to -manly rationality" could not be bounded by biological sex and were a source of identity 
for women as well as men' ('Citizenship, Empire, and Modernity in the English Provinces, c. 1720-17901, 
Eighteenth-Century &fudies, 29 (1995), p. 79). 
41 Arber, Transcript, vol. L pp. 251; 257; 390. 
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marginal and transgressive figures, heavily involved in controversial or illicit printing, 
and exploiting the laws of coverture to protect and disguise their activities. In fact, 
there is little evidence that this was the case for the majority of female stationers during 
the sixteenth or early seventeenth centuries. Such activity. put both life and livelihood at 
risk, and therefore tended to be the province of these women's social superiors, the 
aristocratic recusants. and puritans discussed in my next chapter: women whose 
entrenched social standing and wealth provided something of a safety net. 
It is, however, difficult to establish quite how far, or how directly, women were 
involved in the businesses with which they were associated, and almost impossible to 
identify if and when they acted as editors or compositors, shaping and altering the texts 
that passed through their presses. Many women assigned away rights and property with 
relative speed, indicating no intention of continuing in the business, while others held 
on to valuable copies, but either did not inherit, or quickly sold, the business premises 
and seem to have taken no hands-on role in the printing or bookselling trade. Upon 
Walter Burre's death in 1622, for example, his widow transferred her rights in Ralegh's 
History of the World to Matthew Lownes and George Latham, yet held on to the rest of 
the copyrights, which included works by Middleton and Jonson, for a further eight 
years. 42 The fact that these women did not necessarily have ink on their fingers, 
however, should not be assumed to indicate that they didn't have an important role to 
play in the business. Those stationers who negotiated financial investments and 
controlled rights in copies and stock, were increasingly those who also controlled the 
trade, and it is salutary to remember that by 1644 a quarter of shares in the English 
Stock (the Stationers' Company's own collection of patents and monopolies) were held 
42 On the other hand Katherine Bentley, widow of Richard, assigned away her husband's copyrights 
eighteen months after his death in 1697, but excluded the books held in the shop from the transaction, 
suggesting that she bad every intention of continuing in that aspect of the trade (Giles Nlandelbrote, 
'Richard Bentley's Copies: The Ownership of Copyrights in the Late 17d' Century', in Hunt, 
Mandelbrotc, and Shell (cds), Me Book Trade andlis Customers, p. 59). 
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by women, making them massively over-represented in this particular area of trade 
actiVity. 43 
Most of the women I have traced surface abruptly in the records upon the death of their 
husbands, only to disappear just as suddenly upon remarriage or their own subsequent 
death. Several of these women, however, can be identified as substantial figures in the 
stationers' community, even within this limited period. Heading the list is Elizabeth 
Purslowe who printed at least one hundred and sixty-four items in the fourteen years 
following her husband's death, an output which dwarfs that of many male printers. 
Elizabeth Allde, a publisher, can be clearly connected with one hundred and twenty- 
three works, while nine women produced between fifty and a hundred publications, and 
a further twenty-one can be associated with between ten and forty-nine imprints. 44 How 
far these figures, gleaned primarily from the STC and Wing, can be taken as an accurate 
measure of these women's outputs is, however, questionable. Margery Trundle, for 
example, is listed as the publisher of only thirteen items in the STC, yet the Stationers' 
Company Registers indicate that at the time of her death she was the owner of at least 
thirty itemS. 45 Similarly, Elizabeth Toy is now associated with only three imprints, yet 
in 1557, along with John Wallye, she entered thirty-one ballads in the Register. 46 Any 
figures that are given for book production must therefore be assumed to be at best a bare 
minimum, and very possibly a substantial under-representation. 
Female printers and stationers were certainly not confined to the geographical margins. 
Like their male counterparts, the majority of these women were clustered around the 
recognised. centres of the London book trade, with 17 working either in or very close to 
43 This figure is taken from Johns, 7he Nature ofthe Book, p. 260. 
44 See Appendix Two. 
45 ()n I June 1629 the Register records the payment of four pounds, seventeen shillings and eight pence, 
in return for six books and twenty-four ballads 'Together with all other Booke and BaHades, that 
belonged of Right to the said Marg. Trundle' (Arbcr, Transcript, vol. IV, p. 213). 
4" Arber, Transcript, vol. L p. 75-6. 
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St. Paul's Churchyard, described by Thomas Nashe as 'the peruser of euerie mans 
works, & Exchange of all Authors', and others grouped around Westminster Hall, the 
main concourse leading from Cheapside to Cornhill, and the far less salubrious areas of 
Little Britain and Smithfield, associated with the production and sale of ballads and 
other forms of cheap print. 47 
Women's activity in the British book trade was by no means, however, limited to the 
capital. Within England it's possible to identify one woman working in Cambridge 
(before moving to London), another in Lowestoft, two in Oxford, and one female 
peddler wandering the roads of Staffordshire . 
48 North of the border another eleven 
women were working in the Scottish capital, whilst Issobel Aitcheson worked in 
Glasgow for a short period after her husband's death, before relocating to Edinburgh. 49 
Over in continental Europe a further twenty-two women were involved in the 
production or sale of books in English or Latin, which were intended for dissemination 
within Britain. 50 These continental women are absent from Bell's accounts of female 
stationers, yet all of the women clustered around the seminaries of St. Omer and Rouen 
were involved in the production of Catholic texts and propaganda for dispersal across 
47 Thomas Nashe, &range newes, of the intercepting certaine letters (London: J. Danter, 1592; STC 
18377), Sig. D3r. 59.4% (79) of the women I identify in Appendix Two were definitely based in the 
capital at some point in their careers, whilst a further 12.03% (16) are not associated with a definite 
address but very probably also based in London. These figures arc based largely on the addresses given 
in the STC Index, McKerrow, Dictionmy and H. R Plomer, A Dictionary ofthe Printers and Booksellers 
no Were at Work in Fnglang Scotland and Ireland fi-om 1641 to 1667 (London: Bibliographical 
Society, 1907). For a detailed discussion of the character of the different London ncighbourhoods and the 
type of print most often associated with them see Johns, 7he Nature ofthe Book, esp. Chapter One. 
48 All of these women were booksellers, a fact which is scarcely surprising given that in 1577 printing in 
England was officially restricted to London. In 1586, a Star Chamber docrec allowed provincial printing 
in Oxford and Cambridge but nowhere else outside the capital (Felicity Hunt 'The London Trade in the 
Printing and Binding of Books: An Experience in Exclusion, Dilution and De-skilling for Women 
Workers', Women's Studfes International Forum, 6 (1983) p. 517). These women's position in the 
provinces placed them, to some degree, outside the jurisdiction of the Stationers' Company, yet as Paul 
Morgan has pointed out, the importance of strong links with London among provincial traders should not 
be underestimated ("Me Provincial Book Trade Before the End of the Licensing Act' in Peter Isaac (ed. ), 
Six Centuries of the Provincial Book Trade in Britain (London: St. Paul's Bibliographies, 1990), pp. 31- 
39). 
49 Plomer, Dictionary and Harry G. Aldis, A List of Books Printed in Scotland Before 1700, Includrng 
7hose Printed Furth of the Realmfor Scottish Booksellers, 2ýd ed. (Edinburgh: Edinburgh Bibliographical 
Society, 1970), listed under Anderson, heirs of G. See also Alastair Mann. 'Embroidery to Enterprise: the 
Role of Women in the Book Trade of Early Modern Scotland', in Elizabeth Ewan and Maureen M 
Meikle (eds), Women in Scotlandc. 1100 -a 1750 (Edinburgh: Tuckwell Press Ltd., 1999), pp. 136-51. 50 See Appendix Two for details. 
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the Channel as well as in their native country, as were Frangoise Blageart in Paris, and 
the women printers of Brussels, Middelburg and Wfirzburg. 51 
But how did books, and the religious knowledge they contained, get from the printing 
houses of Rouen, Tours, and Paris across the Channel to an English audience? In the 
light of Henry VIII's 1534 proclamation prohibiting the importation of bound books 
from abroad, and the increasing sensitivity to questions of licensing and control 
embodied in Mary Tudor's grant of a charter to the Stationers' Company in 1557 (a 
sensitivity that continued to grow during the early years of Elizabeth's reign), the 
question of how books crossed borders becomes important. This is particularly true 
when we consider a female readership, since even aristocratic women were less likely to 
visit the continent than their husbands or brothers, and were thus unlikely to gather the 
kind of impressive personal libraries some men were able to form during the course of 
their travels. Women thus relied more on the fortuities of the book trade: what could be 
smuggled in, or legally imported; what was brought home by a male relative; what 
circulated second-hand on the bookstalls of St. Paul's. 
The role of noblewomen as translators and dedicatees of foreign religious knowledge 
has already been explored in Chapter One, and those who participated in the illicit trade. 
in banned, and particularly Catholic books, are the subject of my next chapter. At least 
some of the movement of religious knowledge across the seas, however, was human. 
Huguenot refugees who fled the bitter fighting carried with them not only religious 
beliefs but a degree of technical knowledge that was both valued and feared by the still 
precariously established Stationers' Company. The printer Thomas Vautrollier, and his 
wife Jacqueline, for example, were Huguenot printers who fled France at the first hint of 
51 For details of their publications in English see A- F. Allison and D. K Rogers, A Catalogue ofCatholic 
Books in English PrintedAbroad or Secretly in Englan4 1558 - 1640 (Bognor Regis: Ile Arundcl Press, 
1956). Ile one exception to this rule is the widow of Lodowick de Winde who remained briefly in Douai 
after the death of her husband4 but probably moved to Antwerp soon afterward (see entry in STC Index). 
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civil disturbance, taking out English letters of denization on 9 March 1562. They 
brought with them not only the technical expertise that allowed Vautrollier to establish 
his own printing house, but a keen interest in the religious affairs that were throwing 
their French homeland into turmoil. 
While her husband was exiled in Edinburgh as a political refugee, Jacqueline 
Vautrollier continued to print under his name, although the main source of evidence for 
her activities is the Star Chamber decree that eventually forbade her to run the printing 
shop in her husband's absence. She was nonetheless allowed to complete 'this present 
impression which shee is in hand withall in her husband's absence, of Tullie's Epistles 
with Lambiri's annotations'. 52 It seems likely from her competence at managing affairs 
in his absence that Jacqueline Vautrollier and her husband worked closely together, and 
between them they published a lengthy list of titles, most of which were strongly 
Protestant in tone, including translations of works by Calvin, Luther, and Philippe de 
Mornay. Often, these works, like Yhe edict or proclamation setforthe by the Frenche 
Kinge vpon thepac(ifying of the troubles in Fraunce, with the articles of the same 
pacification (1576), directly addressed the contemporary political situation that their 
publishers had left behind. 53 
Upon her husband's death, Jacqueline Vautrollier was prohibited from printing by the 
Company of Stationers. In 1588, however, the company did allow her to finish a leaf of 
the Greek Testament and to complete ihe printing of Luther's Commentary upon 
Galatians, but did not permit her to undertake anything more until she procured 
authority to print according to the decree of the Star Chamber. 54 This proved 
32 Cited in Alice Clark, Working Life of Women in the Seventeenth Century (London: George Routledge 
and Sons Ltd, 1919), p. 163. 
53 Henry III, King of France, The edict or proclamation set forthe by the Frenche Kinge vpon the 
paci6ying of the troubles in Fraunceý with the articles of the same pacification (London: Tbornas 
Vautrolhcr dwelling in the Macke Fricrs, 1576; STC 1309 1). 
54 McKerrow, Dictionary. 
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unnecessary when she married her husband's apprentice, Richard Field, the following 
year, an unusual inversion of the standard practice by which foreign printers achieved 
denization by marrying the widows of stationers. 
In England, of course, Protestant books were far less likely to be considered seditious or 
dangerous than they were in France, although the perils of too strong a political and 
religious commitment were painfully learned by a number of activists, famously 
including de Mornay's friend, Sir Philip Sidney. Orthodox Protestant religious works 
were, however, the bestsellers of the day, and, whilst many English printers were 
involved in the publication of vigorously Protestant works, it is important to remember 
that this was a situation in which religious commitment fitted well with hard-headed 
business pragmatism. Thus, when Thomas Vautrollier printed Calvin's Ae Institution 
of Christian Religion at the behest of the bookseller widow of Reginald Wolfe, both 
were participating in a sound business venture, rather than undertaking a daring attempt 
to circulate illicit knowledge. Indeed, it is this day-to-day concentration on succeeding 
in a competitive and financially unstable business that characterises the Protestant print 
productions of most English woman printers before around 1640. 
The importance of the religious context of print production is illustrated if we trace the 
history of works printed by French widows, aiming at the English market. During the 
first part of the sixteenth century clear trade links can be easily established. Both 
Yolande Bonhomme and Madeleine Boursette, for example, were printers of Catholic 
breviaries and English service books, yet, for obvious reasons, the demand for these 
declined rapidly after Elizabeth's coronation in 1558. Established business and 
religious links were decisively disrupted by the death of Mary Tudor, and the period of 
the French Wars of Religion, following as it did close upon its heels, was thus also a 
period in which the relation between the bodies of knowledge held by each country had 
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to be rethought and renegotiated. Any woman, indeed any printer, who had previously 
had a satisfactory business exporting the staple texts of the Catholic religious diet was 
unlikely to have either any ideological sympathy for the English change of religion, or 
the stock in trade to cater to an entirely new religious market. 
Such disruptions were only compounded by the eruption of the religious wars in France. 
Those widows who attempted to maintain an inherited printing business struggled in the 
volatile economic climate of the serial civil wars, and business ventures involving the 
exportation either of books which had suddenly become seditious and illicit in their 
country of destination, or of an entirely new trade list of Protestant texts, which were 
anyway just as illegal even closer to home, seemed unlikely to be high on the list of 
anyone's priorities. Even those women who were enthusiastic members of what Natalie 
Zemon Davis has characterised as a largely Protestant print community were likely to 
find a more than sufficient local arena in which to demonstrate their political and 
religious commitments, without attempting to intervene in the international promotion 
of the Protestant cause. 55 Thus Genevieve Landry, wife of the Paris printer Charles 
Langelier, worked anonymously to publish a number of Protestant pamphlets between 
1561 and 1564, during which time her husband was first absent, fighting for the 
Protestant cause, and then (and as a consequence) dead. 56 With their gaze fixed firmly 
either on the balance sheets or on local religious, social, and political struggles, these 
women remind us how ideal Darnton's invocation of an 'international republic of 
letters' really is, and to how small and privileged a circle even the imagined possibility 
of such an ideal was restricted. 
55 See Natalie Zernon Davis, 'Strikes and Salvation at Lyon' and 'Printing and the People', in Society and 
Culture in Eady Modern France: Dght E&Ws by Natalie Zemon Dat4s (Stairiford: Stanford UP, 1975), 
pp. 1-16; 189-226. 
56 Broornhall, Women and the Book Trade, p. 62. 
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Yet on a national level, women's trade activities seem, at least sometimes, to have 
covered a great deal more ground than might be expected. The printer Anne Griffin, for 
example, was at the centre of an extensive distribution network throughout the South of 
England. Griffin produced one edition of Niccolo Balbani's Yhe Italian Convert (1635) 
of which variant issues claim to have been sold by W. Hammond of Salisbury', W 
Browne of Dorchester', U. Canwrit of Coventry', 'E. Dight of Exeter', 'P. Whaly of 
Northampton', W. Sparke' [Michael Sparke senior? ] and 'A- More', presumably in 
London. 57 Another of the works printed by Griffin, A -true and certaine relation of a 
strange-birth, which was borne at Stone-house in the Parish of Plinmouth, was 
produced in two variant issues, one sold by her long-term associate Anne Boler and 
another clearly intended for the local audience catered for by W Russell in 
Plinmouth'. 58 
The name of Margery Trundle was also recognised far beyond her London bookshop. 
Trundle, who lived and worked in Smithfield, published a range of ephemeral works, 
including many ballads. Her name, however, appears not only in her own publications, 
but also in one other ballad with which she had no publishing connection, and which 
was designed to be sung by chapmen or women to advertise their stock and attract an 
audience. One of their marketing strategies, indeed the punch-line of the verse, was to 
reassure the potential purchaser 'Heer's no sussex serpent to fright you here in my 
Bundle, nor was it ever printed for the widow Trundle'. " Such a precise identification 
57 Niccol o Balbani. Ae Italian convert newes from Italy of a second Moses Or. 77; e life of Galeacius 
Caracciolus the noble Marquesse of Vico (London: Anne Gfift 1635; STC numbers 1235 -1235.7 for 
variant issues). 
m Thomas Bedford, A true and certaine relation ofa strange-birth which was borne at Stone-house in the 
gaýifý ofPlimmoutk the 2a of0clober. 1635 CLondon: Anne Griffin, 1635; STC 179 1; 1791.3). 59 'Will You Buy a New Merry Booke', reproduced in Margaret Spufford, Small Books and Pleasant 
Histories. - Popular Fiction and its Readership in Seventeenth-Century England (London: Methuen and 
Co., 1981), p. 95. Mention of the 'Sussex Serpent' indicates a reference to the equal notoriety of 
Trundle's husband, John, who in 1614 published a report by 'A. K' on the appearance of 'a monstrous 
serpent (or Dragon)' near Horsham in Sussex. Clearly, however, not all of Trundle's readers were 
prepared to accept unquestioningly such an unlikely appearance, with Ben Jonson, for one, referring to 
the pamphlet in Newsftom the New World (acted 1620) as 'Ncwes, that when a man sends them down to 
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suggests that a rural audience was expected not only to be familiar with Trundle's name 
(and that of her husband before her), but also to know that she was associated with the 
production of ballads and other ephemeral works, and to understand this tongue-in- 
cheek reference to her evident notoriety. 
Printers like Trundle seem to have made up a sizable minority of women in the book 
trades. Of those women identified in Appendix Two, 31.2% (43) can be identified with 
reasonable confidence as printers, While 39.4% (52) were booksellers, like Anne 
Griffin. I suspect that the imbalance was, however, greater than it appears. A few 
printers, like Joan Boume, appear never to have used their own names on title-pages, 
but most women printers did use a separate imprint, whether name or initials, while a 
bookseller could deal entirely in old or second-hand stock, or stock produced with no 
specific dealer in mind, and their name would never need to appear on title-pages or in 
Company records. The Lowestoft widow, mentioned on page 138, is known about only 
through her inventory. No mention is made of her in any of the records of the printing 
trade, or on any title pages, and yet she is known to have held seventy-nine books, 
mainly ABCs and primers, in her shop at the time of her death. 60 So while it seems not 
unlikely that there remain a handful of women printers hidden behind initials, or the 
option of anonymity, it is probable that there was a much more substantial number of 
booksellers who quietly continued in business and whose activities simply went 
unrecorded, particularly of course if they were working outside London or Edinburgh, 
or were members of lower status groups like street hawkers or rural peddlers. 
The outputs of most female publishers reflect little in the way of ideological purpose or 
partisan engagement. Instead, their primary interest seems to have lain in cheap reprints 
of popular works, guaranteed to sell. However, like the books of the Biblioth6que bleue 
the Shieres where they are said to be done, were never there to be found' (cited Gerald D. Johnson. 'John 
Trundle and the Book Trade 1603-1626'. Stu&es in Bibliography, 39 (1986), p. 193). 
60 Spufford, Small Books and Pleasant Histories, p. 125. 
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in France, these texts often 'belonged to all the genres of learned literature' and had 'an 
earlier publishing existence and often a long publishing history before they entered the 
repertory of books for a wide audience' . 
61 Books published by women included the 
works of Aristotle, Cicero, Ovid and St. Augustine, as well as several reprints of works 
by more recent authors such as Erasmus and Francis Bacon. Thus, While most women's 
canons depended largely on inherited copies, or on texts judged likely to be popular, the 
net result was their participation in the broader dissemination of many classical and 
learned works to a vernacular audience. The second- (or even, in some cases, sixteenth- 
or seventeenth-) hand nature of this material also highlights the lack of any intimate 
relationship between most authors and their female printers, particularly if, as in many 
cases, the author was dead long before his text became the property of a female 
publisher. 
It was of course possible for market forces to combine with religious or ideological 
affiliations in the formation of a woman's canon. One example is the staunchly 
protestant Anne Griffin whose productions included the only English editions of the 
Proclatnations of Charles Louis, the Elector Palatine, as well as the works of Richard 
Baker, Arthur Dent and Paul BayneS. 62 In 1637, Griffin was reprimanded by 
Archbishop Laud, who threatened to put down her printing house for her part in the 
production of Thomas Becon's Displaying of the Popish Masse. 63 By January 1643, 
however, public and parliamentary opinion had swung her way, and she deposed to the 
earlier incident as a witness in the trial against Laud, a trial in which Mary Okes, the 
widow of printer Nicholas Okes, also appeared as a witness. 64 
6 ýI Charticr, Ae Order ofBooks, p. 13. See also Robert NUndrou, De la culture populaire aur 17e et l8e 
SWcIes., La bibfiotMque Bleue de TroWs Waris: Stock, 1975). 
62 See, for example, STC 5049.5-50.5; 5046; 5047; 1223; 1224; 6667; 1627; 1633. 
63 Plomer, Dictionary. 
64 PRO SP16/500/6. 
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Even in the last decade of the period I have surveyed, during the turbulent years of the 
Civil War, Griffin remains part of a tiny minority of w6men who printed any overtly 
controversial or seditious texts, although this fact relies at least in part on rapidly 
changing notions of sedition. Just as Anne Griffin's output was gradually redefined by 
an increasingly puritan establishment, so too Elizabeth Calvert, who comes into focus 
after the Restoration as a major printer of what Roger L'Estrange referred to as 
'confederate' literature, was active with her husband in the publication of 
Parliamentarian literature right through the interregnum. It was only in 1662 that the 
couple's continued output - the same texts - became both controversial and dangerous. 
Nevertheless, after the Civil War period, the accepted, everyday presence of women in 
the printing trade seems to have declined. Although there is evidence of more women 
becoming directly involved in illicit printing and in the sale of controversial or illegal 
books, thanks to the still turbulent political climate of the 1660s, their participation in 
the trade decreased after the Restoration. Paradoxically, of course, this decrease meant 
that those women printers there were, subsequently became more rather than less 
remarkable to contemporary eyes, creating the perception, studied in detail by Paula 
McDowell, of a group of 'scandalous and reflecting' women. 65 
It seems that women were more likely to demonstrate an ideological focus if they were 
working as booksellers, although this was by no means always the case. Four of the 
twenty-two catholic booksellers identified in John Gee's 1624 One Foot Out of the 
Snare were women, one of whom was listed as 'a famous dealer', and another as 'one 
that trades much to St. Omer's'. 66 Similarly in the preface to An Answere to a Romish 
Rime latelyprinted, John Rhodes complains: 
65 McDowell, Women of Grub Street, p. 11. "John Gee, Aefoot out ofthe snare ... The third e&fion (London: H. L[ownes] f R. Milboume, 1624; STC 11703), Sigs. Tr-Tv. Gee's text, with its accompanying lists of Catholic priests and booksellers, is a 
wondcrfid example of the peculiarly Renaissance tactic of discouraging people from purchasing Catholic 
texts by indicating precisely which addresses they shouldn't be going to, in order to find the booksellers 
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I am persuaded, there are many such Pamphlets, together with other like Romish 
wares that are sent abroad amongst the common people, both Protestants and Papists 
in London and in the country, and that, by certaine women Brokers and Peddlers (as 
of late in Staffordshire there was) who with baskets on their arms, shall come and 
offer you other wares under a colour and so sell you these. 67 
This is the Staffordshire woman mentioned earlier, offering a tantalising glimpse of a 
potentially widespread provincial female distribution network now rendered almost 
invisible. Perhaps it is to women like this that Falstaff refers when he begs of Mistress 
69 Quickly: 'But what says she to me? Be brief, my good she-Mercury' . 
The social status of female booksellers of course varied widely from these now obscure 
mercury-women, street-hawkers and rural peddlers, up through the band of 'She- 
Shopkeepers in Westminster HaIr later described by Richard Atkyns, to the wealthy 
and successful Joan Broome, bookseller in London, and for the five years prior to her 
death, London agent for the sale of books printed in Oxford. 69 Perhaps inevitably, the 
more successful these women were, the more widely recognised and accepted their 
position was within the trade. Only rarely do female stationers appear in sources as 
subject for comment during this period, and when they do,. their aberrant or improper 
behaviour is rarely associated with their gender. John Rhodes' assertion that Catholic 
propaganda should be specifically associated with female dealers is unique in the 
sources I have examined, and may have more to do with the perceived gendering of 
Catholicism and recusancy in this country, than with specific concerns about the 
possible activities of female booksellers. Elizabeth Purslowe was criticised by Richard 
Montagu for her negligent printing, while Mrs. Bradford was cited by John How as a 
resourceful pirate, but both were noticed and notable for their activities as printers or 
they oughtn't be visiting so as to be sure not to buy the books that they shouldn't anyway be reading 
Women's links to continental printers and booksellers am explored further in my next chapter. 
67 Spufford, &nall Books, p. 11. 
68 William Shakespeare, Me Mer? y Wives of Windsor in Wells, Taylor, Jowett; and Montgomery (ods), 
The Complete Works, 2.2,75-6.1 thank John Jowett for drawing this reference to my attention. 
69 Cited in Johns, 7he Nature ofthe Book p. 3 10. 
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vendors, not as WOmen. 70 The only example I can find of a sexual slur in this period 
was cast upon the wife of Thomas Danter by Gabriel Harvey as part of one of his 
verbose and vicious spats with Thomas Nashe, who revealed: 
My Printers Wife too hee hath had a twitch at in two or three places about the midst 
of his booke, and makes a maulkin &a shoo-clout of her, talkes of her moody tung, 
and that she wil teach the storme winde to scolde English; but let him looke to 
himselfe, for though in all the time I haue lyne in her House, and as long as I haue 
knowen her, I neuer saw anie such thing by her, yet since hee hath giu'n her so 
good a cause to fmde her tung, and so vniustly & despiteMly provokt her, shee 
will tell him such a tale in his eare, the next time shee meetes him, as shall bee 
worse than a Northern blast to him. 71 
Neither their contemporaries nor these women themselves saw the female printers and 
booksellers of the renaissance trade as a separate grouping or one with a distinct 
ideological agenda. Most of the books that women printed were consistently popular 
texts, guaranteed to sell, and often published several times before, either by their 
husbands or by other printers. There are occasions on which more than one woman was 
involved in the production of a text - Anne Griffin and Anne Boler, for example, 
worked together on a regular basis - but they both also worked in partnership with a 
number of male contemporaries, and the books they produced, like those printed or 
commissioned by other women, made no direct appeal either to a female reader or to a 
proto-feminist consciousness. Indeed sometimes quite the opposite is true. Margery 
Trundle, for example, published one ballad, 7he unnatural wife, which enjoins 'hasty, 
harebrained' wives never to offer violence to their drunken and abusive husbands, 
whilst, given the desirability of marriage to a stationers' wife as a way of entry into the 
trade, it is impossible not to wonder what passed through Elizabeth Toy's mind when 
she entered the ballad, 'I will have a Wydow / yf ever I marye' in the Stationers' 
70 On the title-page to the third printing of the 1638 Norwich risitation Articles (STC 10300), Montagu 
disavows Purslowe's previous two printings as being so 'negligently printed [that he had it] printed again 
at Cambridge'. How's mention of Mrs. Bradford appears in his Some Thoughts on the Present State of 
Printing and Bookselfing OLondon: John How, 1709), p. 10. 71 Nashe, Haue with yvu, Sig. Sr. 
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Register. 72 There were also a number of family networks within the trade, linking 
women like Anne Griffin and her daughter-in-law Sarah Griffin, the widows Boscard in 
St. Omer, or the families involved in the production of nonconformist literature in 
Edinburgh, yet these networks involved both men and women and consistently reveal a 
partisan or religious inheritance, rather than a self-consciously female one. 73 
It is, nonetheless, these family ties that bring us to another important aspect of women's 
involvement in the stationers' community. The whole of the printing and bookselling 
trades was predicated upon a pervasive genealogy of wives and widows, upon whom 
the inheritance and transmission of stock, patents, equipment, and, of course, the 
printing houses themselves, was often dependent. The example of the woman who 
eventually established herself as the printer Joan Orwin is instructive. She first entered 
the Stationers' Community through her marriage to John Kingston, and upon his death, 
inherited the business. Soon after, she married their apprentice, George Robinson (also 
a common pattern), but after his death, the property returned to her, and one title 
survives from this period bearing the imprint of Joan Robinson. Her final marriage was 
to Thomas Orwin, and upon his death, once again in sole possession of the printing 
house, she went on to print sixty-eight titles as Joan Orwin. When she died, she left the 
entire business to Felix Kingston, her son by her first marriage. 74 It is at least tempting 
to assume that Orwin continued to play an active role in the trade during the tenures of 
72 7he unnaturall wife. or, the lamentable murther, of one goodwan Davisý who was stabbed to death by 
his wife, on the 29. ofJune. 1628 (London: L M. T[rundlcl, widdow, 1628; STC 6366); Arbcr, Transcript, 
vol. I, p. 75. 
73 As Alastair J. Mann points out 'Across Scottish society political and religious controversies were 
certainly fuelled by print of ink as well as word of mouth, although the general involvement of women in 
the dissemination of nonconformist litcraturr is not immediately obvious. Again the key to understanding 
is the family. A continuous line of book merchants can be traced from the clerical subscription crisis of 
1584-5 to the covenanting revolution of 1638-30' ('Embroidery to Enterprise', pp. 141-2). 
74 See McKcffow, Dictionary, and the S7C Index under Orwin and Robinson. Joan Orwin is one of the 
most visible female printers of the period, with 69 titles to her name, and it is at the least very tempting to 
assume that she must have remained deeply involved with the printing business throughout its various 
legal permutations of ownership and control. Her case forms a striking contrast to that of another thrice- 
married woman, mother of the bookseller Simon Watcrson by her first marriage, and subsequently 
married to Francis Coldocke and then Isaac Bing. Unlike Orwin we have no record of this woman's 
name or of any active involvement with the book trade, yet her presence was clearly essential to a 
structure of inheritance and association that tied together Bing, Watcrson, Coldocke and Coldocke's son- 
in-law, Williarn Ponsonby. 
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her various husbands. Further evidence of marital partnerships in printing and 
bookselling businesses appears in my discussion of Catholic booksellers and importers 
in the next chapter. 
For Margaret Hunt, "the very pervasiveness of the family connection tells much about 
the trade.... The necessity that a woman be born into a publishing family or that she 
marry a man in the trade, or both, before she had even a small chance of serious 
involvement in the book or newspaper business severely limited most women's access 
to the trade7.75 It is also true, however, that a man's access to the trade was 
substantially limited by familial and marital connections, at least if he aspired to 
become more than a journeyman printer or to inherit the substantial stock copies, and 
status of an established stationer. 
Again, however, the gendered basis of inheritance within the trade does not appear to 
have been the subject of speculation or anxiety among male or female printers or other 
contemporaries. It was accepted that widows often inherited, and that they might well 
choose to continue in business either on their own account or by remarriage within the 
trade. If an apprentice wished to expand his stock, or establish himself as master of a 
printing house, then marTiage to a printer's or publisher's widow was a recognised 
mechanism for doing so, particularly when strict limits were set on the number of 
printing houses and presses allowed to be in operation. 76 In contrast to the verbose and 
dramatic strategies employed by early modem authors to contain and control the fertile 
sexuality of aristocratic women, no author (save the endlessly vitriolic Gabriel Harvey) 
appeared concerned about the reproductive bodies of women printers, despite their 
centrality to inheritance networks. Perhaps this is because, as Patricia Crawford 
75 Hunt, 'Hawkers, Bawlers, and Mercuries', p. 56. 
76 As Susan Lenkey points out, however, 'It is an other [sic] question if all their marriages to associates of 
their fathers or of their earlier husbands were acts of love or transactions of business' (Susan V. Lenkey. 
Trinters' Wives in the Age of Humanis&, GutenhergJahrbuch, (1975), p. 33 1). 
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suggests, noble and aristocratic women 'were less likely to be engaged in economic 
production, and consequently more emphasis was placed on their reproductive labour, 
while the labouring printers found their mothering function less of an object of their 
concern thanks to their economic productivity. ear ct 'n Fantasies and fs of reprodu ion do, 
however, return with a vengeance when we turn away from the real women of the book 
trade, to the repeated invocations of the printing press and the printing process as a 
sexualised and gendered technology. 
M. Printfinial vour Roval Father Off 
For Wendy Wall, the discourse of birthing and reproduction is part and parcel of an 
assertion of masculine authorship which relies on the construction of a submissive 
femininity in, order to establish its own authority, and justify its dangerously ddclassd 
emergence into print. As Gerald MacLean puts it: 'Sexual reproduction provided one of 
the more persistent (and therefore, presumably, most compelling) metaphors for 
expressing social contempt for the activities of the press'. 7' According to Wall, Anthony 
Scoloker's declaration in the Introduction to Daiphanfus (1604) that the author is 'A 
man in Print, and tis enough he hath under-gone a Pressing (yet not like a Ladie) though 
for your sakes and for Ladyes, protesting for this poore Infant of his Brayne, as it was 
the price of his Virginitie borne into the world in teares' indicates 'a highly confused 
gendered authorial position, paradoxically becoming vulnerable and impressionable 
while guarding against the effeminacy entailed in such a transformation'. 79 Scoloker's 
bracketed insistence, however, that he is 'not like a Ladie' reveals not a tidy foreclosure 
77 Patricia Crawford, 'The Construction and Experience of Maternity in Seventocnth-Century England', in 
Valerie Fildes (ed. ), Women asXfolhers in Pre-Industrial England (London: Routledge, 1990), p. 14. 
78 Gerald MacLean, 'Literacy, Class, and Gender in Restoration England', =, 7 (1994), p. 332. 
79 Wall, Imprint of Gender, p. 1. 
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on the author's implication in a discourse of feminine weakness, but rather a deep-rooted 
anxiety about precisely that possibility, which finds expression in denial. 
As Patricia Parker points out a bawdy connection between the printing press and the 
sexual act is established by Shakespeare in Yhe Merry Wives of Windsor as Mistress 
Page complains, 'Here's the twin-brother of my letter; but let thine inherit first, for I 
protest mine never shall. I war-rant he hath a thousand of these letters, writ with blank 
space for different names (sure, more! ), and these are of the second edition. He will 
print them, out of doubt; for he cares not what he puts into the press, when he would put 
us two'. 80 Later, in Ae Winter's Tale, Shakespeare makes explicit the link between 
book production and human reproduction, when Leontes declares to Florizel, 'Your 
mother was most true to wedlock, prince; / For she did print your royal father off, / 
Conceiving you. 81 Earlier in the play, Paulina has already made this connection in 
relation to the baby Perdita, representing her as the cheaper octavo descendant of her 
father's royal folio. 'Behold, my lords, / Although the print be little, the whole matter/ 
And copy of the father' (2.3,97-99). The term 'copy' here is tremendously significant, 
taking us back to the valuable rights in texts which were transmitted through a 
matrilineal system of inheritance. 
Into this one word is packed, not merely the question of accurate transcription,. but the 
very content of what is to be trancribed, since copy refers not only to the 'manuscript (or 
printed) matter prepared for printing', but to the 'Copiousness, abundance, fullness, 
richness' of the matter contained therein: 82 matter that is, as Patricia Parker points out, 
repeatedly associated with female speech as the threatening grounds of literary 
discourse. 
:0 Shakespeare, The Meny Wives of Windsor, 2.1,79, cited Parker, Literary Fat Ladies, p. 74. 1 Shakespeare, 7he Winter's Tak, 5.1,123-5. 
82 OED 
9 DefIllitions %, 
Ic. 
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The supposed copiousness of the female tongue, epitomized in the admission of 
Shakespeare's Rosalind CI am a woman ... I must speak'), ... has its textual counterpart in the danger of losing the thread of a discourse and never being able to 
finish what was begun, the specter of endlessness or inability to come to a point 
which hovers around the edges of all these characterizations of a female speech as 
"penelopes webb ... [that] never makes an end". 
" 
So too, the word copy necessarily invites association with the inheritance and 
transmission of property; not only in the rights of literary copy held by so many 
stationers' widows, but also the rights in land and financial interests transmitted through 
the carefully guarded bodies of the noblewomen of my first chapter, whose exemplary 
reflective function is also described and connected to the notion of accurate reproduction 
through the word's early modem meaning of Tattem, example'. 84 
It is important not just that Perdita is an accurate material reproduction of Leontes, but 
that she's bound up with a system of possession, investment and inheritance, which is 
entirely dependent upon the accuracy and faithfulness of the woman, in whose body the 
valuable rights of Copy are invested. Yet the same suspicion about honesty and 
accuracy that attended the reproductive space of women's bodies was also focused 
around the imaginative gendering of the printing process, and thus the accurate 
transmission of literary property. The fear of inaccurate reproduction that surrounded 
the productive process, twinned with a potential ambiguity around the domestic spaces 
of the printers' or booksellers' premises (which very often were both home and 
business), raised the stakes on questions of authorship and possession, and conjured, of 
course, the ghoulish spectre of monstrous births, particularly to be feared in a period 
when the textual accuracy which Paulina celebrates in the baby Perdita was by no means 
guaranteed. Indeed, as a 'copy' of Leontes' physiognomy, Perdita highlights the 
83 Parkcr, Litera? y Fat Ladies, p. 26. 
84 OFD 5b, 8c. 
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possibility of trickery and deception, since to present the 'copy of one's countenance', 
meant, in the early modem period, to deceive. 85 
We have already seen that Hester Ogden seized upon the rhetoric of birth and 
inheritance when she presented her father's Rbemish Testament as 'this Everliving Issue 
of his Mind', and in choosing to assert her own publishing rights, she went on to position 
herself as the willing midwife, publishing forth her father's child to its rightful place in 
the world. So too, Elizabeth Byfield, the wet-nurse of her husband's infant text, gave it 
up to a more noble family at the same time as she transmitted it to the world of print 
readership (see pp. 98-9 above). The connection with the birthing process, and the link 
between the figure of the printer and that of the midwife was later made explicit by John 
Dunton when he declared that the printer Sarah Malthus had 'Midwiv'd so many Lyes 
into the World' as to 'deserve Whipping till the Blood comes'. 86 As McDowell points 
out, however, 'in all his vitriolic attacks on Sarah Malthus, John Dunton never once 
suggested that this woman publisher's sex inherently disqualified her for successful 
independent business'. 87 Midwifery was certainly a gendered function, yet in 
discussions of the printing trade the strongly marked language of midwifery was used 
rather to negotiate and express concerns about accurate reproduction and faithful 
transmission than about the actual gender of any individual stationer. 
As Elaine Hobby points out 'Women's inheritance rights were inextricably bound up 
with their ability to produce at least one living child, so it was always possible that a 
still-born baby would be secretly exchanged for another child. The midwife's oath 
included an undertalcing to prevent such deceit, and her employment was dependent 
upon the reliability of her word'. 88 Similar anxieties were often expressed about the 
85 OED, I Ic. 
96 McDowelL Women of Grub Street, p. 252. 
87 Ibid., p. 45. 
88 Hobby, Virtue ofNecessity, p. 9. 
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possibility of duplicity, alteration or piracy once the author's text was surrendered to the 
hands of the printer. Thus, for example, Margaret Cavendish complained in the letter to 
Ae Worlds Ofto (1655) that 'by the false printing they have not only done my Book 
wrong in that, but in many places the verse Sense is altered ... so that my Book is lamed 
by an ill Midwife and a Nurse, the Printer and Overseer'. 89 The unreliability of the 
midwife as a guarantor at least of textual probity is mocked in Ae Winter's Tale, when 
Autolycus responds to Mopsa's breathless question, 'Is it true, think you', with the 
clearly worthless guarantee, 'Here's the midwife's name to't, one Mistress Taleporter, 
and five or six honest wives that were present. Why should I carry lies abroad? '90 
Their role as guarantors of, or threats to, textual accuracy, however, was not the only 
structural similarity between the midwife and the printer. Both were also responsible for 
bringing to light something that had been hidden; making public what had been private. 
Thus in 1595, Henry Olney, the male printer of an edition of Sidney's Defence qfpoeiry, 
positioned himself as the 'poore Midwife, whose daring aduenture, hath defluered from 
Obliuions wombe, this euer-to-be admired wits miracle', submitting himself at the same 
time to that feminised 'Defendresse' 'Excellent Poesy'. 91 Printers, however, were not 
the only men to take a hands-on part in the messy delivery of a good story, and the 
congruity between the gossipy midwife, and that other early modem 'taleporter', the 
author, highlights the male fear, identified in chapter one, of the abundant, unrestrained, 
nature of the English vernacular; the female-gendered mother tongue. 
When, in 1646, Jane Coe published the Minister Edward Fleetwood's A Declaration ofa 
strange and wonderfull monster., Born in Kirkham Parish, she was in fact the second 
midwife of what presents itself determinedly as a male-authored text, belonging solely to 
Fleetwood. In fact, the minister first became aware of the story of the birth through the 
89 Cited in EzeU, Social Authorship, P. 93. 
90 Shakespem, Winter 's Tale, IV. iv, 266; 270-3. 
91 STC 22534, cited in Woudhuyscn, Sir Philip Sidney, p. 232. 
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personal communication of the midwife, ýArs. Gattaker, who initially published the story 
in the heavily female domain of gossip and oral communication. This precious child of 
Fleetwood's mental labours, thus wrested from the domain of the female gossips, had 
then to be delivered to the hands and the presses of a second female midwife, Jane Coe, 
to be ushered into the social space of the literary marketplace. 92 Again we must ask how 
this convoluted path to publication affects our understanding of gendered authorship, 
and how far Fleetwood's infant text can be understood as univocally male, having 
passed through the mouth of Mrs. Gattaker and the (possibly editorial? ) hands of Jane 
Coe. 
Thomas Bedford's monstrous birth pamphlet, the True and certaine relation, cited 
earlier as being published by Anne Griffin and Anne Boler, further illuminates the 
discomfort of the male author implicated in this gendered environment. The author, a 
minister in the Church of England, is quick to assert his superior knowledge over that of 
the gossips who first brought him to the side of the struggling mother, refusing, for 
example, to accede to their credulous assertions that the children, siamese twins, were 
born with teeth in their headS. 93 The author bemoans the idle tendencies of the gossips 
and complains that 'The common sort make no further use of these Prodigies and 
Strange-births, than as a matter of wonder and table-talk: looke upon them with none 
other eyes, than with which they would behold an African monster, a mishapen beast. it 
was not thus in the better ages of the world'. 94 Bedford is not content to accept the 
position of one of the chattering gossips surrounding the birthing-couch. Rather than 
92 Edward Fleetwood, A declaration of a strange and wonderfull monster. ý born in Kirkham parish in 
Lancashire (the childe of Mrs. Houghton, a Popish gentlewoman) the face of it upon the breast and 
without a head (ajter the mother had wished rather to bear a childe without a head then a Roundhead) 
and had curst the Parfiamnet [sic] (London: Jane Coe, 1646; Wing D603). 93 '1 was about to aske the women whether, the mother fclt them living in the wornbe; when presently I 
corrected my sclfe, seeing each part and limbe, yea, and the whole body of either grownc (as indeed it 
was) to a iust maturity: each by himsclfe, had they been sundered, had been a iust birth; having hairc on 
the heads, nailes on their hands and toes, nay which is more (except the women were much deceived they 
had some teeth in their head. and to confessc the truth, I thought so too, till others that had more skil and 
experience perswaded me to the contrary). ' Bedford, A true and certaine relation, p. 6. 
94 Bedford4 A true and certaine relation, p. 18. 
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accede to his place as one of the narrative's many midwives in the arena of local gossip 
and lore, he insists on extending the male authorial principle, the hand of God, right into 
the fertile, creative womb. 'Well may wee say, The hand of God hath beene there, 
'Well may wee say, Digitus dei, It is the finger of God that hath beene here, and 
manifested his presence. '95 
The author, it seems, is aware of his attempted usurpation of the creative, storytelling 
function and his inevitable implication in the garrulous and extravagant world of female 
oral culture. Belittling the folk knowledge and the tall tales of the women that surround 
him, Bedford struggles to to envisage a substantially different mode of 'taleportering' 
that will allow him to separate his discursive activity from the oral, feminine language 
and culture from which his stories spring. Nonetheless, however far he attempts to 
escape the position of the female bedside spectator, the tempting world of tall tales and 
local gossip insists on intruding, even onto the page itself ' 
Figure Eight shows the most extreme example of all, with Bedford's supposedly 
rigorous and religious interpretation squeezed right in to the centre of a double-page 
spread by the threatening margins, themselves annotated with secondary printed 
marginalia. These far-from marginal spaces are crammed with the combination of 
scurrilous tales, ('Notorious and in the mouth of every man is that story of Margaret, 
Sister to Earle Floris the fourth ... who 
being of the age of two and forty yeeres, 
brought forth at one birth three hundred three score and five children, halfe of them 
males, halfe females, and the odd one an Hermaphrodite'), local knowledge ('Such was 
that woman which wee saw heere the last yeere, who wanted hands, and supplied the 
want of them in many particulars by her feete), and the occasional tenuously applied 
95 Bedford, A true and certaine relation, pp. 10-11. 
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biblical reference (mention for example of the giant from 2 Sam. 20), which the author 
claims to so despise. 96 
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Figure Eight: Thomas Bedford, A true and certaine relation, pp. 12-13 (mispaginated). 
The line between procreative femininity and creative ability was, for authors like 
Bedford and Scoloker, a fine one, and the anxious negotiations of male authors around 
the effeminising perils of the literary profession surface in and shape not only the 
prefatory and justificatory material but also the vulnerable infant bodies of many early 
modem texts. 
TV. Conclusion 
Like the aristocratic and noble women interpellated by so many early modem 
dedications, the women printers and booksellers of early modem England drive home 
96 lbicL, pp. 11-12 (mispaginated). 
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the extent to which systems of patriarchal inheritance relied on the marriageable bodies 
of women, inheriting and passing on printing house, press, and copies. At the same 
time, book-trade women were continually effaced by the fulfillment of that function, 
surfacing in records and on title-pages only in their widowhood and disappearing again 
upon remarriage. That structural invisibility is reinscribed in the texts that these women 
produced which bear no concrete mark of their interventions except, of course, for the 
name on the title-page. Like the women, often also widows, who ensured that many 
posthumous texts reached the presses in the first place, these women donned a mantle of 
invisibility, leaving no easily identifiable mark on the texts that passed through their 
presses or across their stalls. In the words of Virginia Woolf, 'Anonymity runs in their 
blood'. 97 
Yet in stripping away this cloak of invisibility we may begin to reveal much about the 
gaps, discrepancies, and contingencies of early modern textual production. Women 
printed what they possessed, or what they hoped would be profitable. Producing 
sixteenth and seventeenth- editions of popular texts, they often had no knowledge of, or 
association with, the authors they published. A far cry this from Elizabeth Eisenstein's 
invocation of the omnipotent omniscient master printer: 
As the key figure around whom all arrangements revolved, the master printer 
himself bridged many worlds. ... In those places where 
his enterprise prospered and 
he achieved a position of influence with fellow townsmen, his workshop became a 
veritable cultural center attracting local literati and celebrated foreigners, providing 
both a meeting place and message center for an expanding cosmopolitan 
Commonwealth of Learning. " 
A detailed analysis of the involvement of women in the material processes of book 
production reveals how far ideal invocations of the '&mmonwealth of learning', a 
97 Woolt Room, p. 52. 
98 Eismstemi, Printing Revolution, p. 25. 
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democratic and enlightened system of international exchange, fall short of the messy, 
opportunistic world of the production and dissemination of the early modem book. 
Nonetheless, like their later historians, early modem authors also fantasised a closer 
relationship with the material means of production than many actually experienced. It is 
deeply ironic that it should be Shakespeare, notoriously careless of the print publication 
of his texts, who so compactly diagnosed this cultural anxiety, in Leontes' paranoid 
concern for 'the whole matter / And copy of the father'. As David Scott Kastan puts it, 
'Performance was the only form of publication he sought for his plays. He made no 
effort to have them published and none to stop the publication of the often poorly 
printed versions that did reach the bookstalls'. 99 This divorce between the material facts 
of publication and the cultural fantasy of inheritance, of accurate transmission that 
recreated both the 'matter' of the father, his material form, and the 'copy', the rights and 
property in his immaculately reproduced body, place these women in a similar position 
to that of aristocratic dedicatees, whose real activities were far divorced from the 
cultural fantasies that surrounded them. 
At the same time, the fact that most women printers were widows illuminates the 
difference of their experience from the primarily aristocratic women who received 
dedications. While noble and aristocratic women ceased to signify upon the death of 
their husbands, guarantors of that significance in a patriarchal society, women in the 
printing and bookselling trades were only made public, framed on the early modem title 
page once they became widows. Where Mary Herbert and Anne Clifford disappeared 
from the frontispiece into the absorbing routines of estate management, the visibility of 
printers and booksellers was a sign of their commitment to economic possibilities and 
99 David Scott Kastan, Shakespeare and the Book (Cambridge: CUP, 2001), pp. 5-6. This view has 
recenlty been challenged in Lukas Erne's provocative book on Shakespeare as Literary Dramatist 
(Cambridge: CUP, 2003), which argues that Shakespeare pursued an active policy of seeking publication 
for his plays, and conceived of himself as much as a literary dramatist producing reading texts for the 
page, as a playwright producing texts for the stage. 
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business routines as they struggled to survive in the precarious world of their trade. The 
next chapter, however, examines those women who chose to produce, disseminate and 
transport texts for ideological (primarily religious) reasons, and probes further the way 
in which status difference informed women's abilities to contravene the law, desire to 
do so, and, crucially, their chances of getting away with it. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
'A DAME, AN OWNER, A DEFENDRESSE' 
When John Florio dedicated the second edition of his New World of Words to Queen 
Anne, he punningly requested that: 
it dare be entitled QUEEN ANNA'S New World of words, as under your 
protection and patronage sent and set foorth. It shall be my guard against the 
worst, if not grace with the best, if men may see I bear Minerva in my front, or as 
the Hart on my necke, I am Diana's, so with heart I may say, This is QUEEN 
ANNA's, as the Author is, and shall ever be! 
The author proclaims his book and his self to belong not to him, but to his patron, and 
claims her protection for his volume as he exposes it to the gaze of the critical reader. 
Any criticism of the text must thus engage in a quarrel not with the author, but with his 
defender, or, in this instance, his defendress. Queen Anne is also praised in a number of 
commendatory verses which preface the volume, including the following delightfully 
bitchy lines from Samuel Daniel, in which he suggests that a worthier but less favoured 
(and perhaps a younger) author might have found it difficult to find time for such a 
mammoth undertaking as the dictionary, and effectively accuses Florio of shirking his 
regular duties. In attributing an equal degree of astonishing productive and inspirational 
power to the patron, he reveals the flip side of Florio's dedicatory strategies of 
submission as all praise gravitates inexorably towards the generative Queen, literalising 
Florio's renunciation of authorship and leaving the older writer an uninspired and time- 
serving clerk. 
... I wonder how You could substract so many serious howres 
From that great summe of seruice that you owe. 
But that it seemes the beaming Gracefulnesse 
That lightens from the most reffilgent QVEENE 
Our sacred Nfistris, work's that ablenesse 
As mak's you more, then els you could haue beene. 
Wherein the power of Princes well is seene 
2 That can infiise such force, and make age greene. 
1 John Florio, Queen Anna's new world of words, or dictionarie of the Italian and English tongues 
(London: Melch. Bradwood [and William Stansby], for Edw. Blount and William Baffct, 1611; STC 
11099), Sig. 12v. 
2 lbid, Sig. 14r. 
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As we have already seen in Chapter One, and as anyone who plows their way through 
the frothy sea of renaissance dedications will quickly discover, protection and defence 
are terms that recur almost interminably in addresses to a dedicatee. As H. S. Bennet 
puts it, 'Of all the reasons given for soliciting patronage perhaps the most common is 
the desire for protection. In book after book the fear of harsh criticism is reiterated, and 
a patron who could protect the author fi7om "the poyson of Momus and Zoilus, and 
others of that viperous brood" is sought for. 3 The insistent recurrence of a theme of 
protection and defence, however formulaic, should remind us that the conditions of 
publication in early modern England were not without their perils, as the experiences of 
Ben Jonson, arrested for his part in the Isle of Dogs, John Stubbes, who lost his right 
hand for Ae Discoverie ofa Gaping GuV(1 579), and William Prynne who had his ears 
clipped for the anti-theatrical posturings of his dense and weighty Histriomasfix (163 3), 
should remind US. 4 
In the New World of Words, Florio is also careful to pay proper attention to the gender 
of his dedicatee within the body of his dictionary, showing a determination for 
continuity and relevance that only rarely marks the relationship between seventeenth- 
century dedication and text. Defining a 'padrona' as 'a patronesse, a mistris, a dame, an 
owner, a defendresse", exactly the terms in which he has already conjured Queen Anne, 
Florio highlights the possibility that women could and did act as protectors in early 
modem England. Yet as we have seen in previous chapters, the functions of protection 
and publication increasingly overlapped, with broad dissemination an essential shield 
upon which a text could write its self-evident and self-reflexive worth, and seek out a 
sympathetic readership. Nowhere was this more necessary than in the propagation of 
3 Bennett, English Books and Readers, 1603 to 1640, p. 29. Bennet is quoting William Ward's Gods 
arrowes, or, two sermons, concerning the pestilence (London: IL Ballard, 1607; STC 23057), and lists 
numerous other examples, which are nonetheless by no means exhaustive of this interminably repeated 
trope. 
4 For a detailed discussion of the cases of Stubbes and Prynne see Patterson, Censorship and 
Interpretation, esp. pp. 9-10. 
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religious or political ideals. This chapter thus explores what Frances Dolan identifies as 
'the oxymoron of the "secret press! "; the tension between the essential privacy of illicit 
print production and the imperative of its widespread, though carefully targeted, 
publication. ' Here, as elsewhere, women are revealed to occupy a transitional space: at 
once the most secret though penetrable places of sedition, and the public and publicised 
sites upon which religious commitment was written and contested. 
L 'Secretiv Do Thev Creen Into Houses' 
Inevitably, given the period of this study, most of the women described in this chapter as 
being involved in the production and dissemination of illicit religious texts were 
Catholic, and it is Catholic women who are the prime focus of this chapter, in part 
because their status as criminals and religious dissidents paradoxically creates a more 
coherent series of links and networks than the dispersed mechanisms of Protestant print 
distribution. These women, however, were continuing a Henrician and Marian tradition 
of Protestant and Puritan defence and commitment which ran as an undertow throughout 
the reign of Elizabeth and beyond. In his essay, 'Patronage and Piety: the Influence of 
Catherine Parr", John N. King traces a tradition of active female protection to the latter 
years of the reign of Henry VIII. 6 At one stage, the women of Parr's circle went so far 
in their discussion and patronage of topical and contentious religious questions that a 
group of conservatives including Stephen Gardiner, Bishop of Winchester and Thomas 
Howard, third Duke of Norfolk, were almost successful in an attempt to implicate the 
women in the heresy accusations levelled against Anne Askew. At least according to 
John Foxe, it was only Catherine and Anne Parr's humble and public apology to their 
sovereign ford, along with a solemn promise to avoid debating certain matters, that 
's Dolan, "ores ofBabylon, p. 30. 
6 The following account draws heavily on King's essay on 'Patronage and Piety', in Hannay (ed. ), Silent 
Butfor the Word, pp. 43-60. 
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saved them and members of their circle from a dangerous prosecution, and was possibly 
one important reason that Parr at last succeeded in outliving her husband. 7 
Nevertheless, women continued to engage in the active patronage of radical Protestant 
writers. Mary Fitzroy and Anne Seymour, for example, appointed John Bale and 
Thomas Becon, both authors of prohibited books, into their households as tutors. In 
this instance, material support becomes in itself an effective mode of protection, in part 
an act of physical sustenance, and, at the same time, an assertion of interest in, and a 
determination to defend, the author. Both Catherine ParT and Catherine Brandon, later 
mythologized by Foxe and others, were active in promoting the production and 
dissemination of protestant works. The translation of the first volume of Erasmus' 
Paraphrases of the JVew Testament was sponsored by Parr, whose son, Edward VI later 
required every church to purchase the volume, whilst the translation of the second 
volume took place under the impetus of Anne Seymour's patronage. Catherine 
Brandon, meanwhile, received the dedications of fourteen printed books, and Nicholas 
Lesse's insistence that she was a patroness 'at whose handes ... the common people 
hath receiued already many confortable & spirituall consolations, instructions, & 
techinges" suggests a role in the promotion of these works that extended far beyond a 
circle of 61ite lady readers. 8 
The young Princess Elizabeth acknowledged something of this influence when she 
translated Marguerite de Navarre"s Le miroir de I'dme picheresse as a gift for Parr. In 
its original French, this text was condemned by the Sorbonne, and it was only the 
7 Brennan, Literary Patronage, p. 23. 
" John Epinus, A veryfi-uhful & godly exposition vpo[n] the. xv. Psalme of Dauid called Lor4 who shall 
dwell in thy tabernack, tr. Nicholas Lesse (London: John Daye, 1548; STC 166.5), Sig. A5v-A6r. 
Fourteen dedications is, according to Franklin B. Williams, the eleventh highest number of dedications of 
printed books received by any woman between 1475 and 1641-, and is a far higher figure than the two 
received by Catherine Parr herself. In the light of the proliferation both of printed texts and of dedications 
during and after the reign of Queen Elizabeth, this figure becomes even more remarkable. For the 
fourteen dedications to Brandon see Appendix 1.2. 
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patronal protection of Navarre's brother, Francis 1, that enabled her to avoid prosecution 
for heresy. 9 In making a gift of this text, itself a product of a protective act which may 
well have saved Navarre's life, Elizabeth was contributing to an active tradition of 
female involvement in the production, translation, and dissemination of controversial 
religious texts and ideas, a tradition that had at one stage placed her step-mother's life in 
danger. An active cultural legacy was thus transmitted to those Elizabethan and 
Jacobean women like the Duchess of Suffolk, who extended her hospitality to the 
Biblical translator Miles Coverdale, and such concrete acts of support lend force and 
credence to later authorial appeals for protection. 'O 
Two other, and very differently committed, writers who enjoyed the assistance of 
female protectors, were the Jesuit priests Father Robert Persons and Father Edmund 
Campion. Soon after his arrival in England, Persons and a lay gentleman named 
Stephen Brinkley established a secret press at Greenstreet house in East Ham. " After a 
succession of alarms, including the arrest of a priest named Father Briant, it was found 
necessary to move the press, first to a house provided by Francis Browne, brother of 
Lord Montague, where the journeymen printers were provided with clothes and horses 
to make them appear like gentlemen, and then, according to Person's memoirs, to 'a 
house belonging to a widow, by name Lady Stonor, in which she was not living at that 
, time. It was situated in the middle of a wood about twenty miles from London'. 
12 Lady 
Stonor herself was at that point living at Stonor Lodge in the nearby village, and, while 
the press was being established, Campion was resident with a succession of recusant 
9 Carla Freccero, 'Gender Ideologiesý Women Writers, and the Problem of Patronage in Early Modern 
Italy and France: Issues and Frameworks', in Jonathan Hart (cd. ). Reading the Renaissance: Culture, 
Poetics, and Drama (London and New York: Garland, 1996), p. 72. 
10 Collinson, 7he EJizabethan Puritan Movement, P. 50. 
11 For the following account I am indebted to A. C. Southern's Elizabethan Recusant Prose. 1559-1582 
(London: Sands, 1950), pp. 354-9. 
12 Cited in J. I-L Pollen's 'Introduction' to Edmund Campion, Ten Reasons, tr. I H. Pollen (London: 
Nlanresa Press, 1914), pp. 14-15. 
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and converted families, including the houses of Mrs. Brideman, Lady Babington, and 
Mrs. Pollard. 13 
The number of female names that appear in contemporary and subsequent accounts of 
early post-reformation Catholicism highlights the importance of recusant women as 
religious protectors, as well as the degree to which those noble and aristocratic women 
were able to exploit the laws of coverture which seem to have been substantially 
irrelevant to the lower-status, and considerably less well off women printers of my 
previous chapter. As Frances Dolan explains, 'Conceptually eclipsed and subsumed, 
recusant wives might evade scrutiny; they might find an advantage in "covert" 
operation. Catholic wives might thus play one set of legal disabilities against another, 
the "feme covert" against the recusant, sometimes defining a status for themselves as 
legal untouchables'. 14 Thus in many accounts of Priest-hunts and recusant hospitality, 
the husband or man of the household is revealed to be away from home, leaving the 
business of household religion and political commitment to his wife and daughters, who 
were less liable to prosecution than he was. 
It was at Stonor Hall in Henley-upon-Thames, under the protection of Cecilia Stonor's 
thick trees and recusant household that Campion's famous Decem Rationes was printed 
in 1581. To be printed, however, was not the same as to be published. Hidden in the 
most secret spaces of Stonor Hall, both Campion and his book found themselves 
trapped in the narrative positions assigned to them by Protestant writers. As a result of 
their fugitive life both books and authors were forced to creep into nooks and crannies, 
and share the most intimate of spaces with their female hosts; penetrating both their 
13 Richard Simpson, Edmund Campion: A Biography (London and Edinburgh: Williams and Norgatc, 
1867), pp. 283; 305. 
14 Dolan, "ores of Babylon, p. 65. For an earlier exposition of this idea see Maric B. Rowlands, 
'Rccusant Women, 1560-1640', in Mary Prior (cd. )., Women in English Society, pp. 149-80. 
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supposedly unsearchable bedchambers, and, it was suggested, their hosts themselves. 13 
As the rabidly anti-Catholic John Gee puts it, 'Easily can they steale away the hearts of 
the weaker sort., and secretly do they creep into houses, leading captiue simple women 
loaden with sinnes, and led away with diuerse lusts v. 16 In a leery and jocular passage 
that neatly illustrates the fascinated prurience of certain Protestant writers, he explains 
I belceue, many houses in England, within these forty yeeres, especially those 
that pertained to the friends and wel-wishers of Parsons and his fellowes, haue 
beene much haunted with sprites, not of the kind of Fairies, but of those of 
whom ingenuous Chaucer speaketh; that where the Limiter Exorcising Priest 
went vp and downe, within his station, there were no diuels nor Hobgoblins to 
molest, especially the weaker sex in the night time; the reason he giues is 
demonstratiue, For See, 
There Wis is none other Incubus but hee. 17 
Such privacy, while necessary to the maintenance of Catholic worship in England, 
perversely undermined the Catholic cause, '[forcing] Catholic men to be as "covert" as 
their wives, both by excluding them from official public action and by making secrecy 
and duplicity the only available avenues for action. This survival strategy, the only 
alternative for maintaining some political influence, might itself be viewed as 
ferninizing Catholic men". 18 
"5 For the most detailed and compelling account of Protestant writers' gendering of early modem 
Catholicism see Frances Dolan, nores of Babylon, especially Chapters One and Two. It was not, 
however, only religious literature that was believed to thus penetrate the rooms and bodies of 
impressionable women. In The English Gentleman, Richard Brathwait ascribes the same worrying 
mobility to Shakespeare's poetry. 'To what height of licentious libcrfic are these corrupter times grownc? 
When that Sex, where Modesty should claime a native prerogative, gives way to foments of exposed 
looseness; by not only attending to the wanton discourse of immodest Lovcrs, but carrying about them 
(even in their naked Bosomes, where chastest desires should only lodge) the amorous toycs of Venus and 
Adonis- which Poem, with others of like nature, they heare with such attention, peruse with such 
devotion, and retaine with such delectation, as no Subject can equally relish their unseasoned palate, like 
those lighter discourses... ' (Ae English Gentleman, pp. 28-9). 
16 John Gee, 77zefoot out of the snare: with a detection of sundry late practices of the priests andiesuits 
(Undon: It L[ownes] f. R- Milbourne, 1624; STC 1170 1), p. 3. " Ibid., p. 30. Gee's intemperance was fuelled by his own flirtation with Catholicisrn, the ostensible 
starting-point of his text. Anxious to prove his recovered orthodoxy and zcal, Gee sets about exposing 
Catholic practices with a rare and remarkable energy. 
18 Dolan, "ores ofBabylon, p. 73. Dolan goes on to point out that 'The Catholic men most consistently 
described as efficminate were priests. Their vows of celibacy and poverty made them the exact opposite 
of "marned, propcrty-ownmg men, " who, according to Susan Amusscn, were the only ones who were 
recognized as "'real' men"' (p. 85, citing Amussen, 'The Part of a Christian Man': The Cultural Politics 
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Publication, therefore, meant not to print, but to make public; not to insinuate texts and 
bodies into nooks and crannies but to flaunt them in altogether more exposed locations. 
The means by which Jesuit priests achieved this publicity, illustrates the difference, and 
the distance, between print and publication in early modem England. In a letter to 
Father Agazzari, rector of the English College in Douai, one English priest explained: 
So much for the books, which are as difficult and dangerous to publish as to print. 
The way is, all of them are taken to London before any is published, and then they 
are distributed by hundreds or fifties to the priests, so that they may be published 
all together in all parts of the realm. And the next day, when the pursuivants 
usually begin to search the Catholics' houses, it is too late; for during the night the 
young gentlemen have introduced copies into the houses, shops and mansions of 
the heretics, and even into the court, and the stalls in the streets, so that the 
Catholics alone cannot be accused of possessing them. 19 
Exactly these tactics were employed by Father William Hartley when he smuggled 
Campion's Decem Rationes to Oxford. Partly by giffing copies to sympathetic readers, 
and partly by placing copies upon the seats of St. Mary's church, Hartley disposed of 
over four hundred copies of the book in a single night, making it temporarily ubiquitous 
among university churchgoers. 20 
Printed at Henley, Campion's book was only published upon its ovemight arrival in 
Oxford. Discovered upon the seats of St. Mary when the congregation came to moming 
service, the Decem Rationes caused an uproar, contributing both to Campion's 
contemporary notoriety and to his continuing fame as a Catholic martyr. Publication 
was thus not the same as printing, but was understood to be both temporally and 
physically separate; a step taken some time after printing, and at a safe distance from the 
illicit press. To take an example from the other side of the religious divide, John 
of Manhood in Early Modern England', in Susan D. Amusscn and Mark A. Kishlansky (eds), Political 
Culture and Cultural Politim- Essays Presented to David Underdown, (Manchester MUP, 1995), p. 
223). 
19 Cited in Bennett, English Books and Readers, 1558-1603, p. 76. 20 See Simpson, Edmund Campion, p. 299. 
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Strowd, an itinerant preacher and printer, printed copies of a range of Protestant texts by 
John Field, Thomas Wilcox, and Thomas Cartwright 'one hundred miles ofr from 
London, from whence they were smuggled to London and sold by Lady Martin, wife to 
the London goldsmith and Warden of the Mint, Richard Martin. 21 
This distinction between print and publication further reinforces the difficulty of 
establishing any clear boundary between print and manuscript circulation in the period. 
Just as critics like Harold Love and Margaret Ezell have shown that manuscript texts 
could be as 'public' or as published as printed ones, so too a text's entry into print did 
not necessarily make it public or exclude it from sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 
circles of coterie circulation. Thus while a text like William Fulke's Coni, lation of the . 
fu 
Rhemish Testament was, thanks to the lobbying of his daughter, supposed to be 
purchased by every Parish Church (see p. 13 1), Thomas Nashe in Haue with you to 
Saffron-Walden could refer to having had his previous texts 'privately printed' so as to 
keep them away from the unsympathetic eyes of Gabriel Harvey. 22 
Dame Cecilia Stonor did act as 'a dame, an owner, a defendresse' for Parsons, 
Campion, Brinkley and the other printers of the Decem Rationes. However, unlike the 
glorious 'protectors' displayed at the head of so many printed texts, Stonor was never 
addressed in any dedication, and received no decorative supplications for her textualised 
protection. Once again this drives home the contrast between the verbose invocation of 
women defenders in the wordy dedications of many writers and the private and silent 
21 Collinson, Ae Elizabethan Puritan Movement, p. 140; Rostcnbcrg, 7he Minority Press and the English 
Crown, p. 172. 
22 In contrast to D. F. McKcn2ie's assertion that 'A book printed for the author might run to 100 copies 
[since this was] probably the minimum number for which it was worth going to a printcr as distinct from 
a scribe' (Trinting and Publishing, 1557-1700', in Comb. Hist., p. 559), James I had 'only permitted 
seven of them [his Basificon Doron] to be printed and these seven I dispersed among some of my trusted 
servants to be kept closely by them' (cited in Rostcnbcrg, The Minority Pý-ess, p. 149). Tbus for a varicty 
of reasons - the cultural capital of certain forms of print, the display of excessive expenditure, the 
'charisma' of print, identified by Lisa Jardine as its 'freight of "wortV in excess of any use value' 
(Erasmus. Man ofLetters, p. 77) and, particularly earlier in the period, the very novelty of the medium - 
uneconomic private printings were by no means unusual. 
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nature of 'real' women's patronal activities. Of course Campion had no wish to have 
his printed text protected from discussion and from vigorous readings: it was intended 
to attract both interest and censure, and it did. The human actors behind its publication 
were also, however, victims of torture and punishment, whose bodies and actions were 
read and re-written by Elizabethan pursuivants when the dramatic and effective 
publication of Campion's text made their continued privacy untenable. 
Campion was captured at the house of the widowed Mrs. Yates, another female 
protector who sheltered him in her priest holes whilsi her son was imprisoned in 
London for his CatholiCiSM. 2' An intriguing tension in the Catholic martyrology is 
evident, however, in the fact that, in some versions of the story, she is also presented as 
Campion's unintended betrayer, a weak and vulnerable woman whose looks and 
confusion eventually gave away the presence of Campion and two other priests in a 
chamber behind the stair-wall. The same narrative twist is repeated in the story of the 
later Jesuit Robert Southwell. Once again, a woman, this time the Countess of Arundel, 
provided a house to shelter a secret press, probably in Spitalfields. 24 Again, the 
publicity of publication intensified the hunt for Southwell, who was finally captured in 
the house of Richard Bellamy, away from home while his wife and two daughters 
sheltered the Priest. In the colourful description provided by Christopher Devlin, Mrs. 
Bellamy stood in staunch defiance of the searchers until, as she 'repeated, "I know no 
man of that name" ... 
her voice faltered, and the changed countenances of all were 
obvious', and Southwell was quickly discovered, arrested and eventually hung. 25 
2ý Simpson, Edmund Campion, pp. 314-20. 
" See Nancy Pollard Brown, 'Papcrchasc: The Dissemination of Catholic Texts in Elizabethan England', 
English ManuscrJpt Studies, 1100 - 1700,1 (1989), pp. 120-43. 25 Christopher Devlin, The Life ofRobert Southwell, Poet andMar" (London: Ungmans, 1956), p. 280. 
The secret press is also mentioned by Rostenberg who believed it to have been opcrated by John 
Charlewood, printer to the Earl of Arundcl. See also Arthur F. Marrout 'Alienating Catholics in Early 
Modem England: Recusant Women, Jesuits and Ideological Fantasies', in Marotti (ed. ), Catholicism and 
Anfi-Catholicism in Early Modern English Texts (Basingstoke: MacMillan, 1999), esp. p. 17. 
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Under torture, Campion confessed his activities and gave the names of his associates. 
On August 4h the Privy Council wrote to Sir Henry Neville, ordering him to: 
search Lady Stonor's house for copies of the Latin books, which Campion has 
confessed to have been printed there in a wood, and for other books of Persons, 
and the press thought also to be there remaining, and to examine such persons as 
they shall find in the house as to what Masses have been there said, what 
reconciliations used, and of their conformity in religion. 26 
Brinkley and his journeyman printers, the four Johns - Harris, Harvey, Tucker and 
Compton - were arrested and sent to the Tower. The pursuivants then rushed to Stonor 
Lodge, where they arrested John Stonor (who later escaped to Douai), and placed Lady 
Stonor under house arrest. One of the journeymen printers recanted and returned to the 
established church, while Brinkley, after two years in the Tower, was discharged and 
fled to Rouen, where he continued to produce Catholic books. Lady Stonor remained 
under house arrest, and in later years was repeatedly fined for recusancy, until she was 
finally taken into custody. She was over 70 years old when she was imprisoned, and 
there are no finther records to attest to her eventual fate. 27 Campion was executed at 
Tyburn on December I'd 1581, alongside his fellow Priest Father Briant whose arrest in 
London had made the move to Stonor Hall imperative. 
Despite the dispersal and destruction of the Stonor family from whose home it sprang, 
the extent to which books like Campion's could still become intimate members of a 
Catholic household is highlighted in the binding of one of the few extant copies of his 
Decem Rationes. The cover of Bishop King's copy at Winchester is formed from an old 
parchment deed relating to the property and domestic arrangements of the Bellamy 
family of Uxenden Hall. 2" Enfolded in their family concerns, the book immediately, 
26Cited Simpson, Edmund Campion, p. 344. 27 See Robert Julian Stonor, Szonor. A Catholic Sanctuary in the Chilterns From the Rj? h Century Till 
To-d; qy (Newport: P, FL Johns, 1958), esp. pp. 256-67. 28 Edmund Campion, Rationes decem quibusfretus, certamen aduersarys obtulit In causafidel (Henley. 
on-Tliames: Stephen Brinkley, 158 1; STC 4536.5). Copy held in Winchester Cathedral Library. 
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and dangerously, since seditious and Catholic books were one of the prime targets of the 
pursuivants, identified itself as a cherished member of the Bellamy household. 
It was not, however, only Catholic women like Stonor or the Countess of Arundel who 
might host a secret press and its workmen. When the Puritan printer Robert 
Waldegrave's press was destroyed around 7h April 1588, Lord Burghley later received 
report that 'he saved these letters [type] in a boxe vnder his Cloke and brought them to 
Mistris CRANEs howse in London, as is allso confessed '. 29 Elizabeth Crane, living at 
East Moseley Priory, near Kingson-on-Thames was the widow of Anthony Crane, 
master of the Queen's household, and was later to marry the Northamptonshire puritan 
M. P., George Carleton . 
30 A new press was established and there Waldegrave printed 
William Udall's A demonstration of the truth of that &scipfine (1588) along with 
another 'Libell'. 31 Patrick Collinson suggests that it was here that Waldegrave also 
printed the first of the Martin Marprelate tracts, 7he epistle to the terrible priests, 
'which announced itself as "printed overseas, in Europe, within two furlongs of a 
bouncing priest, at the cost and charges of Martin Marprelate, gentleman". "Europe" 
was Mrs Crane's establishment at Molesey, and little more than two furlongs away, 
over the Thames, was Hampton Court Palace. The printer was Waldegrave, using a 
new and distinctive font of continental black-letter type'. 32 Soon after this, Waldegrave 
became disillusioned with the Martinist programme and moved to Scotland, where he 
later became King's printer to James VI. 33 His successors, Hodgkins, and his assistants 
Tomlyn and Symmes, were later arrested and tortured, and Hodgkins may have been 
29 Lansd., MS. 61, Art. 22, cited in Arbcr, Transcript, IL 816. For details of Waldcgravc's earlier Puritan 
printing, including the works of William Fulke, and the first English edition of the Geneva Prayer Book, 
see Collinson, 7he Rizabethan Puritan Movemen4 p. 274. 
30 Collinson, Oizabethan Puritan Movement, p. 13 8. 
31 See J. N. McCorklc, 'A Note Concerning "Mstrcss Crane" and the Marprclate Controvcrsy', Library, 
4'h scr., )A pp. 276-83. The report to Lord Burghley spccifically mentions the 'two last Lcbclls in a litlc 
Romaine and Italian letter', although it names only the Demonstration. 
32 Collinson, EJJzabethan Puritan Movement, p. 391. For details of the NtWrelatc conavmrsy see W. 
Pierce, An Historical Introduction to the Marprelate Tracts (London: Archibald Constable, 1908) and 
John Dovcr Wilson, Martin Marprelate andShakespeare's Ruellen (London: Alexander Moring, 1912). 
33 McKerroW, DiCtionWy 
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executed. 34 Elizabeth Crane, however, was imprisoned in the Fleet for a short space of 
time and fined a thousand marks. 35 
All the women mentioned thus far in this chapter, have been of a relatively exalted 
social status, and this, along with their gender, may well have contributed to their ability 
to act decisively in support of their chosen religious cause, as well as the comparative 
lenity of their sentences (Cecilia Stonor, after all, was imprisoned after repeated refusals 
to conform in later years, and not as a direct result of her part in the Henley printing). 
While only the Countess of Arundel would have been officially protected by the laws of 
coverture (whi1e her husband was imprisoned in the Tower for recusancy), even noble 
widows appear to have enjoyed a degree of immunity to a legal system that had no wish 
to encourage representations of itself as the scourge of widows and elderly ladies. It is 
possible too that noble women's greater access both to literacy and to printed and 
manuscript texts, in their own libraries or those of their husband's, in the courtly world 
of coterie exchange, and in the relative freedom from pressing financial concerns that 
might make reading an unaffordable luxury to others, meant that they felt themselves to 
have a closer relationship to the traditions and concerns of the English printed word, and 
therefore a greater ideological commitment to its publication. 
Four years prior to his death, Henry VIII enacted legislation forbidding 'women, 
artificers, apprentices, journeymen, serving-men of the rank of yeomen and under, 
husbandmen and labourers' from reading the Bible in English. 36 Noblewomen, 
however, were excluded from this prohibition, allowed to read the holy text to 
themselves, though not to others. This suggests that the female nobility had a level of 
privileged access to vernacular religious texts, denied both by law and by socio- 
economic factors to less well oflý and less high-ranking women, and that they may 
34 Rostcnberg, 77je Minority Press, p. 180. 
35 Ibid.; Colfinsoxiý p. 497, rL 19. 
36 Cited in Bennett, English Books andReaders, 1475 to 1557, p. 27. 
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therefore have had a greater commitment to its dissemination, feeling themselves to be 
part of a tradition of religious debate and controversy which did not open itself to other 
women until much later in the early modern period. While David Zaret expresses the 
view that religious debate in the early modem period allowed for the emergence of a 
Habermasian public sphere well before the eighteenth century, arguing that 'religious 
discourse was a, if not the, predominant means by which individuals defined and 
debated issues in this sphere', the upper-class status of the women who followed and 
acted in the cause of religious debate, reveals how exclusive that sphere of discussion 
and exchange remained, at least until the early pan of the seventeenth century. 37 
111. 'One That Trades Much To St. Omers' 
The cases of Cecilia Stonor and Elizabeth Crane serve to highlight the slipperiness of 
the boundaries between patronage and publication in an expanding print culture. To be 
a noble protector for these two women meant to ensure the printing of a textual defence, 
whose publication would both promote and enshrine the views of its creators. With the 
possibilities of a print marketplace in tension with the ideals of patronal hospitality and 
service, a patron's most committed act might be to ensure the emergence of a printed 
text whether on to the seats of St. Mary's Church in Oxford, or the booksellers' stalls 
that crowded the churchyard at St. Paul's. While the primary role of these two women 
was the aristocratic and hospitable defender who allowed the physical act of printing to 
take place, other women played an important part in the dissemination and sale of many 
Puritan and, especially, Catholic texts produced both in Britain and overseas. 
37 David Zaret, 'Religion, Scienm and Printing in the Public Spheres in Seventccnth-Ccntury England', 
in Craig Calhoun (ed. ), Habermas and the Public Sphere (Cambridge, N4a. and London: Mrr Press, 
1997), p. 213. 
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One, Anne Fowler, a noted recusant, is identified, As mentioned in my last chapter, in 
the third 1624 edition of John Gee's rapidly reprinted One Foot out of the Snare, as 
'Mistris Fowler in Fetter-Lane, one that trades much to Saint Omers'. 38 Like many 
other women of the London book-trade, Anne Fowler appears to have inherited her 
husband's bookselling business. The couple are listed in the Middlesex County Records 
for 1604, where Bills are recorded against 'John Fowler stationer, his wife Anne alias 
Anne Fowler spinster, Katherine Ashley spinster (servant of the same John Fowler) ... 
for not going to church, chapel or any usual place of Common Prayer during the six 
months next following the 10h Dec' . 
39 Also indicted for recusancy with monotonous 
regularity was Ann Douce, listed by Gee as a 'famous dealer', and by Julius Caesar in 
August 1608 as 'a widow in I-Egh Holbourne against the turning stile into Lincolnes Inn 
Fields. She selleth Popish Books'. 40 In the same pages appear John and Margaret Coe, 
stationers, and Peter and Joan Smith, printers, suggesting a substantial level of 
recusancy, as well as the recognition of strong marital partnerships among certain 
sectors of the London book trade. It is certainly the trade in Catholic books that most 
clearly provides evidence of spousal co-operation, paving the way for the widow to 
continue the trade she and her husband had exercised together. 
In April 1606, for example, Julius Caesar was told that Fowler was sending his wife 
'fowr cases of books from Paris' which he had previously transported to St. Omer. 
Anne Fowler was interrogated and admitted that she had received 'a portmanteau' of 
Catholic texts, including works by Thomas More, and Robert Persons' Christian 
Directory. 41 Similarly, the exiled John Heigham was reported by William Udall to have 
sent his wife, Marie Boniface, dressed in the 'habite of a Dutche woman' to act as his 
receiving agent for Catholic texts in England. In his report Udall declared of Boniface, 
38 Gee, Foot, P. ed-, Sig. Tr. 
39 j. C. Jeaffreson, (ed. ), Middlesex County Records, 3 vols. (London 1974 (1886-92)), vol. 2, p. 10. 
40 See Jeaffmson (ed. ), vol. 2, pp. 79,107,110,114 (twice! ), 127,128,134,144, and 146. For the 
comment by Caesar see Lansdowne MS 153 ff. 30,3 1. 
'o be Th MipP. 
41 p stcn rg, e inor ty ress, 102. 
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and of Joan Dabscot, another receiving agent, and wife of John Dabscot, that 'two more 
dangerous women for these causes (are] hardly to be found'. 42 The third of Gee's four 
women stationers, 'Mother Trucke, dwelling in South-warke' has not been identified, 
but 'Mistris Bullock, in Fetter-Lane' was most probably the widow of the bookbinder 
Peter Bullock who was executed on April 19'h 1601 for selling Popish books, suggesting 
that she too may have been involved in her husband's trade before his death. 43 
Anne Fowler, however, appears to have taken on the role not only of bookseller but of 
protector, sheltering Catholic priests as well as imported texts, from the eyes of the 
London pursuivants. She is associated in all three 1624 editions of the Foot with 'Two 
Priests, lodging in Mistris Fowlers house in Fetter-Lane, whose names I cannot 
learne'. 44 A similar dual role was played by Lady Gray, wife of Sir Thomas Gray of 
Chillingham, who sheltered Catholic refugees in her three London mansions, and was 
reported by Udall as a receiver and disperser of controversial books. 43 
It seems though that it was not only real women who could protect both books and 
bodies. Appearing in imprints from Amsterdam, London and Edinburgh, the name of 
Margery Marprelate prefaces five texts in the years 1640 to 164 1. Identified as Margery 
Mar-Prelat (actually the Cloppenburg Press in Amsterdam), 'Pasquin, Deputy to 
Margery Mar-Prelate', ? Lnd 'Amidst the Babylonians [i. e. London or Edinburgh]: 
printed, by Margery Mar-Prelat, in Thwackcoat-lane, at the signe of the Crab-tree 
Cudgell; without any priviledge of the Cater-Caps', Martin's female successor was 
proclaimed as a printer's widow, rather than the authorial force her fictive husband of 
42 P. R. Harris, 'The Reports of Willim Udall, Infoirnei 1605-1612', in Recusant History, Vol. VIII 
(London, 1966), no. 29, cited in Rostcnbcrg, 7he Minority Press, p. 129. 
43 McKerrow, Dictionwy. 
"" Gee, Foot, 11 ed., Sig. P4v. (Pagination alters in later editions. ) 
45 Harris, 'Reports', no. 32, cited in Rostenbcrg, Minority Press, p. 105. 
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the 1580s and 90s had been. 46 Perhaps it was the visible involvement of widows in the 
dissemination of controversial religious texts, and particularly the association of women 
like Mrs Crane and Mrs. Margaret Lawson, 'the shrew of Newgate', instrumental in the 
distribution of the Martinist tracts, with the Marprelate controversy, that prompted the 
reincarnation of the Marprelate imprint in female guise in the early 1640s. Certainly, 
this self-conscious and joyfully fictitious imprint afforded absolute protection to the 
male authors and (presumably male) printers of at least three of these pamphlets, at the 
same time as it allowed those printed in Amsterdam to pretend to a native origin in 
Martin's old London and Midland haunts. 
Margery Marprelate was not the only continental woman aiming her pious paper bullets 
at the English market. The widows of Hubert Antony (alias Velpius), Pierre Auroi, 
Jerome Blageart, Jacques and Charles Boscard, Nicolas Courant (alias Foumi6res), 
Laurence Kellam, Jan Mommaert, Johann Volmar, and Marc Wyon all continued in 
their deceased husband's businesses, producing Catholic texts either for the recusant 
market in Britain, or, increasingly, for the expatriate communities of the Spanish 
Netherlands. Geographically close to England and France, territorially contested 
between France and the Hapsburgs, and the site of an uneasy alliance between the 
English army and the Protestant soldiers fighting on behalf of the French Catholic 
Crown, the Spanish Netherlands became the home to many of the earliest of the post- 
Reformation English nunneries, described by Claire Walker as little pieces of England. 
46 Scottish Army, 7he lavvfulnesse of our expedition into England manifested, (Printed, first in Scotland, 
by Robert Bryson, and now reprinted in England, by Margery Mar-prclat [i. c. Amsterdam, at the 
CIOPPcnburg Press], 1640; STC 21924); Scottish Army, Our demands of the English lords manyested, 
being atRippon Octob. & 1640 With answers to the complaints andgrievances given in by the Bishop of 
Durham, Northumberland and some of Nevvcastle, said to be committed by our Army, ([Amsterdaml: 
Printed, by Margery Mar-Prelat Re- the Cloppcnburg Press], 1640' STC 21926); Questions to be &sputed 
in cOunsell of the lords spirituall after their returnefi-om their visitation, (Printed at London: by Pasquin, 
Deputy to Margery Mar-prclatc, 1641; Wing Q187); Pox borealisý or the northern &scoverie: by way of 
dialogue between Jamie and Willie, (Amidst the Babylonians [i. e. London or Edinburgh]: printed, by 
Margery Mar-Prelat, in Thwackcoat-lane, at the signe of the Crab-tree Cudgcll; without any priviledge of 
the Cater-Caps, 164 1; Wing V712); George Walker (attrib. by Wing), A sermon preached in London by a 
jaiih/vIl minister of Christ and perfected by him and now set forth to the publike view of all for the 
ivsfification of the truth and clearing the innocencie of his long sufferingfor it, ([London? ] : Printed by 
Margery Mar-Prelate, 1642; Wing W363). 
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Significantly, these cloisters recruited almost solely from among their own 
countrywomen. They were positioned in towns with sizeable expatriate English 
populations, and drew pupils for their schools and women for their noviciates from among these exiles. However, they attracted most of their inmates from 
England itself Such biased recruitment patterns determined the insular nature of 
the cloisters, some of which actively discouraged local townswomen, described as "foreigners" from joining. Ilis exclusivity reflected the nuns' close identification 
with the plight of their co-religionists in England. 47 
Indeed when he wrote a parodic covering note 'To all Romish Collapsed Ladies, of 
Great Britanie, accompanying his Letter to Mr. T H. Late Minister. Now Fugitiue, 
Edward Hoby facetiously admitted that he had not known how to communicate with his 
exiled opponent until he learned 'there was no way sooner to conuey it to S. Omers, 
then by your Ladiships meanes, as hauing weekely newes from the English house, 
which wil hardly admit any stranger' . 
4' Hoby thus identifies a news network that 
suggested that the nuns of St. Omer and their female correspondents might also have a 
role in the transportation of texts. Within the walls of the convent, the nuns certainly 
participated in the movement of texts across linguistic boundaries, translating and 
copying texts for their fellow religious. 49 While they may not have accused the 
Germans of trying to steal the deckchairs, the nuns of the Spanish Netherland 
communities otherwise behaved in all the best traditions of the English abroad, cutting 
themselves off from the local community, and talking loudly and endlessly in English 
through their activity of scribal translation, and their construction of manuscript 
narratives of their histories and traditions. 
41 Claire Walker, 'Doe not supose me a well modifyod Nun dead to the world': Lcttcr-writing in Early 
Modem English Convents', in Daybell (ed. ), EarlyModern Women's Letter Writing, pp. 160-1. 
48 Edward Hoby, A letter to Me TH. late minister now fugitive (London: F. Y, for Edward Blount and 
William Barret, 1609; STC 1354 1), Sig. A2v. 
49 See Heather Wolfe, 'The Scribal Hands and Dating of Lady FaWand Rer Life', English Manuscript 
Studies, 9 (2000), pp. 187-217. As Wolfe points out 'Manuscripts produced by these nuns are still extant 
- ranging from book-length devotional works and personal collections of assorted contemplative material 
(of religious verse, prose, song, drawings, and engravings) to letters, chapter speeches, medical receipts, 
and financial accounts. ... Mhis wealth of material is virtually untrawled and often unrecognized (p. 207). 180 
IH. 'Worldiv Friends and Temi)tations' 
The very women whose extensive communication networks Edward Hoby feared were 
opening up the boundaries of the English state and the minds and bodies of English 
women conversely understood themselves as the matemal bastions of the English 
nation. As Walker puts it, 'Founded by the female relatives of Elizabethan and early 
Stuart Catholic stalwarts and martyrs and populated by the daughters of the recusant 
gentry, the religious institutions were established in preparation for the inevitable 
toleration of Catholicism, upon which they would return the monastic tradition to 
England's shores' . 
50 Thus, in Francis Bell's translation of Antonio Daca's Yhe historie, 
life, and miracles, exiasies ad revelations of the blessed virgin, sister Ioane, of the 
crosse, he tells the Mother Superiors of an English Monastery that they must 'hope 
hereafter to transplant the same in to your owne [country], where Religious discipline is 
so decayed . 
51 These women took seriously the tradition of training the young women 
who joined them from England, and whose escape from English shores may have been 
assisted by Ursula Taylor, who lodged Catholic children in her South Shields home as 
they waited to board ships bound for the continent. 52 
In his reply to Hoby, Theophilus Higgons plays upon the denigration of women inherent 
in his opponent's insistence upon their ignorance and susceptibility. Where Hoby has 
argued that 'You may wel thinke, were their grounds of such soundnes, as they beare 
you in hand, they would not so busilie swarme about your sexe, which, by reason of 
your Jesse abilitie of iudgement, is soonest inueigled with their wiles', Higgons 
launches an 'appeale vnto you (religious, and prudent LADIES) and assigne you (with 
your fauorable leaue) to be my ludges in this triall; since my CAVSE is honest, and 
'50 Walker, 'Doe not supose', p. 16 1. 
51 Antonio Daca, 77jehistorie, life, and miraclesý extasiesandrevelationsofsisterloane. of the Crosse, tr. 
Francis Bell (St Omer: [C Boscard] f John Heigharn, 1625; STC 6185), Sig. *3r. 
52 R A. Roberts, Calendar of the Manuscripts of the Most Hon. Marquis of Salisbury... Preserved at 
HayieldHouse, Hertfordshire, vol. 10 (London: HMSO, 1904), p. 203. 
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your selues are iust'. 53 The contrast between Hoby's abrupt remonstrance, and 
Higgons' persuasive solicitation serves primarily, however, to illustrate the extent to 
which women were understood to be the site of religious conflict, at once easily 
persuaded and highly influential in their transmission of religious ideals to the children 
they bore or cared for within a patriarchal lineage. 
The question of England's religious future was by no means settled. Religious change 
had taken place with remarkable rapidity, as Henry Barrow made clear when he 
complained that 'All this people, with all these manners, were in one day, with the blast 
of Queen Elizabeth's trumpet, of ignorant papists and gross idolators, made faithful 
Christians, and true professors'. 54 Who knew when the pendulum of religious change 
might swing again? For this reason, Elizabeth I became one of the most closely 
observed of woman religious readers, and attempts to maintain her on the right path to a 
true religion were numerous. Even texts traditionally interpreted as pure hagiography, 
like Foxe's Book qfMartyri, reveal themselves, in the recent close reading of Thomas 
S. Freeman, to both praise and prescribe, encouraging religious reading, but at the same 
55 time struggling to control interpretation. 
Large numbers of religious texts were dedicated to women, many of which were 
sermons, produced by a local minister and dedicated to important members of his pious 
congregation, and reflect, as noted in chapter one, the important role women played in 
religious patronage, often having responsibility for, or significant influence on, the 
gifting of local livings and clerical benefices. A substantial number of religious texts 
dedicated to women, however, are included in Allison and Rogers' Catalogue of 
53 Hoby, Letter, A2v, Theophilus Higgons, 7he apology of T Higgons lately minister, now Catholique 
(Rouen: John Nbchvel, 1609; STC 13452), unpaginated. 
54 Cited in Collinson, The Elizabethan Puritan Movement, p. 25. 
55 Thomas S. Freeman, 'Providence and Prescription: The Account of Elizabeth in Foxe's 'Book of 
Martyrs', in Susan Doran and Thomas S. Freeman (eds), 7he Myth of Oizabeth (Hampshire: Palgrave, 
2003), pp. 27-55. 
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Catholic Books, indicating a less parochial, and less acceptable, form of religious 
involvement. 56 Many of these texts are dedicated to abstractions (like Hoby's 'Romish 
Collapsed Women') or to unnamed recusants, or women identified only by their initials, 
highlighting the danger of identifying a known recusant in print. To take one example, 
given by Franklin Williams, 'The dedication has been excised from some copies of the 
recusant translation of Yhe Angel-Guardian's Clock. The other copies have an epistle to 
a distinguished lady identified only by a monogram readable as either A. W. or W. A. 
With some confidence one selects A. W., chiefly because Henry Hawkins dedicated his 
Life of SA Idegond to the noble and pious Lady A. W. P. 57 
This need for protection, and an appropriate dedicatory mask, did not, however, apply 
when the women in question were safely immured within the walls of a convent, and 
large numbers of Catholic texts address themselves to abbesses, prioresses or nuns, 
including Mary Percy, the Benedictine Abbess at Gillow, Eugenia Poulton, the Abbess 
at Ghent, Frances Gawen, Abbess at Cambrai, and Elizabeth Tyldesley, Abbess at 
Gravelines. 58 Constructing their dedicatees as patterns and patrons for their faithful 
countrywomen to emulate, many of these texts are clearly aimed at an English market, 
despite addressing women who have already crossed the seas. 
Since the model readers represented for the Catholic reader or the hoped-for convert 
were thus often single women, cut free, at least in theory, from patriarchal and familial 
ties by their immolation in continental monasteries, they are necessarily constructed as 
'independent readers rather than readers [like Anne Clifford] reliant on husbands for 
56 1 have endeavoured to indicate this information in the Details column of Appendix 1.1. 
57 Franklin B. Williams, 'An Index of Dedications and Commendatory Verses', The Library, Yh ser., X 
(1957), p. 20. 
58 Albertus Magnus, 7he para&se of the soule, tr. T. Everard (St. Omer English College Press, 1617; 
STC 269); Benedict, 7he rule of the most blissedfather saint Benedict, tr. AL Gray (Ghent: J. Dooms, 
1632; STC 1860); Bernard, A rule of good life: ..., tr. A. Batt (Douai: Lawrence Kellam, 1633; STC 1923); Jacques Brousse, Yhe life of the reverend Fa Angel ofJoyeuse, tr. P- Rookwood (Douai and St. 
Omer Mark Wyon and Charles Boscard f. John Heigham, 1623; STC 3902). 
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interpretations of their reading' . 
59 Nonetheless, the Fathers who translated and copied 
works for their benefit often employed a range of clearly stated prefatory strategies to 
try and shape an appropriate reading, since the didactic dedication was, as Margaret 
Hannay has pointed out, considered peculiarly appropriate for works of a religious 
nature. 60 Whether admonished or celebrated, however, the religious women of 
dedications are used to shape an explicitly female reading community which may move 
women towards (right) religious thought. John Falconer, for example, hopes that 
'English gentelwomen also, hapning by this occasion to read this history of your 
examplar Vocation to Religion' may be encouraged to follow the chosen course of 
Agnes Rosendale, and 'may learne therby, how to leaue worldly friends, and 
temptations behind them, to enioy abroad, such sweet retyrements, & strait imbracings 
of their Heauenly Spowse, as their owne Homes cannot now affbard them'. 61 
Once again, in the case of the religious text, we see how deeply complex women's 
relationship with the book was in early modem England. Sometimes tremendously 
committed on a personal level to the material details of print production and distribution 
so necessary for the success of a religious cause, women were also used as the textual 
ground for religious debate, and as real and imagined readers crucial to the continuation 
of a religious inheritance. Yet as Lamb also makes clear, religious texts could be highly 
profitable for the printer. 'It is ironic that the religious book, which signified for 
Katherine Stubbs a retreat from worldliness, had become, for the publishing industry, a 
profitable commodity. Pious women readers were now influential consumers, and 
ultimately would become producers, of the written word. *62 As well as being active 
readers and consumers, and the sites for the construction of religious identity, nuns, 
59 Mary Ellen Lamb, 'Constructions of Women Readcrs', in Woods and Hannay (eds), Teaching Tudor 
and Stuart Women Writers, p. 19. 
1 Hannay, I-Doo What Men bby Sing7% in Hannay (ed. ), Silent Butfor the Word, pp. 149-65. 
61 John Falconer, Yhe mirrour of created perfection. Or the life of the virgin Mary (SL Omer English 
College Press, 1632; STC 10677ý Sig. *5r. 
62 Lamb, 'Constructions of Women Pxadcrs', pp. 19-20. 
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recusants, pious women and other female dedicatees were a highly profitable 
commodity at the front of a devotional text. It is this paradoxical relationship between 
readership and being read, being a literary purchaser, and being purchased as literature, 
that forms the subject for my next, and final, chapter. 
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CHAPTER FIVE, 
'ONF. DISH FOR YOUR OWN TOOTH' 
In the epistle 'To the Gentlewomen Citizens of London' which closes Stephen Gosson's 
Schoole ofAbuse (1579), the author warns his female readers to shun the theatre at all 
costs if they wish to retain a reputation for chastity. However virtuous a woman may 
be, if she chooses to display herself in the public theatre, she should expect to be judged 
accordingly: 'For this is generall, that they which shewe themselues openly, desire to be 
seene'. 1 One of the central tenets of attacks on the theatre of the 1590s was that 
audiences used the space of the playhouse to flout both sumptuary laws and moral 
prescriptions, displaying themselves in extravagant and expensive costumes with as 
much vigour and imagination as the lavishly-dressed actors themselves. 2 
In particular danger were women, who, increasingly visible as consumers of sumptuous 
clothing and luxurious fashions, attended the public theatre not only to see but, at least 
according to their critics, to be seen. A female audience member, Gosson insisted, 
deliberately laid herself open to having her activity and appearance witnessed and 
interpreted by the searching eyes of the male theatregoer. In a language suffused with 
references to opulent clothing, from a 'soft shoe' to a 'pearl crowne', he warned the 
female playgoer that both her costume and the bare fact of her presence in the literary 
marketplace exposed her to the charge of being, and thus to the abuses targeted at, a 
wanton and abandoned woman. 'If you doe but ... ioyne 
lookes with an amorous Gazer, 
you have already made your selues assaultable, & yelded your Cities to be sacked s. 3 
Such a fate very publicly befell one theatrical woman of the 1560s, as John Day, the 
printer of Norton and Sackville's Gorboduc or Yhe trag0e of Ferrex and Porrex 
1 Stephen Gosson,, 7he shoole [sic] of abuse. conleining a plesaunt inuediue against poelsý pipers, 
plaiersý iesters, and such like caterpiflers of a commonwelth (London: Thomas Dawson for 71iomas 
Woodcocke, 1579; M 12M)ý Si& F2v. 
2 As Am Ptosalind Jones and Peter StAybrass conimcnt in Renaissance Gothing and the Materials of 
Memory (Cambridge: CUP, 2000), 'Attacks upon the acting companies combined a critique of the actors 
as shapc-shifters with an awareness that the theater staged and marketed new fashions in dodics dmmgh 
actors and audience alike' (Ix 188ý 
3r 
_, OSWn. 
SCjlook. Sig. F2V. 
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revealed in the preface to his 1570 edition. The title-page of this work declares that the 
play was presented at court, 'before the Queenes Maiestie, about nine yeares past, ... by 
the gentlemen of the Inner Temple', although this Whitehall performance was actually 
the play's second staging, the first having occurred two weeks earlier at the Inner 
Temple as pan of the Twelfth Night celebrationS. 4 
According to John Day, some considerable time after the play's performance, a young 
man 'that lacked a litle money and much discretion', sold a manuscript copy of the text 
to a printer, 'W. G. ' (William Griffith), who went on to issue an 'excedingly corrupted' 
edition. 5 Day describes the scandalous treatment of the play in terms that are not only 
highly physical and clearly gendered, but also distinctively dressed, explaining that 
Griffith has behaved: 
euen as if by ineanes of a broker for hire, he should haue cntised into his house a 
faire maide and done her villainic, and after all so bcscratched her face, tortic her 
apparell, berayed and disfigured her, and then thrust her out of dorcs 
dishonested. In such plight after long wandring she came at length home to the 
sight of her frendes who scant knew her but by a few tokens and inarkcs 
remyning. 6 
The book's shame and status as a victim are to be read in its, or rather her, tom clothing, 
yet, conversely, it is also the rags and shreds of her original dress - the 'few tokens and 
markes remayning' - that allow Gorboduc's Irendes' to recognise their former courtly 
companion at all. Having identified her: 
They, the authors I meane, though they were very much displeased that she so 
ranne abroad without leave, whereby she caught her shame, as many wantons do, 
yet scing the case as it is remedilcsse, have for common honcstic and 
4 "c court performance took place on January Ie 156M, and was, perhaps surprisingly for a play 
concerning 'matters of governance'. performed by royal commancl. For a reading of the play's political 
topicality see Mark Breitcnbcrg. 'Reading Elizabethan loonicity- Gorboduc and the Scn-dotics of 
Reform', ELR, 18: 2 (1988), pp. 194-217. 
-5'Moinas Norton and Tbonms Sackvfllcý 77le bylgidie OfFerrex and Porrex (LA)ndon: John Dayc, 1570-, 
STC 186851 Si& A2r. 
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sharnefiLstnesse new apparelled, trimmed, and attired her in such formc as she 
mw before. 7 
In 'running abroad without leave' the text participates in an uneasy discourse about 
female verbosity and an active participation in the marketplace in which the relationship 
of text and author is figured in precisely the same terms as that between father and 
daughter, husband and wife. As Diane Purkiss describes it, 'This troubling openness is 
also signified by the unruly publicity of the wife; she circulates among her friends, 
instead of remaining stored up at home to signify her husband's ownership of her"! 
Both the feminised printed text and its female purchaser transgress the bounds of their 
socially defined and appropriate place: the woman in crossing the doorstep, the text in 
stepping out from the enclosed world of coterie circulation. As Wendy Wall points out: 
'Given that part of the threat of publication was its encouragement of a female 
readership, it is hardly surprising that gender served as an important idiom for managing 
and organizing anxieties about the press. 9 In authorial representations of both women 
and texts, real unease becomes most evident when the bearer of a male-authored 
signifying system (the well-fashioned wife, or the careffilly shaped text) is imagined as 
circulating outside the control of author, husband, or father. This concern, as this 
chapter will show, was fundamentally connected to concerns about the control of 
language, and the possibility of a range of readerly interpretations that could not be 
altogether circumscribed by the author. 
Rather than heed Stephen Gosson's stringent recommendation that the gentle female 
theatregoer should 'close vp your eyes, stoppe your eares, tye vp your tongues' and 
7 lbidL 
Diane Purkiss, 'Material Girls: The Scventeenth-Century Woman Debate', in Claire Brant and Diane 
Purldss (eds), Women, Texts andHistories; 1575-1760 (London and New York: Routledge, 1992), p. 79. 
9 Wall, Imprint of Gender, p. 15. 
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'keepe home', Gorboduc's 'frendes' chose instead to re-clothe their text and release her 
again onto the literary marketplace, Day insisting: 
I do not dout her parentes the authors will not now be discontent that she goc 
abroad among you good readers, so it be in honest companie. For she is by my 
encouragement and others somewhat lesse ashamed of the dishoncstic done to her 
because it was by fraude and force. ' 
Still, the imagined maiden remains ashamed and dishonoured: her case is remediless. In 
an environment where piracy and plagiarism were felt as an ever-present threat, the 
appearance of sartorial probity was an essential marketing tool for both book and 
printer, yet as Day was uncomfortably aware, such an appearance could never remain 
entirely under the printer's control, certainly after it left his or her workshop, and often 
before, according to the evidence of errata lists and compositorial mistakes. It is only 
the text, and not the wrongs she has suffered that can hope to be re-dressed, and Day is 
left uncomfortably aware that a second fall into dishonest company is made more likely 
as a result of the first. 
Such a fate must be made yet more probable by the fact that Day's claims to a renewed 
textual probity are spurious. As Sir Walter Greg and 1. B. Cauthen have shown, the 
only s ubstantial change Day made to Griffith's text was the excision of an eight-line 
passage in Act 5 dictating absolute submission to a monarch. " Both Greg and Cauthen 
conclude that Day set his version of the play (Q2) from a copy of Griffith's Q1, either 
repeating, in the terms of his own prefatorial strategy, the violence of his predecessor 
upon the manuscript body of the text, or unjustly slandering the vulnerable female 
theatregoer who had dared to expose herself to public view. 
10 Norton and Sackville, Gorboduc, Sigs. F4v-, F4r. 
11 Sir Waitcr Grcg, A bibliography of the English Printed Drama to the Restoration (Londow 
Bibliographical socicty. 1970), vol. L p. 115, and I. B. Cauthcn, Jr., 'Gorboduc. Ferrex and Porrex. 7tc 
First Two Quartos', Stu&es in Bibliography 15 (1962), pp. 231-33. 
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If her second exposure to the readerly gaze, 'new apparelled' in the type and printer's 
marks of John Day should lead to a second fall from grace, her publisher insists: 
the poore gentlewoman wil. surely play Lucroccs part of her sclfc and die for 
shame, and I shall wishc that she had taried still at home with me, where she was 
welcome: for she did ncuer put me to more charge, but this one poore blackc 
gowne lined with white that I haue now geuen her to goe abroad among you 
Withall. 12 
The delightful invocation of a 'poore blacke gowne lined with white' has clear 
connotations of modesty and sobriety: an appropriate item of apparel for a retiring 
gentlewoman. More concretely, however, Day's carefully chosen phrase is a literal and 
precise description of the appearance of the printed page and one that attaches the text 
to a specific readership. The text is printed in black letter, 'an all-encompassing term', 
as Bain and Shaw define it 'used to describe the writing of the Middle Ages in which 
the darkness of the letters. overpowers the whiteness of the page'. 13 
If Day's edition is compared with a modem version of the text it is easy to see the 
accuracy of Day's description. In the most recent edition, that of Irby B. Cauthen Jr. for 
the Regents Rena&mce Drama Series, a predominantly white page bears traces of 
black, while in Day's version an overwhelmingly black body is surrounded by only a 
thin lining of white space. 14 Griffith, however, also used a black letter font, dressing his 
text in the same sombre garment, so that the slippage in Day's text between the torn 
apparel, original attire, and 'new' black gown of the book, becomes more revealing of 
his own textual sharp practice than of Griffith's alleged acts of violence. 
Continuous blocks of black letter type, used by Gutenberg in an attempt to mimic as 
closely as possible the manuscript productions of medieval scribes, were gradually 
12 Nortor, and SaCjCViHC, GOrbOdUC, Sig Ur. 
13 pCtCr Bair, aW paUl Shaw, 'Black lettcr An Ovcrvicw', IWnting History, 19 - 20 (1998), p. 4. 14 Thomas Sackville and Tbomas Nbrtoiiý Garbodkxý or, Ferrex and Porrex, Wited by Irby B. Cauthctiý 
Jr. 0-ondon. Edward Amold, 1970). 
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displaced by the roman and italic fonts introduced by Aldus Manutius in imitation of the 
new and fashionable humanistic script. " By the late sixteenth century, black letter was 
intricately entangled with basic literacy and the vernacular, and was used extensively 
for ballads, pamphlets, schoolbooks and horn-books. English readers with only a 
limited education and rudimentary reading skills often had access solely to black letter, 
characterised by Keith Thomas as 'the type for the common peoplet. 16 Thus, in 
'dressing' their texts in a black letter font, Day and Griffith appealed to a popular 
audience, not to the educated humanists who, along with the Queen, had witnessed her 
initial courtly appearance. 17 As the tale of the 'young man' indicates, the text was 
disseminated among a courtly audience much more quickly after its initial stagings 
thanks to the strong continuing tradition of manuscript circulation. The very fact of its 
appearance as a printed text, let alone a black letter one, already indicated a marked 
shift in audience. " It is a shift that this chapter will follow, moving from the enclosed 
spaces and limiting strategies of texts proclaiming themselves to be written and 
circulated within a patronage economy to those which dress themselves to appeal to a 
" For a detailed analysis of the gradual displacement of black letter fonts by roman and italic fonts, see 
Stanley Morison, Politics and &fipt. - Aspects of authority andfteedom in the developnent of Graeca- 
Latin scriptfiwm the stah century B. C to the twentieth century A. D., edited and compiled by Nicolas 
Barker (Oxford-- Clarendon Press, 1972ý particularly Chapter Six 
16 Keith nlomaS, 'M meaning of Literacy in Early Modern England' in Gerd Baumann (cd. ), 7he 
W-ritten Word. Literacy in Transition (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1996), p. 99. As Charles Mish is careful 
to point out, 'the changc-ovcr from black letter to roman in the history of English printing has not, to my 
knowledge, ever been carefully documented or dated' (Charles C. Mish, 'Black Letter as a Social 
Discriminant in the Seventeenth Century', PAIZA, 68 (19531 p. 628. Mish tentatively concludes that the 
change probably took place around 1590, twenty years after Day's Gorboduc ventured onto the market, 
but suggests that in play quartos the change took place somewhat earlier, probably around thc time that 
Day's Gorboduc was issuedL 
17 71iis is not to suggest that Day deliberately chose a black letter font specifically for this particular text. 
Although he was quick to follow continental models for roman fonts, in part thanks to his own expertise 
as a typc-founder (Geoffrey Dowding, An Introduction to the Ifistory of Printing Types (London, Wace & 
Company Ltd-, 1961), p. 53)ý Day was still, in the early 1570s, primarily using black letter fbnt4ý with 
roman letters reserved for title pages and prefatory material. This rdlects his core output of the ABC and 
Catechism and the Sternhold and Hopkins metrical Psalms for which he held the patents, and which were 
targeted at a less readily literate audience and does at least perhaps indicate that Day fdt Gorboduc, was 
likely to appeal to a readership that associated him with such accessible works. "' For a detailed discussion of the different modes of textual circulation during this period Marotti, 
Manu=lpt, Print and the English Renaissance Lýýc Other useful sources include Roger Charticr, 7he 
Culture of Pdnt: Power and the Uses of Print in EivV Modern England, tr. Lydia G. Cochraw 
(Cambridge. Polity Press, 1989); Anthony Ian Doyle, cL al., Afanu=ipt to Print. TracUtion and 
Innovation in the Renais%ance Book (Durham: University of Durham Library, 1975) and Anthony 
Grafton, 'Tbc Importance of Being Printed, Journal ofIntenfiscipfinary History, 2 (1980), pp. 265-86. 
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wider print readership, risking dishonour in the process. In particular, I turn to those 
texts which address themselves to a readership imagined and constructed as female. 
There is little doubt that women made up a substantial proportion of the audience for the 
public theatre. Andrew Gurr stresses that 'Women from every section of society went 
to plays, from Queen Henrietta Maria to the most harlotry of vagrants. Evidence for a 
plentiful supply of women playgoers is there throughout the period', while Stephen 
Orgel agrees that 'The theatre was a place of unusual freedom for women in the period; 
foreign visitors comment on the fact that English women go to theatre unescorted and 
unmasked, and a large proportion of the audience consisted of women'. 19 In recent 
years more and more women have also been identified as purchasers not only of these 
plays but of a wide range of other texts when they were presented for sale in the print 
marketplace. 20 Suzanne Hull insists that an identifiable female readership was 
increasingly in evidence as the market for printed books expanded. 
15' Andrew Gurr, Playgoing in Shakespeare's London (Cambridge: CUP, 1987), p. 57; Stephen Orgcl, 
Impersonations* 7he Performance of Gender in Shakespearean England (Cambridge: CUP, 1996), p. 10. 
GurT's example of Henrietta Maria refers to her four visits to the Blackfriars 71catrc during the mid- 
1630s. In Appendix 1, along with a substantial number of other contemporary references to female 
playgoers, Guff cites the foflowing extracts from the accounts of the Master of the Revels. 'The Quccnc 
was at Blackfrycrs, to see Mcssingers playe ... 
Blake Friers, where the Queenc saw LA)dwick Carlilc's 
second part of Arviragus and Felicia acted, which is hugely liked of every one' ... 
The 5* of May at the 
Blacl&ycrs for the Quecnc and the prince clector ... 
Alfonso ... 
At the blackfrycrs the 23 Aprill for the 
quecne ... the unfortunate lovers' (196). See also Richard 
Levin, 'Women in the Renaissance '11catrc 
Audience', Shakespeare Quarterly, 40 (1989), pp. 165-74, and Ann Thompson, 'Womcnwrivomcn' and 
the Stage', in Wilcox (ed. ), Women and Literature, pp. 100-116. For a nuanced rc-working of the 
question of women spectators and the extent to which their exclusion from the stage worked to inscribe 
female audience members in certain subject-positions, see Dympna Callaglian, Shakespeare Without 
Women: Representing Gender and Race on the Renaissance Stage (London: Routledgc, 2000), esp. 
Chapter Five. 
20 Other thart authorW addresses, of which there are a substantial number, the evidence for a female 
readership is fragmentary, but increasingly substantial. Paul Morgan's article on 'Frances Wolfrcston and 
'Hor Books': A Scvcntecnth-Ccntury Woman Book-Collector' (7he Libray, 6dsa, 11 (1989), pp. 197- 
219), and Sister Jean Carmel Cavanaugh's 'Me Library of Lady Southwcll and Captain Sibthorpc' 
(Studies in Bibliography 20 (1967), pp. 243-54), provide two detailed studies of scvcntccnth-ccntury 
women's libraries. Useful surveys of women's reading are Jacqueline Pearson, 'Women reading, reading 
women', in Wilcox (ed. ) Women in Literature, pp. 80-99, and Maureen Bell's essay 'Women Writing and 
Women Written'. An intriguing example of female ownership is the case of Elizabeth Jossclyn, wife of 
the stationer Samuel Jossclyn, who, in 1629, deposed to having lent sonic of her books to her lodger, John 
Felton, the Duke of Bucldngharn's assassin (CSPD 118 (1628-29), p. 343). This loan took place prior to 
Jossclyn's marriage, while she was still living with her mother, indicating that this was indeed ha 
personal, rather than her husband's, collection- 
Discussions of women readers inevitably come up against the question of how many women in the early 
modern period were able to read- While David Cressy is pessimistic about litcrary rates among vmmen 
(Literacy and the Social Order Reading and Writing in Tudor and Stuart England (Cambridge: CUP, 
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A small but steady stream of books for a female audience began to appear on the 
English book market in the 1570s, approximately one hundred years after Caxton 
printed the first book in the English language. In the period from 1475 through 
1640 at least 163 books in some 500 editions were specifically directed to or 
printed for women readers. Eighty-five per cent of them were published after 
1570.21 
The criteria that Hull uses to define books for a female audience are flexible, but even 
so, she does not include dramatic works, or raise the question of how far the female 
reader might have enjoyed texts that addressed themselves simply 'to the reader', or 
even to the male reader. 22 In an analysis of 'The Countess of Bridgewater's London 
Library', for example, Heidi Brayman Hackel Points out that 'Of the Countess's 241 
volumes, only six books appear in Hull's list of 163 "Books for Women7. In fact, the 
Countess shared more titles with one of her male relatives, the Earl of Huntingdon, than 
she does with this list of women's books. 23 On the other hand, Hackel agrees that there 
was a deliberate attempt to shape and control women's reading in the early modem 
period, an assumption that has led many writers on female reading to concentrate on 
proscriptions against women's reading or prescriptions of appropriate texts than on the 
24 available evidence of what women did read . 
'Hull's finding list', argues Hackel, 'usefully records what authors and publishers hoped 
women would read; lists of women's holdings show the extent to which early modem 
women contested these constraints' . 
25 Importing a proto-fleminist consciousness into 
the mind of her aristocratic female reader, staunchly resisting interpellation into the 
1980), later writers have pointed to evidence of wider reading ability, questioning Cressy's use of 
signatures as a marker for literacy. See, for a clear summary of the debate, Frances R Dolan's article on 
'Reading, Writing, and Other Crimes', in Valerie Traub, NE Lindsay Kaplan, and Dympna Callaghan 
(cds), FeministRea&ngs of&vVModern Culatre (Cambridge: CUP, 19%), esp. pp. 143-4. 
21 Hull, Chaste. &knt and Obedient, p. 1. 22 As Heidi Brayman Hackel points out, the CA)untess of Bridgewater possessed books addressed both to 
'the vulgar sort' and to 'young gentlemen' ('The Countess of Bridgewater's London Library', in 
Andersen and Sauer (cds), Books and Readers in &zrly Modern Fngland, p. 144). 23 Ibid. 
24 A different approach, drawing on court records and representations of women's reading in witchcraft 
trials to understand what literacy meant for women within a speciflic social context informs Dolan's 
article on 'Reading, Writing. and Other Crimcs'. 
25 Hackcl, "Me Countcss of Bridgewater' p. 144. 
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subject-position of cook, midwife, or seamstress, Hackel, like Hull, assumes that her 
broad reading was an act of resistance, rather than a usual and accepted sign of interests 
outside the conduct books, domestic tomes, and satirical tracts that dominate Hull's list. 
On the other hand, Jacqueline Pearson's contrast between 'those books women were 
encouraged to read and the fiction they actually enjoyed' seems equally anachronistic, 
as there is plenty of evidence, as, for example, in the book-littered Dimy of Anne 
Clifford, or in women's commitment to religious publication, that women could and did 
enjoy religious reading. 26 
Neither do Hull, Hackel or Pearson question the extent to which texts ostensibly 
addressed to women might be aimed at a male or gender-neutral readership. In other 
words, neither raises the possibility that these texts fictionalise a female readership not 
in order to control women's reading but to exploit the imagined figure of the woman 
reader, for as Wendy Wall points oiit in relation to Gorboduc, once a woman entered 
into textual circulation she was assumed to be available for sale. 'When the publisher 
describes the book as a ravished, half-clad maiden, he suggests that the reader's very act 
of buying the text is complicitous in a power relationship dependent on the trafficking 
in female sexuality. 27 
The imagined, indeed the real, female readership invoked by early modem authors was 
not a monolithic entity, but ranged, in the dedicatory epistles of the period, from 'ladies 
and gentlewomen' (in numerous examples) to 'bawds', "maids', 'housewives', 
'midwives', 'widows', even 'malapert mistresses' . 
28 Much more wide-ranging than 
26 Pearson, 'Women Reading'. in Wilcox (ed. ), Women andLiterature, 83. 
27 Wall, Imprint of Gender, 5. 
28 P- CA new booke infilukd 7he blasinge ofbawdrie, dayfie procured by beldame B. principall broker 
of all iniquitie (London: P- Jhones, 1574; STC 4295); Christopher Goodwyn, Me mt7y*ns dreme 
compyled (London: R. Wyer L R- Bankes, 1542?; STC 12074); Toiquato Tasso, The housholders 
philosophie. "erein is perfectly describeg the true oeconomia of housekeeping (London: J. 
Charlewood L T. Hacket, 1588; STC 23702); Jacob RuelL 7he expert midwife, or an excellent and most 
necessary treatise of the generation and birth of mam Six bookes (London: E. Grill in for S. Burton, sold 
by T. Alchorn, 1637; STC 21442); Robert CopW4 The seuen sorowes that women haue when theyr 
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dedications to a specific female reader, these addresses nonetheless struggle to 
pigeonhole and define the almost unimaginable concept of a dispersed female 
readership. As Alexandra Halasz convincingly argues of early modem pamphlet 
literature, 'what stands out are [sic] not so much invocations of a specific audience - 
whether a patron or readers of a certain status - or of a simple abstract "reader" as the 
efforts to imagine unknown and unknowable readers: "To al yoong Gentlemen, 
marchants, citizens, apprentices, yeomen, and plaine countrey farmer, " "To ... the most 
honourably renowned No-body; " "To the world"'. 29 Struggling to understand a 
fragmented, indefinable readership, authors created groups that strained at the 
boundaries of definition; a motley rabble of bawds, witches, housewives, and 
gentlewomen. 
These condescending, misogynist, sometimes hostile, addresses may seem, like much of 
Donne's poetry addressing women, to have more than half an eye on the jeering young 
male readers of the testosterone-packed Inns of Court. Nonetheless, evidence such as 
the common-place book of Dame Sarah Cowper, containing such gems as 'To love a 
woman's soul whilst there are men, is as bad as bestiality whilst there are women' and 
'I like a thing that's excellent, though in an ill kind, as I like a good woman', or Joseph 
Swetnam's promise that 'if I offend you at the first I will make you amends at the last' 
in the preliminaries to his deeply misogynist Arraignement, suggest that at least some 
women were expected to read the texts that displayed themselves on the bookstalls 
disguised in women's dress. 30 
husbandes be deade (London: W. Copland, c. 1565; STC 5734); L or L T., 7he hauen of pleayure: 
containing a dfrection how to live well (London: P. Short for P. Linley and L FbAct, 1596, STC 23620). 
29 Alexandra lWaS7,7he Marketplace of PýInt., Piamphlets and the Nblic Sphere in Early Madern 
England (Cambridge: CUP, 1997), pp. 12-13. 
30 Cowper's commonplace book is cited in Mendelson and Crawford (eds. ), Women in Early Modem 
England, pp. 203-4. Swctnam's comment comes in thcAraignementat Sig. A3v. 
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Fictions of female readers were closely tied to an ongoing re-negotiation of ideas about 
consumption, and this chapter explores the difficulties and tensions which surrounded 
their activity in the literary marketplace. Just as ambiguities about female political 
power led to the production of alternative discursive modes through which male authors 
could express their relationship to women patrons, so too the recognition of a female 
audience led to the production of a variety of conflicting and often uneasy addresses, as 
authors struggled to find an appropriate rhetoric with which to address their female 
readers. Above all, an examination of these constructions reveals the multiple ironies of 
what Maureen Bell describes as 'the ways in which print, then as now, was instrumental 
in the construction of gender identities, not only by the development of a female market 
for books but also by its representation of 'woman' as subject-matter and marketable 
commodity'. 31 For, in constructing a fictive female audience to increase the saleability 
of his printed text, the male author too ended in the marketplace, appearing, as 
Alexandra Halasz puts it, 'as a dead author and a commodity-book', as tightly bound 
with his text as were his fictionalised female readers and dedicateeS. 32 
1. 'Fortv Shillings I Care Not For' 
One of the central arguments of this chapter, and indeed of my thesis as a whole, is that 
patronage and the marketplace for printed texts never existed as two diametrically 
opposed and conflicting systems, with the heroic, open, and democratic world of print 
production eventually displacing the cramped and cramping hierarchies and slavish 
dependency of literary patronage, a story epitomised in Alvin Kernan's declaration that 
'an older system of polite or courtly letters - primarily oral, aristocratic, amateur, 
31 BcE4 'Women writing and women written', p. 45 1. 
32 Halam, Marketplace qfPýInt, p. 36. 
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authoritarian, court-centred. - was swept away at this time, and gradually replaced by a 
new print-based, market-centered, democratic literary system'. 33 
Just as I argued in my first chapter that invocations of a coherent network of supportive 
literary patronage were a fiction, mimicking existing structures of patronage to construct 
a model of sympathetic reading, so too, I argue that the increasingly vocal complaints of 
professional writers about the decline of patronage were a fiction designed to legitimate 
participation in the structures of investment and textual mobility that characterised the 
marketplace of print. Their status as two sides of the same coin, the attempt to 
successfully fictionalise an audience and an authorial voice is structurally implicit in the 
common juxtaposition of an address to a dedicatee with a subsequent address to the 
reader, more or less specifically defined; a juxtaposition that reflects the uneasy status 
of the early modem text attempting to construct a literary system in which to situate 
itself through its 
, 
prefatory fictions, rather than, as Sharon Miller suggests, a 
democratising impulse towards opennesS. 34 
Once again, the argument that the decline of literary patronage was in large part a 
fiction is not meant to deny that that fiction may at times have closely reflected 
economic reality. There is some evidence that as the costs of living at court and 
maintaining the reputation of a new Maecenas escalated, the nobles who stood at the 
hub of the patronage system increasingly found their resources running dangerously 
low .3 '5 Lucy Russell, Countess of Bedford, certainly 
found the financial demands of her 
centrality in two successive courts almost impossible to sustain. In Epigram 84, Ben 
33 Alvin Kernan, Printing Technology, Letters and SamuelJohnson (Princeton: PUP, 1987), P. 4. 
34 See Sharon Miller, Invested with Meaning: 7he Raleigh Circle in the New World (Philadelphia: U of 
Pennsylvania P), 1998, esp. pp. 116-20.1 dkink Matthew Day for drawing Millces account to my 
attcntion. 
35 For a highly influential account of this development, though one that has been subject to substantial 
revision in recent years, see Lawrence Stone, 7he Oisis of the Aristocracy, 1558-1641 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1965). 
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Jonson was compelled to remind the Countess that a promise, whilst gratefully received, 
is not the same as a gift. 
MADAME, I told you late how I repented, 
I ask'd a lord a buck, and he denyed me; 
And, ere I could aske you, I was prevented: 
For your most noble offer had supply'd me. 
Straight went I home; and there most like a Poet, 
I fancied to my selfe, what wine, what wit 
I would have spent: how every Muse should know it, 
And PHOEBUS-selfe should be at eating it. 
0 Madame, if your grant did thus transferre mee, 
Make it your gift. See whither that will beare mce. 36 
In sending this poem, Jonson reminds the Countess of her obligations as a patron within 
a system of gift-exchange. The poem is presented as a product of Russell's pledge, 
displacing the muses to the position of eager audience members, but at the same time 
suggesting that the quality of the verse the Countess receives is necessarily connected to 
her own generosity. If a hasty promise can inspire this deft and witty epigram, what 
masterpiece of poetic art might be the product of the gift itself? At the same time, 
however, Jonson reminds Russell that he has access to other patrons (in this case, an 
unnamed 'lord') and that, thus far, she has maintained a reputation for generosity that 
some have lost . 
37 Rewarding this verse with the deer the poet demands is the only way 
for the Countess to preserve that reputation and to see it celebrated in Jonson's divine 
verse. 
Jonson's poem marks a delicate and carefully negotiated moment of participation in the 
increasingly energetic genre of the rejection of patronage or the complaint at the 
stinginess of patrons in the modem age. As Sherri Geller points out 'In the index to his 
edition of [the works of Thomas] Nashe, McKerrow cites numerous instances for 
36 Jonson, 'Epigram 84'. 
37 Ilis strategy of rcminding a benefactor that there might be competition for the reputation of most 
generous was not confined to Jonson. In a letter to Richard Bagot, c. 1592, Bnde Babington, Prebendary 
of Lichfield, requested a buck for his rcsidentiaries' feast, pointing out that he n-tight have had it by asking 
the Earl of Essex, but did not (Folger MS. L. a. 30). 
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"patrons, niggardliness of'; one for "from some Nashe had received only promisee; 
and one for "examples of small rewards given by"'. 38 Turning specifically to women 
patrons, he informed Elizabeth Carey that, 'I hate those female bragarts, that contend to 
haue all the Muses beg at their doores: and with Doues, delight euermore to looke 
themselues in the glasse of vaine-glorie, yet by their sides, weare continually Barbarie 
purses, which neuer ope to any but pedanticall Parasites'. 39 
The fictionalised turn away from patronage to a paying audience, however, highlights 
the growing disparity between the often ideal and deeply formal rhetoric of the 
dedication, and the financial realities of the marketplace. Many authors had great 
trouble in deciding how to address the reading public, and dedications, particularly to 
female readers, are often didactic, abusive, dismissive, condescending or a combination 
of all four. Derek B. Alwes points out the subtle (and sometimes not-so-subtle) ironies 
of Greene's authorial addresses to women, and the ways in which, particularly when 
juxtaposed with his addresses to men, they undermine their ostensibly encomiastic 
agenda, and it seems that in the variety of addresses to the female reader it is possible to 
identify a much greater instability of tone, than in the relatively settled tropes and 
formulas of the dedicatory epistle. 40 
Nonetheless, similar strategies could be utilised when addresing an individual imagined 
reader, as the author struggled to peer over her textualised shoulder at the vague and 
shifting shapes of the wider print readership beyond. Jacqueline Pearson, for example, 
identifies the way in which William Barksted's incorporation of a dedication to 
Elizabeth, Countess of Derby at the beginning of the second part of his Hiren: or, the 
31 Sherri Geller, 'Commentary as Covcr-Up: Criticizing Ifliberal Patronage in Thomas Nashc's Summer's 
Last Will and Testament', M?, (1995), pp. 25,153, n. 14. 
3' Thomas Nashc, Chfists teares ouer ferusalem "erunto, is annexeg a comparatime admonition to 
London (London: James Robcm and are to be solde by Andrewc Wise, at his shop in Paulcs Churchyard, 
at the signe of the AngeL 1593; STC 18366), Sig, *2v. 
40 Derck B. Alwes, 'Robert Greene's Duelling Dedications', ELR, 30 (2000), pp. 373-95. 
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Faire Greeke (1611), places her 'at exactly that point in the poem where Hiren breaks 
her vow of chastity. ... The poem chronicles the male's growth in self-command, while 
the female loses it and becomes associated with unchastity and powerlessness; and the 
female dedicatee / reader is placed so that she too is implicated in these images'. 41 
Addresses to the general woman reader, however, who cannot, as Pearson implicitly 
suggests, be straightforwardly aligned with the female dedicatee, rarely disguise their 
unease or hostility in any such subtle way. Nathan Field is particularly blatant about his 
epistle 'to the reader' coming as a result of commercial pressure. 'Reader, the Sale-man 
sweares, youle take it very ill, if I say not somewhat to you too, Introth you are a 
stranger to me; why should I Write to you? '42 In place of the epistle to a patron, he 
invokes 'any Woman that hath beene no Weather-Cocke' and proceeds to roundly abuse 
not only the stinginess of patrons, but also the honesty of the female audience he turns 
to in their place. 
I Did determine, not to haue Dedicated my Play to any Body, because forty shillings I 
care not for, and aboue few or none will bestowe on these matters, espccially falling 
from so famelesse a pen as mine is yet. And now I looke vp, and finde to whom my 
Dedication is, I feare I am as good as my determination: notwithstanding I leave a 
libertie to any Lady or woman, that dares say she hath been no weather-Cockc, to 
assume the Title of Patronesse to this my Booke. 43 
Of course, at one level, the joke can be read as an appeal to the male reader, well aware 
of the dangers of female fickleness. We must not assume, however, that the 
Renaissance woman reader would have been incapable of seeing the joke herself. 
Field's ploy is a clever one, for the majority of women might well insist they were 'no 
weather-Cocke', thereby implicitly accepting the 'Title of Patronesse, and would 
anyway have needed to read the play, or to have seen it in performance, in order to 
41 Pearson, 'Women reading', in Wilcox (ed. ), Women and Literature, p. 90. 
42 Nathan Field, A Woman is a Weather-cocke. A new comedy (London: William Jaggard C J. Budge, 
1612; STC 10854), Sig. Mv. 
43 Ibid., Sig. Mr. 
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assess their own weathercock status. Field clearly expected them not only to read his 
text but to come back for more, promising any constant patroness that in his next play . 
'she shall see what amends I have made to her, and all the sex'. 44 
As the woman turned the pages to discover George Chapman's commendatory verse 
'To his Loved Sonne, Nat. Field, and his Wether-cocke Woman', she may have been 
further intrigued by the implication of Field in exactly the same patterns of fickleness 
that the comedy professes to expose. 
To many formcs, as well as many waics, 
1by Active Muse, turnes like thy acted woman: 
In which, disprais'd inconstancie, turnes praise. 4' 
In Field's demonstration of virtuoso fickleness, Chapman insists, he adopts the 
woman's weathercock status in a topsy-turvey fashion that transforms that fickleness 
into constancy, through its literary enshrinement: 
And as swift Fame 
Growes as she goes, in Fame so thrive thy Play, 
And thus to standing, tume thy woman's fall, 
Wit turn'd to'euerie thing, prooues stay in all. 
Aligning the author with his changeable weathercock woman, Chapman establishes 
fickleness as a creative virtue, effectively undermining the ostensible moral of Field's 
text, and celebrating both text's and woman's ability to adapt to, and satisfy, the shifting 
demands of a fickle audience. 
That very fickleness was profoundly problematic for the male Renaissance author; at 
once, as Chapman insisted, a necessary prerequisite for creative and commercial 
success, yet at the same time a threat to that success, since the figure of the weathercock 
44 Ibid, Sig. Mr. 
45 Ibid., Sig. Mr. 
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woman also typified the vagaries of consumption. Imagining a female readership 
allowed the author, as Juliet Fleming suggests, to present his text precisely as an item 
for casual consumption, 'a trifle or a toy. Marked as being beside the point, the 
Elizabethan ladies' text may be standing in for that category of the aesthetic that is still 
absent in early modem England. 46 Fleming cites Lyly's address 'To the Ladies and 
Gentlewoemen of England' from Euphues and his England (15 80) as a classic instance 
of a text that declares itself as being not just beside the point but pointless, a leisure- 
time text to be read purely for enjoyment. 
Similarly, for Walter Ong, Lyly's Euphuistic writings, beginning with Me Atiatomy of 
Wit mark a crucial moment in the 'attempts to work out a credible role in which 
47 Elizabethan readers could cast themselves for the new medium of print'. Arguing that 
the Renaissance fascination with rhetoric stemmed from its continuing engagement with 
the oral past, Ong identifies Lyly's excessive prose as a key moment of change in the 
imagining of a print readership. 
Lyly reacts by hyperifictoricizing his text, tongue4n-check, drowning the 
audience and himself in the highly controlled gush being purvcycd by the 
schools. The signals to the reader are unmistakable, if unconsciously conveyed: 
play the role of the rhetorician's listener for all you are worth (Euphues is mostly 
speeches), remembering that the response the rhetorician commands is a serious 
and difficult one - it takes hard work to assimilate the baroque complexity of 
Lyly's text - but also that there is something awry in all the isocola, 
apaphonemata, and antisagogai, now that the reader is so very much more a 
reader than a listener. 48 
The struggles to define a readership continue in Euphues and his England when Lyly 
turns to a female readership set firmly in a luxurious domestic interior, imagining his 
text as eminently trivial, a lapdog or a junket, yet also utterly enjoyable, a far cry from 
the thumping didacticism of many of his contemporaries. 
46 Fleming, 'Ile ladies' NIan and the Age of Elizabeth', in Turner (ed. ), Sexuality and Gender, p. 158. 
47 Ong, 'The Writer's Audience', p. 16. 48 lbid 
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It restcth Ladies, that you take the paines to reade it, but at such times, as you 
spend in playing with your little Dogges, and yet will I not pinch you of that 
pastime, for I am content that your Dogges lye in your laps, so Euphues may be in your hands, that when you shall be wearie in reading of the one, you may be 
ready to sport mith the other or handle him as you do your Junckets, that when 
you can eate no more, you tye some in your napkin for children, for if you be filled with the first part, put the seconde in your pocket for your wayting 
maydcs: Euphues had rather lye shut in a Ladies casket, then open in a Schollers 
studie. 49 
Parenthetically suggesting that most waiting maids would, like their mistresses, be 
literate, Lyly insists from the start that his text is a peculiarly female one, even on a 
formal level. He claims that the linking of conversation pieces by a central narrative has 
been chosen specifically to appeal to women, in a passage that positions them as 
delicate, skilful, and discriminating readers. The pleasure of reading is made central to 
Lyly's project; an idle, playful, consumption set in deliberate contrast to the humanist 
insistence upon the usefulness of heavy rhetorical texts that hit the reader like a cold 
shower, instead of Lyly's gentle drops of 'sweet water. 50 As Ong reminds us, 'women 
were not normally trained in the Latin-based, academic, rhetorical, oral tradition'. 51 
They thus formed the ideal ground upon which to perform the rejection of this exclusive 
history. As purveyor of an almost sexualjoui&mce Lyly's text is aligned with delicate, 
seasonal consumer fruits, rather than with the heavy hops that kept the Elizabethan 
Alehouse, prime site of early modem women's economic activity, in business. 52 
" John Lyly. EVhues md his Eý, gknd Containing kis Votyage and adventures (London: Thomas East L Gabriel Cawood, 15W. 17069), Sig jiv. 
For the importance of reading se model of affectivc, humanist c Lisa Jardine and Anthony Grafton, Studied for Action": How Gabriel Harvey Read His livy'. Past and Present, 129 (1990)ý pp. 30-78. See also J. Manning, 'Notes and f. 13rginalia in Bishop Percy's Copy of Spenser's Works (1611)', Notes 
and Queries. 31 (1994k ppL 22-5-7. James Nielson, 'Reading Between the Lines: Manuscript Personality 
and Gabriel Harvcy's Drafts', &udjes in English Literature, 33 (1993), pp. 43-82; William Slights, 
Notes that Spoile the Text' Scriptural Annotation in the English Renaissance', Huntington Library 
Quarterly. 55 (1992), pp. 255-78; William Sherman, John Dee. 7he Politics ofReading and Willing in 
the F"glish Renaisonce (Amherst University of Massachusetts Press, 1995); and Steven Zwickcr, 'Reading the Margins: Politics and the Habits of Appropriation', in Kevin Sharpe and Steven Zwickcr (Ods)- Refiguring Revolutions: Aen*efics and Politics fium the FAglish Revolution to the Romantic Revolution (BcrWcy and Los Angeles: California University Press, 1998), pp. 101-116. 51 Ong. 'The Writer's Audience'. p. 17. 52 See Elizabeth Ewan. -F" Whatc%, cr Ales Yc": Women as Consumers and Producers in Late Medicval 
Scottish Towns' in Ewan mbd Mcikle (ods). if omen in Scotland, pp. 125-36. 
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Tlicse discourses I haue not clapt in a cluster, thinUng with my selfe that Ladies had 
rather be sprinckled %ith swecte water, then washed, so that I hauc sowed them heere 
and there, lykc Strawbcrics, not in heapcs, lyke Hoppes: knowing that you take more 
delight, to gather flowers one by one in a garden, then to snatche them by handfulles 
from a Clarland. " 
No longer full of the model letters featured so heavily in Yhe Anatomy of Wit, Euphues 
his Fngland continually interrupts itself with flirtatious addresses to the female reader, 
often inviting them to join the game of courtly debate and refusing to close off their 
responses. 'Now, gentlewomen, in this matter I would I knew your minds - and yet I 
can somewhat guess at your meanings', he cries to his blushing readers, before rushing 
back to his more immediate nan-ative concerns. "' In the context of an almost 
exclusively female court (only two male English courtiers, Surius and Martius, are 
mentioned, and they feature far less heavily than their female counterparts Camilla and 
Flavia), the central wooer; Philautus, is comically and persistently unsuccessful, and the 
real rhetorical skill is possessed by the women of the court who run witty rings around 
their male suitors and questioners. 
IT. r Bread of Idleness' 
This kind of idle and frivolous consumption by women clearly contravenes what Loma 
Hutson identifies in 77ie Usurer's Daughter as the humanist principle of 'husbandry', 
derived from readings of Xenophon's Oeconomicus. It is to this theory that Stephen 
Gosson makes appeal when he urges his female readers 'if there be peace in your 
houses, and plentie in your Coafers, let the good precept of Xenophon be your 
exercise'. 33 This humanist ideology, traced by Hutson as it developed through the 
middle years of the sixteenth century, positions the husband as active and engaged with 
53 Lyly. Emphues and his Engkind, Sig. lir6v. 54 Ibid. Sig. Aaiiir. 
55 G)swn. Schook ofA buse. Sig. Mv. 
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the outside worldý expending his energies and wealth in order to earn the substance 
which his obedient wife should use with thrift and care. In this reading, the central 
masculine skill for the practice of oikonomia is no longer the martial ability of chivalric 
romance, but lies instead in the persuasive management of people and situations. The 
good woman, in contrast, is placed firmly within a domestic setting, avoiding idleness 
and expense through the practice of household economy. As instructed by the Bible, 
'she looketh well to the ways of her household, and eateth not the bread of idleness'. 56 
The imagined presence of the woman reader inevitably threatened the bounds of the 
Xenophonic economy as she picked and chose the bread, or presumably, for Lyly, the 
strawberries of idleness. At the same time, however, an expanding market economy 
demanded just such a class of leisured, idle women able to act as consumers. The point 
was made explicitly in a Humble Petition of manY IhOum7lds Of COurtie", C""ens', 
Gentlemens' and Tradesmens' wives presented to parliament on February I &, 164 1, 
urging Henrietta Maria not to leave London: 
Your Petitioners, their Husbands, their Children and their Families, amounting to 
many thousand soules; have lived in plentifull and good fashion, by the exercise of 
several! Trades and venting of divers workcs.... All depending wholly for the sale of 
their commodities, (which is the maintenance and very existence and beeing of 
themselves, their husbands, and families) upon the splendour and glory of the English 
COuM and principally upon that of the 4Ncenes I&jCSty. 
57 
It would have been economicafly disastrous had the 'ladies and gentlewoemen of 
England' set aside their lapdogs and junkets in an early modern cultural revolution 
which witnessed them returning to the fields to plant and spin their own flax. Indeed 
even in Proverbs the virtuous woman 'maketh fine linen, and selleth it; and delivereth 
girdles to the merchant'. a difficult task if there is no leisured consumer class in place to 
561]3iblcl Aelloly&bk, contaipdngdw Old and New Tesla-ents. Auth0fizcd Vcrsi0n, (LOnd0n, 1611), PrOveebs. 31: 27. 
57 Cited in Claxt. nb&mg Life of women, p. 194. 
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spur on the mercantile economy. 5" In a time of rapid economic growth, leisure was as 
necessary to the maintenance of that expansion as it was frowned upon in humanist 
models of good husbandry. It was, nonetheless, these humanist models that aimed to 
negotiate and legitimise the accumulation of profit on which that economic growth 
relied. 59 It was a fine line, and a dangerous one, between the sensible provisions of the 
good housekeeper, and the profiteering of the usurer. 
One strategy employed to circumvent this discrepancy between desirable thrift and 
necessary prodigality was the promulgation of the decorative arts. Women might not 
engage in cloth production, but they could learn the related pastime of needlework. In 
7he Needles F-rvellency, John Taylor included a string of sonnets praising a parade of 
famous needleworkers including Katharine [of Aragon], Mary Tudor, Elizabeth L the 
Countess of Pembroke and Lady Elizabeth Dormer in terms which stress the importance 
of industry and application- Elizabeth Dormer, he reminds us, is 
working often erc the Sunne doth peepc. 
And many times, when Phabus in the West 
Declined is, and Lum shewcs her head: 
This antient honour'd Lady rests from Rest, 
And workcs m hcn idle sloath goes soonc to bed. 
Ilus she the Needle makes her recreation, 
Whose wcll-spcnt paincs arc others imitation. 60 
Perhaps to the modem reader the needlework skills of these prestigious women might 
not seem the most obvious reason to offer them praise, but their constant activity 
is a 
central theme of Tayloes eulogistic verse. 
" Bibk, Pivvcft 31: 24. 
"'Me dynamics of this ncgotation are central to Lorna Hutson's book 7he Usurer's 
Daughter, in which 
sk describes the *-ay in vk hich womcn, were exchanged within a newly prodigal economy 
in order to 
legitimate a growing dependence on credit. and a new drive to prollitabi1ity. 
'60 John Taylorý 77je needles exceUepxy a new booke wherin are &vers admirabk workes wrought with 
the 
needfle (Landon: C J. Bolcr, 163 1; STC 23773.5), Sig. B3v. 
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Ilie basic precept of good husbandry was, after all, that women must not be idle. One 
of Joseph Swetnam's central themes in the Araignment of Lew4 idle, ftowarg and 
unconsZant women is the extent to which most women 'degenerate fi7om the use they 
were fi-amed unto, by leading a proud, lazy, and idle life, to the great hinderance of their 
poore Husbands'. 61 Paradoxically however, as Elizabeth Eisenstein points out, rail 
against it as they mightý it was on these idle women that authors increasingly dependa 
A hardworking man who relied on facts and figures, any man who worked hard for a 
living, could not afford to spend much time reading novels or poetry. Adolescent 
bookworms, young apprentices and clerks, and a wide spectrum of feminine readers 
were more apt to have hearts that could be touched and imaginations that could be 
held in thrall. A vested interest in idleness, in promoting the value of pleasure 
seeking and leisure, in cultivating consumption of the -finer" things of life, was built 
into the trade of all novelists and poets (and of other artists as well). 62 
Ile idle, playful women of Lyly's dedication clearly do not rest comfortably within the 
Xenophonic economy as Hutson describes it. Indeed, Hutson argues that Lyly's 
excessive Euphuistic prose is central to the disruption of the local networks of trust and 
negotation that characterise that economy in the sixteenth century, and sympomatic of 
the construction of new understandings of trust and credit that Adrian Johns has 
identified as being so central to early modem print production. 63 
Ile term 'credit' became much more common as the sixteenth century progressed, 
referring to notions of trustworthiness and reliability, which had a particular charge 
when applied to womem" At the same time, the growth in economic credit, 
documented by Craig hluldrewý meant that social credit became inherently more 
important as a means ofjudging financial soundness, and this change made trust much 
61 Araigmnent, Sig, Br. 
42 Eisenswin. 7he printmg press, p, lo4. 61 Adnan Johns. 77jekarure ofthe Book, esp Chapter I'sm " Laura Gow"Ig-s Dýwftesbc Dagem HO~, % 14, ords. and Sex in Early Modem London (Oxford: 
C Press. 19%) charts the partiodir charge notions of 'credit' as a measure of both honesty and 
chastity bore in disptacs bctvmm early modern women. A detailed discussion of the historical use of the 
tcrTn can be found in Chapta One of Craig Muldrew's The Economy of0bligatiow The Culture ofCre&t 
and Social Relations i, Early Jkt, *m Egknd (London: NlacWlan. 1998). 
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more problematic. 63 Hutson traces a move from credit as a term of trust between 
friends, and a guarantee of mutual support, to credit as an economic or rhetorical surplus 
to be adventured for future gain, and situates women as central to that shift, increasingly 
functioning, like Gorboditc, as tokens of credit to be negotiated between men. 
As my title, Yhe Usurer's Daughter would suggest, I want to argue that one 
answer lies in the importance of women as signs of credit between men in the 
traditional anthropological sense of alliance formation, and in a sense peculiar to 
the literary culture of humanism, in which the claim to be able to 'fashion' 
women by addressing them through penuasive fictions of themselves lent a 
special social credibility to the masculine activity of authorship. 66 
At the same time, of course, in succumbing to the credit fraud of the persuasive younger 
son, the daughter risked the catastrophic loss of her own 'credit', so central to the 
literature and social mores of the period. 
Hutson's analysis is reminiscent both of Eve KosoflCy Sedgwick's analysis of the 
homosocial bonds Between Alen, constructed and policed through the mediating body of 
a shared woman, and of Gayle Rubin's highly influential identification of 'The Traffic 
in Women'. 67 As Rubin points out, "if it is women who are being transacted, then it is 
the men who give and take them who are linked, the woman being a conduit of the 
relationship rather than a partner to it'. " The light-hearted, playful women of Lyly's 
address must thus be understood as the conduits through which the text reaches out to 
Lyly's homosocial networks, serving to stimulate desire not for themselves, but for the 
text as inherently, though not purely, pleasurable, secondary, aesthetic. Through its 
association with the leisured women who marked the surplus value necessary to sustain 
65 See Muldrew, Fbanomy of Obligation, PL 123. "I lutson. Usurer's Daugker. p. 224. 
social Desire (New York 67 Eve Kosofky SodpwidL. Between Aten: Wish Literature and Afale HO" 
COlun'bia U P. I M); Ga)ic Rubin. 'I'lic Traffic in Woffm Notes Toward a POIWC31 E00110111Y Of SCx'- 
in Rayna Reiter (c&). To,. Grdap, AnL4pqp0&gv0f H-ontem (New yorL- Monthly Review Press, 1975), pp. 137-210. 
Rubin. -nic TrajTC in Won=% p. 174. 
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a consumerist society, the text inspires a guilty frisson of textual pleasure around its 
determined frivolity-, a fi7isson that makes it all the more desirable. 69 
Yet this very frivolity reveals a threat, for, as we have seen, Lylys text determines itself 
as trivial, pointless, refusing the phallic teleology of narrative closure. Juliet Fleming 
reads Lyly's fascination with the secret spaces of a Tadyes casket', as the assertion of 
$a specific erotic power - the power to give and take pleasure while remaining itself 
intact - that is easily assimilable to a dream of male potency'. 
70 Yet crucial to Lyly's 
text is the impossibility of fulfilled desire, of potency that is continually frustrated, 
refused the closure of linear narrative. Thus, while we can understand the construction 
of the reading woman as a model for pleasurable, beside-the-point male reading, we 
must not allow this analysis to close off the cracks opened up by the imagined figure of 
the woman consumer, so often textualised in an act of display that, in its very 
brazenness, poses a profound threat to the controlling narrative urge of the male writer 
reader. 
Ill. 'IMe Gilt Durt. Which Imbroders Pisy-flouses' 
Stephen Gosson's attack on the theatre, with which this chapter opened, railed at the 
female theatre-goer, suggesting that she was interested only in self-display, and the 
consumption of goods from theatrical performances to rich clothing. In a puzzling and 
suggestive passage he links female theatregoing not only to contemporary 
fashion 
systems. but to a rhetoric of self-mutilation and female self-fashioning which 
is 
shocking in its violence. 
OR For an a=unt of dcslnng readmg and dcsumg vjrw1g. that aLgo pays attention to the matcrial 
. 
Wiaboration, Authorship, and Conditions of tcoual production. see lcffrcy Masten. Texvalf1temIurse- CI Sexualities in Renwzwwr Drww (Cambridge: CUP, 1997ý 
FICMiM '11he Ladics* Man*. in Turncr (ecLI Sexuality and Gender, p. 159. 
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Beware of those places, which in sorrowc cheere you, and beguile you in mirth. 
You must not cut your bodyes to your garmentes, but make your gownes fit to the 
proportion of your bodycs; nor fashion your sclues, to open spectacles, but tye all 
your sportcs to the good disposition of a vcrtuous minde. 71 
The artificial alteration of emotion is linked with physical representations of self-abuse, 
warping both the mind and body of the female audience member. Precisely this rhetoric 
is echoed some forty-one years later in the anonymous Hic Mufter tract of 1620. Once 
again, the theatre and female immorality are linked as the author rails against 'You that 
are the Ot durt, which imbroders Play-houses, the painted Statues, which adorne 
Caroches, and the perfumed Carrion that bad men feede on in Brothels'. 72 Here too, 
female vice is linked to sartorial excess. In this text, an attack on the female fashion for 
wearing masculine clothes, the author bitterly inveighs against 'you Masculine-women, 
for you are my Subiect, you that haue made Admiration an Asse, and fool'd him with a 
deformitie neuer before dream'd of. 73 
The unease that underlies both Hic Mulier and the Schoole of Abuse seems less 
concerned with female cross-dressing than with women's power as consumers, explored 
in both texts through a language of sin, deformity and mutilation. 'Of you, I intreat, and 
Of Your monstrous deformitie; You that haue made your bodies like anticke Boscadge, 
or CrOtesco woriq not halfe mark halfe woman; halfe fish, halfe flesh; halfe beast, halfe 
Monster but all Odyous, all Diuell'. 74 It is not the hermaphroditic (certainly not the 
transvestite) nature of contemporary fashions which offends, but the 'monstrous 
derormitie- of the bodies that support them. Like Gosson's theatregoers these are 
women who have 'cut your bodyes to your garmentes' and in so doing have become 
involved in a female self-rashioning that threatens to disrupt the stable signifying 
71 GOssm Sdwok OfAbuse. SigL-F3r-v. 72 11iO Muker: or. the man-womun: being a needicine to cure the staggers in the masculine-fentinines of 
0"r tl`ef (Wnd0n- Piol's CM" Prmsl C J. Tnmdlc, 1620; STC 13374), Sig. Mr, 73 Ibid, Sig. Mv. 
14 Mid, Sig. Mr. 
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systems of sartorial codes. That disruption is closely bound to women's increasing 
freedom as consumers during the early modem period, and permeates the growing 
awareness of the power of women as audiences for, and purchasers ot literature. 
In Tliomas Middleton's A AW librI4 MyMayters (1608), the hero, Follywit is keen to 
exploit the hermaphroditic nature of contemporaiy fashions. Disguising himself as a 
courtesan he happily proclaims 'Why the doublet serves as well as the best and is most 
in fashion. We're all male to the middle, mankind from the beaver to th'bum. 75 This 
confident interpretation of sartorial codes continues throughout the play, and Follywit is 
well able to play upon them in order to 'become all with probability', whilst remaining 
4 unaffected by his temporary change of clothing'. 76 In Act 1.1, he is equally well able 
to disguise his followers as serving-men whilst he himself takes on the disguise of a 
Prodigal lord. 'A French rufiý a thin beard, and a strong perfume will do't. I can hire 
blue coats for you all by Westminster clock, and the colour will be soonest believed. '77 
And he is right. 71iroughOut the Play both Follywit and his eventual bride, the courtesan 
Frank Gullman (herm3phroditic even in name), engage in a skilled manipulation of 
sartorial and behavioural codes which fools the observer and brings their colliding plots 
of financial gain and social advancement to glorious comic fi7uition. In contrast, the 
concern of Ific Atulier and Me ScIsoole ofAbuse is that when women adopt extravagant 
or inappropriate fashions the)% unlike Follywit and Gullman, do not simply adopt one 
set Of straightforward signifying conventions that may be shrugged off at will. 
For the author of Ific Almlier. clothes are a divinely ordained signifying systern, as 
revealed in Deuteronomy. --Fbe wvnLan shall not wear that which pertaineth unto a 
Taylor (oxford: 11*mas MddlcwM A jtlad U, ýv" jkly jIlask" and 0 pla ther ýw, oditcd by Nfichael 
PUP. 1"5). 3.3.103-105. 
Early Modcrn England'. Journal 74 lbid.. 3.3.109. Da%id Crrssy. 'Gcndcr Irroubk MW Crc"-drrssing in 
Vr! ýUiA SIvJes. 33 (1996X P. 4 54. 
Muld1don, A A-lad WoridAfy AfaskvT. 69-70. 
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man, neither shall a man put on a woman's garment: for al-I that do so are abominations 
unto the LORD thy God'. 73 As man received one coat to fit his male nature, so woman 
received another because of her different, and more humble, skills and abilities. 
Remember how your Maker made for our first Parents coates, not one coat, but a coat 
for the man, and a coat for the woman; coates of severall fitshions, sevcrall formes, 
and for scvcrall uses: the mans coat fit for his tabour, the womans fit for her 
modcstic: and will you lose the modcll lcft by this great Worke-master of Heaucn? 79 
Follywit can play freely with fashion and modes of dress with no danger other than the 
frisson of potential discovery (always unlikely, given the gullible nature of his dupes), 
but for the writer offficMulier clothing has become an act of signification in itself, able 
to shape and deform the wearer, body and soul. 
The connection of sartorial excess, and the expense it entails, to systems of self- 
fashioning, indicate how far a woman who dared to interfere with God's sartorial and 
intellectual prescriptions could be open to charges of not just physical, but mental and 
sPiritual, corruption. The woman who remakes what God has created deforms her soul 
as well as her body in a blasphemous usurpation of the creative function. Fashion, from 
being a playful system of external signification has become a corrosive and deforming 
influence. 
Shoe that hath giucn kisses to haue her hayrc shomc, will giue her honcstic to haue 
her vppcr parts put into a French doublet: To conclude, she that will giuc her body to 
haue her bodic deformed, %ill not stickc to giue her soule to haue her minde 
satisficdLIO 
T'he woman, not scrupling to take the knife to her own body in Gosson's 
hoffific vision, 
is engaged in a blasphemous and appalling act of self-mutilation, threatening to disrupt 
the divine system of signification, and to make a mockery of the reading conventions 
7' Wk. Deuteronomy 22: 5. " Ific HOW. SigL 132v-B3 r. go Ibid, Sig. 132r. 
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expected by the male author. If the very adoption of unchaste clothes distorts and 
transforms the woman both physically and morally, then male viewers, like Gosson, are 
left stranded, unable any longer to draw the initial distinction between virtuous women 
and wanton clothing that allows them to warn the former away from the latter. 
In a further complication, however, the hermaphroditic apparel that distorts the bodies 
of women in Hic Mulier is exactly the same as the disguise adopted by the text itself, 
implicating both text and anonymous author in the excesses under attack. The author 
may salute those good women who remain 'signes deceitlesse' and attack the fashion 
systems that allow women to corrupt and disrupt those signs, yet bitter and vituperative 
as it may be, this tract is also playful, showy and excessive. 81 The text delights in the 
bravura display of verbal ingenuity (as does Gosson with his Euphuistic prose), and, 
through the 'false Latine' of the title, toys with the contradictions and possibilities of 
textual and gender signification. As Alain de Lille says of Adonis, 'he is both predicate 
and subject, he becomes likewise of two declensions, he pushes the laws of grammar 
too far'. 82 Indeed if, as some suspect, Haec Vir is the work of the same author as Hic 
Mulier, then the casual swapping of these hermaphrodite roles must implicate him or 
her in the same game as the cross-dressing women under attack. It seems likely that 
those women may well, as readers, have shared the pleasure of a bravura performance 
without necessarily adopting the text's sartorial and moral assumptions. 
Certainly Stephen Gosson expected women to read and enjoy his work. The dedicatory 
epistle 'To the Gentlewomen Citizens' is placed at the back of the book, aimed at the 
serious reader, not the casual browser. And in Gosson's last sentence we see a new, and 
very practical, side to his desire that women should shun the theatre, which his 
instruction that 'if you can read' (which having reached this point seems likely) 'let 
Ibid., Sig. AX 
Cited in Lisa Jardine, Sfill Harping on Daughters. Women and Drama in the Age of Shakespeare, 2nd 
ed. aA)ndon: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1983), p. 19. 
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Bookes be your comforte' . 
93 'Shortly I hope to send out the Ephemerides of Phialo, by 
84 
whom (if I see you accept this) I will giue you one dish for your owne tooth'. Having 
himself turned away from the theatre, Gosson attempts to coerce his female audience 
members into following him, and encourages them to trace his own slow path from 
audience to reader, from Yhe Schoole of Abuse to the translation of Phialo's 
Ephemerides which he published some seven years later. 
In the Schoole qfA buse and in Hic Mulier we see two texts, some forty years apart, that 
launch an aggressive attack upon female theatregoers indulging in showy and 
extravagant self-mutilation, yet which both rely, at least in part, on the goodwill of just 
those women, as purchasers and readers, to support their own authorial efforts. John 
Trundle, publisher of both Hic Mulier and Haec Vir, was so notorious for the 
production of scurrilous and sensational cheap print that his 'Sussex serpent', as we 
have seen, even resurfaced in references to his widow, Margery, some 38 years later 
(see p. 143). Like the anonymous authors whose work he peddled, Trundle not only 
made his living from the display ofjust those 'halfe man, halfe woman; halfe fish, halfe 
flesh; halfe beast, halfe Monster[s]' which Hic Mulier lambasts, but from the 
purchasing power of the women who are the target of the text's attack, represented in 
Ae Winter's Tale as the most eager of all ribbon and ballad-buyers: 'Pray now, buy 
some: I love a ballad in print, a life, for then we are sure they are true'. 85 Crucially, it is 
not Mopsa's own money that she intends to spend, but that of her suitor, the Clown, the 
male earner whose substance the female consumer will spend upon textual pleasures. 
In part the wealthy women who indulge in sartorial excesses are seen by the author of 
Hic Mulier to be guilty of the sin of pride, assuming that their social status grants them 
immunity against the sartorial mores which curtail the behaviour of their inferiors. 'No 
93 Gosson, Schook ofAhuse, Sig, Rv. 
4 Ibid., Sig. Rr. 
5 Shakcspcare, Winter's Tale, 4.4.261-2. 
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more shall their greatnesse or wealth saue them from one particle of disgrace, which 
these monstrous disguises haue cast vpon them'. 86 Yet this is secondary to the horrid 
fact that these women can afford to adopt these fashions in the first place. 'Such as are 
able to buy all at their owne charges, they swimme in the excesse of these vanities, and 
will bee man-like not onely from the head to the waste, but to the very foot, & in euery 
condition'. 87 It seems that the true crime is not for these women to adopt male dress, 
but for them to venture into the sartorial (as well as the literary) marketplace and there 
to make a conscious and conspicuous display of their wealth and purchasing power. 
Paradoxically, of course, it was precisely that purchasing power (and the spiritual and 
mental corruption that accompanied it) which led to women's presence as an important 
sector of the market for early modem printed texts, including those which implored or 
instructed them to shun such activity. 
Irv. 'She helpeth tO Mend and consume' 
The degree to which it was the man or the woman who was seen to be culpable for 
female display is debatable. In Richard Brathwait's, 4 Boulster Lecture the crux of the 
matter is clearly the man's inability to resist the woman's persuasive skill. 
I have noted a kinde of pleasing Dialect used by our City Dames to their Husbands: 
and delivered in that living familiar way, as it infinitely became them: a Kind of 
fond7ing speech, (as I may properly tearme it) or apish toying, neither unpleasing td 
their Husbands, nor unuseful to themselves: as thus - trust mce, Chick, thou shalt not. 
- Now, pray thee Prick, doe not ... These pretty pmWcs make me remember 
that free 
and ingenious confession of that rich Millanoise, "IFhat the strings of his purse were 
never so hard tyed, but his Nansy had a Charme to loose them". " 
86 HicMulier, Sig, B2v. 
87 Ibid., Sig. Mr. 
88 Brathwait, Art asleepe husband?, pp. 117-8. 
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The author of Hic Mulier makes the same point when he calls upon the 'fathers, 
husbands or sustainers' of prodigal women to 'hold close your liberall hands, or take a 
strict account of the imployment of the treasure you giue to their necessarie 
maintenance'. 89 Often however, it seems that women were blamed for the money men 
chose to spend upon them. Joseph Swetnam was clearly of this opinion, stating that 'At 
the first beginning ... a woman was made to be a helper vnto man, & so they are indeed: 
for she helpeth to spend and consume that which man painefully getteth. 90 It was not 
just men, however, who accepted this interpretation. Laura Gowing cites a slander case 
in which Mary Sadd berated another woman for consuming her husband's (and his 
family's) substance. 
Mary pointed at the house where Margaret Eddis lodged and replied I would 
have the whore out of that house ... 
for she is a base whore and a hospitall 
whore" and said that "her [Mary's] husband pawned her goades and ... her 
children's clothes to maintaine her [Margaret], and that she had roustcd her out of 
one place already, and yf she staied. but til tomorrow she would roust her out of 
this". 91 
In this instance, the stigma of male excess is displaced onto the immodest woman, 
illuminating the wife's lack of legal or social resources to act against her husband. 
Frank Gullman, the courtesan in A Mad Worig My Masters inhabits a strange middle 
ground, in many ways similar to the position of Margaret Eddis, earning a living for 
herself and her mother through the active exploitation of male prodigality. 
Tut, man, any quacksalving terms will serve for this purpose; for I am pitifully 
haunted with a brace of elder brothers, new perfumed in the first of their fortunes, 
and I shall see how forward their purposes will be to the pleasing of my palate, 
and restoring of my health. Lay on load enough upon 'cm and spare 'cm not, for 
they're good plump fleshly asses, and may well enough bear it. Lct gold, amber, 
" HicMufter, Sig. Ov. 
90 Ibid., Sig. Br. 
91 Laura Gowing, 'Language, Power and the Law: Women's Slander Litigation in Early Modern London', 
in Jenny Kcrmodc and Garthinc Walker (eds), Women, Crime and the Courts in Early Modern England 
(London: UCL Press, 1994), p. 34. 
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and dissolved pearl be common ingredients, and that you cannot compose a cullis 
without'em. 92 
The avid consumption of wealth is comically literalised as Gullman works to drain her 
wealthy suitors through their display of excessive spending on her feigned medical 
requirements. Richly comic such a scene may be, but the dangerous side to her activity 
(for Follywit at least) is shown in Sir Bounteous's self-deceiving hopes that he may 
have made her pregnant, that her lavish spending may have resulted in productive 
increase. It is on Sir Bounteous, however, not the courtesan, that Follywit blames this 
excess. Through his prodigal spending Sir Bounteous endangers the patrimony, as 
Follywit recognises when he puts on a female disguise to rob his grandfather. 
'Grandsire, you may thank your drab for this; oh fie, in your crinkling days, grandsire, 
keep a courtesan to hinder your grandchild 103 
Other women were fully implicated within the prodigal economy. One example is that 
of Mrs Anne Turner, executed in 1615 for her role in the murder of Sir Thomas 
Overbury. As Alastair Bellany points out, her wickedness was strongly associated with 
94 
sartorial excess in contemporary narratives of the scandal . Indeed, she was 
identified 
as the first woman to introduce the fashion for starched yellow ruffs selected for 
particular attack in Hic Mufter. When the author rails against 'the false armoury of 
yellow Starch', associating it explicitly with a woman 'cut from the Common-wealthe at 
the Gallowes', he is launching a triple-pronged attack. 95 In part, the author refers to the 
notorious sale and production of titles and genealogies by the heralds. He also lambasts 
the presumption of women in attempting to state distinctions within their role as the 
inferior sex. Yet the crux of the attack rests in the massive consumption of grain 
required to produce starch for the ruffs. Displaying somebody else's dinner proudly 
92 Nfiddletoný A Mad Work MyMasters, 2.5,3845. 
93 Ibid. 4.3,43-45. 
94 Alastair Bellany, 'Nfisft-ess Turner's Deadly Sins: Sartorial Transgression, Court Scandal and Politics in 
Early Stuart England', Huntingdon Librapy Quarterly, 58 (1995), pp. 179-2 10. 
95 HicMulier, Si& Mr. 
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around your neck at this tentative foundational moment of the capitalist economy must 
have made a strong statement about the wearer's social status, ability to pay, and 
distance from the harsh realities of material production. 
In sporting her yellow ruffs, as Bellany makes clear, 'Anne Turner's obsession with the 
fashionable, the novel, the strange, and the monstrous all betokened the sin of pride. It 
was but a short leap to connect this form of pride to her reputation as a whore. The 
supposed link between the sins of lust and sartorial pride was a moral commonplace'. % 
A related element of Turner's crime was her search for arcane knowledge, suggested by 
her friendship with the necromancer Simon Forman and by her noted recusancy. As we 
have already seen, the author of Hic Mufter insists that the woman who will prostitute 
her social credit to gain the financial credit necessary for excessive consumption, 'will 
not sticke to giue her spUle to haue her minde satisfied. The sin of sartorial excess is 
fundamentally connected to woman's original transgression, and the pursuit of 
knowledge. 
Just as Eve ate the apple to gain the fiuits of knowledge, so too, the woman that allows 
a tailor access to her body in order to transform her physical being is not only likely to 
disrupt and invade the prodigal economy, but, in doing so, is happy to forfeit her soul in 
order to satisfy a mental hunger. As Richard Brathwait points out, if Eve hadn't 
committed the latter sin, no woman would be able to indulge in the former crime of 
sartorial excess. He reports that 'excellent Lady' (Elizabeth) as having said 'I see no 
reason in the World that wee should pride us in that, which, had we not sinned, we had 
never needed'. 97 In the same way that Eve created a debt, represented by medieval 
theology as being still owed to Christ, so too the imagined prodigal woman, prepared to 
purchase knowledge as she purchased her clothes, plunged into new chains of debt and 
96 Bellany, 'Mismn Tumer's Deadly Sins', p. 194. 
97 Brathwait, Art asleepe husband?, p. 250. 
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credit, endangering the humanist project of good husbandry, and threatening the 
author's ability to maintain textual control. 
Paradoxically, the author offfic Mulier relied upon her to do just that, creating a female 
audience for a text which in turn castigated the reader for her own excess. So too, the 
spate of written accounts of Anne Turner's trial, in newsletters, court reports, 
manuscript pamphlets, gallows literature and single sheet broadsides seem likely to 
I have been consumed by female readers at all levels of the social scale. Changing 
understandings of the moral economy of credit created, through the very ideologies they 
promoted, the 'monstrous', 'odyous' figure of the prodigal female consumer, disrupting 
every form of credit system from the bonds of trust and neighbourliness to her personal 
'credit' as a chaste and thrifty wife. 
in the sphere of literature, that woman appears again and again as a spectre that haunts 
the masculine representation of a female audience, despised both for her spending 
ability and for her ability to choose. A marketing tool for a canny writer, a way of 
imagining literature as pleasurable, and aesthetic good as the point, or lack of point, of 
the text, the imagined female reader nonetheless epitomises the dangers and the vagaries 
of print production. After all, Stephen Gosson could hopefully offer his female reader 
'one dish for your own tooth, but he could rely only upon her own desire for 
intellectual possession to persuade her to taste the fi-uit. 
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CONCLUSION 
'A WORM WINGED LIKE AN EAGLE' 
In A Room of One's Own, Virginia Woolf distinguishes between the multiple and varied 
representations of women packed in to the pages of imaginative fiction, and the 
distressing realities of women's history as gleaned from the pages of Professor 
Trevelyan's History of England, which revealed the real counterparts of these fictional 
heroines to have been repeatedly 'locked up, beaten and flung about the room'. 
It was certainly an odd monster that one made up by reading the historians first and 
the poets afterwards -a worm winged like an eagle; the spirit of life and beauty in a 
kitchen chopping up suet. But these monsters, however amusing to the imagination, 
have no existence in fact. What one must do to bring her to life was to think 
poetically and prosaically at one and the same moment, thus keeping in touch with 
fact - that she is Mrs Martin, aged thirty-six, dressed in blue, wearing a black hat and 
brown shoes; but not losing sight of fiction either - that she is a vessel in which all 
sorts of spirits and forces are coursing and flashing perpetually. ' 
Sharply aware of the inadequacies of traditional history, Woolf did not suggest that the 
women students she addressed at Girton college should 'rewrite history, though I own 
that it often seems a little queer as it is, unreal, lopsided', but did ask 'why should they 
not add a supplement to history? calling it, of course, by some inconspicuous name so 
that women might figure there without impropriety? s2 
This thesis has been, in large part, an attempt to contribute to the energetic and 
enthusiastic response of literary and historical scholars to Woolf's question, which have 
made women's history and the history of gendered relations not supplemental but central 
to current thinking, not inconspicuous, but highly, and sometimes provocatively, visible, 
and even, on occasion, a little improper. Seeking a carefully historicised understanding 
of the details of women's very different experiences of the material book in early 
modem England, I have followed Woolf's lead in attempting to probe the tense distance 
between women's fictional representation and the realities of daily life. Poetic 
constructions of women, as patrons, as readers, as pregnant mothers, and as daughters 
1 Wootfý Room, p. 45. 
2 lbid, p. 47. 
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who mock male fantasies of textual accuracy, as gossiping midwives, domestic paper- 
baking, book-destroying harridans, and as showy consumers, were not, as Woolf 
suggests, entirely divorced from the prosaic realities of women's day-to-day existence, 
but were related to them in complex and subtle ways. 
Real women read and purchased books in early modem England, but a female readership 
was also imagined by male authors in order to address an otherwise inconceivable print 
readership and create a place for the aesthetic, the light-hearted, and the literary. 
Women were purchasers of books, but also incorporated into books as items for 
consumption by other readers. Nonetheless women's choice as consumers revealed the 
male author too to be bound to his book, as much a commodity as the women spread out 
for display in his prefatory materials. So too, while the fickle choices of female readers 
served in print to highlight the vagaries of the marketplace, that very ability to change, to 
fashion and respond to shifts in form and taste was textualised as a prime characteristic 
of the successful male author. 
Individual women acted as patrons, paying for, or otherwise making possible, print 
publication for authors, providing hospitality and protection, or circulating books within 
fiiendship or religious networks. Yet other women, with no discernible contact with 
either the book or the author that claimed their protection, were also textualised as 
beneficent donors and zealous defenders. Male authors used addresses to women 
patrons to construct an ideal readership, one that established a series of boundaries 
defining the act of reading as a system of controlled, sympathetic, and knowledgeable 
exchange, yet they also peddled this intimate and elite social context as one facet of the 
saleable book, available for purchase by the ordinary reader. Fantasising patronal 
control in order to assert the presence of legal and economic structures that legitimated 
the writing and the commercial dissemination of texts, writers also struggled to control 
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the women they invoked by tightly binding them within the physical and generic spaces 
of the dedicatory epistle, transforming the material structure of their books in attempts to 
contain them. 
Male authors and printers also imagined themselves and each other as that archetypal 
female figure, the early modem midwife, as they moved to colonise and control the 
gossipy, loose-tongued world of vernacular English, 'not yet', as Juliet Fleming points 
out 'the patriarchal monolith against which some modem feminisms have tilted 9.3 But 
real women, including real midwives, were also 'taleporters', responsible for the 
publication of stories within a vigorous and flourishing oral tradition. Real women 
across the social scale were crucial to patrilinear systems of inheritance, from the wives 
and mothers of Britain's aristocracy to the widows who controlled the movements of 
printing presses, houses, and rights in literary property. Worried about accurate 
I transmission, about the possibility of controlling and guaranteeing the probity and 
the 
stability of their texts, children 'of their soules', male authors mapped the possibilities of 
deceit and illegitimacy onto the bodies of women, but also fantasised their textual 
daughters as reproductions in miniature of their own patriarchal powers and 
physiognomy. 
Concerns about legitimacy and inheritance were also, as Peter Stallybrass has pointed 
out, intimately connected to the penetrability of the female body, linked to the domestic 
spaces of the home. 'The surveillance of women concentrated upon three specific areas: 
the mouth, chastity, the threshold of the house. These three areas were frequently 
collapsed into each other. AA nervous fascination with these penetrable, leaky sites can 
be traced both in the obsessive, excessive energy expended by religious writers in the 
surveillance of women and the books and priests with whom they were associated, and 
3 Fleming, 'Dictionary English'. in Burt and Archer (eds), EnclosureActs, p. 296. 
Stallybrass, 'Patriarchal Territories', in Ferguson, Quilligan, and VidLcrs (eds), Rewriting the 
Renaissance, p. 126. 
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also in the vigour with which they invoked women as their prime readers, mothers of a 
religious nation, nourishers and guardians of right religious feeling. Such addresses can, 
however, also be seen to reflect some women's lived experiences as they devoted 
themselves to their chosen religious cause, with courage and commitment born of a 
long-standing familiarity with the textual forms of religious worship and debate. In part 
thanks to these women, it was not only the boundaries of the home that religious 
commitment was understood to threaten, but also the boundaries of the nation and the 
state, boundaries that were textualised as coterminous with women's domestic bodies, 
and with the royal body of Elizabeth 1, but that were regularly crossed by women who 
transported and translated texts, moving them across national and linguistic borders in 
the service of a religious cause. Even the boundaries defined by religious commitment 
could be transgressed by these women as Claire Walker points out when she comments 
on the importance of family ties and home news to the English women supposedly 
immured within the silent walls of continental convents. 5 
Women's interactions and experiences with books were immensely varied, as this thesis 
has shown, and they were fantasised too in an extraordinary variety of ways by male 
authors. These different interactions do not only have a great deal to teach us in the 
continuing search to comprehend the concrete details of women's lived experience, and 
the many reasons for their nuanced and complex representations in the early modem 
text, however, but can also tell us a great deal about that text as a physical object and 
thus as a site for interpretation. A detailed attention to women's involvement with book 
production, dissemination and reading, reinforces the important lessons of book history: 
that meaning is collaborative, the product of many different agents, that it is shaped by 
form, and that form itself is mediated by a whole range of material and economic factors. 
Above all, however, it highlights the unplanned, contingent, and dislocated nature of 
5 Walker, 'Doe not suppose', in Daybell (ed. ), E4rly Modern Women's Letter Writing, pp. 159-76. 
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these contributing causes, circulating not in any smooth circuit of communication, but in 
a ragged series of leaps, bounds, and stumbles. 
As Darnton points out, 'Models have a way of freezing human beings out of history'. 
In line with his determination to clothe the outlines of his communications circuit with 
the details of lived experience, research into the role of women in the various processes 
he describes provides one of the most compelling opportunities to unfreeze Darnton's 
model, and to celebrate its uneven and dislocated circuits: the obstacles and gaps that 
invest his two-dimensional diagram with movement, both across countries and accross 
time. A manuscript text might be saved by a woman from the destruction wished upon it 
by her husband upon his decease. She might edit that text, perhaps in the process of 
cleaning away the spots of grease and charred edges that marred the pages in which she 
had wrapped her roasting goose. She may have sold it on or given it away, either to a 
printer, or to an interested acquaintance. That text could have fallen into the hands of a 
stationer, been midwived through the press, and bom into the print marketplace where it 
proved a runaway success, so much so that it went through sixteen editions, before it was 
picked up by the poverty-stricken widow of a bookseller, who passed the copy to a 
jobbing printer, another widow. 
In that incarnation, our imagined text changed size, paper quality, and type, losing a few 
words at the hands of a compositor but gaining a new dedication to a powerful woman, 
who later caused it to be ripped out. It went out on to the marketplace again, and entered 
a new stage in its social life, when bought with a dozen others by the servant of an aging 
Countess who liked to display her beneficence and piety in the gifting of godly books. 
One copy she sent to a fiiend, who practised writing her name a few times in its 
marginal spaces, before seeing it absorbed into the mass of texts that formed her 
Darnton, JUss ofLamouretle, p. I 11. 
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husband's library. Another copy she gave to one of her maid-servants, literate through 
long afternoons of reading with her mistress, who later passed it on to the eldest of her 
three daughters. Whether this particular chain of events ever took place, we cannot 
know. What we can say with certainty is that many early modem books passed through 
some similar string of accidents, opportunities, obstacles and mistakes, and that those 
dislocations become most apparent when we study not the successful author, or the 
wealthy humanist printer, but the diverse experiences of forgotten women whose contact 
with the material text took on an extraordinary range of forms. 
In opposition to Robert Darnton's personified book, skipping merrily across national 
boundaries in the service of international humanism, my book is a limping, crippled 
object. It too crossed boundaries from one country to another, one language to another, 
from manuscript to print, as well as from the oral realm. It crossed boundaries of 
gender, as it turned from men to women or women to men, and it crossed religious 
divides, thanks to the vagaries of interpretation and the changing demands of history, 
moving from allowed to illicit, or illicit to allowed. What it did not do, however, is 
remain unchanged by these adventures. Texts undoubtedly do, as Damton insists, cross 
national, linguistic, and political boundaries. What is equally important, however, is that 
in crossing them they irrevocably change the meaning both of those borders, and of 
themselves. 
As Anne Lake Prescott puts it: 
Crossing borders can be hazardous, not least for those who become stuck midway, 
like ghosts with work left undone or messages still to deliver. Yet, borders, whether 
natural or socially created, also allow for new perspectives, for that double vision that 
Shakespeare in A Midsummer Night's Dream calls seeing "with parted cyc". 
Perhaps, as we study the boundaries and borders of the past and attend to the women 
who crossed them or whose own boundaries were violated or pondered, we, too, may 
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see with parted eye and find ways to depict the past in something like its fiill 7 complexity. 
A crucial part of that new vision, this thesis argues, is to look again, 'with parted eye, at 
the gendered nature of the book itself If we look closely enough at the pages of the 
battered and exhausted early modem text, beyond its posturing or prostrated heroines, 
we can see the dim outlines of a host of women unidentified, although hoped for, by 
Woolf Neither fantasised as the eagle nor despised as the worm, the women printers, 
publishers, patrons, dedicatees, editors, readers, buyers, sellers, givers, financiers, and 
bakers of early modem books got in between the author and the page, creating both an 
imagined and a material screen, the divisional slash through which every early modem 
book, at one time or another had to pass. 
These texts are never simply products of a male imagination, or occupants of an 
exclusive and heterosexist literary tradition, as Showalter or Gilbert and Gubar suggest. 
Nor, however, do they allow us to remain outside the bounds of that tradition, turning to 
a study of girl-on-girl action that concentrates at its most expansive on women writers' 
interactions with other women in the processes of textual production. If we turn away 
from the author, away from Judith Shakespeare, or even William Shakespeare, and 
listen and look instead for the Perditas of early modem England, and the Joan Broomes, 
Jane Yetsweirts, Cecilia Stonors, Anne Cliffords, and Dorothy Lilys, we discover that 
women, those 'grossly material things', have always been part of the early modem book, 
transforming it from a male monolith to a polyvocal community gendered in complex 
ways. In assuming the canon to be gendered male we have re-enacted what Judith 
Butler describes as the limiting strategies of identity categories. 'The identity categories 
often presumed to be foundational to feminist politics, that is, deemed necessary in order 
to mobilize feminism as an identity politics, simultaneously work to limit and constrain 
7 PrescOtt, 'IntmductiOn', in DOnawcrth and Secff (eds), Crossing Boundaries, pp. 234. 
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in advance the very cultural possibilities that feminism is supposed to open up. 's 
Neither male nor female, but a complex, collaborative and continuing process, the 
4monolithic male tradition' of early modem England turns out to swing both ways. 
a Butler, Gender Trouble, p. 147. 
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APPENDIX 1.2: 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF DEDICATIONS TO WOMEM 1475-164 1. LISTED B 
WOMAN. INCLUDING DEDICATIONS TO HUSBAND AND WIFE. LISTED B 
WILLIAMS UNDER NAME OF HUSBAND. AND TO GROUPS. FICTIONS. 
PERSONIFICATIONS ETC. 
This information is drawn from my database of women dedicatees, cross-referencing the 
Williams Index with the revised STC. Where women receive joint dedications with their 
husbands as well as receiving individual dedications, this is indicated in the Patron Details 
column. Dedications to groups, personifications, abstractions etc., are listed in section B. 
Dedications to husbands and wives, listed by Williams only under the husband's name, are 
detailed in section C. 78 of the women included in these shared dedications also received 
dedications in their own name, as indicated in the Patron Details column of Table A. A 
count, excluding these duplications, gives a total of 1115 women who, in one incarnation 
or another, received 2281 dedications in printed texts between 1475 and 1641 (counting 
shared dedications once for each dedicatee named). 
A. Dedications to Women under own name 
Patron Name Patron Details Number of 
Ded"lons 
D., Gentlewoman I? Dorothy Arundell]. I 
Lady B. I? Blanche Arundell]. 
Lady M. C 
ftham rLeventhorpel, Joan -n. Sir Edward of Mark Hall. 
n unnamed widow 
riderson [Essexi, Joan n. William, M of Edmund I Bt. 
nderson (Smythl. Magdalen n. SW Edmund. 
nne at the Key, Thames Street' 
nne : )aughter of Charles I 
nne : )ueen to Louis X111 
nne [Boleyn) ueen 2 
nne of Bohemia ueen I 
nne of Cleves ueen een 2 
nne of Denmark 
Kueen. 
See also joint dedications with James 1 50 
nne of Tyrol to Matthias I 
rabella Stuart 0 al royal blood [DNB] 7 
rgall fGrant), Sarah ohn Jo John of Much Baddow I 
mold [Horsey), Grace n. William, Daughter of Sir Ralph I 
mold, Elizabeth I 
rscott, [Walrond], Mary Tv. Edmund. I 
rundell perningliam], Anne n. John of Chideock [Vis. Dorset) I 
rundell [Philipson), Anne n. Thomas I Baron I 
392 
Patron Name Patron Details Number of 
Dedications 
Ashley [Weston], Philippa rn. Anthony I Bt. I 
Ashton, Anne I 
kstley [Grey], Margaret n. John-DN B. See also joint with husband I 
tAston [Sadleirl, Gertrude n. Walter I Baron I 
ston [Willoughby], Anne rn. Thomas I Bt. I 
tkins [Hawkins], Annabella rn. Sir Henry of Clapham I 
udeley IPackington), Anne m. Sir Henry of Berechurch I 
udeley, Amy I 
venon [Sampto), Agnes -n. Sir Alexandeiý ord Mayor I 
L[ady) M. I 
M., Inis mother I 
M., lWife to D. B. EM. I 
Mary 'Recusant) I 
Mrs. F. I 
Mrs. K I 
ackhouse [Borlasel, Elizabeth n. Samuel [Vi W Berks. ] I 
ackhouse [Henshaw), Florence -n. Sir John lVis. Berks. ) I 
acon [Butts), Anne 3ir Nicholas I Bt. See also joint with husband 2 
acon [Cooke], Anne n. Sir Nicholas [DNBI. See also joint with husband 6 
acon 11-ittell, Helen n. Edward. See also ioint with husband 2 
acon [Meautys], Jane -n. Sir Nathaniel, KB., and previously Cornwallis. See 
11so Joint with husband 
5 
arldei, Elisabetta I 
arlow [Lovell], Dorothy n. John of Slebech d. 1671 1 
amardiston fSoamej, Jane I 
ames [Manwood], Dorothy Ti. Sir William [Vis. Kent] I 
arreft [Lytton], Elizabeth I 
arrington [Cromwell], Joan -n. Sir Francis Bt. See also joint with husband 3 
arrow, Lady 3ee Abarrow I 
asset [Peryam], Elizabeth . Sir Robert of 
Umbertelgh I 
aynard [Stapleton], Ursula -n. Sir Robert of Lackharn I 
I ayning [Glenham], Anne -n. Paul I Viscount I 
Bayning [Naunton], Penelope -n. Paul 11 Viscount I 
Beale [St. Barbel, Edith -n. Robert I 
d 
Beauchamp [Berkeley], Elizabeth n. Richard III Earl of Warwick I 
Beaufort, Margaret ; ountess of Richmond (DNB1 
Becon, Basil, Rachel and Theodore :: hildren of Becon, Thomas [Divine] 
Beecher [St. John], Elizabeth Ti. Sir William [Vis. Beds I i 
ellenden [Ker], Elizabeth n Sir James M of I Lord B I 
ellirxjham (Backhousel, Elizabeth n! Richard 
jtks. 13; r I 
Bennet [Croft], Dorothea n. Sir John the younqer I 
ennet (VierendeeN, Leonora m. Sir John I 
erkeley [Careyl, Elizabeth n. Sir Thomasl later Chamberlain 
- 
4 
Berkeley (Villigrew], Elizabeth Sjr Maurice [Vis. Soms I ; I 
erkeley [Nevill], Elizabeth -n. Sir Henry [Vits. Soms. ) I 
erkeley (Stanhope], Elizabeth -n. George Vill Baron 3 
Berkeley [Stanhope], Jane -n. Henry Vil Baron 2 
erkeley, Joan : ). S. B., abbess 3 
Berry [Jacobsj, Mary n. George of Cranfield. sister of I Bt. I 
B er ry, Dorothy I 
ill [Mounffordl Anne -n. John I , Billingsley [[racy], Susan -n. Sir Henry I 
ilson [Mill), Anne -n. Thomas Bishop- I 
ingham [Plowman], Elizabeth r n. Nicholas [Vis. Essex) I 
lagge [North), Mary - n. Thomas, sister of Henry I Bt. I 
lencow[Walleston), Mary 
Blenerhasset H, Mabel 
n. John 
Thomas, of Cumberland 
I 
I 
Blennerhaiset, Jane I 
lount [Boteler), Anne Mountjoy I Earl I 
Borlace [Litton), Anne n. John 11 
Bourchier JSL John], Dorothy - 
Bowes [Aske], Elizabeth - 
n. Edward IV Earl 
n. Richard of Norham Castle 
I 
I 
Bowes [Musgrave], Eleanor n. Robert 2 
owles [Wentworth], Diana n. Lewis of Herts. I 
owles, Anne 3entlewoman I 
Boyle [Feilding], Elizabeth : : ountess of Guildford I 
oys [Walker], Jane m. Sir John Recorder I 
Boys, Lady probably Janel I 
radshaigh (Norris], Anne n . James of Haigh I 
Branch [Nicolson], Helen - n. Sir John 2 
Brandon fWilloughM, Catharine n . Charles 
Duke, later Berbe 14 
Brathwa Re, Richard, five sisters of 
f ? 
rathwate [Lawsonl, Frances En . Richard 
393 
Patron Name Patron Details Number of 
Dedications 
3reet, Mercy I 
3reton [Leghl, Anne rn. Nicholas of Little Catthorpe. Leics. I 
3rews fScropej. Jane n. Thomas I 
3rinsley [Hall], Barbara ýn. John the elder I 
rocket [Moore], Elizabeth n. Sir John I 
romfield [? Faucett], Anne -n. Robert I 
romley [Beswick], Anne -n. Sir Henry I 
rooke [Colepeper], Elizabeth n. Sir Robert of Cockfield Hall I 
rooke, Lady Nevill ? Katherine Neville m. Sir Richard) I 
rooksby [Vaux], Eleanor . Edward, sist of Anne I 
rowne [Botelerl, Catherine m. Sir John [Via. Essexi I 
rowne [Sackvillel, Jane 71. Anthony 11 Viscount I 
rownlo, Marye I 
ruce [Clerki, Magdalen I 
ruce [Clerk], Magdalen n. Edward I Lord B., later Fullerton 2 
rydges rClinton], Frances n. Giles III Baron Chandoe I 
rydges [Hopton), Mary -n. William IV Baron I 
ryd! ges IStanlev), Anne --- -n. Grey, V Baron Chandos. later Touchet 3 
rydges, Elizabeth Aaid of Honour. 7m. Sir John Kennedy 2 
ucldand 1-1, B. -n. Edmund. M of Ralph-DNB I 
udge, Bridget I 
urges H, Maqgaret n. John of Kingswood, Wills. juntraced) I 
utler [Gedgel, Mary John of Tobie Priory, Essex I 
Elizabeth aughter of Robert, esq. I 
La[dyj 2 
Signora E presumably Carylli I 
aesar [Woodhouse], Anne Sir Julius. See also joint with husband 2 
alvert [Arundeill, Anne Cecil 11 Baron I 
alvert [Mynne). Anne Georae I Baron I 
ampbell (Douglas], Agnes n. Archibald VII Earl 2 
ampbell FDouglas], Margaret n. Archibald Marquis of Argyll 11 
ampbell, Anne )aughter of Margaret above I 
ampbell, Elizabeth Df Kinveancleuah. friend of Knox I 
ape[ [Montagu], Theodosia ii. Sir Henry I 
apell [Aiderseyl. Dorothy 71. Sir Henry of Reyne Hall [Va. Surrey] I 
arew [Blandl, Elizabeth -n. Sir Philip I 
arew [Brian], Elizabeth n. Sir Nicholas JD. N 81 1 
arey [Hyde], Mary n. John III Baron Hunsdon I 
arey [Knyvett], Katherine rn. Sir Edward I 
arey [Spenser], Elizabeth -n. George 11 Baron Hunsdon. See also joint vAth 
iusband 
6 
arey [Tanfield], Elizabeth -n. Henry I Viscount Falkland 5 
arey [Trevannion], Elizabeth n. Robert I Earl of Monmouth 2 
arey, Victoria 2e Udall [Uvedalel I 
arleton [Houghton], Anne I- Sir John I Bt. I 
arleton [Killigrewl, Anne , 
George [Bishop]. See also joint with husband I 
arow, Anne 2 
arvajal, Dona Luisa de - 
; nish missionary to England 2 
ary, Anne Clementina S8 [Gillowl I 
atelyne [Nevill], Dorothy t2. Richard of Kirby Cone, Norf. I 
athenne Howard I gueen I 
atherine of Aragon 2ueen 6 
atherine Parr 2ueen 2 
avendish [Broughton], Elizabeth n. William I Earl 3 
avendish [Bruce], Christiana 1, ountess of Devonshire jDNBj. See also joint with 
iusband 
I 
avendish [Cecil], E I 
ecil [Brooke], Elizabeth I m. Robert I Earl of Salisbury I 
:: ecil [Brydges], Frances m. Thomas I Earl of Exeter, previously Smith. Also se* 
E., C. D. of 
4 
, ecil [Cookel, Mildred -n. William Baron Burghley 3 
: ecil [Drury], Elizabeth n. William 11 Earl of Exeter I 
, ecil [Howard], Catherine n. William 11 Earl of Salisbury. See also joint with 
iusband 
4 
ecil (Oxenbridgel, Susan IS ir Thomas of Kelvedon I 
ecil, Lady Elizabeth s ee Cavendish I 
hampernowne [Creukernel, Amy n. Sir Arthur I 
hampemowne fPophaml, Elizabeth n. Sir Richard I 
hapman f 1, Grace - 
1 
n. William Citizen I 
harnock [Crispel, Elizabeth n. Roger. of Gray's Inn I 
heney [Powle], Mary n. Sir Francis [as having married a Rev. Mr. Marston) I 
heyney Wentworth], Joan Henry Baron 
1hibborne [Youngl, Margaret Sir Charles 
394 
Patron Name Patron Details Number of 
Dedications 
'holmondeley [Holford], Mary -n. - Sir Hugh ID BI 
'hristina aueen of Sweden 
, Iare - 3aint 
'lavel [Willoughby], Frances n. John, Author's M I 
leere, Lady Anne ? for Agnes Crane m. Sir Edward of Ormiesbyl I 
lement, Dorothy oor Clare, daughter of John - DNB I 
lere [Wrothl, Elizabeth Sir Francis of Norfolk 2 
leybrooke [Knatchbull], Mary Paul of Nash Court [Via. Kent I 
lifford [Cecil], Frances Henry V Earl I 
lifford [later Sackville and Herbert), Anne ountess fDNB 6 
lifford [Russell], Margaret rge III Earl of Cumberland. See also joint with 
iusband 
17 
linton [Fiennesl, Bridget -n. Theophilus_IV Earl I 
linton [Fitzgerald], Elizabeth n. Edward I Earl 2 
linton [Knevift], Elizabeth -n. Thomas III Earl 3 
linton [Morrisoni, Elizabeth n. Henry 11 Earl I 
litherow, Anne Nugustinlan, daughter of Margaret - bN8 I 
ockburn [Douglas], Elizabeth ri. Samuel of Temple Hal I 
ockburn [Hamilton), Jean n. William Laird of Skiding I 
ockburn [Sandilands], Alison n. John of Ormiston I 
oke [Berkeleyj, Theophilia rn. Sir Robert. See also joint w9h husband 4 
olley [Whitney], Dorothy 
olvile [Spencer], Alice -n. Sir Thomas of Marshe's Manor I 
olville [Melville], Elizabeth Doet [DNB] I 
ompton [Sackvillel, Cecily n. Sir Henry K B. 3 
ompton [Spencerl, Elizabeth Ti. William I Earl I 
oningsby (Nevill], Cicely -n. Fitzwilliam of Hampton Court, Heref. I 
oningsby [North], Mary -n. Sir Francis of South Mimms I 
onstable lRoDerl, Anne -n. Philip I Bt. I 
onway [Hueriblock), Katherine Yi. Edward I Viscount I 
ooper [Hicks], Mary n. Sir John 181. 1 
ope [Chaworthl, Elizabeth n. Sir William 11 Bt. I 
ope [Paston], Anne n. Sir Anthony I Bt. See also Ont with husband 2 
oppen [Norton], Anne n. Sir George Clerk of Crown I 
oppen. Elizabeth ý? m. George], Robert and Thomas, DaugMer4n4ow 
3nd sons of precedinq 
I 
orbet [Barrett], Anne -n. Sir Thomas. See also joint with husband I 
oryate [? Williams), Gertrude n. Geor! je - DN B 2 
otterell jAllenj, Anne Sir Clement. See also joint with husband I 
oftington [Meredith], Anne Francis I Baron I 
otton [Brocas], Elizabeth n. Sir Robert I Bt. I 
otton [Harvey], Lucy n. Thomas of Connington I 
ofton [Hulmel, Mary n. William Bishop I 
otton alshe Joyce n. Sir Rowland I 
oventry (Aiderseyl, Elizabeth 
overt [Shirley], Jane 
-n. Thomas I Baron 
rn. Sir Walter. See also joint with husband - 
I 
I 
rane [Hobart], Dorothy also joint with husband n. Sir Robert. S; e 2 
ranfield [Brett], Anne 
;T Lionel I Earl I 
rew [Bray], Temperance r. Sir Thomas I 
risp [Prescott], Anne n. Sir Nicholas I Bt. See also joint with husband I 
rofts [Shirley], Mary r n. Sir John. See also joint with husband 3 
roke (Bennett], Mary n. Sir George _ 
I 
roker [Riddall], Joan - n. John of Batsford, Gloucs. I 
"rompton [Crofts], Frances n. Sir John. See also Mrit with husband I 
, ulpeper [Aston], Joyce n. 
Sir Martin I 
, ulpeper, Mary 
11 
' ountess of I 
A., 3entlewoman. Possibly Arundell, Dorothy. O. S. B. 
Jaughter of Sir John of Lanham 
I 
Car. 
Lady 
R. Y. S. M. L. Aother of 
Dainty doxies 
alby, Dorothy Widowed m of authoe 
anby [Eurel, Margaret n. Thomas 
aneft [Bellamy], Agnes - n. John of Westhope JPCC 16261 
aniel [Vinor), Anne T i. Sir William, Judge 
anvers, Daniel, Dorothy and Samuel 
arcy [Redich), Grace t 2. Sir Robert 2 
arcy [Wray], Isabel k n. John III Baron, subsequently Bowes 2 
arell, Philippa f Scotney, sister of Frances I 
auohter of Sir William fVis. Oxfs. 1 II 
Pauntesey [Sadler], Gertrude ýn . Ambrose 
[Via. Wilts). 
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Davye or Davies (Pollard], Gertrude rn. Gilbert [Vis. Devon). I 
: )enney Abbey. Unnamed Nun I 
: )enny [Cecil], Mary rn. Edward I Earl of Norwich. See also)oint with 
iusband 
I 
Denny [Champerrion], Joan rn. Sir Anthony I 
Devereux [Scudamorel, Jane . ir William of 
Perevaie I 
Devereux [Walsinghami, Frances n. Robert 11 Earl, previously Sidney 8 
Digby [Walcot], Beatrice . John I Earl, iously Dyve I 
Dilke [Bonham], Elizabeth -n. Thomas of Maxsloke [Via. Warw I 
ive, Lady Elizabeth I 
Dormer [Browne], Elizabeth n. Robert I Baron 2 
Dormer [Herbert], Anna Sophia -n. Robert I Earl of Camarvon. See also Joint with 
iusband 
3 
Dormer, Jane iuchess of Feria (DNBI 2 
Douglas [Keith], Anne n. William Vil Earl of Morton. See also Joird with 
iusband 
I 
Douglas, Lady Margaret :; ourdess of Lennox IDNBI I 
Drake [Sydenhaml, Elizabeth ii. Sir Francis I Bt. See also joint with husband I 
Drayton [Grey], Mary -n. William I 
Drury f Bacon], Anne -n. Sir Robert 2 
Dudley [Guildford], Jane n. John Duke I 
udley [Knollys], Lettice n. Robert, Earl, previously Devereux, later Blount 8 
Dudley [Leigh], Alice : )uchess Dudley [DNBI 4 
Dudley [Russell), Anne n. Ambrose. Earl of Warwick [she Is sometimes called 
Vary). See library IM-4, I T7. See also Joirt with 
iusband 
23 
Dudley, Anne )aughter of Alice, later m, Sir Rich. Holbourne I 
uncomb [Poynes], Elizabeth D' n. William I 
5 utton [Egertonl, Elizabeth Fri. John of Ches. I 
yer [FftzvAlliams], Mary kn. Sir Richard I 
C. D. of 
! 
presumably Frances Cecil, Countess Dowager of 
: -xeterl 
I 
Jaen [Darcy], Mary -n. Sir Thomas the younger [Via. EssexI 2 
Edmondes [Lydcoffl, Dorothy n. Sir Christopher [Vie. Surreyl I 
EI gerton [More], Elizabeth n. Thomas I Viscount Brackley. Lord Chancellor. See 
ilso joint with husband 
I 
gerton [Stanleyl, Frances EI n. John I Earl of Bridgewater. See also Joint with ýusband 
- 
4 
Eliot [Gedgel, Jane Edward of Newland I 
, =I Elizabeth 5chess of Brunswick-WoffenbiMel, sister of Queen 
, ne 
cl I 
lizabeth rincess Palatine, Abbess of Herford n' 
r 
I 
lizabeth rincess, daughter of Charles I r I 
lizabeth ueen of Bohemia. See also joint dedicallions. with =erick 
I 
49 
I 
lizabeth : )ueen of Henry VII I 
lizabeth 3aint Ipresumably of Hungaryl I 
lizabeth I )ueen 209 
lizabeth I Belated 5 
Iliot [Towse], Mary n. Sir Thomas I 
lphinstone [Kerl, Anne n. John Lord Balmenno I 
nglefield [Brooksbyl, Winifred -n. Sir Francis 11 Bt. I 
nglefield f Browne], Jane -n. Sir Francis I Bt. I 
rskine fMurrayl, Anabel n. John I Earl of Mar. I 
rskine [Pierreporyt], Elizabeth n. Thomas I Earl I 
rskine [Stuart], Mary n, John 11 Earl 7 
ssex [Harcourtl, Jane rn. William Bt. I 
Catholic Gentlewoman' I 
Lady. maiden name mask for Cooke IFNzwoliaml. Anne m. 
5ir Anthony*, solution uncmin) 
2 
airfax [Howard], Alethea Ti. Thomas 11 Viscount I 
airfax [Sheffield], Mary n. Sir Ferdinand I 
ane [-], Elizabeth 
J 
n. Sir Ralph - DNB I 
ane [Mildmayl, Mary -n. Francis I Earl I 
ane [Neville], Mary 3aroness Despenser [conjectural; an earlier ad. would 
ndicate Elizabeth above) 
I 
-ane [Verel, Mary n. Mildmay 11 Earl, 12Eeviously Townshend I 
-enner, ffidow of William d. 1640-DNB I 
-errers [Muschamp], Susan r. William. previoZisly Topefleld I 
: errers [Topsfield), Katherine -n. Edward I 
-eftiplace [Ayiefordl, Anne n. Sir Edmund of Childrey I 
lFieldinq [Villiers] Susan Ti. William I Earl -3 
IFielding, Elizabeth 3ee Boyle I 
IFiennes [Bourchierl, Anne n. Thomas Vill Baron Dacre 
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-iennes [Cecil], Frances rn. James 11 Viscount Says I 
: iennes [Sackvillej, Anne n. Gregory X Baron Dacre I 
7inch [Heneanel. Elizabeth -. ourdess of Winchilsea 3 
-inch [Heydon], Anne or Agnes -n. Theophilus 11 Ot. I 
Fitton, Mary Maid of Honour IDNBI I 
itzgerald [Howard], Frances -n. Henry XII Earl of Kildare, later Brooke 2 
Fitzroy [Howardl, Mary -n. Henry Duke of Richmond 2 
Fleetwood [Luke], Anne n. Sir Miles 3 
Fleming [Uvingston], Margaret n. John 11 Earl I 
Fletcher, Catherine, Mrs. I 
! Foord [Popham], Elizabeth ri. Thomas of lisinglon, Devon I I I 
Forbes [Keith], Jean Alexander I Lord 2 
Fortescue [Smyth], Alice Sir John I 
Fortescue [Stanley], Frances Sir John I Bt. I 
Fouldman H, Jane George, Archdeacon of Essex I 
owberie, Catherine 0 w [? of Newbold, Yks I I 
rancis, Elizabeth r of Br of Br of Brumsted, Norf. ' I 
reake [Clavell, Elizabeth r -n. Robert ". Dorset) I 
rench [Godfriej, Mary n, John of Inner Temple I 
ulford fBamfield), Ursula n. Thomas 2 
A. Sister of author' I 
amull or Gamwell fBavand), Alice 
I 
Ti. Thomas Recorderof Chester I 
arraway [Clitherowl, Margaret n. Sir Henry I 
ates, Mary )aughter of Sir Henry of Seamer. Yks. I 
awen, Frances, O. S. B. %bbess at Cambrai I 
entlewoman I 
entlewomen I 
erard [Dutton], Eleanor Gilbert 11 Baron, later Needham. See also joint with 
usband 
3erard [Ratcliffe], Dorothy William of Harrow 
'ilbert fCampej, Jane 3 . William D. D.. friends of 
I 
3lenham [Sackville], Anne n. Sir Henry 2 
3Mding [Roydon], Elizabeth ri. Sir Thomas IPCC I SW I 
oodman, Grace Niece of author' I 
oodyer [Goodyer), Frances -n. Sir Henry, L erary patron I 
ordon [Campbell), Anne n. George 11 Marquis of Huntly. So* also loot with 
usband 
4 
ordon [Sedleyl, Muriel _ 
12. Brampton of Assington, Suff 
rdon [Stuart], Henrietta Ti. George I Marquis 
ick [Owenl. Jane -n. Sir William I Bt. See also joint vvith husband 
ick [Wentworth], Anne -n. Sir Edward 11 Bt, 
ough or Goudge, Mary %bbess at Gravelines 
raham [Ruthven], Margaret n. John IV Earl 
ratwick [Lee], Margery 
reen [Darreill, Frances 
n. Sir William [ViS. Sussox) 
Robert of Bobbing [Vie. Kenll 
renville (Bevile], Elizabeth n. Sir Barnard 
rey [Bertiel, Susan -n. Reginald V Earl of Kent 
rey [Brandon], Frances -n. Henry Duke of Suffolk 
rey [Dade], Mary n. Richard of Inner Temple II 
rey [Morrison), Jane Sibella nArthur XIV Baron 3 
rey [Talbot], Elizabeth -n. Henry Vill Earl 5 
rey fWindsor], Anne n. Henry I Baron Grey of Groby I 
rey, Anne 
rey, Lady Anne 
3ee Masters 
probably I. Iemeflanj m. Lord Edward, later Walsingharn 
I 
2 
rey, Penelope )auahter of Mary above iDraylonj I 
riffith, Mary I 
uildford [Somerset], Elizabeth - n. Sir Henry. I 
-umey [Lewkenorl, Martha n. Thomas of West Barshem I 
3ybbes, Elizabeth kbbess of Svon I 
-1., Lady M probably Margaret Helel I 
4., Mfrs]. M Du Nesme I 
A., Mrs. S., and son M. R. H. I 
lales [Kemp], Alice Sir James, later Lee I 
-iales [Wood], Margaret Sir James - DNB I 
, lalsewell [Wallop), Bridget Sir Nicholas of Somerset I 
Aardberde, Mrs., Arthur 
!! 1 
I 
-iare [Coventry], Elizabeth Sir John of Stow Bardolf, Norf. So* also Mrit wim 
usband 
' 
1 
I 
larington [Ketwayl, Anne John I Baron 16 
larington [Markhaml, Isabella John the older jPoell . I 
Iarley [Conway], Brilliana ir o 2 
-farrys, Mary 
k 
kloW 
-4arvey [Ratcliffe], Elizabeth James [Vis. Mdsxj 
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lastings [Dudley], Catherine rn. Henry III Earl of Huntingdon. See also Joint with 
iusband 
7 
Aastings [Stanley), Elizabeth Ti. Henry V Earl 4 
Aatton [Gawdyl, Elizabeth n. Sir William I 
, Iafton [Leigh], Mary . Sir Robert I lawkins, Judith of Kent? ] I 
lay [Dennyl, Honoria James I Earl of Carlisle. See also joint with husband 4 
Aay [Douglas], Elizabeth Francis IX Earl I 
lay [Percy], Lucy James I Earl of Carlisle 2 
Aayes, Martha auqhter of Sir Thomas, Lord Mayor I 
1ele [Brayl, Alice n. Ellis of Bovey Tracey I 
-lele [courtenayl, MaMaret Ti. Sir Warwick 3 
leneage [Poyntz], Anne -n. Sir Thomas I 
-lenrietta Maria : )ueen Consort. See also joint dedications with Charles 40 
A enrietta Maria, Ladies of her court: I 
lenshaw [Bonham], Anne n. Benjamin I 
Aerbert [Craven], Elizabeth -n. Percy 11 Baron Powls I 
Aerbert [Morgan], Florence n. Sir William of St. Julian* I 
Aerbert [Parr], Anne ! W. -William I Earl of Pembroke I 
Aerbert [Percy), Eleanor n. William I Baron Powis I 
Aerbert [Sidney], Mary -n. Henry 11 Earl of Pembroke 25 
-lerbert [Talbot], Anne -n. William I Earl I 
-lerbert [Talbot], Mary -n. William III Earl of Pembroke. See also Joint with 
iusband- 
3 
lerbert [Verel, Susan n. Philip IV Earl. All as Countess of Montgomery 
Aerbert, Frances 
-ierbert, Lady Anne 
fl-fi-mmnn' 
)auqhter of Henry Earl 
-lericke [May], Joan n. Sir William - DNB 2 
ýeron [Brooke], Anne n. Sir Edward a. Lincsi 2 
Aobart [Bell], Dorothy n. Sir Henry' BV 2 
Aoby [Carey], Mary Ti. Sir Edward 
- 
I 
-Iolcroft [Aungierl, Lettice Slr Henry [VIs. Surrey] 
;ý I 
Aolder, Mary 3ister of William - DNS I 
Aolland H, Elizabeth n. Henry d. 1604 1 
lome [Ruthvenl, Beatrix -n. Sir John of Cowdenknowes I 
Aome [Suttonj, Mary -n. Alexander I Earl Home I 
Aomer [Spekel, Anne n. Sir John [V . SOM81. Sea SISO Ort with husband I 
, iorsey [Mohun], Edith n. Sir Ralph I 
loughton H, Mary n. Peter. Al rman I 
-ioughton [Sherbomel, Grace -n. William Br of Richard I 
-foughton, Frances : )aughter of Sir R lchard I 
Aoward [Carey], Katherine n. Charles I Earl Nottingham 2 
-loward [Dacrel, Anne 
loward [Eurel, Mary -1 
n. Philip X111 Earl of Arundel 
W -Sir William of Naworth 
- - 
I 
I 
-loward Wyveft], Catherine 
-loward [St. John], Anne ' 
homas I Earl Suffolk T T 
n. William Lord Howard d. 1615 
2 
2 
-loward [Stafford], Elizabeth 
Aoward [Talbot], Alathea 
; Thomas III Duke 
. Thomas 
I Earl of Norfolk 
I 
3 
-loward fWhde], Charity 
qoward, Lady Frances 
n. Charles 11 Earl Nottingham. See also joint vAth 
iusband 
probably later wife of Sir Edward Villiersl 
I 
I 
loward, Lady Mirriell 
iungerford [Dormerl. Anne 
of the Ducal farvulyl 
n. Sir Walter d. 1596 
I 
1 
-iussey, Margaret 
-iynd [Wentworth], Elizabeth n. Sir William 
fVis. Comb I 
I 
I 
Lady D. recusant at Louvain' (? mask for Elizabeth Alen, qv I 
Mrs. P 
rvine [Douglas], Marian 
? of Totneel 
Alexander M of Irvine, Sir Alexander of Drum - DNS 
I 
I 
Jacob [Rogers), Mary 
Jacob, Anne and Darcy 
ý 
n. Abraham 
-hildren of Jacob, Abraham of Bromley, farnw of 
Uslomq 
I 
I 
)ofnes), Mrs. R* - 
I 
Jones [Bavand], Sara n. Thomas Vis. Ches, ) I 
Jordan, Aqnes %bbess of Syon I 
<, Lady G. 0. C. 
<eith [Erskine], Mary 
l 
n. William VI Earl Marlachal. See also joint with 
usband 
I 
4 
<efth [Ogilvy], Margaret n. George V Ead 
<ennedy [Hamiltoril, Jean n. John VI Ead 
Ker [Drummond], Jean ' n. Robert I Earl 2W! 
Ker [Stanley], ' n. Robert I Earl of 3 
lKilligrew [Saundersl, Margery F ri. Sir William - 
I- 
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Olingbecke, Margaret I 
o(ingsmill?, Andrew [DNBI, Sister of 2 
<ingston [Fetiplacel, Susan r. John I 
<natchbull, Elizabeth Lucy 3enedichne Abbess [Gillowl I 
<nollys [Howard). Elizabeth In. William I Earl 5 
<nox, John, Mother of Reformer FDNB) I 
<nyght, Isabell I 
<nyvet [Hayward], Elizabeth 'n. Thomas Baron Knyvet of EacricX See also joint wit 
iusband 
hI 
<nyvet [Pickering], Anne n. Sir Henry the older I 
<ynaston [Randall], Judith n. Sir Edward r4s. Shrops I I 
<yrton, Dorothy of Thrup. Northarft. ' I 
L[adyl., E., Qady] F [since Scottish L. may be maiden name] I 
Lady E I 
Mrs. A possibly Anne Lodge) I 
-adies (sometimes inexactly) 2 
-adies and Gentlewoman 2 
-adies of the privy chamber, Elizabeth I I 
-awson [-], Mary -n. 
John'of Mifton' with unnamed children I 
-ee, Joyce DOOR 
CLARE, sister of Archbishop Edward I 
-egge, Martha laundress of the middle 
temple' I 
-eigh [Egerton], Mary n. 
Thomas I Baron I 
-eighton fKnollys], Cecilia n. 
Sir Thomas 2 
-ennard [Fiennes], Margaret paroness Dacre 3 
-ennard fSlanyl, Elizabeth n. 
Sir Samuel of Wickham I 
-estrange [Lewkenorl, Anne -n. 
Sir Nicholas I Bt. I 
-estrange [Stubbel, Alice -n. 
Sir Hamon 2 
-eventhorpe [Brogravel, Joan n. 
Sir John I Bt. See also Ont wd h husband 2 
-evson [Mildmayl, Christiana n. 
Sir John the elder 2 
-ewkenor [Neville], Mary n. 
Sir Edward the younger. See also Ord with husband 2 
-ewkenor [Russell], Elizabeth n. 
Edward I 
. ewkenor, Edward and Susan, sons and daughters A 
I 
Lewkenor, Katherine : )aughter of Sir Edward the younger, later Cafttxxpe I 
-ewkenor, Mary 3aughter of 
Sir Edward the younger I 
-ey [Pethel, Mary n. 
James I Earl of Marlborough. See also joint with 
iusband 
I 
-Iddell [Woodward], Bridget -n. 
Sir Thomas d. 1627 1 
-ily [Goddard], Dorothy -n. 
Peter - DN B I 
-1vingstone [Howard), Katherine -n. James 
I Earl of Newburgh I 
-loyd [Lloyd], Margaret n. John of Rhtwaedog I 
-odge [Laxton], Anne n. Sir Thomas I 
-ondon: Gentlewomen I 
-ong [Warrel, Amy rn. 
Gifford Ms. Wilts I I 
-ovelace [Dodsworthi, Margaret n. 
Richard I Baron I 
-ovell [Carey], Anne -n. 
Sir Francis of Harting, Norf. I 
-ovell [Roper], Jane -n. 
Sir Robert, Daughter of John I Baron I 
-oyal janti-Jesuill women 
I 
-ucy [Spencer), Alice n. 
Sir Thomas If Charlecole d. 1640 1 
-uke Knightley], Elizabeth TI. 
Sir Oliver. M of Samuel - DNB 2 
A. Sister of suthor' I 
1. 3entlwoman [? Mordauntj I 
L[ady) M. I 
Lady E. I 
R. I 
G. Sisters of - 2 
achell [Aungierl, Elizabeth -n. John [Via. Surreyl II 
ann [Colfe), Elizabeth n. Thomas, Draper [Via. London] I 
anners [Holcroft], Isabel n. Edward III Earl 2 
anners [Montagu], Frances n. John "ll Earl I 
anners [Sidney], Elizabeth n. Roger V Earl 2 
ansell [Sidney], Elizabeth Catherine - n. Sir Lewis 11 Bt. 2 
anwood, Bowes and Frances : )aughters of Sir Peter I 
argaret : )uchess of Burgundy d. 1503 DNB I 
aria nfanta, daug er of Philip Ill. AN Ontly with Charles 1 3 
artin [Ecclestonel, Dorcas n. Sir Richard I 
artin, Gregory. Unnamed sisters of 
artin [Grey], Elizabeth ý 2. James, M. A. I 
artyn [Castelyn], Elizabeth t ý. Sir Roger I 
ary P rincess Royal d. 1660 [DNBI 1 3 -1 
ary ueen of Scots 
ary V 12 blessed Virgin 
ary I lQ ueen 
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ary of France J. 1533 [DNBI 3 
ary of Guise Queen of James V 3 
ary, Queen of Scots, memory of: I 
asters [Grey], Anne -n. William of Uchfield I 
atilda laughter of Lludulf of Swabia I 
atthew [Barlow], Frances -n. Tobin I 
eg, Long of Westminster I 
elhuish, Helen Vlother of author I 
ildmay [Crofts], Jane n. Sir Humphrey I 
ildmay [Deane], Joan n. Robert of Tarling and Alderman I 
ildmay [Gourdon], Amy n. Sir Henry of Graces I 
ildmay [Ratcliffe], Frances n. Sir Thomas of Mulsham, Essex I 
ilward [Fleetwood], Katherine -n. William. See also joint with husband I 
itchell (Meldrumb Barbara -n. Thomas Minister of Turriff I 
olyneux [Gerard], Frances -n. Sir Richard Bt. I 
ontagu [Crouch], Margaret n. Henry I End of Manchester. previously Hare. SOO 
121so joint with husband 
I 
Aontagu [Harington], Elizabeth Sir Edward 2 
Aoore [Borough? ], Mary Adrian, charity dispenser. See also joint with 
usband 
3 
Aoore, Mrs. - of Talmage hall, Briser I 
Aordaunt [Howard], Elizabeth John I Earl I 
ore, Jean I 
organ fGolding], Margarite Sir John of Chilworth, Surrey I 
organ, Cicilie Daughter of Marie' I 
orton [Apsleyl, Elizabeth n. Sir Albertus I 
orton [Hopton], Katherine -n. Sir George I 
oulson [Ratcliffe], Anne Yi. Sir Thomas Lord Mayor I 
oundeford [Hill), Mary n. Thomas - DNB I 
urray [Drummond], Jane -n. Thomas Provost I 
urray (Murray], Anne -n. Mungo 11 Viscount Stormont I 
urray [Schawl, Elizabeth n. John I Earl Annandale 2 
uschamp [Houghton], Gilibert n. George of Barmoor I 
usgrave fWharton], Frances Richard I Bt. I 
yddelton [Vanackerl, Ann Sir Thomas Mayor I 
eale [Uvedalel, Honor Sir Francis 
evill [Carew], Sophia Richard d. 1643 
evill [Vaux], Catharine Henry IX Baron Bergavenny 3 
eville [Sackvillel, Mary Henry IX Baron 4 
qewdegate IFitton), Anne -n. Sir John of Erbury I 
qoel [Hicks], Julian n. Edward 11 Via. I 
qorris (Verej, Bridget n. Francis Earl of gerkshir* 2 
qorris CVVilliams], Margaret n. Henry I Baron I 
)gden [Fulkel, Hester 
gle lAshfield), Dorothy 
laughter of William - DNB 
-n. Sir Richard of Pinchbeck 7 
11 
I 
Sle [Bryan], Anne n Thomas siste; 4n4aw of Dorothy 4 ý II 
sbome [Barleel, Dorothy n See also joint with husband n! Sir Joh I 
sbome [Blythe], Anne n. Peter - DN B I 
sbome [Walmisley], Anne Sir Edward of VJneton, Yks. I 
sbome, Dorothy I 
efiled [Moore], Thomasine -n. Roger, Charitable puritan 2 
en [Elldn], Ursula n. Sir Roger I 
en, Jane 
Lady [Porditch in some copies; presumably 
Pordage [Gage], Ma! y 
earned Oxford woman ISTC1 
n. Sir Wiliam of Rodmersham. Kent. later Ashfieldl 
2 
I 
P., Lady M. 
P., Mrs. A. 
Paget [Mastersonj n. John-DNB I 
aget [Newtorij, Nazareth r n. Thomas IV Baron I 
Palavicino [Hoostman], Anne n. Sir Horatio I 
almel [? Traheron], Elizabeth t Widow of a clergyman, sWer of authoe I 
Palmer [Digges], Mamaret Sir Anthony I 
almer, Catherine bb ss of Syon e 
Paramor [Stone), Anne Thomas of Thanet I 
Parker [Drake], Joan John Haberdasher rWaters] I 
arker [Treshaml, Elizabeth Villiam 11 Baron Morley V I 
Parker, Frances I 
Parr [Brookel, Elizabeth n. William I Marquis 2 
arr [Sauvenburghl, Helena n. William I Marquis 4 
aulet [Blount], Elizabeth n. Sir Huah I 
Paulet [Cecil], Lucy n. William IV Marquis I 
Pelham [St. John], Judith p- n. Sir John 2 
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2emberton [Barnard], Ann rn. Sir James I 
2emberton fBowles], Alice rn. Sir Lewis of Rushton I%ns. Northarft I I 
3ennell, Isabell I 
3enry lGodleyl, Eleanor n. Johnj? ent below, Purgan-DNBI I 
Percy [Cecil], Anne -n. Alqemon IV Eari I 
: 1ercy f Devereux), Dorothy -n. Henry III Earl 2 
2ercy, Lady Lucy 3ister of preceding [Sir Jocelyn, br of Henry III Earl), 
ubsequently Wotton and Owen 
I 
ýercy, Mary 3enedictine abbess at Gillow 3 
Deryan [Bacon), Elizabeth n. Sir William I 
3eryan, Lady I 
Petre [Montanul, Mary n. Robert III Baron I 
Petre [Waldegravel, Mary -n. John I Baron I 
Phelips [Gorges], Agneta -n. Robert, Ch ncellor of Duchy I 
Phelips, Helena 3aughter of Sir Robert I 
hilips [Perrot], Anne -n. John I Bt. I 
Pierson H, Helen n. Thomas, previously Harvy, M of C. Harvey - DNB I 
ole [Plantaganet], Margaret ^, ()unless of Salisbury I 
Poley [Germyn), Anne -n. Sir William of Boxsted, Suff. I 
Pouftney, Mary I 
Poulton, Eugenia 1S. B. Abbess at Ghent I 
owell Iferch Cynwrigj, Elizabeth n. David - DNB I 
Pre-reformation nun I 
Preston [Gilbed], Lilias -n. Sir John - DNB I 
Preston, Elizabeth bbess of Syon [at Llsbonl 11 
Price, Henrietta Maria )aughter of Sir Herbert, later Morley I 
Prideaux [Raynelil, Mary n. Sir Edmund I Bt. See also joint with husband I 
Prideaux (Yorke], Philippa n. Roqer M of Sir Edmund I 
Proby [Bonham), Helen or Ellen n. Henry [Vis. London) I 
Prouse [Vaughan], Anne Richard Mayor of Exetei% previously Dering I 
Pryne, Mary ? of Wins I I 
Puckering [Chownel, Jane n. Sir John I 
Puttenham [Elyot], Margery n. Robert I 
e [Crokerl, Mary n. Sir Robert I 
Pye [Ireland], Hester n. Sir Waiter. See also joint with husband I 
uaries (Parvis], Mary -n. Sir Robert I 
R, M[rs]. I 
R., Ladies F. and H. I 
3adcliffe [Howard], Elizabeth n. Henry III Earl I 
Radcliffe [Morrison], Bridgqet n. Robert V Earl. See also joint with husband 4 
Radcliffe [Sidney], Frances n. Thomas III Earl. See also joint with husband 3 
Radcliffe, Edward 11 Earl of Sussex I 
Radcliffe, Elizabeth 3oor Clare at Aire I 
Radcliffe, Margaret Aald of honour, d. 1599 1 
Radcliffe, Margaret Door Clare at Aire I 
Ramsay [Cockaynel, Martha n. John I Earl I 
Ramsay [Dale], Mary 
Ramsay [Fleming], Anne 
n. Sir Thomas 
n. 'George III Earr of Dalhousie, previously Lady Boyd 
I 
I 
Ramsay [Radcliffe], Elizabeth 
Randyll [Morgan], Anne 
n. John I Earl of Holderness. See also joiInt with 
iusband 
n. Sir Edward [\As. Surrey] 
3 
I 
Ratcliffe [Brerewood], Jane 
Reddish [Dethick), Katharine 
-n. John Mayor of Chester 
n. Alexander of Newhall, Derby 
I 
I 
Reynell [Periaml, Mary n. Richard of Creedy I 
Reynolds [Wythipooll, Elizabeth n. Henry [the next fin Indexfl I 
Rham [Good], Katherine - n. Sir John I 
Rich [Cavendish], Anne n. Robert III Earl I 
Rich [Cope], Isabel, alias. Elizabeth . Henry I Earl of Holland. 
See alsojoint with husband 2 
Rich [Devereux], Penelope -say Rich - UNB. Subsequently Blount 9 
Rich [Hatton), Frances 
Rich [Rowe], Susanna 
n. Robert 11 Earl. See also joint with husband? 
n. Robert 11 Earl. See also joint with husband? 
2 
I 
Rich [Wray), Frances n. Robert I Earl, previously St. Paul 4 
Richards rTopsfield], Mary n. Henry _ 
I 
Ridgeway [Macwilliam), Cicely - 
i 
n. Thomas I Earl of Londonderry. See also joint with 
usband 
2 
Ridgeway [Weston], Elizabeth n. Robert 11 Earl I 
obertes, Anne I 
odney [SoLdhweill, Frances n. Sir Edward of Somerset I 
Rogers [Cressy], Mary n. Hunh of Everton, Notts. I 
Rogers [Digges], Anne n. Richard, bishop [? of Dover] 11 
Roll [Jacob], Ellen - n. Henry of St. Margaret's, Kent I 
Roman Catholics after 1558: Unnamed Individuals: 
PAother 
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Romney [Taylor], Rebecca m. Sir William 3 
Romsey Abbey: Abbess I 
Roper [Petrel, Mary rn. John III Baron Teynham I 
3osendale, Agnes Fleming with English Carmelites at Artwefp' I 
Rowe [Gresham). Mary rn. Sir Thomas Lord Mayor I 
Russell [Cooke], Elizabeth n. John Lord Russell [DNB as Hobyl 6 
Russell [Harington), Lucy n. Edward III Earl of Bedford. See also joint with 
iusband 
38 
Russell [Hussey], Bridget n. Francis 11 Earl of Bedford. See also joint with 
iusband 
6 
ussell, Elizabeth Maid of honour 
Frances Akin to translator'(? Stavertonj 
Lady L. 
Mfrs]. Or Mfrs], M. S. 
Marie P. recusantl 
Mrs. E. Allison 
Mrs. F. 
ackville [Bakerl, Cicely rn. Thomas I Earl 3 
ackville [Curzon], Mary n. Edward IV Earl 8 
ackville [Spencer], Anne -n. Robert 11 Earl of Dorset, previously Compton. So* 
ilso joint with husband 
3 
adler [Coke], Anne n. Ralph of Standom. Mother of Henry Sadler I 
altonstall (Pointz], Susan r n. Sir Richard Lord Mayor. See also joint with husband I 
andys [Hanbury], Mary -n. Sir Miles of Gloucs. I 
aunderson FE11toft], Mildred n. Nicholas I Viscount 2 
avage [Darcy], Elizabeth :: ountess Rivers 3 
avile lCarey], Elizabeth n. John I Baron Savile I 
cott [Smith], Katherine n. Sir John of Nettlestead, previously Hayward. See 
p1so joint with husband 
3 
crope [Carey], Philadelphia Thomas X Baron 3 
cudamore [Hampden], Ruth Sir Philip, later Leigh 2 
cudamore [Shefton], Mary Sir John, Lady of bedchamber I 
eton [Hay], Margaret Alexander I Earl I 
eton (Stewart], Grizel John of Meldrum I 
eyliard fJacob), Barbara Robert of Gabriel, Kent I 
eymour [Howard of Effingham). Frances n. Edward I Earl 2 
eymour [Portman], Anne 71. Sir Edward 11101. 1 
eymour jSackvillej, Anne n. Edward'Lord BeauchamW 3 1 
eymour [Stanhope], Anne ý-clward Duke of Somerset, later Newdigate 10 
eymour, Lady Jane Lord Henry, Son of Edward I Duke) I 
eymour, William I Duke of Somerset I 
heffield [Anderson], Grizel n. Sir John 2 
heffield [Howard], Douglas John 11 Baron 
- 
4 
herbome [Walmisley], Elizabeth Richard of Sto; y hurst I 
hirley [Berkeleyl, Frances Sir George' I Bt. ' I 
hirley [Devereux), Dorothy Sir Henry 11 Bt. 2 
hirley [Wroughton], Dorothy Sir George' I Bt. ', previously Linton 2 
idney [Blount], Sarah n. Robert I Earl. See also joint with husband? 
idney [Dudley), Mary n. Sir Henry - DNB I 
idney [Gamagel, Barbara -n. Robert I Earl. See also joint with husband? 3 
idney [Jermy), Jane -n. Sir Henry of Walsingham I 
idney [Percy], Dorothy n. Robert 11 Earl 3 
kefton [Crisp], Anne n. [? Samuel], daughter of Nicholas I 
lany fPhesant], Margaret n. Sir Stephen I 
mith [Blount], Sarah n Sir Thomas Merchant ' I 
mith [Langton), Margaret -n! Sir Richard 2 
Elizabeth T1, Richard -Gentlewoman of the chamber. I 
omerset (Russell), Anne -n, Henry I 
=quls 
3 
ondes [Montagu], Susanna n. Sir Richard I 
outhwell [Howard), Elizabeth n. Sir Robert. Lady of the privy chamber 3 
outhwell, Elizabeth : )aughter of preceding. Maid of honour. eloping with Sir viifiSir 
Robert Dudley 
1 
peir, Sara ? of Edinburghl I 
pencer [Sidney], Dorothy ;. Henry I Earl of Sunderland 2 
. John [Paulet]. Elizabeth n. 
Oliver I Earl of Bolingbroke I 
t. John, Catherine S ister of Oliver I Earl of Bolingbroke I 
t. John, Lady I 
t., Mrs. A I 
tafford [Stafford], Dorothy - n. Sir William. Lady of bedchamber I 
tanden fBackhousel. Mary 
anhope [Hastings], Catherine h 
n. William [Via. Berks I 
n Philip, I Earl of Chesterfield. See also)oint with 
usband 
I 
4 
tanhope [Wolton], Katherine ýrn . Henry'Lord Stanhope' I 
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Stanley [Clifford], Margaret rn. Henry IV Earl a 
3tanley [Spencer], Alice r. Ferdinando V Earl, later Egerton. See also joint with 
iusband 
10 
3tanley [Verej, Elizabeth -n. William IV Earl 
apleton [Bertiel. Elizabeth rn. Sir Miles 
aplyton [Sherrington], Olive Ti. Sir Robert of Wakehill 
atham [Anstyl, Gertrude n. Roger 
ephens [Beale], Catherine Ti. Nathaniel of Gloucs. 
evens, Mrs. A 
eward [Lewkenorl, Sara n. Thomas of Barton mills, Suff. I 
ewart rDouqlasi, Margaret n. Matthew IV Earl of Lennox I 
ewart [Homel, Margaret -n. James IV Earl of Murray I 
ewart [Houghton], Catherine n. James 11 Earl of Galloway I 
tewart [Howard], Elizabeth n. John Earl of Carrick I 
tewart [Stewart], Margaret n. Andrew Master of Ochiltree I 
ill Whitmore). Jane n. Nathaniel of Hutton, Soms. 11 
oughton [Browne], Jane n. John - STC 3 
trangwavs [Edwards), Susanna -n. Giles of Melbury - Keeler I 
trode [Crisp], Rebecca -n. Sir George 2 
ode [Southcatel, Mary n. Sir William I 
tuart [Clifton], Catherine n. Esme III Duke of Lennox I 
tuart [Howard], Frances n. Ludovic 11 Duke of Lennox, previously Pronell and 
eymour 
13 
art [Villiers), Mary n. James IV Duke of Lennox, wise Herbert and Howar d 2 
utton fHaringtonj, Theodocia Ti. Edward V Baron Dudley 4 
utton [Howard), Mary - n. Edward V Baron Dudley I 
wift [Sheffieldl, Elizabeth n. Sir Edward I 
Kathanne Recusant I 
M. Sister of John Heigharril I 
Talbot rCavendish], Mary n. Gilbert VII Ea 2 
Talbot [Hardwick], Elizabeth n. George VI Earl of Shrewsbury, 'Bess of Hardwick' I 
Talbot [Herbertl, Anne -n. Francis'Lord Talbot'd.. 1582 1 
Tanfield [Ingram), Elizabeth Ti. Clovile of Copfold, Essex I 
Tasburgh [West], Jane n. Sir Thomas, Daughter of William I Baron 2 
Throckmorton FCarew], Anne n. Sir Nicholas - DNO I 
Thynne (Hayward], Joan -n. Sir John of Longleat. d. 1623 1 
Thynne [Touchet], Mary -n. Sir Thomas. See also joint with husband I 
Tilney [Brews), Margaret -n. Sir Philip I 
Tindall, Lady perhaps fEgertonj Anne m. Sir John] I 
Topsfield [Palmer], Elizabeth n. William. prev ously FawcK I 
Touchet [Mervyn] Lucy k k n. George I Earl of Castlehaven I 
rac L elton], 
gridget 
ac L r In. Robert 11 Viscount I 
w readwa [Letticel, Mary Abbess FDNBI I 
p 
Eliza reI ye, Elizabeth I 
uu in Fie Ii urpin [Fiennes]. Elizabeth n. Sir William 
I urvile jAn urvile jAnderton], Margaret -n. Henry of LeIcs. Niece of Laurence Anderton. 
; ontroversialist. DNB 
Twisleton [Stapyfton), Catherine n. Sir George Bt. 
Twysden [Finch], Anne -n. Sir William I Bt. 
Tyldesley, Elizabeth kbbess at Gravelines. Clara Mariana, In religion 3 
Tyrwhitt [Manners), Briget -n. John of Kettleby, Uncs. I 
Tyrwhitt [Oxenbridge], Elizabeth n. Sir Robert of Kettleby I 
Jnnamed Individual Patrons: Lady 7 
innamed widow I 
Jssher, Elizabeth -ater Tyrrell. Daughter of 
James, Archbishop of 
krmagh 
I 
Uvedale [Caryl, Victoria n. Sir William of Wickham I 
vedale, E n. Henry Uvedale of More Crichel [Via. Dorset) 11 
assail [Aborough], Judith n. John - DNB I 
aughan [Meyrick], Margaret n. John I Earl I 
aux [Roperl, Elizabeth n. George 2 
aux, Anne 3ecusant - DNB 2 
ere [Cecil], Anne n. Edward XVII Earl 5 
ere [Cecil], Diana n. Henry XVIII Earl, later Bruce 2 
ere fPorterl, Thomasine n. John Br of Horatio I 
ere [Tracy], Mary 
i 
n. Horatio I Baron Vero of Tilsbury. See also joint with 
usband 
2 
emey [Blakeneyl, Mary - n. Sir Edmund of Penley I 
emey jSouthwellj, Katherine n. Sir Greville I 
eme St. Barbe], Ursula n. Sir Francis d. 1615 1 
illiers [Beaumont], Mary '. ountess of Buckingham 3 
illiers [Manners], Katherine n. George I Duke 10 
_ illiers [St. John], Barbara tn . 
Sir Edward - DNB 2 
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61olusene? [Wilson? ], Florence Scholar-DNB 2 
N., G., Joan Oxford] I 
N., Lady A. Recusant 2 
N., Lady E. I 
aad [Browne], Anne n. Sir William I 
ake [Brayl, Anne Sir Isaac-DNB I 
akering [Hampson), Elizabeth 71. Sir Gilbert [Vis. Bucks. ). See also joint with husband I 
aldnrave [Bacon), Jemima -n. Sir William the younger I 
aller IChutej, Ann Ti. Sir Walter of Kent 11 
almesley [Houghton], Mary n. Thomas of Dukenhaugh I 
almesley [Molyneaux], Julian n. Sir Thomas I 
alsingharn [Manwood], Elizabeth -n. Sir Thomas the younger I 
alsin. gham IShelton), Ethelred or Awdrey n. Sir Thomas - DNB I 
alsingham [St. Barbel, Ursula Ti. Sir Francis. See also joint with husband 5 
after H, Elizabeth -n. William of Wimbledon I 
ard [-], Susan n. John. M of the author I 
ard, Mary Eounder of order [DN BI I 
arwick- two unnamed women I 
atson [Wentworth), Anne n. Edward 11 Baron Rockingham I 
atts, Mary Widow' I 
eld [Slany], Mary n. Sir Humphrey 4 
elles [Manfieldi, Mary -n. Gilbert of Brambridge, Recusant I 
Nentworth [-], Jane -n. Thomas 11 Baron, remarried Wm. Borough-DNB I 
Nentworth [Crofts), Anne rn. Thomas I Earl of Cleveland. See also joint with 
lusband 
2 
Nentworth [Finch), Catharine -n. Sir John Bt. I 
/Ventworth [Holles], Arabella -n. Thomas I Earl of Strafford. See also)oint with 
iusband 
I 
entworth [Hopton], Anne n. Henry III Baron Wentworth, later Pope. See also 
with husband 
I 
entworthe, Margery I 
est [Knollys), Anne -n. Thomas 11 Baron De La Warr _ 
I 
est, Thomas I Baron De La Warr I 
eston [Lloyd], Mary n. Sir Simon I 
eston [Stuart], Frances n. Jerome 11 Earl I 
ton rWaIdeqravej, Frances I m, Richard I Earl of Portland I 
I arton [Carey], Philadelphia n Sir Thomas. See also foint with husband I 
- eeler [Hanburyl, Elizabeth ýn. Sir Edmund [Vis Bucks] I 
itaker [Crisp], Hester n. Henry of Amsterdam I 
itney priory (Hants. ): prioress I 
w of his maecenas I 
Icox [Greenbury], Catherine Frances kbbess at Brussels I 
illiamson fAnderson], Mary 
illoughby [Ridgeway), Cassandra 
n. Sir Richard 
n. Sir Francis of Wollaton 
I 
I 
illoughby [Thornboroughl Elizabeth rn. Sir Robert [Ms Staffs. 2 , ilmer fJacobj, Elizabeth n. Thomas [Vis. London) I 
- inchester diocese: benedictine nuns I 
nchester unnamed abbess of St. y2M I _ ngfield IDeane), Anne -n. Sir Anthony I Bt. I 
ngfield [Haringtonl, Mary I n. Sir Edward 
4 
nwood [Ball], Elizabeth s: r Sir Ralph-DNB ir I 
ise [Chichester], Mary Thomas of Devon g F ir S Sir ' 
2 
seman, Anne un at Llsbond. 1650 un a 
L 
1 
iseman, Barbara bbess of Syon at Lisbon e 2 
seman, Bridget or anoness at Louvain, d. 1627 nor 1 
seman, Jane a In religion], Prioress of St. Mon1ca's, Louvain M 2 
seman, Winifred 
ither [HuntI, Mary 
Agatha in religion], Benedictine at Brussels 
n. George the elder [father of writer] 
I 
I 
omen I 
oodford [Read], Catherine - n. James Clerk of. kdchen [ýis. Bucks I I 
oodhouse [Jermyn), Frances n. Sir William of Norfolk I 
oolton H, Mary n. John Bishop I 
orsley, Anne : 
otton [Margaret] - 
1rioress of Carmelites at Antwerp 
n. Edward I Baron Wotton. See also joint with husband 
I 
2 
ray [Duryl, Frances n . Sir William 
I Bt. I 
ray [Girlington], Anne n . Sir Christopher Judge I 
ray [Norris), Lady Elizabeth n . Edward above [groom of bedchamberl 2 
right, Elizabeth :) ominican at Dartford, half-sister of J. Fisher I 
nothesley [de Mausse), Rachel n . Thomas IV Earl I 
. hesley [Vernon], Elizabeth n . Henry III Earl 3 
roth [Rich], Margaret n . Sir Thomas Id. 16721 2----] 
roth [Rich], Mary n . Sir Thomas-DNB 
Id. 157? 1 
roth [Sidney), Mary n . Sir Robert, 
A hor DNB1 7 
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roughton [Paulet], Katherine rou rn. Sir Giles I 
ham rBacon], Elizabeth m. Francis-DNB I 
elverton rBealef, Margaret ii. Sir Henry. ee also joint with husband I 
elverton fStubbel, Dionysia -n. Sir William I Bt. I 
oung, Francis and wife Susan c 'of Brent Pelham, Herts. ' 4 
Z ouch H, Dorothy rn. Sir Edward of Woking I 
ouch [Berkeley), Mary m. Sir John f eceding, perhaps of Codnor rVenn) I 
ouche [Harington], Sarah ii. Edward A Baron, previously Hastings 8 
o uiý uche [Hart], Sarah -n. Richard - DN B I 
866 women 
_) 
miles 
dledications 
B. Dedications to Groups / Personifications / Fictions / Abstractions etc. 
vatron uetaos 
Dedleatiom 
glaia 'Shepherdess' [fictionI I 
nne of Denmark, household of 2 
rchwives and widows I 
spirants to housewifery 2 
awds I 
eauties I 
rawling wives and malapert mistresses I 
Britannia, Diva I 
alhope I 
ommon sort of women I 
ames; I 
evout ladies I 
Elizabeth 1. Maids of honour 3 
English Augustinian nuns (Paris) 2 
English Brigittines (Syon abbey) (Lisbon) 2 
English nuns (Flanders) Il 
English Poor Clares (Gravelines) 3 
English Poor Clares. (Aire (Pas de Calais)). I 
oll , Dame I 
ortune, Madam I 
ntlewomen 6 
entlewomen (Ireland) I 
entlewomen crtizens I 
od acceptance 'patroness of the world' I 
3ossips I 
lampshire: Housewives I 
louses of Englishwomen: Benedictines (Brussels) I 
louses of Englishwomen: Franciscan terbanes (St. 
Dizabeth's) (Brussels) 
I 
-'Alma Mia Pace 
I 
-adies (Romish collapsed) 
2 
-adies (sometimes inexactly) 
II 
-adies ... women 
2 
-adies; and Gentlewoman 
7 
-adies at court, Elizabeth 1 
2 
. adies: believers In deposition 
I 
ooser sort of women I 
ust , Lady I ! aids 4 
! ary The blessed virgin 4 
! ary Magdalen Saint I 
! atrons I 
Lidwives I 
Inemosyne Mother of the muses I 
ýunda, Lady Prudentia ' fiction] I 
uses I 
Needleworkers I 
on-weathercock I 
ecunia, Lady I 
uiet, Margery O f Tame ffictioni 2 
Roman Catholics after 1558: Ladies C I 
Roman Catholics after 1558: Ladies who are 
opertied 
I 
oman Catholics after 1558: Nuns I 
harp, Joan 1 presumably a fiction] I 
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Syon Monastery: Nuns I 
The religious men and women of our nation I 
Truth, Lady 
Jnnamed ladies (perhaps nuns of Syonj 
Urania 
VVAches 
Women 
60 women 0107 
dedications 
C. Dedications to Husband and Wife, listed In Williams under husband's name 
Patron Name Patron Details Number of 
Dedications 
Itham, James A Mark Hall, father of next. I 
Gabriel Esq. 'wife named Margaret). Of Notts.? I 
shley, Sir Anthony :: Ierk of Privy Council [DNB] I 
ston, Waiter Baron Aston I 
tlee, Richard I East Dereham, Norf. I 
acon, Edward A Shrubland Hall [DNBI I 
aeon, Sir Nathaniel, K B. minter [DNBI I 
acon, Sir Nicholas Bt. I 
acon, Sir Nicholas -ord 
Keeper [DNBI I 
ainard, George 7 Of Wilts. ] 
aker, Sir Henry Bt. 
aker, Sir Thomas 3r of John I Bt. I 
arret, Edward Lord B. of Newburgh I 
arrington, Sir Francis Bt. 2 
arrington, Sir Thomas I Bt. 2 
askerville, Sir Humfrey )f Eardisley I 
asset, William J. P. in Derby and Staffs! I 
aynham, Joseph )f Westburv IVis. G4oucs-) I 
aynton, Sir Henry A Bromham, Wilts. I 
eale, Bartholomew he elder, of We on and Gray's Inn I 
edingfield. Sir Henry : ather of Henry I Bt. I 
lackall, Christopher A Totnes [Vis. Devon) I 
onham, William -ondon Vintner 
(Vis. Essex] I 
orlace, Sir William, the elder 2 
owyer, Sir Edmund he elder, of Camberwell [Ms. Surrey] I 
oys, Sir Edward he elder, of Nonington ". Kent) I 
oys, Sir John 
rent, Sir Nathaniel 
Recorder of Canterbury IDNBI 
Alarden of Merton fDNBI 
I 
I 
reffargh, William 
uck, Sir Peter 
urgoyne, Robert 
aesar Sir Julius 
Ausband of Katharine- DNB 
A Rochester LVis. Kent] 
)f Wroxall, d. 1613 
ie DNBI 
I 
I 
1 
I 
, 
arey, George I Baron Hunsdon 
3 
arey, Henry Earl of Dover I 
arieton, George 
arleton, Samuel 
3ishop of Chichester 
fty Captain 
I 
ar, r Robert =-art of Somerset 21 
avendish, William 
ecil, William 
Earl of Devonshire 
I Earl of SalmbM 
I 
I 
halke or Chock, Sir Alexander A Wiltshire [Vis. Soms I 
hamberlain, Robert kiderman I 
harles I 
larke, Sir Edward 
ng 
teward of Reading 
14 
I 
lifford, George 11 Earl of Cumberland d 
r 
I 
oke Sir John ecretary of State - DNB I , 
oke, Sir Robert 
ooke, Sir Robert 
on of 
f Hiqt 
on of Sir Edward 
f Hiqhnam [Keelerl 
I 
I 
ope, Sir Anthony I 
orbet, Sir Thomas )f Sprowston I 
orbett, Sir Andrew )f Morton lVis. S rops I I 
orbett, Sir Vincent A Morton [Vis. Shrops I I 
otterell, Sir Clement 3room Porter [\As. Lincs I I 
ourthorpe, Peter f Cranbrook, Kent I 
oventry, Sir Thomas udge d. 1606 - DNB I 
overt, Sir Waiter f Sussex [Brown] I 
rane, Sir Robert t. I 
r-rew, John Baron Crew of Stene I 
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' 'risp, Samuel 3r of preceding 2 
, risp, Sir Nicholas Bt. 3 
' 'rofts, SirJohn )f Saxham [Venn 15811 1 
' 'rompton, Sirjohn )f Skeme, Yorks. I 
urwen, Sir Patrick Bt. 
urzon, Sir John Bt. 
Dawes, Sir Abraham armer of Customs 
Denny, Edward Earl of Norwich 
Dive, John f Ridlington Park [Venn) 
ormer, Robert Earl of Camarvon 
Douglas, William 11 Earl of Morton 
Dowse, Sir Gabriel X Hampshire 
rake, Sir Francis Bt 
Drake, Sir John W Ashe Devon ' ' : ý - , 
rew, Robert fts. o 
ý7 Wj : t) ýO U 
=Noi, Mfts 
Drummond, James Earl of Perth 
Sir Robert Hawsted, Suff., d. 1615 fI f 1 
judley, Ambrose arl of Warwick 3 
er, Sir William Staughton, Hunts. f f I 
A'Sir Lewis oyalist [DNB] 0 
t 
I 
erton, John arl of Bridgewater E 3 
erton, Thomas Isc Is Iswunt Brackley, Lord Chancellor I 
rle or Earle, Sir Waiter Df Dorset [Keeler] I 
velyn, Sir Thomas X Long Ditton, Surrey I 
7aunt, Sir William X Foston, Leics. I 
ýerrers, Sir Henry Bt. I 
iennes, William ----niint Save and Sele I 
inch, Sir Moyle Bt. I 
inch, Thomas I Earl of Winchilsea r l E a 11 
itzwilliam, Sir William ord Deputy of Ireland IDNBI C rd O I 
oliambe, Sir Thomas of Sir Francis, Bt. f r 0 r of I 
rederick Henry of Orange nnce i 
c 
I 
rpn-ick I n of Bohemia n ILI 
0 
IG 
Fullerton, Sir James entle entleman of Bedchamber 
ardiner, Sir Robert 
Pp SirWilliam 
hief . 
f the 
t 
i 
ft 
hief Justice of Ireland 
f the Council in the North 
erard, Gilbert I Ba 0 ! I ijý I Baron Gerard 
ifford, Sir Richard jn fK fI f Kinq's Sombome. Hants. 
iles, Sir Edward f Boy f Bowden (Vis. Devonj 
leane, Sir Peter a or ayor of Norwich 
ordon, George I Marq I I Marquis of Huntly 
orgies, Sir Robert f Wraxhall, Soms. 
Ick, Sir William Bt. ' 
range, Sir John 
M 
reaves, Sir Richard 
Tf Rho-fields Fý . f f f UrAPIAW I'Vis % 
rey, Henry 
Hanham, Thomas f f 
11 Earl of Kent 
f Dean's court f Brown I 
are, Sir John X Stow Bardolf, Norf. 
aringlon, John Baron H. of Exton 
Harley, Sir Robert Aaster of the mint IDNBI 
lastings, Henry 11 Earl of Huntingdon I 
laule or Hall, Henry )f Maidstone [Vis. Kent] I 
lay, James Earl of Carlisle I I 
layward, Sir Rowland 
I 
ord Mayor I 
-lendley , Sir Thomas 
f Kent I 
jerbert, Philip V Earl Pembroke J 5 
lerbert, William Earl of Pembroke I I I 
leveningham, Sir John f Inner Temple [Venn 15921 f 
Hicks, Baptist Vis. Campden V 
I oby, Sir Thomas Posthumous 'on of Sir Thomas - DNB 0 f 3 
Aolland, Sir ather of Sir John. 1. Bt. a t 2 
-lonnywood, Robert sq. 'of Coxton' s I 
Aomer, Sir John 
loward, Charles 
M 
f Mells d. 1659 
I Earl of Nottingham 
fI 
I 
1 
I 
Howard, Thomas Earl of Berkshire Iý I 
Hutton, Sir Timothy f Marske I 
Jackson, Sir John he elder, of Edderthorpe and Council In the North Ix I I 
Jacob, Sir John t. [Keeler) B I 
James \11 and I n, ng 6 
Jefferies, Leonard fI I f Earls Croome [Vis. Woms I 
Permyn, Sir Robert 10 f RUShbrOOke [Venn 15501 1 
perningham, Sir Henry ý Bt. I 
Wervoise, Sir Thomas P f Shropshire Keeler] II 
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Juxon, John '-ftizen d. 1626 s. Londonj I 
Keith, William A Earl Marischal 2 
-innersley or Kinardsley, Anthony : )f Loxley [Vis. Staffs I I 
<ftson, Sir Thomas rhe You;; er, R Hengrave Hall d. 1603 1 
<nightley, Sir Richard Fawsley, Northants. d. 1615 1 
<nollys, Sir Francis of Sir Francis Knollys, Statesman 2 
<nyvet, Sir Henry Charleton, son of Sir Henry Knyvet, the elder I 
<nyvet, Thomas ron Knyvet of EscrIck I 
<nyveft, Sir Philip t. I 
-ee, Sir Richard 
Inner Temple and Lee, Ches. d. 1627 1 
-eventhorpe, Sir John 
Bt. 
i 
4 
-ewkenor, Sir Edward 
f Suffolk fVenn 1159ý1 1 
-ewkenor, Sir Edward (memory of) 
I 
-ey, James 
Earl of Marlborough I 
-ovelace, William 
he elder, sede nt at law, Gray's Inn I 
ainwaring, Sir George f Ightfield d. 1628 1 
aftland [Metellanus], John Lord Maitland, Chancellor I 
aftland, John Earl Lauderdale I 
anners, Sir George : ather of John Vill Earl I 
arshall, Ralph Df Carleton [Vis. Notts I I 
asham, Sir William Bt. I 
aynard, William Baron Maynard I 
etham, Sir Thomas Z)f the Inner Temple [Venn 1159111 1 
ilward, William : )f Eaton Dovedale, Derby I 
ontagu, Henry Earl Manchester 2 
oore, Adrian laberdasher and Merchant JPCC 16181 2 
ordaunt, Sir Lestrange Bt. 2 
ordaunt, Sir Robert I Bt. 11 
orrison, Sir Charles I 
oundeford, Sir Edmund r of Thomas - DN13 r r I 
N., E., and wife K., N. ousin' 0 I 
Neville, Sir Henry ourtier dA 615 - DNB 0 I 
Newport, Sir Francis ; her of Richard I Baron 13 1 
Nicholas, Thomas f Prestbury [Vis. Gloucs 1 f f 2 
Nicholson, Robert lerchant and pa n e 11 
North, Sir Henry BIt. B I 
North, Sir Roger f Mildenhall f f 
g 
I 
sbome, Sir John emebrancer of exchequer, son of Peter e I 
verbury, Sir Giles f the middle temple I 
en, Israel f CoMhill [Vis. Londonl I 
Pakenham, Sir Henry f Belton lVis. Lincs I I I 
arker, Roger f Kirby. Marian exile I 
Parry, Sir Thomas mbassador [DNB] r r I 
Pelham, Sir Thomas 
Pelham, Sir William 
Perrot, H. and E. 
Phelpes, Mr and Mrs 
Pouleft, John 
Pouftney, John 
Bt. 
utenant of the ordnance - DNB 
Bt 
1 e 
arents of George Perrot 0. F. M. 
Y Yeovil 
Baron Pouleft 
rhe younger of Langley Bucks I 
2 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
rice, Sir Herbert Bt. I 
Prideaux, Sir Edmund Bt. I 
Puckering, Sir Thomas 3t. I 
1Pye, Sir Walter 
Radcliffe, Robert 
Radcliffe, Thomas 
-awyer - 
DNB 
/ Earl of Sussex 
11 Earl of Sussex 
I 
I 
I 
Ramsay, John Earl of Holderness 5 
Rashleigh. Jonathan : )f Cornwall [Keeler] I 
ich, Henry R Earl of Holland I 
ich, Robert Rp: I Earl of Warwick 4 
Ridgeway, Thomas Earl of Londonderry I 
Pobartes, John 
[ 
R Earl of Radnor I 
Roberts, Sir Thomas Bt. 11 
R Roberts, Sir Waiter I Bt. 2 
Rudyerd, Thomas f Rudyard fVis. Staffs I I 
Russell, Edward 11 Earl of Bedford 9 
Russell, Francis I Earl of Bedford I 
Russell, William Baron R. of Thomhaugh I 
Sackville, John P. In Sussex' 1perhaps two generations] I 
ackville, Richard 11 Earl of Dorset 3 
ackville, Robert I Earl of Dorset I 
adler, Henry 
l 
on of Sir Ralph, diplomatist I 
aftonstall, Sir Richard Jýolonist [DNBI__ I 
aftonstall, Sir Richard [Lord Mayor [DNBI I 
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Dedications 
alusbury, Sir Henry Bt. I I 
andys, Sir William f Miserden, Gloucs, d. 1641 
I 
1 
avage, Thomas Viscount Savage I 
cott, Sir John f Nettlestead, d. 1616 DNB 2 
cudamore, John f Kentchurch, Heref.. d. 1669 1 
eaman, John ^-hancellor of Gloucester [Venn 15791 1 
ebright, Sir Edward Bt. I 
eymour, William I Duke of Somerset I 
heffield, Edmund Earl of Mulgrav I 
hurley, Sir John Y Ifield 2 
idney, Robert Earl of Leicester I 
malman, Stephen Y wildertop, Shrops. I 
mith, Sir Hugh Df Long Ashton [Via. Soma I 
oame, Sir Stephen rhe elder. Lord Mayor I 
pencer, Sir John Y Offley, Bt. I 
pencer, William I Baron Spencer I 
, John, Oliver 
Earl of Bolingbroke I 
. John, John 
I Baron St. John I 
t. John, Oliver I Baron St. John df. 1642 1 
t. John, Sir Alexander 3on of Oliver III Baron I 
. Paul, Sir George 
Bt. I 
Stampe, John -ondon merchant adventurer 
I 
Standford, W. -sq. and wife Elizabeth 
I 
Stanhope, Philip Earl of Chesterfield I 
Stanley, Ferdinando Earl of Derby I 
I-'-tephens, Edward ' 
f Little Sodbury (Keeler] I 
tephens, Thomas te f the middle temple [Browni I 
tewart, Sir Thomas , te f Grandtully, d. c. 1608 1 
rangways, Sir John 'ra 
F 
f Melbury [Keeler] I 
uckling, Sir John c he elder, father of poet I ý 
on, Sir Ferdinando on of V Baron Dudley I 
Swinnerton, Sir John ord Mayor 3 
Talbot, John Earl of Shrewsbury I 
Taylor, Richard ecorder of Bedford [Venn 15971 1 
Temple, Edmund f Temple Hall, d., 1 616 1 
Thekeston, Sir Richard f Yks. and London I 
Theophilus mask for a good Christian, cf. Acts 111 1 
Thistlethwaite, Peregrine he younger of winterslow I 
Thomey or Thomhaigh, Sir John f Notts. [Vann, 15811 11 1 
Thorold, Sir Anthony f Marston. Uncs. I 
Throckmorton, Sir William Bt. I 
Thynne, Sir Thomas on of John, fathe of Henry I Bt. I 
Tothill, William f Shardelos, one of six clerks, d. 1626 1 
Townshend, Sir Roger 
- Towse, William 
ýl 
- aripant-at-law of 
I 
Trumbull, William iplomatist 1DNBj 
Tryon, Sir Samuel 
Tunstall Sir John - 
al 
Bt. 
f Croydon, Usher to Oueen Anne 
l 
I 
, 
pton, John f Lupton 
rquhart, John Tutor of Cromartie, d. 1631 1 
avasour, Sir Thomas Knight Marshall, father of Charies I Bt I I 
avasour, Sir Walter I Bt. I 
ere, Horatio Baron Vera of TilburY 5 
illiers, Christopher Earl of Anglesey I 
kering, Sir Gilbert f Herts. IPCC 16171 1 
allop, Sir Henry he younger, of Hampshire (Keeler] I 
alrond, John f Bovey, Devon I 
alsingham, Sir Francis tatesman [DNBj I 
amer, Sir Henry 
arre, Edward 
entworth, Henry .1 
f Mildenhall [Venn 15671 
f Chipley Vs. Soms I 
1 Baron Wentworth 
2 
I 
I 
entworth, Thomas Earl of Cleveland 
entworth, Thomas Earl of Strafford 
arton, Sir Thomas 3 on of Philip III Baron 
illiams, John )f Tyneham, Dorset, d. 1627 1 
illis, Richard, %mfe and children of ' ecretary to Lord Coventry jCSPD and textj 
illoughby. Sir Henry Bt. 
ilmer, George Y Mdsx rBrownl I 
inssen, Adriaen van l eer van Hoencoop of Utrecht. d. 1639 1 
olley, Sir John - ahn secretary DNBj 
otton, Edward Baron Wotton 
ray, Sir John I Bt. 
yrley, Sir John _[O 
f Hampstead [Via. Staft 
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Yelverton, Sir Christopher Judge [DNBI 
Yelverton, Sir Henry Judge [DNBI 
278 women =375 
dedications 
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APPENDIX 1.3. - 
NUMBER OF BOOKS CONTAINING ONE OR MORE DEDICATIONS TO WOMEN 
LISTED BY YEAR AND AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL BOOK PRODUCTION- 
1475-1640 
Figures for the total number of books produced are taken from John Barnard and Maureen 
Bell, 'Appendix I' to John Barnard and D. F. McKenzie (eds), and Maureen Bel I (assistant 
ed. ), Yhe Cambridge History of the Book in Britain, Volume IV, 1557-1695 (Cambridge: 
CUP, 2002), pp. 779-82, and are, according to the authors, derived from a provisional 
count of STC and Wing titles. The figures for the number of books containing one or more 
dedications to women are derived from a database I have constructed, cross-referencing the 
Williams Index with the revised STC. They do not include later collected works, or (in 
most cases) in varying issues and editions of the same work in which dedications are 
reprinted. These are, however, listed in the Details column of Appendix 1.1. 
Barnard and Bell's count of the SIC and Wing, as well as my count of books containing 
dedications to women is, of course, bedevilled by the impossibility of calculating how 
many books, printed in the early modem period, are no longer extant, and thu s not Ii sted in 
these catalogues. For a detailed discussion of this problem see D. F. McKenzie, 'Printing 
and Publishing 1557-1700', in Yhe Cambridge History of the Book in Britain (pp. 553-67). 
With this in mind, as well as the existence of later reprints and variant issues, the figures 
given here should be understood to indicate a bare minimum of the books that appeared in 
print each year bearing one or more dedications to women. 
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Year 
Total Number 
of Books 
Produced 
Number of 
Books Dedicated 
to Women 
Dedications to Women 
as a Percentage Of 
Total Book Production 
1475 1 1 100 
1476 6 0 0 
1477 17 0 0 
1478 5 0 0 
1479 5 0 0 
1480 15 0 0 
1481 12 0 0 
1482 10 0 0 
1483 34 0 0 
1484 34 1 2.94 
1485 14 0 0 
1486 8 0 0 
1487 7 0 0 
1488 5 0 0 
1489 9 0 0 
1490 23 1 4.35 
1491 7 2 28.57 
1492 13 0 0 
1493 15 0 0 
1494 25 1 4 
1495 31 0 0 
1496 
. 
41 0 0 
_ 1497 1 31 0 0 
1498 31 0 0 
1499 44 
- 
0 0 
1500 52 0 0 
1501 19 0 
-0 
15021 34 0 0 
1503 30 0 0 
1504 23 0 0 
1505 65 0 0 
1506 38 0 0 
1507 33 1 3.03 
1508 1 64 1 1.56 
1509 59 3 5.08 
1510 110 0 0 
1511 44 0 0 
1512 41 0 -0 
1513 33 0 0 
1514 34 0 0 
1515 79 0 0 
1516 52 0 0 
1517 67 1 1.49 
1518 69 0 0 
15191 58 1 1.79 
15201 110 0 0 
1521 78 O 0 
1522 52 
ý 
0 0 
15M 59 4 6.78 
1524 42 1 2.38 
412 
1525 109 4 3.67 
1526 85 3 3.53 
1527 93 1 1.08 
1528 99 0 0 
1529 72 2 2.78 
1530 142 1 0.7 
1531 103 0 0 
1532 92 
- 
2 2.17 
1533 117 3 2.56 
1534 114 2 1.75 
\1 535 113 2 1.77 
1536 91 1 1.09 
1537 , 76 
1.32 
1538 134 0 0 
1539 85 1 1.18 
1540 118 3 2.54 
1541 66 0 0 
1542 1 95 3 3.16 
1543 116 1 0.86 
1544 109 0 0 
1545 126 3 2.38 
1546 127 1 0.79 
1547 144 2 1.39 
1548 268 10 3.73 
1549 170 6 3.53 
1550 249 9 3.61 
1551 133 
- 
6 4.51 
1552 153 1 065 
1553 168 3 1.79 
1554 141 8 5.67 
1555 208 8 3.85 
1556 191 8 4.18 
1557 109 5 4.59 
1558 112 3 2.68 
1559 114 5 4.39 
1560 172 9 5.23 
1561 146 5 3.42 
1562 163 1 0.61 
1563 154 4 26 
1564 93 6 6.45 
1565 169 7 4.14 
1566 187 4 2.13 
1567 168 8 4.76 
1568 131 8 6.10 
1569 159 5 3.14 
1570 264 ii 4.17 
1571 156 8 5.12 
1572 176 5 2.84 
1573 184 7 3.80 
1574 186 3.23 
1575 239 8 3.35 
1576 180 12 6.67 
413 
1577 211 8 3.79 
1578 220 14 6.36 
1579 265 17 6.42 
1580 300 21 7 
1581 289 20 6.92 
1582 215 10 4.65 
1583 250 9 3.6 
1584 278 13 4.68 
1585 323 8 2.48 
1586 233 14 6 
1587 240 15 6.25 
1588 250 16 6.4 
1589 293 22 7. 
1590 353 16 4.53 
1591 299 26 8.7 
1592 294 18 6.12 
1593 211 22 10.42 
1594 261 22 8.43 
1595 326 23 7.05 
1596 316 33 10.44 
1597 277 20 7.22 
1598 292 21 7.19 
1599 329 19 5.78 
1600 382 18 4.71 
1601 258 17 6.59 
1602 326 23 7.06 
1603 428 18 4.21 
1604 408 22 5.42 
1605 379 18 4.75 
1606 407 26 6.39 
1607 434 25 5.76 
1608 403 27 _6.7 
1609 474 37 7.81 
1610 420 19 4.52 
1611 401 26 6.48 
1612 452 27 5.97 
1613 510 41 8.04 
1614 444 35 7.88 
1615 524 28 5.34 
1616 487 41 8.42 
1617 431 17 3.94 
1618 532 33 6.20 
1619 511 25 489 
1620 591 43 7.28 
1621 579 25 4.32 
1622 592 38 6.42 
1623 566 34 6 
1624 605 36 5.95 
1625 680 25 3.68 
1626 417 15 3.6 
1627 454 22 485 
1628 2.82 
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1629 480 18 3.75 
1630 695 30 4.32 
1631 636 19 2.99 
1632 590 33 5.59 
1633 646 22 3.41 
1634 566 17 3 
1635 689 22 3.19 
1636 535 23 4.3 
1637 582 20 3.44 
1638 677 29 4.28 
1639 625 28 4.48 
1640 848 39 46 
Totals 36709 1724 4.7 
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APPENDIX 2: 
LIST OF WOMEN IN THE BRITISH BOOK TRADES. INCLUDING THOSE LIVING 
ABROAD AND PRODUCTNG BOOKS FOR THE BRITISH MARKET. 1550-1650 
This list is derived from a database I have constructed linking women in the British book 
trades to biographical details and information about their print productions. The 
information reproduced here is based largely on a survey of the Index to the SM, and of 
Paul G. Morrison, Index ofprinters, publishers, and booksellers in Donald Wings Short- 
title catalogue of books printed in Engl=4 ScotlatU4 Irelat" Wales, and British America 
and of English books printed in other countries 1641 - 1700 (Charlottesville, Va.: 
University of Virginia for the Bibliographical Society of the University of Virginia, 1955). 
This second catalogue is substantially less complete than the SM, and, as a result, levels of 
print production for women working in the latter years of the period, particularly afler 
164 1, may be considerably under-represented. 
Other important sources against which I have cross-checked these catalogues, or in which I 
have found additional information include Harry G. Aldis, A List of Books 11rinted ill 
Scotland Before 1700 Including 771ose PrintedRurth of the Realmfor Scottish Booksellers, 
2'd ed. (Edinburgh: Edinburgh Bibliographical Society, 1970); Maureen Bell, 'Women in 
the English Book Trade 1557-1700', Llepziger Jahrbuch zur Buchgeschichle, 6 (1996), pp. 
13-45; R. B. McKerrow, A Dictionaty of Printers and Booksellers in Englanct Scotland 
andIrelang and offoreignprinters of English Books 1557-1640 (London: Bibliographical 
Society, 19 10); HR Plomer, A Dictionaty of the Printers and Booksellers who were at 
work in England, Scotland and Irelandfrom 1641 to 1667 (London: Bibliographical 
Society, 1907); and Edward Arber, A Transcript of the Registers of the Compwly of 
Stationers of London, 4 vols., (Gloucester, Mass.: Peter Smith, 1967). Figures include 
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only women who can be identified as printers, publishers or b(x)ksellers, in(] do not 
include calligraphers, like Esther Inglis, or bookbinders like Judith Taylot, Mary I loskins, 
Anne Garbrand in Oxford or Katherine Boyd in FAInhurgh Also excluded Ilioni llle,,, e 
figures are women, included by Bell, who assigned copies or bound or 1reed appie"tices, 
unless I have been able to locate additional intorniation indicating a more prof'ound 
involvement in the trade. 
Name Trade 
Known dates of 
activity 
No of Titles as 
listed in STC or 
Morison 
Place 
Adams, Elizabeth Bookseller 1620-1638 London 
Allde, Elizabeth Printer / Bookseller 1628-1640? 123 London 
Allde, Margaret Bookseller 1584-1603 4 London 
Allen, Hanna Bookseller & Printer 1646- 1651 56 London 
Allot, Mary Bookseller 1635- 1637 2 London 
Alsop, Elizabeth Printer 1647 - 1664? 17 
- 
London 
Anderson (Heirs of George) Printer 1648-1653 16 Glasgow & 
Edinburgh 
Antony called Velpius (Widow of 
Hubert) 
Printer / Bookseller 1633 1 Brussels 
Arundel, Countess of Sheltered secret 
press 
15877 1 
Auroi, Pierre, widow of Printer 1628-1640 1 Douai 
Barley, The Widow Bookseller? 1614 1 Presumed London 
Barret, Hanna Bookseller 1624- 1626 11 London 
Bassandyne, Thomas, Widow of Printer / Bookseller 15787 1 Edinburgh 
Bastiaenz, Mafthijs, Widow of Printer / Bookseller 1628- IW 0 Rotterdam 
Bell, Jane Bookseller & Printer 1650- 1660 23 London 
Bill, Jane Printer 1630-1638 0 Presumed London 
Bishop, Elizabeth Bookseller 1619- 1620 3 London 
Blagearl, Francoise Printer 1633- 1658 14 Parts 
Boler, Anne Bookseller 1635-1638 15 London 
Boscard (BUree), Jeanne Printer 1629- 1652 25 Douai 
Boscard, Jacques, Widow of Printer c 1578 - 1611 1 Douai 
Bourne, Joane Printer 1593- 1596 0 London 
Boursette, Madeleine Printer 1541 - 1556 4 Parts 
Breache, Mrs. Bookseller 1649- 1675 2 London 
Brewster, Anna Bookseller 16 -1689 10 Presumed London 
Briere, Annet Printer 1551 - 1566 1 Parts 
Broome (Brome), Joan Bookseller 1591 - 1601+ 43 London 
Browne, Alice Bookseller___ 1623 - 1625 4 London 
Brusey, Mary Bookseller? 1641 1 Presumed London 
Bryson, James, Widow of Printer 1644 1 EdinbUF! jh 
Bullock, - Bookseller 1624 - 
0 Lorxion 
Burby, Elizabeth Bookseller 1607-1609 22 London 
Burton, Sarah Bookseller? 1647 1 Presumed London 
Charlewood, Alice Printer 1593 20 London 
Clark, Mary Printer 1649,1678-1699 100 (99 after 
1678) 
Presumed London 
Coe, Jane Printer 1644-1647 73 London 
Courant (Fournieres), Marie Printer 1631 - 1645? 5 Rouen 
Crane, Mrs. Sheltered secret 1 
press 
588 At least I London 
Crosley, Efizýbeth Bookseller 1 613 1 x1ord 
Icurteyne, Alice Bookseller? 1 650-1652 3 Pf esu med London 
jDawson, Gertrude Printer 1 649-1666 8 8L ondon 
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ýDawson, Mary Printer 1635 - 1637 London 
Dietrich, Katharina Printer 1597-1605+ 3 NUmberg 
Douce, Ann Bookseller 1608-1624 Presumed London 
East, Lucretia Bookseller 1609-1610 London 
Edwards, Mrs. Bookseller 1647-1649 1 Presumed London 
Eeles, - Bookseller? c. 1644 Presumed London 
Elde, Frances Printer? 1600-1604 2 Presumed London 
Evans, Dorothy Patron 1613? 1 London 
Fairbeard, Sarah Bookseller 1636 2 London 
Fowler, Mistress Bookseller 1604-1624 0 London 
Gosson, Alice Bookseller 1601-1622 1 London 
Greene, Joan Bookseller 1631 - 1637? 2 Cambridge & London 
Griffin, Anne Printer 1621-1643 99 London 
Griffin, Sarah Printer 1648-1679 93 London 
Harring, Isobel Printer & Bookseller 1645-1646 1 Edinburgh 
Harrison, Martha Bookseller 1649-1657 10 London 
Hart, Jonet Printer & Bookseller 1621 . 1639 (42? ) Single 1. Heirs, 
52 
Edinburgh 
Helme, Anne Bookseller 1617-1627 14 London 
Herford, Katherine. Printer 1549? - 1550 5 London 
Hertford, John, widow of Printer 1549-50 4 London 
Hodgets, Margaret Bookseller? 1625 2 London 
Hulsius (van Hulsen), Maria Bookseller 1606? - 1619 Frankfurt am Main 
Islip, Susan Printer 1641-1661 London 
Jaggard, Dorothy Printer 16V 
1 
London 
Jaggard, Elizabeth Bookseller 1623-1626 London 
Jugge, Joan Printer / Bookseller 1577-1588+ London 
Kellam, Marguerite Printer 1613-1620 lDoual 
Kene, Margaret Printer I Bookseller 1640 - 1641 ? 0 Edinburgh 
Kerver (Bonhomme), Yolande Printer 1522-1557+ It Paris 
'Le Bret, Guillame, Widow of Bookseller 1550-1554 1 Paris 
Lowestoft Widow Sold books Date not known 0 Lowestoft 
Macham, Joyce Bookseller 1615 - IM 1 22 London 
Man, Joan Bookseller 1635 -1637 0 London 
Mason, Helen Patentee 1621 -? London 
Mayne, Agnes Bookseller 1622 - 1631 ? Edinburgh 
Mayne, Jonet Bookseller 1631-1639 Edinburgh 
Meighen, Mercy Bookseller 1646-1654 London 
Middleton, Jane Bookseller? 1588? 1 London 
Millington, Joan Bookseller 1604 1 
Condon 
Mommart Martine Printer 16112-11634 1 Brussels 
Moore, Anne Bookseller 1635-1636 1 L London 
Moulert, Symon, Widow and heirs of Printer 1623-1642 1 0 MIddelburg 
Nealand, Rebecca Bookseller 1644-1645 1 London 
Newbery, Joan I Bookseller 1590 -1594,1603 
-1618 
2 London 
Newbery, Joan 2 Bookseller 1637-1638 7 London 
Newman, Elizabeth Bookseller? 1594 3 London 
Norton, Alice Printer 1641-1646 Is London 
Norton, Joyce Printer / Bookseller 1632-1638 54 London 
Ogden, Hester Patentee 103 2 
Okes, Mary Printer 1 643-1645 5 London 
Oliver, Mary Printseller 1 609 1 London 
Orwin, Joan Printer 1 587,1593 - 1597 London 
Parsons, - Printer? 1 639-40 Presumed London 
Patterson, Jonet Bookseller 1 650-51 Edinburgh 
Perrin, John, Widow of Bookseller 1 593 L ondon 
Pickering, Mary B ookseller? 1 623 1 Presumed London 
Plantin, Jeanne P rinter 1 591 A 
g 
ntwerp 
Purslowe, Elizabeth P rinter 1 632-1646 1 64 L ondon 
Raworth, Ruth P rinter 1 643 - IW 30? 30? L ondon 
Readick, Agnes B ookseller 1 642-1646 E dinburgh 
Shorleyker, Widow B ookseller / Printer 1 630-1638 L ondon 
Short, Emma P rinter 1 603-1604 L ondon 
Simson, Frances P rinter 1 601 [L ondon 
418 
Smith, Eleanor ; eller? ý1650 London 
Staffordshire woman I! r Date not known Staffordshire 
Stonor, Dame Cecilia ISheltered secret 
prf s ! s! 
1581 t least two Henley 
Sutton, Joan B okse; ller (: kS ýo Bo 
ý 
o 1569-1585 L' ondon 
Taunton, Sarah Bo okseller se 1638 1 L4 ondon 
Thomas, Mary Bookseller 1642 L, London 
Toy, Elizabeth Bookseller 1556-1558 LC London 
Truck, - Bookseller 1624 LC London 
Trundle, Margery, nee Parton Bookseller 1626-1629+ + (13 In STC) C London 
Tyson, Sarah Bookseller? 1650.1663-i665 1 1650.31663 - 
665 
London 
Underhill, Jane Bookseller7 1642 -1643,1660 
-1662 
7 London 
Vautrollier, Jacqueline Printer 1588 London 
Veseler, Joris, Widow of Printer 1626-1628 efdam 
Vincent, Anne Bookseller? 1633-1637 London 
in ricent, Katherine V vi C4 V n c e r Bookseller? 1618+ 1 ondon L 
;0 olmare, Anne Marie 71 Im V V 0 I m a Printer 1628 1 
aldegrave, Mary a I d e Printer 1604- 1608? 3 Edinburgh & London 
aldegrave, Mary a I d e Printer 1604 Edinburgh 
aterson, Isabella a te r Bookseller 71641 & 1657 2 Presumed London 
Ite, Sara a ! Bookseller 1613-1615+ 4 London 
t ntington, Martha t i n Bookseller 1649-1651 2 Presumed London 
I ilson, Anne 
[ 
n Bookseller 1640 1 London 
inde, Lodewijk de, Widow of Printer 1576 -? I Doual 
0 olfe, Alice Bookseller? 1602-1612 7 ' London 
olfe, Joan Bookseller 1574 1 London 
outneel, - nq Bookseller 1608 1 London 
Y ouw, Widow and heirs of Hillebrant 
Jac7bs van 
Printer 1 631-1661 3 The Hague 
'I -, 
Marc, Widow of Printer 1 630 -1661 28 11 3oual 
[Yetsweirt, Jane 11 3atentee 11 595-1597 11 3 11 -ondon 
NB. A+ in the column showing known dates of activity indicates that the year given for 
the end of a woman's book trade activity, was also the year of her death. 
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